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Abstract 

Despite the international success and long careers of Irish ensembles like The Chieftains, 
The Dubliners, The Clancy Brothers and Planxty, there has been minimal research into the 
height of their popularity during the Irish folk music movement of 1960 to 1979. Numerous 
documentaries such as the BBC’s Folk Hibernia (2007), O’Toole’s No Disco (2003) and the 
various series on key individuals from The Chieftains and The Dubliners have highlighted the 
cultural and musical significance of these performers, in particular, their influence to change 
the Irish musical landscape of the mid-twentieth century. The documentaries and literature 
on these performers acknowledge a clear relationship between tradition and innovation 
amongst these ensembles with an Irish musical identity central to this new sound. However, 
they do not provide detailed analysis and reflection on how these changes occurred and 
what were the key features introduced during this time. This study identifies a clear catalyst 
for this musical movement within Ireland in Seán Ó Riada and his formation of Ceoltóirí 
Chualann at the beginning of the 1960s and the popularisation of Irish traditional repertoire 
in a new medium: the folk orchestra. 

An analysis of the common musical and instrumental features amongst ensembles during 
this period reveals two key areas of innovation due to these performers: 1) new 
instrumentation and collection of new instrumental textures, and 2) progressive 
arrangement of Irish repertoire including the contribution of original composition to the 
already sizeable communal body of Irish music. Analysis of the recordings from this period 
identify these two elements as the most evident aspects of change to Irish music and 
confirm their presence as a lasting legacy in the Irish musical landscape. Due to the 
ensemble setting, pioneered by Ó Riada, performers like Johnny Moynihan, Paul Brady, 
Andy Irvine and Dónal Lunny introduced and adapted instruments like bouzouki, mandolin, 
and acoustic guitar to suit the nuances of Irish music. Interviews with select performers of 
this period also provide a unique insight into their creative process and their relationship 
with Irish repertoire. These perspectives highlight the intrinsic connection of Irish music to 
these performers and the conscious sensitivity towards creating cultural change in Irish 
music. Through the exploration inherent in these instrumental choices, these performers 
also introduced new rhythmic and melodic ideas in an Irish context, further expanding the 
vocabulary of Irish traditional and folk performance. 

In identifying these key elements and their musical, social, and cultural contexts, this study 
will provide greater detail to the body of research around this period and will contribute to 
future research around Irish music more broadly.  
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Chapter 1– Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 Introduction 

The folk and traditional music of Ireland has a long and rich history associated with both a 

large communal repository of repertoire and a unique performance style. In the second half 

of the twentieth century, the popularity of this music and its cultural elements has grown 

from mostly an internal cultural practice within Ireland and amongst her diaspora to a 

celebrated international phenomenon. This success and global popularity was concentrated 

in a period of approximately twenty years, from 1960 to around 1980, known under various 

names such as the Irish Folk Music Movement (IFMM), the Irish Folk Music Revival and the 

Celtic Folk Music Revival. The critical performers and ensembles of this period 

simultaneously promoted elements of tradition as well as evolution in Irish music.  

Irish folk music from the early 1960s through to the mid/late 1970s has attracted various 

categorisations and nomenclatures that necessarily present challenges for analysis of music 

of this period. The Clancy Brothers, The Dubliners, The Chieftains and Planxty achieved 

renown both within Ireland and internationally, popularising the performance of Irish music 

as a global genre yet disagreement can be found in finding a precise definition of their style 

and period. Scholars such as Smyth distinguish two separate decades, referring to the 1960s 

as ‘The Ballad Boom’ and the 1970s as ‘The Dance Music Movement’.1 Others such as Scahill 

have characterised the whole era as an ‘Irish Folk Music Revival’. 2 However, as Scahill notes, 

1 Gerry Smyth, “Ireland unplugged: the roots of Irish folk/trad. (Con)Fusion”, Irish Studies Review, 
12:1, 2004: 93. 

2 Adrian Scahill, “Folk music,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, eds. Harry White and Barra 
Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 402; The complexity inherent in the use of the term 
‘revival’ in relation to Irish music is evident in the literature. Authors such as Scahill, Geraghty, O’Shea and 
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the term ‘revival’ has not always been positively received, in particular with some Irish 

critics and performers regarding the mid-twentieth century. 3 For example, Dowling 

contends that the period has been considered particularly significant due to “nearly three 

decades of cultural and musical stagnation in Ireland” immediately preceding the 1960s.4 

The global success of these ensembles and the Irish musical identity they propagated 

through their practice is indicative of a period and phenomenon of major cultural 

importance. Therefore, despite the fact that there is no single agreed nomenclature for the 

period, it merits closer critical examination and analysis. 

Documentaries and bibliographic publications, such as Folk Hibernia by Mike Connolly, 

Music of Ireland by Phillip Marshall, The Humours of Planxty by O’Toole and The Chieftains 

by Glatt, reveal key insights into the social milieu of these performers. They are primarily 

focused on the chronology of this phenomenon and on documenting the careers of specific 

ensembles. The unique contributions and innovations that these ensembles introduced 

have not been documented in great academic detail beyond bibliographic and popular 

commentary. Analysis of their performance practices and stylistic elements within this study 

highlights a truly unique and innovative approach to Irish music performance. The research 

presented here seeks to augment such work by framing and analysing the unique and 

innovative contributions that characterised many ensembles from this period. Specifically, a 

White have all labelled the music movement of the 1960s and 1970s as a revival movement, drawing direct 
correlation to the American and British folk revivals of prior decades. While the term revival does involve the 
concept of bringing back music and cultural elements considered ‘lost’ or ‘dying’, it also involves breathing 
new life into music that may not necessarily be lost through experimentation and innovation.  

3 Adrian Scahill, “The Album and The Musical Work in Irish Traditional Music, ca. 1955-1970,” Éire-
Ireland 54: 1 & 2 Spr/Sum 19: 22.  

4 Martin Dowling, “Traditional music revivals” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry 
White and Barra Boydell, (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 1002.  
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deeper understanding of their performance practices and the stylistic elements of their 

music contributes to a fuller understanding of the valuable contribution such groups have 

made to Irish music performance. During the 1960s and 1970s, ensembles including The 

Clancy Brothers, The Dubliners and The Chieftains were highly significant because they 

explored new and diverse stylistic ideas importing foreign instruments and rhythms, 

introduced new aural textures to Irish performance and provided innovative arrangements 

of folk and traditional repertoire.5 The contribution of these performers during the period of 

1960–1980 was so substantial that not only were large repertories of traditional music 

recorded and rediscovered, but new and exciting musical explorations of varying forms 

were successfully integrated with traditional practices to create a unique blend of old and 

new. As O’Shea states “it is difficult to identify any major shifts in the performance of Irish 

traditional music since the 1970s.”6 

 

Origins of this research 

I grew up a child of Irish immigrant parents in Australia, alongside some of my extended 

family who had also emigrated here and I was surrounded by a form of music frequently at 

family gatherings that was Irish, that was ‘ours’.7 As I grew older, this music followed me 

wherever we went, and my father would often list names of the groups and performers we 

were listening to: The Dubliners, The Chieftains, Planxty, Dé Dannan, Seán Ó Riada and so 

 
5 Helen O’Shea, The Making of Irish Traditional Music (Cork: Cork University Press, 2008), 51. 
6 O’Shea, 51. 
7 I would like to note being of first-generation emigration I have developed a unique perspective on 

Irish culture both from ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the community. My passion for Irish music, and my Irish culture 
more broadly, is a key part of my identity and any reflections and commentary I provide throughout this 
dissertation are from simultaneous cultural and academic perspectives. We as Irish people, and as Irish 
diaspora, have a collective ownership of our music and heritage and this provides us with a unique, personal 
understanding and attachment to our cultural artefacts. I would also like to note that I am aware there is the 
potential disagreement and discussion around the distinctions of traditional and folk musics of Ireland, 
especially from those considered ‘outside’ the tradition.  
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on. None of this music seemed at all foreign to my family or me, and when asked during 

various stages of my life about the Irish music I listened to and enjoyed, I would inevitably 

cite these names.  

 

Given the formative and influential nature of this music in my life, I bring some basic 

assumptions to this research: music presented by ensembles from this period is imbued 

with a unique duality. It was and remains both old and new; both Irish and foreign. It was 

only later that I learned reels and jigs performed by Barney McKenna or Andy Irvine and 

Dónal Lunny were new ideas in themselves, a blending of Irish repertoire and foreign 

instrumentation. I discovered this blending of old and new is known by many Irish people, 

including my own family. Yet, the ensembles’ association with an Irish cultural and musical 

identity are never questioned. It was this that sparked my curiosity and this research 

project. 

 

A preliminary survey of literature concerning this topic suggested that there appeared to be 

little musicological research into the musical and cultural contexts pertaining to the 

performers, their styles and musical innovations. Whilst documentaries such as Folk 

Hibernia8 and Music of Ireland: Welcome Home9 had detailed a broad reflection on the 

twentieth-century music of Ireland they did not provide much depth or significance to the 

unique features of these ensembles as catalysts for change.  When reflecting on the 

contemporary Irish ‘traditional’ music landscape, it became clear that not only were the 

1960s and 1970s such a pivotal era for the development and progress of Irish music, but 

 
8 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four.    
9 Music of Ireland: Welcome Home, directed by Philip J. Marshall, (Elevation Management, 2010), DVD, 

disc 1. 
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these decades were the most significant period of change for Irish music in the twentieth 

century. The use of foreign instruments, like the mandolin and bouzouki, as well as the 

unique dance rhythms performed by Planxty and Andy Irvine, hinted at an untold story of 

musical innovation. Upon reflection, further investigation into the musical landscape of 

Ireland during this period was required and that special attention should be paid to that 

select group of performers who were noted continuously for their popularity within Ireland. 

Even more significantly, this topic and these performers had such a significant impact on 

Irish music, locally and internationally. They popularised a now commonplace practice 

known the world over, especially on St. Patrick’s Day for non-Irish people, with the informal 

gatherings of musicians in pub sessions.10 From the structure itself to the instruments 

included at these gatherings in contemporary times, the 1960s and 1970s introduced new 

musical elements whilst simultaneously relying on traditional and folk repertoire as the core 

language for this to be established and this will be discussed further in Chapters 3 to 6. 

 

With this background in mind, this thesis will identify the most significant changes to the 

Irish musical landscape during the 1960s and 1970s. It will highlight which were the key 

ensembles and performers responsible for the difference in style, analyse the effects of 

these changes on the performance of Irish traditional and folk repertoire and specify the 

 
10 The pub session will be discussed briefly in Chapter 2 however this phenomenon is outside the 

scope of the current research project. For further reading on the pub session phenomenon see Hazel Fairbairn, 
"Changing Contexts for Traditional Dance Music in Ireland: The Rise of Group Performance Practice," Folk 
Music Journal 6, no. 5 (1994): 566-99, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4522470;  Helen O’Shea, “Getting 
to the Heart of the Music: Idealizing Musical Community and Irish Traditional Music Sessions,”  Journal of the 
Society for Musicology in Ireland 20 (February 7, 2007): 1-18, 
https://www.musicologyireland.com/jsmi/index.php/journal/article/view/10; Hazel Fairbairn, 
“Group Playing in Traditional Irish Music: Interaction and Heterophony in the Session”(PhD thesis, University of 
Cambridge, Cambridge, 1993). 
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lasting contribution of their performances.  To answer these central questions, this study 

will highlight how these performers facilitated key innovations to performance style, 

instrumentation, and repertoire. This research is primarily historical and cultural musicology 

and draws primarily on qualitative methods, transcription of recordings and analysis of 

musical features. Due to the multitude of musical elements, both Irish and non-Irish, within 

this period, this study has been designed to focus on two key aspects: the popularisation of 

diverse and new instrumentation, including the concept of the ensemble and its significant 

impact upon the stylistic elements of Irish traditional performance, and the development of 

song arrangement and original composition. By exploring these two significant aspects of 

the Irish Folk Music Movement, this research will not only map the continuity of Irish 

traditional music, including its fundamental stylistic elements that are essential to this 

period but also highlight how the selected performers used their understanding of the 

tradition to innovate.  

 

The focus on instrumentation and repertoire of these ensembles will analyse the melodic, 

harmonic, and rhythmic stylistic elements common amongst key performers. This approach 

will also include examining musical signifiers, such as motivic elements, phrasing and 

articulation common to Irish traditional/folk performance, as well as the impact of the 

ensemble setting as an agent for the duality of tradition and innovation (especially as they 

relate to instrumentation). These elements will then be analysed to understand how the 

performance of non-traditional instruments has been modified and adapted to suit the Irish 

traditional style. The research will demonstrate that there are similar approaches to 

performance and repertoire across all these key ensembles and that these performers 

contributed a significant change to the landscape of Irish musical performance. The 
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overarching aim of this study is to identify the significant role that the Irish Folk Music 

Movement played in both popularising Irish traditional music and contributing new musical 

elements to Irish music. By highlighting the proportion of traditional or folk elements 

inherent within the performances, style, and repertoire of each ensemble, it is argued that 

they, and this period, in particular, initiated major change to Irish music during the 

twentieth century.  

 

This introductory chapter will provide a literature review of the critical sources relating to 

this topic, Irish traditional music, twentieth-century music revivals and the common traits 

amongst them, as well as resources that are not specifically about this topic but support the 

overall thesis. A discussion of the essential elements of Irish traditional performance follows 

to provide an understanding of how the ensembles of this period both applied these 

fundamental elements and developed new stylistic features. 

 

1.2 Methodology 

Musicology, and associated methodologies employed for researching music, constitute a 

vast and varied field that embraces everything from the fundamentals of Western 

transcription and analysis to complex ethnographic studies and notational methods devised 

to interpret music outside of a Western ‘classical’ context. To answer the central research 

questions of this research project, a qualitative approach has been adopted to enable a 

clear focus on musical, historical, and cultural elements inherent to the topic. A combination 

of techniques from historical and cultural musicology are employed to document, interpret 

and qualify the characteristics of the music from the leading ensembles of this key period in 

Irish music.  
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This thesis is primarily a work of historical musicology. Within this, transcription and analysis 

underpin the cultural and historical perspectives by offering reference to demonstrable 

musical intentions and, potentially, outcomes. The use of transcription and analysis as 

observational tools to reflect on the elements of folk music that are retained even as society 

and culture changes is encouraged by cultural musicology.11 However, transcription and 

analytical approaches developed for Western classical music do not cater for all forms of 

music and style, often omitting subtle and unique qualitative elements, and thus it is 

necessary to develop tools beyond notation to provide a comprehensive understanding of 

contemporary pieces.12 Just as historical musicology approaches music of a particular period 

uses transcription and analysis to understand the musical decision making that occurred in 

performances and compositions, as well as providing context for its place in the culture, 

time and society in which it occurs,13 musicological approaches to popular genres have 

similar aims. As Bohlman states “the dialectic between text and context is, nevertheless, 

complex, and its specific applications to the study of folk music merit further investigation 

and illustration.”14 Bohlman’s text proposes identifying the canon, or repertoire, of the 

musical community being analysed and analysing the common features that provide the 

musical and cultural identification of a group or region. The multifaceted components of 

folk music canon allow for the identification of external features to the music: origins of 

 
11  Philip V. Bohlman, The Study of Folk Music in the Modern World (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 

1988), xix. 
12 Allan F. Moore, “Introduction,” in Analysing Popular Music, ed. Allan F. Moore (Cambridge 

University Press, 2003), 7-9 
13 J. Peter Burkholder, "Music Theory and Musicology," The Journal of Musicology 11, no. 1 (1993): 12, 

https://doi.org/10.2307/764148. 
14 Bohlman, The Study of Folk Music in the Modern World, 104. 
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repertoire, indigenous classification systems, the roles played by musicians and “the 

location of all these factors in a variety of modern contexts.”15 

 

These theoretical approaches underpin the overarching methodology of this thesis through 

the use of transcription, notation and musical analysis drawing on both Irish traditional 

music and popular music practices whilst situating these insights in the context of the 

historical period. In addition, some elements of empirical musicology are employed to 

qualify comparisons. These include statistical analysis of instrumentation and tone 

frequency in arrangements and comparison of ensemble versions. These analyses 

contribute insights into the growth of innovative ideas and the clear aural differences that 

are afforded by instrumentation.16  Although not a central approach, statistical analysis, as 

well as structural modelling of song arrangement and compositional form, are employed in 

this methodology to provide a set of visual tools for representing those features of the 

music that are not captured in the notation.17 These tools confirm the qualitative 

comparisons between ensemble recordings as well as contributing a non-notational 

representation of the performances of these ensembles to the body of research. 

 

This analytical approach will be contextualised in Chapter 2 with a brief history and 

chronology of key events, recordings and features to explore the significant changes that 

are introduced during this period and the parameters and focus of the research project.  

Chapters 3 to 6 feature a combined historical and contemporary musicological approach by 

 
15 Bohlman, 105 
16  W. Luke Windsor, “Data Collection, Experimental Design and Statistics in Music Research,” in 

Empirical Musicology, eds. Eric Clarke and Nicholas Cooke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 197-199. 
17 Anthony Pople, “Modelling Musical Structure,” in Empirical Musicology, eds. Eric Clarke and 

Nicholas Cooke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 127-129, 139-140. 
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selecting, transcribing, and analysing works of key ensembles from this period and 

identifying links between musical features of change and innovation as they relate to 

historical practice as well as providing quasi-statistical and formal analyses.  

 

This research employs both primary and secondary source materials to inform 

understanding of the musical practices and history of the selected ensembles. Sources 

relating to this era within Ireland are also used to establish the socio-historical setting of the 

thesis. By combining transcription of musical recordings from the selected ensembles with 

critical analysis of performance and arrangement techniques, stylistic features and musical 

development across a fixed period, this composite methodology has been pivotal to 

revealing the musicological significance of this period and its performers. The transcriptions 

and analyses within this study draw on the significant body of literature relating to both the 

performance of Irish traditional music and Irish, American, and British folk revivals to 

confirm and classify the musical features identified within the recordings and scores. 

 

Transcription and analysis 

In transcribing and analysing forms of popular and folk music, due to their primarily oral 

nature, it is necessary to provide alternative methods for analysing performance elements 

outside of notation and transcription. Whilst notation can offer a detailed, visual 

understanding of the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic actualities of musical performances, 

it can omit certain aspects of performative and compositional analysis, or at the very least 

obscure them. Middleton argues that analytical methods derived from Western music 

analysis do not describe and adequately define the sum of musical experience within 
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popular music.18 Therefore, it is necessary not to rely solely on Western notation, and 

transcription methods are developed so that most audiences involved in the music, whether 

trained in Western notation or not, can perceive differing nuances within the musical 

representations.19 

 

A simple method for analysing the fundamental components of a recording as well as 

highlighting significant musical moments or gestures which draws on established practice in 

popular musicology, is seen in Covach and Flory, and this contributes to further non-

notational representation of musical features.20 In explaining their focus on musical form in 

this method, Covach and Flory state: 

 

Understanding formal structure will help you hear new things in the music itself and 

perceive similarities between musical styles that may otherwise seem 

different…typically, our attention darts from part to part in a song, usually when 

something new comes in to grab our interest.21 

 

This perspective is critical to understanding the changes in musical direction or introduction 

of new musical elements. The approach adopted by Covach and Flory outlines the 

instrumentation of a selected recording, with a simple analysis of form and any critical 

adjustments or segments of this form, identifying the time signature and key rhythmic 

features and finally giving a time-coded chronology of any musical signifiers or changes. By 

providing an overview of critical musical features in this way, the listener or reader can 

 
18 Richard Middleton, Studying Popular Music (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1990), 104. 
19 James Reid, "Transcription in a New Mode," Ethnomusicology 21, no. 3 (1977): 415-417. 
20 John Covach and Andrew Flory, What’s That Sound?: An Introduction to Rock and its History (New 

York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2012). 
21 Covach and Flory, 8-9. 
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understand the boundaries of the performance and identify musical events that are key to 

determining the overall style and genre. Covach and Flory also include an image of the 

ensemble in performance to highlight the significance of the instrumentation and provide 

further visual support of this fundamental analysis. Again, this provides a visual 

understanding of how the instruments and performers may look during the performance. 

While this method is useful in understanding non-notational aspects of performances that 

can be omitted by Western notational methods, on its own, it does not provide any insight 

into the musical language employed by the performers or the melodic/harmonic 

implications of instrumentation.  

 

In Chapters 5 and 6 I have developed a visual model that presents an analysis of the form of 

the song/tune as it unfolds in real-time by mapping the instrumentation and arrangement 

features as they occur chronologically in a recording.  This method takes inspiration from 

the generative theory of Lerdahl and Jackendoff established in their ‘well-formedness rules’, 

albeit in a simplified approach.22 These rules classify the different types of musical thought 

into the following: group structure describing the articulation of chronological progress of 

musical events by grouping  moments or elements that belong; metrical structure which 

describes the hierarchy of beats and rhythmic patterns that a listener will relate to musical 

events; time-span reduction which is founded on the previous two rules, however, is 

reduced into a selection of an event within each time-span that is significant; and finally, 

prolongational reduction based on Schenkerian principles. These rules derived from Lerdahl 

 
22 Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1983) 

8. Such methods were employed by Ó Riada within Ceoltóirí Chualann in a simplified method of breaking down 
the key components of an arrangement for the musicians to understand. For further reading see Ó Riada: A 
Shaol agus A Shaothar (1993) by Ó Canainn and Mac an Bhua. 
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and Jackendorff inform the descriptive analyses that occur in Chapters 5 and 6 to 

complement transcriptions of scores and allow for well-honed musical discussion as a 

summary representation of chronological performative events. By combining elements of 

these rules with visual representations, such as the listing of instrumentation and analysis of 

formal structure and chronology in Chapter 5 and 6, a non-notational analytical model 

reveals textural, formal, and instrumental representations of recorded performances to 

confirm the central question of this thesis. Furthermore, this approach will complement the 

non-notational nature of the music and performers being studied. 

 

This study has employed musical transcription to highlight the nuances of recorded 

performances and provide a visual aspect of the music performed. The use of preliminary 

results in transcription and analysis offers the possibility to direct research towards more 

effective analysis concerning non-western performance styles. As with all transcriptions, 

these have been notated with as objective an ear as possible. As Moore states:  

 

By subjecting this sound to analysis, we are in fact making an interpretation of the 

relationships apparent between it and antecedent, simultaneous, and consequent 

sounds, an activity into which it is impossible not to insert the self because such 

relationships only become apparent in the presence of a perceiver. Thus, an analysis 

is only one among a number of possibilities.23 

 

Care has been taken to incorporate in my transcriptions as many elements of ornamental 

notation per the conventional style of Irish traditional music transcription; however, it is 

 
23 Allan F. Moore, “Introduction,” in Analysing Popular Music, ed. Allan F. Moore (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2004), 8. 
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impossible to remove my own interpretation of what has been heard entirely. With this in 

mind, the transcriptions included in the Appendix and the excerpts contained in the 

following chapters should not be considered entirely representative of the recorded 

performances on which they focus. As mentioned, transcriptions can only present one 

aspect of the information contained within musical performance. Furthermore, there can be 

a tendency to interpret transcriptions literally in the absence of audio recordings. The 

transcriptions offered here are markers for the aural detail they attempt to represent and 

are a means of presenting ideas within the discourse of the dissertation. It is recommended 

that listening to the recorded works featured in this study will provide a more rounded 

understanding of the performance styles of these groups. 

 

Selected recordings 

The selection of recorded repertoire appropriate for analysis was an important 

consideration for this project. Initially, it was the intention of this project to collect and 

analyse the entirety of recorded output from this period that was considered group 

performance relating to Irish traditional and folk styles. Even though this broad scope 

remains worthy of further investigation (as previously mentioned there is near non-

existence of detailed musicological study on this period and these ensembles), early 

research into the recorded output of this time uncovered an incredibly large collection of 

recordings and performances. By setting out a specific set of criteria for this study, a greater 

level of depth was possible to discover the detail and analyse elements core to this initial 

change and further highlighted the desirability of a tighter focus. The selected ensemble 

recordings for this study take into account the following factors:  
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• The presence of Irish traditional instrumentation and repertoire 

• Noted significance or contribution to the period as detailed in comprehensive texts 

such as The Companion to Irish Traditional Music and Encyclopaedia of Music in 

Ireland  

• An identifiable element of innovation within the realms of traditional and folk music 

in Ireland 

Reference to one or more of the above factors has determined the performers to be 

included in this project. 

 

Interviews 

Interviews were conducted at the commencement of this research project with Irish 

musicologists as well as with performers of this period. I was exceptionally fortunate to have 

had the opportunity to interview Andy Irvine and Dónal Lunny from Planxty who were 

central to the focus of this research, and Professor Harry White (University College Dublin) 

due to his extensive study of music in Ireland. Key interlocuters were identified by their 

experience in the field or their participation in the Irish music scene during the period in 

question. These interviews were face to face and full transcription of these dialogues 

identifies the interviewees and the reason for their selection (see Appendix 16 for sample 

questionnaire and response). They provided primarily anecdotal and reflective source 

material and the insights here are powerful because they are not recorded in the sheet 

music and the sound described. These interviews were broad, ranging from perspectives on 

the period of this study to technique and performance styles. All interviews were recorded 

electronically and were conducted within a semi-structured conversation that had key 

questions around the period and ensembles, as well as more open questions to elicit the 

interviewees’ perspectives. These interviews were transcribed in full and relevant quotes 
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were selected that both contributed to answering the central questions of this dissertation 

and also provided primary evidence of performance practices. However, for ease of reading, 

quotes in this dissertation were minimally edited to address the topics concisely. Due to 

this, interviewees have been allowed to proof any attributed selections to ensure their 

intended meaning is conveyed. 

 

Questionnaires were also provided to interviewees where face-to-face interviews were not 

possible, and the perspectives provided in these responses were not altered. The 

appropriate answers to these questions are included in full throughout this thesis, in 

particular, the perspectives of Irvine and Moore on performance practices and musical 

influences. These questionnaires featured the same kinds of questions conducted in the 

face-to-face interviews; however, the responses to these questions, due to the nature of 

email correspondence, were minimal and concise.  

 

1.3 Current debates in the scholarship of Irish traditional and folk music 

Whilst there has been some documentation of historical events around this period and 

ensembles, the existing literature provides opportunity for further research. The most 

significant documentary resources (currently) available on this topic are the documentaries 

Folk Hibernia (BBC, 2007) and Music of Ireland Volume 1: Welcome Home (2010). These 

documentaries provide a broad chronology of Irish music during the twentieth century with 

some detail on the success and innovation of the ensembles of the 1960s and 1970s. 

However, these resources do not provide any detailed musicological analysis or reflection 

on the key introductions, styles and developments of these ensembles and performers. 

Literary texts around this topic are also limited to biographies of a few select ensembles in 
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The Chieftains, Planxty and individuals Liam Clancy, Luke Kelly, and Christy Moore. Much like 

the documentaries, these biographies are predominantly chronological with minimal 

discussion on the specifics of music performance and practice. To undertake the research 

necessary in this dissertation, the literature employed for this study has been focused 

primarily on the fundamentals of Irish traditional and folk musical styles, musicological and 

ethnomusicological research around folk revivals and any academic entries of the period 

and the performers. By undertaking a detailed analysis of the contributions, performance 

styles and innovations of the performers from this period, this dissertation will provide a 

significant contribution to the literature of this topic and provide a foundation for further 

research to fill this gap. 

 

1.3.1 Sources addressing Irish traditional/folk music history and key events 

In analysing the literature for this topic, it was necessary to understand the components of 

Irish traditional music and the nuances, regional variations, and differing perspectives of 

both the traditional and academic communities regarding Irish musical performance. The 

collections in the Irish Traditional Music Archive (ITMA) feature a large body of literature on 

Irish traditional and folk music performances and recordings, especially those of solo artists 

within the Irish tradition.24 It is of significant note as well that the ITMA also holds an 

extensive collection of recordings from The Dubliners, The Chieftains, The Clancy Brothers 

and Tommy Makem, Planxty and The Bothy Band. The presence of these artists alongside 

acclaimed ‘masters’ of the Irish tradition like Seamus Ennis, Michael Coleman, Joe Heaney 

and others highlights the recognition of these modern performers as part of the body of 

 
24 “Irish Traditional Music Archive,” Irish Traditional Music Archive, accessed July 29, 2017, 

https://www.itma.ie/.  
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Irish music and repertoire. Furthermore, the dedicated collection of papers, instruments, 

materials, and writings by Seán Ó Riada at the University College Cork library highlights the 

significance of Ó Riada’s contribution to Irish music. This collection focuses on the breadth 

of his personal and creative life and describes him as “the composer perhaps best 

remembered as being the first to blend Irish traditional music with its classical 

counterpart.”25  

 

For identifying the collective breadth of material and research around this period, resources 

such as White and Boydell’s Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland and Vallely’s Companion to 

Irish Traditional Music contribute a broad overview about traditional performance elements 

and ensembles.26 These compendiums explore a broad range of topics alphabetically, and 

Vallely provides both a general overview about Irish traditional style in the section ‘Style’ 

with a more detailed focus on specific elements in the sections of ‘Ornamentation’ and 

‘Regional style.’ Vallely also addresses some performance styles specific to instrumentation 

under their respective names and references key performers or innovators for these 

instruments. In his overview, Vallely states “style involves the nature of the sound 

generated on the instrument, its richness or fineness, timbre and volume. The broader 

features of a regional style are the product of many variables and make it instantly 

recognisable.”27 This opening statement initially implies that the sound of Irish traditional 

music is primarily due to the instruments employed; however, he later adds that the other 

 
25 “Seán Ó Riada Collection/Bailiúchán Sheáin Uí Riada: Home,” University College Cork, accessed 

November 10, 2018, https://libguides.ucc.ie/SeanORiadaCollection. 
26 Fintan Vallely, The Companion to Irish  Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork 

University Press, 2011). 
27 Fintan Vallely, “style,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: 

Cork University Press, 2011), 669. 
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key feature that occurs is the use of ornamentation.28 In exploring ornamentation, Vallely’s 

resource is comprehensive, for it provides not only specific notational examples of typical 

ornaments such as grace-notes and rolls but also applies this term to other elements that he 

groups as ‘extra-notes’, ‘effects’ and ‘variation’.29 Whilst this listing is detailed and borrows 

elements from the research of Breathnach30 and McCullough31 (in detail further below), the 

use of the term ‘ornamentation’ as an all-encompassing feature for all these elements can 

create confusion, especially when it can be applied to specific melodic ornaments 

throughout a performance. Where Vallely applies the term ‘ornamentation’ to the 

collection of these stylistic elements, an earlier definition of these terms by Breandán 

Breathnach delineates an Irish style as a direct result of three distinct features: “articulation, 

ornamentation and variation.”32 In this definition, Breathnach applies an exact point of 

distinction whereby elements of ornamentation can occur as part of variation or 

improvisation; however, variation itself may not always result in the use of ornaments but 

instead rhythmic or melodic addition or subtraction.  

 

In contrast, McCullough’s research provides a differing perspective on defining the 

subtleties and specifics of style in Irish traditional music. He proposes: “four main variables: 

ornamentation, melodic and rhythmic patterning, phrasing and articulation…”33 Again, this 

 
28 Vallely, “style,” 669. 
29 Vallely, “style,” 669. It is important to highlight, especially in regard to the term variation, that 

Vallely groups these elements under titles conceptually rather than as they apply in a Western musical 
context. The definitions themselves are acknowledged by performers within the Irish tradition as applying to 
their use in Irish performance and, as such, can vary between differing performers and regions to their 
constituents.  

30 Breandán Breathnach, Folk Music and Dances of Ireland (1971; repr., London: Ossian Press 
Publications, 1996). 

31 Lawrence E. McCullough, "Style in Traditional Irish Music," Ethnomusicology 21, no. 1 (1977): 85-97. 
https://doi.org/10.2307/850853. 

32 Vallely, “style,” 669; Breathnach, 94. 
33 McCullough, 85. 
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provides a contrasting perspective to Vallely’s broader use of ornamentation. McCullough 

omits variation as a stylistic feature, as is posited by Breathnach, and replaces it instead 

with the phrases “melodic and rhythmic patterning.” McCullough’s terminology here implies 

there is an element of consistency with both common rhythms and tones in a performance, 

and this explanation distances Irish musical performance from featuring strong use of 

improvisational language as Breathnach implies. He also identifies that articulation in an 

Irish setting is usually perceived “in terms of a legato vs staccato opposition…” and that 

“although some players incorporate both legato and staccato articulation techniques, many 

performers make use of only one method.”34 Overall, McCullough’s research omits explicitly 

highlighting a key component of Irish performance that Vallely previously identifies - 

requiring the soloist to provide their own interpretation or ‘take’ on a tune. This individual 

interpretation of repertoire involves an element of spontaneity or variation between each 

performance. It would be an additional requirement alongside ‘melodic and rhythmic 

patterning’ which would automatically occur in the compositional make-up of the 

repertoire. In this respect, Vallely combines the perspectives of both Breathnach and 

McCullough by acknowledging there is a certain degree of improvisation “where the player 

introduces variation into the tune or melodic line in accordance with accepted parameters 

moving beyond which may result in the creation of a new tune.”35 Unfortunately, these 

parameters are not explicitly outlined and instead, there is a tacit understanding that these 

parameters relate to the melodic tones and dance rhythms outlined in the basic form of the 

tune.36 However, McCullough does acknowledge a unique aspect of style as being a 

 
34 McCullough, 89. 
35 Vallely, “4: variation,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: 

Cork University Press, 2011), 532. 
36 Vallely, “4: variation,” 531 
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cumulative process whereby elements are “absorbed unconsciously or appropriated 

outright from other styles and then reshaped and refined into a ‘new’ style that is distinct 

yet never entirely divorced from its predecessors or contemporaries.”37  

 

As these perspectives all differ to certain degrees in their definition, scope, and application, 

it is necessary to combine elements of these sources to provide a robust framework for 

analysing the performances from the 1960s and 1970s and identifying the essential melodic 

and rhythmic elements that feature in Irish traditional performance can confirm their place 

in the continuity of cultural music.  

 

Vallely’s Companion also provides a brief, but essential discussion around the concept of 

innovation and change in Irish traditional music. Sally Sommers-Smith posits the idea that 

limits to innovation are:  

 

conditioned by awareness that 1. The music must inevitably change and be changing, 

as individual players hear, interpret, and teach the traditional sound in their 

communities; 2. Though the traditional process of transmission may normally be 

slow and gradual, radical departures from the traditional stream may be 

incorporated into the mainstream through the acceptance by local playing circles; 3. 

Future trends can be expected to be centred around the individuals whose playing 

sounds attractively different.38 

 

This outline is salient to this dissertation for it identifies that there is a natural element of 

change in all traditional performance. In particular, point two reflects the radical change of 

 
37 McCullough, 96. 
38 Sally Sommers-Smith, “innovation and change,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., 

ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 672. 
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instrumentation and style during this period and supports the thesis that these elements of 

change were popularised through their gradual adoption and acceptance in the community. 

It also identifies the significance of the individual in its sound and the use of the phrase 

‘attractively different’ suggests elements of both familiar style and new ideas. This 

understanding is essential to this thesis as it not only acknowledges the inevitability of 

change in traditional/folk performance but also provides some framework for analysing 

whether this change is successful or not. 

 

For identifying more specific detail of Irish traditional style, one of the most comprehensive 

twentieth-century sources for folk and traditional repertoire is Breathnach’s Folk Music & 

Dances of Ireland (1971).39 This text is extensive in its discussion of the ancient origins and 

primary sources of early Irish music as well as analyses on the typical performance 

elements, instrumentation and features of repertoire. Breathnach’s perspective on Irish 

music is from within the Irish traditional music community, specifically the uilleann piping 

community of Dublin, and his collection of repertoire from across Ireland amassing over 

seven thousand works by the time of his death.40 His initial definition of folk music is clear, 

stating “folk music and song are the product of the folk and, accordingly, anonymous….”41 

However, as Breathnach explores the constituents of folk music further, he states that “folk 

music is a heritage which is passed on from one age to the next-hence the term ‘traditional’, 

which is usually applied to it in Ireland.”42 This example highlights the interchangeable 

nature of his terminology and the confusion surrounding both terms as it applies in Irish 

 
36 Breathnach, Folk Music and Dances of Ireland. 
40 Nicholas Carolan, “Breathnach, Breandán,” in Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White 

and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin, 2013), 126-127. 
41 Breathnach, 1. 
42 Breathnach, 2.  
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music. The word ‘traditional’ does not occur again throughout the book; it is taken to be 

synonymous with folk music throughout. Whilst this text provides significant detail around 

the performance elements of Irish music; it focuses primarily on uilleann piping with only a 

secondary acknowledgement of fiddle. It does not explore other instrumentation commonly 

associated with being characteristically Irish such as the whistle, concertina, or rhythmic 

instruments like the bodhrán or bones. Furthermore, his outline of the three main elements 

of Irish music (articulation, ornamentation, and variation) over-simplifies the rhythmic 

components that are fundamental to Irish music. In explaining rhythm as it occurs during 

variation, he provides only a very brief example of variation applied to triplet quavers. He 

does not necessarily identify the common rhythmic features or their articulation as it relates 

to the pulse or beat of the repertoire. Again, the relationship to rhythmic accent and 

articulation in this explanation is also primarily focused on uilleann pipes and addresses only 

staccato as the popular form of accent.43 

 

Tomás Ó Canainn’s Traditional Music in Ireland (1978) acknowledges the same fundamental 

aspects of the Irish tradition outlined by Vallely, highlighting the significance of 

ornamentation and its application across a core group of instruments: the voice, the 

uilleann pipes and the fiddle.44 Ó Canainn does not explore any other instrumentation 

concerning the tradition but, when discussing group playing, he identifies solo performance 

as integral to the sound of Irish music.45 He does concede that if instruments such as guitar 

or keyboard are used, respect for the melodic nature of the performance must take 

precedence and modal implications of harmony need to be reduced or avoided. This 

 
43 Breathnach, 99. 
44 Tomás Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland (London: Ossian publications, 1978). 
45 Ó Canainn, 45-46. 
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perspective highlights the difficulties of change in traditional communities as the solo, 

melodic nature of the music itself limits the introduction of new instruments. However, it 

does provide an acceptance of group performance consisting of primarily traditional 

instruments, a key feature of highly successful ensembles Ceoltóirí Chualann and The 

Chieftains.  

 

A similar sentiment towards group performance is reflected by Seán Ó Riada when detailing 

the instrumental make-up of an idealised ‘traditional group’ in his work Our Musical 

Heritage.46 This source is significant for its appearance during the height of the movement’s 

popularity in the late 1960s, and reflects the perspective of this pioneer, providing evidence 

of his intentions regarding progress in Irish music. Our Musical Heritage is an edited 

collection of radio lectures given by Ó Riada in the early 1960s, in which he explored Irish 

traditional music and the unique voice of Irish music.47 This resource is divided into three 

sections: sean nós singing, instrumentation and group playing, and it focuses on the 

common stylistic features, including regional variations, of both the repertoire and the 

performers. Of particular interest is Ó Riada’s list of instruments which, in comparison to a 

those given in books like that of Ó Canainn, provides a broader spectrum of instruments, 

including flute, tin whistle, accordion and concertina, bodhrán and bones. Ó Riada 

conditions this, however, with a hierarchical preference towards uilleann pipes and fiddle.48 

His brief outline of flute and tin whistle performance features direct acknowledgement of 

piping style and its influence. Uniquely, Ó Riada’s inclusion of the bodhrán and bones 

 
46 Seán Ó Riada, Our Musical Heritage, ed. Thomas Kinsella and Tomás Ó Canainn (Portlaoise: The 

Dolmen Press, 1982). 
47 Thomas Kinsella, “Editor’s Preface,” in Our Musical Heritage, ed. Thomas Kinsella and Tomás Ó 

Canainn (Portlaoise: The Dolmen Press, 1982), 1-2. 
48 Ó Riada, 74. 
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provides the earliest discussion regarding these instruments as being part of the rhythmic 

culture in Ireland that other texts, such as Breathnach, O’Neill and O’Sullivan do not offer. 

Furthermore, this explanation of the bodhrán also witnesses to Ó Riada’s journey through 

Irish mythology and the possible ancient origins associated with the instrument as part of St. 

Stephens’ Day celebrations as well as festivities during Samhain (Halloween).49 This 

perspective is significant, for it acknowledges that rhythmic accompaniment, specifically in 

Ó Riada’s view and as it relates to his development of the ensemble, is just as much a part of 

the Irish tradition as the melody. Even though this resource is mostly accurate concerning 

the performance of traditional instruments, there has been criticism of Ó Riada’s pedigree 

and research regarding traditional music as well as his association with classical music. 50  It 

is essential to acknowledge this criticism as there is no single authority on tradition and 

differing perspectives provide differing insights into cultural practices. Whilst it is arguable 

that Ó Riada’s musical pedigree and interests began with classical music, his desire to 

immerse himself entirely in Irish culture and learn its musical characteristics evidences an 

honest passion for the tradition. This learning is reflected strongly in section three of Our 

Musical Heritage in which Ó Riada’s perspective on group playing and the ensemble format 

is underpinned by a deep understanding of the melodic, rhythmic, and instrumental 

fundamentals of the Irish tradition. The strong support by both editors of this text 

recognises the significant impact that Ó Riada, and his work, have had on raising awareness 

of traditional music within Ireland, as well as influencing the formation of numerous 
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groups.51  

 

Much like the work of Ó Canainn and Ó Riada, James Cowdery’s The Melodic Tradition of 

Ireland (1990) discusses the primarily melodic nature of Irish music and the common stylistic 

features that occur. Cowdery employs a combined notational and prose analysis in 

examining the transcriptions he has undertaken. The use of the letter names for tones (A 

through to G) and their subsequent relationship to melodic motifs and scale are discussed in 

spoken form and reinforced through excerpts from transcription. As he believes in 

employing methods that relate both to the communities being transcribed as well as to 

broader Western musicology, Cowdery uses terminology from both areas. In applying this 

approach, he states “In an analytical study such as this one, comparability is important; 

comparing tunes written with varying usage of sharps, flats, and clefs would make 

unnecessary work for the reader…”52 He also supports the use of aural analysis alongside 

these standard methods as they can “convey far more about the music’s scope and beauty 

than any amount of verbiage possibly could.”53 In similar fashion to the books by Ó Canainn, 

Breathnach and Ó Riada, a brief explanation of terminology is provided, and reflection on 

the essential instruments and melodic, harmonic and rhythmic features is discussed in the 

introduction to identify the general character of Irish music. From here, Cowdery focuses 

initially on the perspective of a practising traditional musician in singer Seosamh Ó hÉanaí 

(Joe Heaney) and uses Ó hÉanaí’s reflections to identify the thought processes and musical 

associations with Irish performance. Cowdery then analyses a select number of 
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performances from known uilleann pipers of the twentieth century to compare Ó hÉanaí’s 

assertations as well as identifying commonalities in performance of traditional repertoire. 

Whilst the level of detail Cowdery employs is impressive, this text can become weighed 

down in data and graphs, and this underlines the importance of varying analysis and 

discussion to avoid overburdening the reader with data. However, Cowdery’s use of 

transcription to confirm the use of common stylistic features is beneficial as it reinforces the 

practices identified at the beginning of his study. Furthermore, his use of side-by-side 

comparison between motifs and phrases identifies the presence of minor improvisation 

(variation in Irish performance) and the melodic/rhythmic boundaries these performers 

work within. By combining elements of Cowdery’s prose, notational and data-based 

analyses, with the already established methods and terminology in the sources by Vallely, Ó 

Canainn, Ó Riada and Ó Súilleabháin, I will provide a variety of different representations to 

support this thesis. Similar to Cowdery, I provide transcriptions that will make a significant 

contribution to understanding of the performance styles of the selected ensembles and 

soloists. 

 

1.3.2 Sources specifically relating to Folk Revivals and Ireland 

Whilst there is significant research about the American and British folk music revivals and 

the performances, archiving and socio-cultural perspectives of these movements, the 

musicological research surrounding the performers and music of the 1960s and 1970s in 

Ireland is minimal. What is available tends to focus on the ensembles more concerning 

popular biography rather than providing any detailed musical discussion or analysis. In 

compendiums such as Vallely’s Companion to Irish Traditional Music, the performers of this 

period are classed as separate from the Irish tradition, and Vallely avoids the use of the 
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term ‘revival’ specifically. Instead, he categorises them as either: ballad groups, primarily of 

the 1960s, or instrumental groups or bands, mostly of the 1970s. This distinction is further 

narrowed by outlining their primary feature of group performance as being distinct from the 

solo tradition of Ireland. Vallely states “the emergence of Ó Riada’s Ceoltóirí Chualann in the 

early 1960s, paralleled with the extraordinary growth of interest in ballad groups, forged a 

new, enthusiastic and different audience for folk and traditional music,”54  thus reinforcing 

the concept that two separate and distinct stylistic streams occurred during the 1960s. 

 

Other contributors to the Companion, however, such as Roxanne O’Connell, concede the 

importance of ensembles such as The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem as 

precursors/contributors to the revival of traditional music stating: 

 

peripheral as they might have been in their early years to the revival of traditional 

dance music, they became the entry point to that music for exploratory music minds 

and many musicians today can attest to them as being their first introduction to 

traditional music.55  

 

O’Connell’s entry identifies one of the earliest catalysts of the movement and lists 

ensembles and performers that had a significant impact on the socio-cultural movement. 

This statement, however, does evidence further confusion around terminology with the use 

of the description ‘ballad group’ for the ensemble yet also associating them with the term 

‘traditional’ multiple times. In contrast to this association with tradition, Ní Fhuartháin’s 
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entry in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland (2013) avoids labelling The Clancy Brothers 

and Tommy Makem as specifically traditional and instead states that it provided  “a new 

ensemble sound and genre [that] internationalised Irish music.”56 This statement supports 

the hypothesis of my dissertation that the ensembles and styles of this period contributed a 

new sound to Irish music performance yet it distances these performances from prior folk 

and traditional recordings. Ní Fhuartáin does, however, attribute the importance of Irish 

traditional repertoire as being fundamental to the sound of The Clancy Brothers and Tommy 

Makem and their introduction of American stringed instruments and tin whistle to 

performance of this repertoire. This perspective is significant, for it identifies this ensemble 

as one of the earliest commercially successful innovators in twentieth-century Irish music, 

as well as being a critical influence on future ensembles in Ireland.  

 

Similarly, Helen O’Shea’s The Making of Irish Traditional Music considers the revival as 

having begun in the 1960s and identifies the key features of new instrumentation and 

arrangement as primary to this change. However, there is only a brief discussion of these 

groups, primarily Planxty, Dé Dannan and The Bothy Band as having “fast, driving rhythms in 

tune arrangements that employed a new combination of instruments in bouzouki, 

mandolin, guitar, uilleann pipes, whistle and bodhrán.”57 Whilst acknowledging the key 

ensembles and performers of this period, O’Shea does not provide a specific starting point 

or single originator, but instead considers both The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem and 

The Dubliners as an Irish addition to the wave of the American and British folk revivals. She 

does, however, identify a unique point of innovation attributed to the Irish revival with 
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Andy Irvine’s development of mandolin and bouzouki in conjunction with rhythmic features 

from Balkan and Eastern European folk styles.58 Overall, O’Shea believes that these 

musicians, and this period, in particular, had “profound and lasting effects on the 

presentation of Irish traditional music”, and furthermore that “it is difficult to identify any 

major shifts in the performance of Irish traditional music since the 1970s.”59  

 

More recent research around Irish traditional and folk music, such as McLoone and 

McLaughlin’s Rock and Popular Music in Ireland (2012) and O’Flynn’s The Irishness of Irish 

Music (2012) have highlighted the convergence of different external musical influences in 

Irish popular music, and how ensembles have perpetuated a cultural identity of Irish music 

(to varying implicit and explicit degrees). 60  The focus of McLoone and McLaughlin is more 

specifically directed towards popular and rock music (focussing on the period before and 

after U2 with references to rock and popular artists like Horslips, Rory Gallagher, and Sinead 

O’Connor). However, their observations regarding recognition of how the popular 

innovations of folk and traditional ensembles during the 1960s and 1970s established a 

framework for a self-sufficient popular music industry combined with Irish musical identity, 

are pertinent to my research project. McLoone and McLaughlin’s first chapter introduces 

the concept of Irish popular music and details the success of ensembles like Ó Riada’s 

Ceoltóirí Chualann and Moloney’s The Chieftains. In particular, their discussion about Ó 

Riada features a detailed analysis of his development and contribution to the folk and 

traditional music of Ireland, as well as the controversial perspectives (in their opinion) of his 
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absolutism regarding change and the Irish tradition.61 Any analysis of musical form or style is 

limited to discussion of the emergence and incorporation of Irish traditional music 

elements, focusing more on the place of Ceoltóirí Chualann and The Chieftains within the 

music industry in Ireland and the rising popularity of homegrown talent. Chapter 3 titled 

“Folk-Rock-Trad Hybrids” gives some attention to ensembles such as The Chieftains, Planxty 

and The Bothy Band, and the growing innovation and experimentation in style and form 

that was inherent to the 1970s Irish scene. Both chapters acknowledge the difficulty of 

applying common terms like ‘folk’ and ‘tradition’ and instead propose that hybridization is 

more appropriate term for this style of music that blends elements of old and new.62 This is 

due to an assumption of fixed musical features and an associated community expectation, 

yet the breadth of stylistic influences and their deliberate combination, adaptation and 

modification evidence a new style all of its own.   

 

In comparison, O’Flynn’s book addresses the concept of style within Irish music more 

precisely, and his research is primarily focused on the reception of musical performance in 

Ireland within the varying musical communities. O’Flynn’s research employs interviews as 

the primary basis of its approach, and extensive fieldwork was undertaken to gather 

perspectives from both regional and urban Irish musicians and performers. His methodology 

for interpreting historical performance and its place within the broader canon of Irish 

performance has direct relevance to this dissertation, for it contextualises the chronology of 

Irish music and performance before progressing towards a critical analysis of the influence 

of the music industry as promoters of change. In the latter chapters of his book, O’Flynn 
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employs the theoretical model of authenticity, derived from Moore’s studies of popular 

music, as a basis for interpreting the perceptions of Irish musical identity. O’Flynn states: 

 

General identifications of Irishness in music appear to involve both second and third 

person authenticities. The greater the remove there is between the listening subject 

and the imagined place and time of the music, the more the conceptions [sic] ‘us’ 

and ‘others’ become blurred.63 

 

This is foundational for this thesis through its identification that the music and its 

performance traditions were not static; changes and innovation were key to progression 

and development, especially during the 1960s and 1970s, thereby challenging rigid 

constructions of ‘tradition’ and preservation. However, O’Flynn’s approach encourages an 

understanding of Irish music encompassing both micro- and macroscopic views, that have to 

be considered as a whole rather than the sum of its constituent parts. As he states: “the 

interaction of changing social contexts, musical genres and individual experience can lead to 

alternative articulations of Irishness and music.”64  

 

Similarly, Frith’s book Taking Popular Music Seriously examines the social functions of 

popular music and addresses an important discussion around constructions of authenticity 

and the use of folk music as a measurement of cultural authenticity.65 Frith highlights that 

popular music is often used to identify our place in society and particular social and cultural 

identities are reinforced through the fundamental requirements of styles or genre. In 
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particular, he highlights the use of Irish traditional music in Irish pubs as the most common 

means of reinforcing ‘Irishness’, and considers its incorporation into other musical hybrids, 

such as punk music with The Pogues, as being  socio-cultural signifiers of identity within 

music.66 Furthermore, Frith discusses the significance of individual interpretation in popular 

music, and draws an analogy between  the way in which a multitude of environmental 

factors can contribute to an individual personality, thus the influences of numerous musical 

styles will be reflected in popular music.67 He acknowledges there is a duality inherent in 

this form of music creation, for in order to create something new, an element of nostalgia is 

required to reinforce the socio-cultural identities of particular peoples. In this way, the 

blending of new stylistic elements with established characteristics of the Irish tradition by 

ensembles discussed in this dissertation reinforces Frith’s argument; folk and popular music 

requires acceptance of the authenticity of traditional musical norms within a community, 

before innovation can be introduced and embodied. 

 

Some writers on popular music have taken an approach that draws on postcolonial cultural 

theory of t and cultural imperialism as a way of highlighting both cultural value and 

resonance  of genres such as folk and traditional music. Hesmondhalgh applies 

understandings of cultural imperialism, in relation to music to underpin  arguments as to 

how cultural art forms are exploited to increase power in a globalised market. This is 

particularly notable with music he observes, where the critical elements of music are 

contributors to its success:  “[Music] makes particularly powerful statements about cultural 

identity, perhaps because the shared experience of rhythms and melodies helps bind people 
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together…”68 However, Hesmondhalgh contends that there are some elements of popular 

music that provide direct benefit to the cultures from which they arise,  both promoting the 

traditions of that culture, yet introducing new ideas or interpretations that can revitalise the 

art forms.69 Furthermore, he notes the irony  that the introduced stylistic elements that 

contribute to this hybridity, are in contrast with the cultural imperialistic perspective. He 

contends therefore that:  

 these ‘imported’ styles, often the product not of an ‘imperialist’ culture but of 

 other groups relatively marginalised in the global economy, [are] then subject to 

 complex processes of reinterpretation.70  

This is an important perspective, in relation to this dissertation,  because it supports the 

positive cultural impacts of the introduction of new stylistic elements and instrumentation 

into traditional repertoire and practices by the ensemblesthat are the focus of this study, 

and whose outputs affected perceptions of Irish cultural identity globally.  

 

Recent research by Morgenstern and Scahill has highlighted the significant contribution and 

innovation by Planxty in particular during this period.71 Morgenstern provides some 
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historical context for the changes initiated during the 1960s and contrasts the musical 

approaches of The Dubliners and The Clancy Brothers with Planxty’s innovation and 

deliberate hybridity of style. Whilst he discusses many musical elements, in particular the 

intricacy of rhythmic texture and innovative use of instrumentation, there is a minimal 

analysis of any notation to confirm these findings, and the transcription provided is a single 

brief excerpt from a Planxty performance.  This transcription proved useful in that it allows 

for an exact visual representation that contrasts with the usual transcriptions of traditional 

Irish airs and provides a foundational sketch for further exploration of Planxty’s 

performance through detailed transcription and formal analysis. 

 

Texts such as that of O’Shea also highlight the inextricable link between the musicians of the 

1960s and 1970s and those of the ‘pre-revival’ tradition, whereby the innovators such as 

Moynihan, Moloney, Lunny and Irvine “emphasised their face-to-face relationship with 

musicians from a rural tradition…”72 By acknowledging the practices of rural musicians, by 

seeking out their repertoire or interpretations of traditional works, the musicians of the 

1960s and 1970s engaged in the same course of oral and communal transmission that 

occurs amongst members of the traditional communities. While O’Shea explores this 

practice more specifically to document elements of regional style amongst ‘traditional’ 

musicians, the communication and practice of these traditional musicians are paralleled by 

the musicians of the 1960s and 1970s. When discussing the regional fiddling legends John 

Doherty and Paddy Canny, she writes “for each of these musicians, ‘the tradition’ was the 

foundation upon which they built a unique personal style in which they far exceeded their 
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teachers in repertoire, skill and creativity.”73 O’Shea acknowledges this practice of 

developing an individualised interpretation of traditional repertoire as part of the challenge 

in identifying authentic examples of tradition. She states, “musicians do not simply ‘inherit’ 

their style intact from earlier generations, however, for hybridity and eclecticism are 

fundamental to the musician’s art.”74 This point suggests that all musicians, whilst broadly 

considered traditional musicians in the community or region, are also products of their time 

and place, and the key to their sound is not only the repertoire, generally of ‘antiquity’, but 

also their ability to develop a unique style and identifiable voice. Overall O’Shea’s The 

Making of Irish Traditional Music provides a strong foundation for supporting the 

hypothesis regarding the far-reaching impact of this period, not only on Irish music as a 

whole but also its contribution to the continuity and development of the Irish tradition. By 

situating these communally accepted practices within traditional performance, this resource 

provides criteria that enable the ensembles of this period to be incorporated into the 

chronology and progress of Irish traditional music. 

 

Through analysing the hybridity of revival movements and their inclusion as part of the 

chronology of tradition, the research of Britta Sweers on the developments of English 

traditional music provides strong support for similar features of the IFMM in this 

dissertation.75 In her introduction, Sweers voices the difficulties of analysing and detailing 

the complexities of tradition versus change during revival movements and the subsequent 
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creation of a new genre and terminology: 

 

traditional and revival cultures often represent two completely different structures 

with different sociomusical environments…this is especially the case in England, 

where the modern revival culture has in fact split into two different directions - the 

revival scene that emerged in the 1950s and ‘60s and the subsequent electric folk 

scene…76 

 

Here she discusses the growing trend of separation and creation of subgenres that 

specifically set apart different socio-musical groups as a result of experimentation within a 

particular style. This experimentation is a feature that is observable during the IFMM and 

thus highlights common themes of progression and change between the two topics and 

periods. Sweers also discusses the complexities of applying the appropriate analytical 

methods and advises in a mixed approach between a popular and ethnomusicological focus. 

Her approach is fundamentally from the perspective of “ethnomusicology, for [she has] 

tried to approach the topic with an emphasis on the traditional material rather than on 

popular music”.77 This perspective also informs the research in this dissertation as the 

period from 1960 to 1979 within Ireland features vital elements of popular music and non-

Irish elements. Yet, its core is founded upon the Irish tradition in arrangement and 

performance. Sweers’ research is divided into three key areas: the historical background 

and theoretical framework of the ‘electric folk’ transition; analysing the genre as a 

microculture, including the background to key performers and their music; and finally, an 

analysis of the process of transformation and adaptation with key examples. Through 
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approaching the topic of this thesis in these three key areas, a basic framework has been 

adopted to underpin exposition of the interconnectedness between the music and socio-

historical events, distinctive musical features, and critical analysis of change and its 

significance. In analysing the process of transformation and adaptation, Sweers focuses 

primarily on the musical elements of change and their relationship to the practices of the 

folk/traditional communities. By expanding on Sweers’ method through musical and 

structural analysis of instrumental performance and arrangement, this research project 

constitutes a significant contribution to the musical and cultural understanding of this 

period. Due to the parameters and constraints of the research project, only some aspects of 

this approach have been applied. This includes a brief description of Irish traditional music 

and a brief historical background to the revival, including the groups selected for this study. 

Sweers’ justification for this method is that by identifying the practices within the tradition 

before the period being analysed, the stylistic elements and practices are identifiable 

chronologically.  

 

Other methods employed by Sweers that have been useful models for this research project 

are her addressing of the concept of transformation in a socio-cultural/musical context and 

selecting a few key elements of change in relation to significant events of the period. She 

also includes precursors to this change and how this process begins internally within the 

‘folk’ communities. Sweers argues that the significance of this change requires 

understanding its relation to the preceding revivals as well as identifying later developments 

to showcase the overall impact of these performers and their innovations.78 This text also 
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highlights the importance of other research in ethnomusicology such as Mark Slobin’s 

Subcultural Sounds (1993) and Tamara Livingston’s Music Revivals (1999).79 These two 

sources outline the primary features of revival cultures, and Slobin’s work provides a 

working model for understanding their function in society. In this, he considers what he 

defines as three features of culture being superculture, subculture (microculture) and 

interculture.80 Overall, Slobin’s model situates musical culture as local, national, and global 

stages within society and these three features (superculture, subculture and interculture) 

adjust to changing practices over time. For example, subcultures may begin as a popular 

trend amongst young people. As the popularity of this subculture grows, it can become 

exploited by commercial practice to become a superculture. By tracking the chronology of a 

music revival and outlining key innovations and developments, this model provides an 

explanation of how a subculture begins as a small phenomenon and then, as the spread of 

this new format is popularised and commercialised, it becomes a dominant feature of a 

nation, thus becoming a superculture. Slobin’s approach is employed as part of the 

musicological analysis foundation for this dissertation to show how the IFMM within Ireland 

began as a genuinely innovative experiment and to chart the progress of change to the end 

of the 1970s where it became firmly established in Irish culture. Through providing a brief 

historical background to the ensembles of this study, this method positions these 

performers within this traditional/folk chronology and this can then be used as a framework 

for analysing any common or differing stylistic practices. Sweers’ analytical approach 

relating to musical transformation forms a foundational model that is modified for 
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answering the critical questions about the two dominant features of the period: 

instrumentation and song arrangement.  

 

1.3.3 Current debates in Irish music 

Articles such as Vallely (2005) discuss the complex nature of the revival and its terminology 

when assessing the musical landscape of the mid-twentieth century.81 Vallely acknowledges 

that in the growth and popularity of this revival period ‘traditional’ music in Ireland may 

appear to be a long-standing feature of Irish society; however, the presence and funding of 

this music did not occur until after its commercial success in the 1970s.82 He explains the 

application of authenticity to traditional performance and suggests that absolute 

authenticity is a fabrication of contemporary romanticism. Instead, he proposes that 

authenticity in Irish tradition is a combination of acceptance by a community and a process 

he calls ‘authentic reproduction’. He acknowledges that there is flexibility in authenticity 

and that the term ‘real’ is best used in describing the Irish traditional performers from any 

period: “the players are seen as genuinely themselves, but nevertheless do utilize individual 

styles which have been moulded gradually by the experience of others who have gone 

before.”83 This perspective is important for it recognises the necessity of individual sound 

whilst also identifying some standard performance and compositional elements that have to 

be accepted broadly by a community. He concedes that for traditional music to be 

continuous and successful, it needs to remain popular and therefore “originality as well as 

authenticity are required from its new faces.”84 Vallely relates this to the influx of ballad 
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groups during the 1960s who initially broke boundaries in adopting foreign sounds and 

popular music aesthetics. He identifies though that “adherents of the ballad groups 

ultimately explored further and many took up instrumental music, and often singers 

returned to or forayed into, the deeper areas of unaccompanied singing in both Irish and 

English.”85 By identifying this initial promotion of non-traditional sound, this resource 

acknowledges that the initial ‘fad’ of foreign aesthetics in these groups was refined, or 

bolstered, by informed and noticeably Irish practices and any deviation adapted to suit 

include Irish stylistic elements. 

 

Sources such as Vallely’s Companion to Irish Traditional Music, as well as White and 

Boydell’s The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland (2013) feature brief biographical entries for 

the key ensembles included in this thesis. These entries are limited in length and provide 

minimal musical analysis. Generally, the entries give a brief chronology of significant 

recordings or career milestones as well as some key features of their sound or style. 

Focusing on highly acclaimed ensembles such as The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, 

The Dubliners, Planxty and The Chieftains, these sources feature a moderate reflection on 

their career and place in the Irish musical landscape; however, there is a minimal analysis of 

their sound.86 Analysis in Companion to Irish Traditional Music is limited to the primary 

features of their sound, with The Dubliners described as “a seminal ballad group … they 

helped to bring Dublin into the picture of traditional music revival, and forced consideration 

of street song as a valid part of Irish culture” – yet no further evidence is provided. This 

entry overlooks both their popularisation of new instrumentation in Irish music and the 
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efforts of Sheahan and McKenna in maintaining a link to the instrumental dance tradition. 

Of the three ensembles mentioned, The Chieftains receive the most attention in both 

sources. Vallely’s entry on The Chielftains focuses primarily on their international success 

and lengthy career, yet limits the description of their sound to: 

 

the band is firmly established as a definitive and commanding sound in Irish music 

internationally … the group consistently can be defined by having a solid and 

unchanging central core repertoire that evolved in the 1970s … identifying continued 

demand for unadulterated Irish traditional music …87 

 

In this context, this book addresses the importance of the ensemble as the essential 

traditional group in Irish music. Whilst useful, such a summary is ambiguous and is limited to 

a particular period of innovation. It does not analyse Moloney’s unique arrangement style 

nor his later development of original compositions as a contribution to the traditional/folk 

canon. Similarly, the individual entry on Moloney by Bill Meek is solely biographical and 

provides no musical description or examples of his style.88 In contrast, Lawlor’s entry in The 

Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland features greater detail of the ensemble’s sonic 

development and as well as their significant impact on Irish culture.89 As with Vallely, Lawlor 

highlights the primacy of the ensemble: “as ambassadors of Irish musical culture the 

members of The Chieftains enjoy an unsurpassed reputation within the domain of 

traditional music and beyond.”90 Again, this entry, whilst detailed in its chronology of 
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essential recordings and performers, is limited with regard to the ensemble’s sound and 

expansion of Irish traditional music, primarily through Moloney’s arrangements. No 

discussion about seminal examples of this arrangement style is provided, and the brief 

account of Bell’s recruitment on the harp overlooks this first instance of its use in this 

format. By analysing the significant features of Moloney’s arrangement style as well as the 

gradual modification of instrumentation, this thesis will provide a greater understanding of 

how The Chieftains contributed to the success of the IFMM. Furthermore, it will identify the 

limitations of innovation during this period concerning instrumental dance music by 

highlighting Moloney’s gradual inclusion of new instrumentation in the ensemble format.   

 

Another example of the limited scope of the literature can be found in accounts of The 

Fureys. Vallely gives a brief chronology from their time as a duo to their successful 

collaboration with Davey Arthur in 1981; however, the description of their sound is not 

extensive. He states: “Specialising in a mix of ballad-style sentimentality, their music was 

unselfconsciously popular, but Finbar’s flamboyant pipes solos represented the highest 

standard of music virtuosity yet in any of the popular ballad-song bands.”91 Even though this 

entry provides some critical insight into the significance of Finbar’s contribution to the 

sound of the group, it overlooks that the majority of their repertoire was of Irish traveller 

and traditional origins. It also omits to recognise the ensemble as innovators, both through 

Finbar’s pioneering of the low whistle and his development of original compositions. Like 

Vallely, Ní Fhuartháin’s entry in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland also overlooks a large 

description of their sound and style. It limits this to “innovative use of the pipes and low 

 
91 Fintan Vallely, “Fureys, The,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely 

(Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 290. 
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whistle [see Furey, Finbar] distinguished the band from other contemporary ensembles, and 

this was further enhanced by Finbar’s instrumental and song compositions.”92 This view, 

whilst a key point of Finbar’s contribution, overlooks the virtuosity of Arthur on tenor banjo 

as well as the combination of plucked stringed-instruments and traditional instruments that 

Eddie Furey employed as fundamental to their sound in their early recordings. Other 

examples like this can be found in entries about highly popular ensembles such as Clannad, 

The Johnstons, Planxty and Dé Dannan whereby their performance of traditional repertoire 

is overlooked, especially regarding the innovations they introduced. All of these entries are 

limited to highlighting a few albums that achieved commercial success.93 These overviews, 

whilst addressing some aspects of these groups’ sound, omit the unique features of the 

ensemble, or the subtle intricacies that differentiated these ensembles amongst their peers. 

Through analysing both the significant musical contributions and instrumental innovations 

of these groups critically, this thesis will contribute a deeper understanding of both the 

socio-cultural importance of these ensembles as well as their performance and its impact on 

the soundscape of Irish music.  

 

It is important to note one particular entry in both sources that supports the significance of 

Seán Ó Riada in this thesis. Whilst his significant impact on Irish music is uncontested, Ó 

Riada’s authority on Irish music is controversial. Some critics have considered his definitions 
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limited and his prior work in Western art music an inhibitor to authentic Irish traditional 

music. Ó Canainn states that critics felt “threatened by Seán’s adoption of a position of 

authority…that he was a brash newcomer, with little background in the standard ways of 

traditional musicians playing almost by instinct.”94 Other critics such as Charles Acton, a 

writer for The Irish Times, were sceptical of Ó Riada’s re-interpretations of Irish melodies 

and airs on the harpsichord. Acton, in a review of Ó Riada’s solo performances, labelled his 

work as “’Mendelssohnian harmony’ applied to Irish music…”95 In contrast to such criticism, 

White’s entry in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland provides a lengthy detail of both Ó 

Riada’s biography and his musical output. Unlike other entries around seminal Irish 

ensembles from this period, White’s entry covers three pages and catalogues both Ó Riada’s 

orchestral art-song compositions and contribution to reviving the Irish tradition.96 White 

states: 

 

the unbroken series of recordings, concerts and radio broadcasts given by Ceoltóirí 

Chualann from 1960 until 1969 testifies to the success with which Ó Riada renovated 

and transformed the performance of traditional Irish music and placed it at the 

centre of the Irish cultural matrix.97 

 

 

In this statement, White identifies a precise chronology for Ó Riada’s transformation of Irish 

musical performance and implies, at least for the period of the 1960s, that Ó Riada’s work 

was the major musical development in Irish culture. This perspective is reinforced by Meek, 
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who states, albeit more broadly about Ceoltóirí Chualann, that “the group had a major 

influence on the direction of Irish traditional ensemble … [and the group’s early recordings] 

were extremely influential in re-fashioning Irish cultural self-identity.”98 By associating Ó 

Riada with phrases such as ‘re-fashioning Irish cultural self-identity’ and having ‘renovated 

and transformed the performance of traditional Irish music’, these sources identify Ó 

Riada’s work and performance as being a strong catalyst for cultural change and musical 

innovation. Both sources also acknowledge Ó Riada’s large portfolio of arrangements of 

traditional melodies and a smaller body of original melodies as clear examples of his musical 

proficiency and innovation in Irish music. Overall, these sources provide compelling 

evidence for O Riada’s considerable contribution to the Irish cultural landscape, crediting his 

work in arranging traditional melodies and pioneering the contemporary format of the ‘folk 

ensemble’ (informed by the simple melodic/rhythmic practices associated with the céilí 

band) underpinning the innovation and drive of the revival.  As such, this body of literature 

provides a suitable starting point for this study and also support one of the central points of 

this thesis in considering Ó Riada as the significant pioneer of this change.  

 

Seán Ó Riada: His Life and Work (2003) is one of a small number of biographical works that 

provide detail of Ó Riada’s contribution to the Irish Folk Music Movement. Of particular 

interest is its highlighting of some key instances of his artistic journey and his deliberate 

immersion in Irish culture that enabled his foundational work.99 Ó Canainn uses these 

examples to discuss the effect this would have in his artistic transformation during the 

1960s. In exploring Ó Riada’s early years, Ó Canainn posits that Ó Riada was frequently 
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straddling the genres of Irish traditional music and classical music. 100 This is an important 

insight for it highlights Ó Riada’s early exposure to Irish traditional performance as a 

fundamental part of his early musical development and contradicts the opinions that his 

traditional experimentations were a fad adopted later in life.101 Ó Canainn does claim, 

however, that Ó Riada’s initial exposure to Irish music was overshadowed by his later years 

of classical, jazz and pop practice during his time at University College Cork.  

 

This source also reflects on the most important period for Ó Riada in pioneering the folk 

music revival and his establishment of a new sound in Irish performance. In chapter four, Ó 

Canainn identifies Ó Riada’s immersion in Irish culture and links this to his work at Gael Linn 

as the primary reason for this change.102 During this time, Ó Riada’s travel to the Gaeltacht 

(Irish speaking area) in County Kerry exposed him to a variety of forms of Irish traditional 

music. Upon his return, as editor and producer with the record label Gael Linn, Ó Riada was 

in charge of recording the label’s first LP and contributed his own arrangements of Irish airs 

to the listings.103 Ó Canainn evidences the esteem in which Ó Riada had been held by 

relating that the label promoted his arrangements even though Ó Riada had no substantial 

experience in recording or traditional performance at that time. This chapter also posits that 

this successful experimentation led to his engagement to provide the score for George 

Morrison’s film Mise Éire (1959).104 The film was the first of a three-part documentary film 

series that reflected on the early rebellion and the gradual achievement of independence 

for the Irish nation in the early twentieth century. The accompanying film score provided by 
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Ó Riada featured a selection of traditional Irish airs arranged for the orchestra; a unique 

attempt of recreating Irish stylistic elements that had not been previously attempted for 

orchestra on this scale. The author considers this period and the success of the film’s score 

as having cemented Ó Riada’s national popularity as a composer and arranger of Irish 

music.105 This book identifies Ó Riada’s explorations as a clear catalyst for the folk 

movement in Ireland so supports this thesis in positioning the 1960s as the beginning of this 

change in Irish music and strongly supports the thesis in proposing Ó Riada as the instigator 

of this movement.   

 

In analysing the differing perspectives and influences of the selected performers, 

biographical sources such as O’Toole’s The Humours of Planxty106 (2006), Glatt’s The 

Chieftains: The Authorized Biography107 (1997) and Geraghty’s Luke Kelly: A Memoir108 

(1994) contribute unique insights on the performances and innovations of the selected 

ensembles. Glatt’s biography of The Chieftains reflects on both the early years of Paddy 

Moloney’s work with Ó Riada’s ensemble, as well as identifying the exact link between the 

end of Ceoltóirí Chualann and the growing success of The Chieftains. This relationship is 

visible in The Chieftains’ early chronology towards the end of the 1960s with the inclusion of 

fellow Ceoltóirí Chualann alumni, Peader Mercier and Seán Keane.109  

 

Like Glatt, O’Toole provides a similar chronological approach in discussing the foundations 

of the ensemble, including the musical beginnings for the original members of Planxty. He 
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identifies the sessional collaborations between Lunny, Moore and Irvine in the basement of 

the Slattery’s pub as the foundational point of contact for non-traditional musicians with 

Irish traditional repertoire. The book further outlines how musicians like Lunny, coming 

from a pop-music background, became acquainted with musical journeymen such as Irvine 

and Moore, whilst at the same time, traditional instrumental performance elements from 

others such as Ó Flynn.110 As O’Toole states:  

 

It was obvious…that many of the younger members of the Planxty audience were 

hearing traditional music in a whole new context…Folk, traditional, experimental, 

hippie or world music, whatever you want to call it, it’s probably best described 

simply as Planxty music. 111 

 

Similarly, to Ó Canainn’s biography of Ó Riada, O’Toole’s work does not provide the 

expected harmonic and formal analysis, but rather relies on descriptive adjectives such as 

‘strokey’, ‘folk’ and ‘flowing sound’ to differentiate the sound of traditional performance 

from the pop stylings of the period. He also includes critical introspection by the members 

of the ensemble to highlight their musical intentions in guiding their work within the sound 

of Irish music. The transcriptions and analyses provided in this thesis reveal aspects of both 

instrumentation and techniques/methods of arrangement that underpin the arguments of 

this dissertation for the dualism of tradition and innovation present in the performances of 

Planxty. 

 

 
110 O’Toole, 45-46.  
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Unlike O’Toole’s book, Geraghty’s approach is almost exclusively biographical, with minimal 

discussion or analysis of musical elements. Geraghty documents the key moments in Kelly’s 

formative years as a musician, and reflects on the influences and creative approaches of 

both Kelly and The Dubliners. Geraghty’s categorisation of The Dubliners as not belonging 

solely to the ballad tradition is of particular note when seeking to understand the place of 

the ensemble in the movement. Similarly, his observation that The Dubliners were focussed 

on the local musical scene, rather than looking to develop a wider audience, emphasises the 

local made global that was part of their subsequent international success. Instead, he posits 

that the ensemble was the continuation of the Irish minstrelsy and provided a link to the 

past. As he states “There was no shortage of sources … the music and songs had survived 

and been adapted and had immediate relevance. That gave a substance and individual 

character to what might have otherwise been a weak imitation.”112 Geraghty does contend 

whilst their repertoire and style were based in the tradition, Kelly himself believed “They did 

something that nobody else had tried.”113  

 

1.4 Performance of Irish traditional music  

1.4.1 Defining tradition versus folk 

Defining traditional music is, at times, a controversial and challenging practice, especially in 

Irish music.114 In his book, Folk and Traditional Music of the Western Continents, 

ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl provides a clear delineation between folk and traditional 

music. Nettl considers folk music to be music that is associated with urban centres and 
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which features a cross-pollination from other musical styles. He defines rural traditional 

music as “primitive music, which is the music of nonliterate cultures, those that do not have 

a tradition of sophisticated musical culture living alongside the musical folk culture.”115 This 

definition provides some boundaries for a working definition of folk music; however, it does 

result in the assumption that traditional music cannot occur in either an urban setting or by 

literate, sophisticated performers without automatically being classified as folk. Nettl 

further explains that folk music is an oral tradition transmitted through interaction with 

members of the culture, adapted and changed and must be “performed and accepted in 

order to remain.”116 Again, this limitation has potential flaws, especially if the music that is 

classified as contemporary folk music becomes maintained and transmitted through 

generations. Furthermore, folk music can manifest similar, if not the same, examples of oral 

performative practices and musical cultures that develop over time in the same way that 

‘traditional’ music can. By identifying a key point of difference between traditional and folk 

music, Cohen suggests that the folk characteristic in folk music derives from the fashioning 

and re-fashioning of the music by the community.117 This is supported by Roud, who states: 

  

the porousness of its boundaries may be a problem for those seeking precise 

definition but is actually one of folk’s main strengths. Like the English language, it 

has been regularly refreshed, not weakened by its ability to incorporate items from 

anywhere that offers suitable material which can be assimilated into the genre and 

fulfils its basic function.118 

 
115 Bruno Nettl, Folk and Traditional Music of the Western Continents (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 
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If these explanations, combined with Nettl’s definition of folk, are then applied to Irish 

music, the difference between traditional and folk music is that folk music is a result of an 

urban community which re-fashions the music with other stylistic elements that are unique 

to its musical expression. Scahill defines the use of the term folk music in Ireland as having 

“usually designated the singers, groups and mainly vocal repertoire of the folk music revival 

in Ireland.”119  In contrast, Breathnach states: 

 

Folk music, like all other music, is in the first instance the work of some one person, 

but since it is accepted by—and becomes the property of—the community, and 

since it is passed on from generation to generation, so that it no longer possesses 

any features which would link it with a particular school or class of writers or 

composers, we speak of it as anonymous. Folk music is a heritage which is passed on 

from one age to the next—hence the term ‘traditional’, which is usually applied to it 

in Ireland.120 

 

Breathnach’s explanation contrasts with Nettl’s definition, for it allows any form of folk 

music and traditional music in an Irish context to be synonymous. The only potential 
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difference between traditional and non-traditional Irish music identified by these two 

authors is the choice of repertoire. Breathnach proposes an interesting compromise in 

defining Irish traditional music and folk music by acknowledging the application of both 

terms as acceptable for the broad range of Irish pieces:  

 

Folk music is a heritage which is passed on from one age to the next - hence the 

term ‘traditional’, which is usually applied to it in Ireland. Irish folk music includes 

not only the older songs and melodies of the Gael…but also the Anglo-Irish and 

English ballads of the countryside and the extraordinary rich vein of dance music 

which belongs exclusively neither to Gaeltacht nor Galltacht.121  

 

Unlike Breathnach however, Vallely defines traditional music as a term “used to denote the 

older dance music and song in Ireland, that of the pre-recording era up to which point 

change had been both slow and organic.”122 This definition further contests that the music 

is “distinct from both nineteenth-century national and popular music, and late-twentieth-

century folk music.”123 Similarly, Winter and Keegan-Phipps consider the term traditional to 

be more synonymous with the terms ancient, authentic and valuable. In contrast, the term 

folk is linked with singer-songwriter acoustic music, particularly the ballad boom of the 

1960s.124 Much like Nettl’s definition of tradition, these perspectives define the limits for 

what can be classed as traditional music in Ireland to the pre-recorded era. However, Vallely 

does not account for style or for repertoire performed by contemporary ensembles 

whereby repertoire from the pre-recorded era is performed by contemporary musicians. 
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This could result in a conundrum that the repertoire is denoted as traditional, yet the 

musicians are defined as folk performers. However, even in contemporary scholarship, 

there are different distinctions in terminology with Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCÉ) only 

using the term traditional to distinguish from the popular-folk contributions of the 1960s 

since its formation.125  

 

The Irish Traditional Music Archive (ITMA) applies a more general understanding of the 

term, encompassing oral songs, instrumental music and dance of “many kinds and 

periods.”126 The Irish Traditional Music Archive also consider traditional music “as being 

simultaneously a vigorous element of contemporary Irish culture, one which enjoys 

widespread popularity even outside Ireland, and a valuable part of historic Irish culture.”127 

This duality allows for ensembles and performances during the Irish folk music revival to be 

a continuation of traditional musical culture in Ireland. The nature of Irish traditional music, 

according to Scahill, makes it challenging to define Irish traditional music precisely due to 

various factors including: “the complexity of the history of this music in Ireland, its diverse 

provenances, its dynamic and sometimes tense relationship with art and popular music, the 

evaluative and ideological nature of the term and the history of the term itself.”128  

 

For the purposes of this thesis, it is considered that both terms can be applied to specifically 

Irish acoustic music that focuses primarily on traditional repertoire with aspects of Irish 
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melodic and rhythmic style. This draws from the broader definition provided by the ITMA as 

well as key stylistic and compositional features that will be detailed further below. 

Furthermore, the intention of the performers and ensembles of this period and their 

performance of traditional/folk repertoire with specifics aspects of the Irish style, which will 

be evidenced throughout this thesis, highlights the complexity of precise terminology in an 

Irish context. By exploring the significant stylistic elements of Irish traditional and folk music 

performances and compositions in sufficient detail, parameters of an Irish style can be 

clearly identified.  

 

Irish traditional music has a long history with Ireland being renowned as the land of poets 

and performers dating as far back as pre-medieval times with both sacred and secular 

musical roots.129 Throughout this history, the notion of Irish musical identity, an ‘Irish 

sound’, has been documented significantly by musical antiquarians and researchers such as 

Edward Bunting, George Petrie, John Goodman, P.W. Joyce, Aloys Fleischmann, Donal 

O’Sullivan and Breandán Breathnach. These collectors identified common musical 

characteristics relating to musical performance, instrumentation, and arrangement.130 

Whilst containing some similar elements to the traditional musical styles of England, 

Scotland and Wales, the essence of an Irish sound centred on unique consistencies in 

ornamentation, musical variations, the placement of dynamic accents and the distinctly Irish 

singing styles now defined as sean nós or ‘Old Style’.  

 

1.4.2 Common melodic elements and style 

 
129 Michael Conran, The National Music of Ireland: Containing the History of the Irish Bards, The 
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Ó Riada considered the development of Irish traditional music as similar to the flow of a 

river stating, “foreign bodies may fall in, or be dropped in, or thrown in but they do not 

divert the course of the river, nor do they stop it flowing; it absorbs them, carrying them 

with it as it flows onwards.”131 This metaphor encapsulates Ó Riada’s belief that Irish music, 

whilst not isolated from outside influence, had a strong tradition and innate quality. In Our 

Musical Heritage, Ó Riada states: “Irish music is not merely not European, it is quite remote 

from it...the first thing we must do, if we are to understand it, is to forget about European 

music.”132 Overall, Irish traditional performance is greatly influenced by the compositional 

makeup of its repertoire, primarily melody, modality and rhythm.133 This includes the use of 

melodic modes, pentatonic, heptatonic and gapped scales, the absence of a defined 

harmonic structure, short tune lengths, regular phrase structure, generally singular and 

binary forms, and dance styles such as jigs, reels and marches.134  

 

The melodic composition of Irish music generally features four main modes of the Western 

scale; the Ionian, Dorian, Mixolydian and Aeolian modes and Breathnach states that “over 

[sixty] percent of our music belongs to [the Ionian] mode.”135 He highlights that the other 

modes accrue smaller percentages of the overall repertoire and with the pentatonic and 

hexatonic scales sometimes referred to as “marked a marked feature of Gaelic (Irish and 

Scots) music…”136 but Breathnach is more careful, stating “an examination of the Irish 

however, does not confirm these assertions.”137 Breathnach also observes on the modality 
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of traditional Irish works that, “it is of interest to note that English folk music, by and large, 

falls into these same four divisions and proportion of airs in each division is surprisingly 

close to the Irish figures.”138 This assertion, however, is disputed by Cowdery, who believes 

that, whilst it appears true of the collected repertoire, the subsequent performances and 

interpretations feature both the anhemitonic (without semitones) pentatonic scales and the 

four modes previously mentioned. In his analysis of sean nós singer, Seosamh Ó hÉanaí (Joe 

Heaney), reinforces Cowdery’s position, noting “many Irish melodies—such as Joe Heaney’s 

‘Going to Mass Last Sunday’—are pentatonic most of the time with only occasional, 

unaccented appearances of tones other than the basic five.”139 Cowdery, in contrast, 

believes that overall Irish “melodies tend to sound pentatonic despite the infrequent 

appearance of what might be called ‘infix’ pitches.”140 A linear analysis of melodic content, 

as identified by Cowdery, will inevitably lead to an identification of a heptatonic scale or 

mode. The presence of this pentatonic sound is reinforced by Ó Canainn, who believes that 

by employing a focus on notes occurring on strong beats and significant melodic phrases, 

there is a greater importance on a pentatonic focus.141 Overall, it is important to note that 

many scholars, including significant contributors to Irish Folk Music Movement such as Seán 

Ó Riada,142 emphasise the unique and identifiable nature of Irish traditional melodies as 

distinct from the Western Art tradition, especially in the use of these modal and gapped 

scales.143   
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In Irish traditional performance, the most common stylistic element is the use of 

ornamentation. This is due in part to a select grouping of instruments involved in Irish 

traditional music. Breathnach identifies three main types of ornamentation: embellishment, 

variation and rhythm, and that “the first and third [element of ornamentation] may 

predominate because of the demands of the instrument.”144 This observation is confirmed 

by Ó Canainn, who believes that specific ornamental elements in Irish traditional music can 

be attributed to particular instruments.145 Ó Canainn identifies three primary instruments of 

the Irish tradition: the voice, the uilleann pipes and the fiddle.146 Like Ó Canainn, Breathnach 

champions these three instruments but also expands his focus to include the flute and the 

tin whistle.147 With the apparent exception of the fiddle, these primary instruments are 

wind-based in some form and facilitate ornamentation more easily than fretted or 

hammered instruments. The ability for continuous bowing and legato on the fiddle allows 

for these ornaments to occur easily. As Dowling states “Flute and fiddle styles owe much to 

their pairing with and imitation of piping techniques.”148 Each element of Irish 

ornamentation is often employed at the discretion of the performer, with a significant 

variety of individuality between different performers, from those who may choose to use 

minimal ornamentation to those who are very liberal in their ornaments.149 Generally, the 

traditional singing style in Irish music is dictated by the tempo of the piece. Faster songs, for 

example, are more challenging to embellish floridly and therefore the use of stops and 

prolongation of text feature more predominantly. As Breathnach states “a characteristic of 
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this type of singing is the use of one syllable per note of music.”150 Slower songs feature a 

more florid style of ornamentation and embellishment that feature around a focal point in 

the melody with two or more notes to a syllable.151 Furthermore, the use of vibrato or 

dynamic effects is considered untraditional, and Breathnach describes this as akin to 

plainchant.152 The most common ornaments in the Irish tradition are grace-notes, and these 

occur in a variety of ways, from single and double grace-notes up to five and seven-note 

rolls and cranns (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Irish traditional grace-note ornaments (own transcription) 

Grace-note ornaments  Notation 

Cut  

 

Tap 

 

Pat 

 

Short Roll (used in reels associated with a 

value of a crotchet)  

Long Roll (commonly used in Jigs and 

Reels over quavers of the same pitch, 

generally the value of a dotted crotchet) 
 

Crann (specific to uilleann pipes, no 

consecutive pitches in the grace-notes 

employed) 
 

 
150 Breathnach, 100. 
151 Breathnach, 100. 
152 Breathnach, 101. 
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The second most common form of ornaments is known as extra notes whereby ‘the main 

notes being played are shortened or lengthened and an extra note or notes added to 

compensate for this.’153 In contrast to grace-notes, these extra note ornaments use real-

time note values which are generally notated in written versions of tunes. See Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Irish traditional extra-note ornaments (own transcription)  

Extra note ornaments Notation 

Run (a flurry of slurred notes at the end of a 

bar, believed to be derived from harping 

tradition)  

Triplet (three consecutive notes of differing 

pitch)  

Treble (three consecutive notes of the 

same pitch)  

 

Finally, simpler ornaments that vary due to the instruments employed are known as ‘effects’ 

and include double-stopping, sliding and accentuation.154 Double-stopping is considered an 

ornament primarily employed by the fiddle whereby two notes are performed by 

simultaneously fretting across two strings.155 This ornament has also been applied to other 

instruments such as the accordion and concertina by performing staccato dyads.156 Sliding is 

 
153 Fintan Vallely and Liz Doherty, “2. ‘extra’ notes,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd 

ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 532. 
154 Fintan Vallely and Liz Doherty, “3. effects,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. 

Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 532. 
155 Vallely and Doherty, “3. Effects,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 532. 
156 Vallely and Doherty, 532. 
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the performance of moving from one note to the desired note from either above or below 

and is common across fiddle, flute, pipes and sean nós singing.157 Lastly, accentuation is also 

known as articulation and refers specifically to the deviation from the standard legato 

performance of Irish melodies through staccato playing for timbral effect. According to 

Vallely and Doherty, “’Closed’ and ‘open’ fingered piping is part of this consideration, as is 

trebling on fiddle, and tongue and throat articulation on whistle and flute.”158 

The second most common stylistic element employed in Irish performance is a specific form 

of improvisation known as variation.159 Variation is considered an essential component for 

an authentic performance whereby a performer is encouraged to modify the melodic and 

rhythmic content of a performance.160 In contrast to jazz improvisation or other cultural 

music, Ó Riada summarises Irish improvisation as “the basic pattern of the song remains in 

each verse, but the events, the ornaments, vary.”161 This form of variation allows the 

performer to interpret the melodic content, as is recognisable to the audience or 

community, as well as providing a performance that is identifiably their own. As Ó Canainn 

states “the performer is clearly part composer as well.”162  

 

Breathnach outlines two essential approaches to variation, simple variation, and virtuosic 

variation.163 Simple variation features a small change, generally of a specific note within a 

group of notes – for example, a phrase that may centre on a triplet grouping of G would be 

 
157 Vallely and Doherty, 532. 
158 Vallely and Doherty, 532. 
159 Ciarán Carson, Pocket Guide to Irish Traditional Music, (Belfast: Appletree Press, 1986), 7-8. 
160 Niall Keegan. “The Parameters of Style in Irish Traditional Music,” Inbhear: Journal of Irish Music 

and Dance, 1/1 (2010): 67. 
161 Ó Riada, 22.  
162 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 41. 
163 Breathnach, 98. 
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adjusted by the performer to become either GBG, GAG and so on. Alternatively, if there is a 

clear tonal focus of a phrase such as G, the performer may alter the rhythms by extending 

or dividing the rhythmic duration of that specific note grouping.164 The second form of 

variation is associated with an element of spontaneous composition whereby the performer 

will alter a larger portion of melodic and rhythmic material, generally a bar or more whilst 

retaining the skeleton of the melody.165 When the performer returns to the same area or 

phrase in another round of the melody, this will again be varied so that no two 

performances are the same. As Breathnach, Vallely and Doherty recognise, melodic 

variation and rhythmic variation are closely linked with the use of one often involving the 

other.166 Ó Súilleabháin posits that there is a limit to the extent of variation due to what he 

terms set accented tones (SATs).167 SATs generally occur on strong beats of a melody, such 

as beats one and three in a bar in common time, or beats one and four in 6/8 time.168 As Ó 

Súilleabháin explains “the set accented tones are disturbed through the alteration in the 

tone/semitone intervallic relationship which typifies a mode.”169 Andrew Hillhouse 

interprets this as points of reference specifically for the use of variation.170 These 

perspectives highlight a focus by Irish traditional musicians on the overall modality of the 

piece rather than a focus on the contour or shape of the melody. Other SATs are derived 

from the nature of the instrument employed. In relation to uilleann piping, Ó Canainn 

 
164 Breathnach, 98. 
165 Breathnach, 98. 
166 Vallely and Doherty, “4. variation,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan 

Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 532.  
167 Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin, “The Creative Process in Irish Traditional Music,” Irish Musical Studies 1: 

Musicology in Ireland, ed. Gerard Gillen and Harry White (Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 1990), 124. 
168 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 28-29. 
169 Ó Súilleabháin, 124. 
170 Andrew Hillhouse, “Tradition and Innovation in Irish Instrumental Folk Music” (master’s thesis. 

MMus, University of British Columbia, 2005), 19. 
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observes:  

 

… C natural, whose pitch can be varied by the use of different fingerings is a very 

attractive note for the piper, because of its unique sound, and he tends to employ it 

often even in stations where one would expect the C sharp.171 

 

Instruments such as the fiddle or tin whistle may avoid specific notes due to the limitations 

of the instrument or the inability to make them attractive. This results in indirectly creating 

an SAT on another pitch.172 Breathnach mentions that SATs are also emphasised through 

linking notes, generally a note of brief duration at the end of a bar that will lead to the next 

part of a melodic phrase. He states “this forward thrust is such a characteristic of the music 

that a traditional player not familiar with musical notation will, if asked to call the notes of a 

tune, invariably attach the linking note to the group it introduces…”173 

 

1.4.3 Traditional dance music structure 

After melody, the second fundamental component of Irish traditional music is rhythm, and 

the approach to rhythm is as essential as the approach to melody. Broadly, Irish traditional 

music features common rhythmic elements that are influenced by select instrumentation 

and the composition of its repertoire, such as metres and structural form. Irish traditional 

music is considered innately rhythmic, and a performer’s interpretation and musical 

decision making are often the results of a rhythmic focus rather than melodic. According to 

Keegan, “an ever-present theme of the performance of traditional dance music is, of course, 

 
171 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 30. 
172 Ó Canainn, 30. 
173 Breathnach, 89.  
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rhythm, and the deployment of technique is very often for rhythmical effect.”174 This 

sentiment is reinforced by Matthew Noone in his dissertation, which compares Irish 

traditional music and North Indian traditional music, observing that “while one could argue 

that Irish music is intrinsically melodically based, its rhythms are inherently built into the 

tunes.”175 As highlighted by Keegan-Phipps and Winter, in comparison to English folk music, 

Irish dance music contains a uniformity in its note durations, most specifically the 

proliferation of quavers.176 Whilst this perspective highlights some truth to the 

compositional nature of Irish dance music, the rhythmic essence of Irish music is derived 

through the combination of instrumental technique, the degree of ornamentation 

employed and aural transmission of stress patterns.177 Ó Súilleabháin terms this rhythmic 

identity as ‘Motor Rhythm’, whereby the rhythmic character of a tune is not derived solely 

from its time-signature but through this combination of technique, ornamentation and 

stress patterns.178 His ‘motor rhythm’ is an internalised process of lengthening the duration 

of one rhythm at the expense of another, most commonly in dance tunes.179 Keegan relates 

this to the practice of swung rhythms whereby the quavers on downbeats are held slightly 

longer than is written. Generally, the significant rhythmic accents of Irish music occur on the 

downbeats; however, the rhythmic interpretation of melodies, especially in a notated 

context, is not explicit. Instead, Irish musicians tend to interpret rhythm as slightly swung 

often with shorter rhythmic subdivisions leaning into the downbeats. According to 

 
174 Keegan, “The Parameters of Style in Irish Traditional Music,” 67.  
175 Matthew Noone, “Reclaiming the Mongrel: a practice-based exploration of Irish and Indian musical 

sympathies” (PhD diss., University of Limerick, 2016), 84. 
176 Winter and Keegan-Phipps, 83. 
177 Breathnach, Folk Music and Dances of Ireland; Keegan, “The Parameters of Style in Irish Traditional 

Music,”; Ó Súilleabháin “The Creative Process in Irish Traditional Music”.  
178 Ó Súilleabháin, 21. 
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Breathnach: 

 

the first accented note of the phrase will be the longest in duration and will 

bear the heaviest accent. The odd beats (3rd, 5th, etc.) will be more heavily 

accented than the even beats (2nd, 4th, etc.) and all will be fractionally long than 

notes without accent.180 

 

An example of this is shown below in Figure 1, with the second line highlighting the 

extended duration of the rhythm.  

 

Figure 1 Swung rhythm comparison (own transcription) 

Invariably, the phrasing of Irish rhythms and anticipation of the next phrase results in a lift 

prior to the beginning of a new phrase. This feature can present itself in one or two notes 

prior to the start of the next phrase, or in some cases such as reels, three quavers.181 In 

relation to vocal performances, Irish traditional singing generally features a loose approach 

to time with Breathnach advising “time is not strictly observed and songs with a strong 

accent may be humoured by the employment of rubato.”182 However, the importance of 

rhythm in the Irish tradition is further evident in observing the categorization of traditional 

repertoire based on common rhythmic groupings and time signatures. Two terms 

differentiate a piece from being instrumental music and vocal music in the Irish tradition: 

 
180 Breathnach, 89. 
181 Breathnach, 89. 
182 Breathnach, 101. 
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song and tune.183 Broadly the term “song” refers to vocal works that are based in either 

Irish, English or a mix of both.184 “Tunes,” in contrast, are classed as instrumental dances 

that generally encompass two parts of eight bars with the second part known as the turn.185 

The final part always features a return to the opening motif, and the repetition of the tune 

is cyclic with the frequency of repetition at the performer’s discretion.186 Within this 

dissertation, the term song will be used when referring to any vocal works, and the term 

tune will be used to refer to instrumental pieces. The compositional structure of both songs 

and tunes, as identified by Breathnach, generally consists of “two parts or strains which 

generally feature two phrases of equal length.”187 The most common song form is the 

sonata form of AABA with another common song form being ABBA.188 Dance music, in 

contrast, usually features the form A A’ B B’, whereby the repeated phrases (A’ and B’) are 

adjusted to either transition between the different phrases or conclude the form.189 Other 

frequent instrumental forms include AABC, ABCD and AABA.190  Furthermore, two or more 

tunes are often combined into sets linked by either mode, relative modality or rhythms. 

Whilst sets have been part of dances for centuries, the popularity of this combination arose 

during the early twentieth century through the recordings of expatriate musicians such as 

Michael Coleman.191 Instrumental dance tunes with specific time signatures consist of jigs, 

 
183 Fintan Vallely, “song,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: 

Cork University Press, 2011), 625; Vallely, “tune,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 698. 
184 Vallely, “song,” 625. 
185 Vallely, “tune,”698. 
186 Vallely, “tune,”698. 
187 Breathnach, 15. 
188 Breathnach, 15. 
189 Cowdery, 16.  
190 Breathnach, 15. 
191 Vallely “set,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork 

University Press, 2011), 612. 
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reels, hornpipes, polkas, waltzes, and mazurkas.192 These are outlined briefly in Table 3.  

 

Table 3 Common Irish dance music characteristics (as derived from Vallely’s Companion and 
Cowdery’s The Melodic Tradition of Irish Music)193 

Dance Rhythm Description 

Jig Dance tunes with an underlying compound meter: Single 

jig- 6/8 or 12/8, ‘Slip’ or ‘Hop’ jig-9/8  

Reel Dance tune in common time 4/4 with two groups of four 

quavers. Commonly in AABB form. 

Hornpipe Dance tune commonly in 4/4 time with a relatively slow 

tempo and features dotted rhythms. The endings of parts 

are generally signalled through three accented crotchet 

beats. Commonly associated with solo dancing 

Slide A term often associated with Jig, in general, a fast single 

jig. Usually in 6/8 or 12/8 time. 

Polka Two distinct forms: the simple polka, common in Sliabh 

Luachra, and the ‘double polka’ common in north 

Connacht. 

Waltz A dance tune in 3/4 time and highly proliferated in Irish 

traditional music. Has become a staple part of céilí music 

and dances. 

Schottische A similar dance to the polka, features 2/4 time but played 

slowly to resemble 4/4 time. 

 

Cowdery states “while imported folk dances like the waltz and schottische may be found in 

Ireland with Irish tunes to accompany them, most Irish dance tunes fall under the general 

 
192 Vallely, “tune types,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: 

Cork University Press, 2011), 699. It is important to acknowledge that some of these dance forms, such as 
polkas and mazurkas, are indeed borrowed dance forms however they have been popularly accepted by the 
traditional community both in composition and performance. 

193 Vallely, “tune types,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 699; Cowdery, 17. 
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heading of jigs, reels and hornpipes.”194 Other tune types that vary in time signature consist 

of slow airs, planxties, marches and song airs.195 Certain tune types were originally region-

specific, for example, slides and polkas were commonly associated with the Sliabh Luachra 

region of Cork and Kerry.196 Other tune-types such as mazurkas, highlands (similar to the 

Scottish strathspey), and schottische were primarily found in Donegal.197  

 

1.5 Conclusions  

In reflection, this chapter has highlighted some of the current scholarship and debate 

around Irish folk and traditional music, as well as the circumstances and perceptions around 

the IFMM period of the 1960s to the 1970s. It has identified that even today there is still 

much controversy and discussion around what is classified as traditional Irish performance 

and what is more associated with the popular/contemporary folk idiom. Whilst this is not 

the central focus of this thesis, the outlining of these perspectives in Chapters 1 and 2  show 

that there are some commonalities and overlaps between musicians of the traditional 

communities and the folk scenes, with a clear stream of Irish musical identity common to 

both. This chapter has also identified that the beginnings of this period under study lie 

undoubtedly with Seán Ó Riada’s work in the late 1950s and that this differentiates the 

IFMM clearly to the North American and British folk revival periods. Furthermore, the 

review of research relating to the IFMM, revivalism and other such discussions around 

musical performance has identified a clear gap in the literature around this period and its 

 
194 Cowdery, 17. 
195 Vallely, “tune types,” 699. 
196 Liz Doherty, “jig,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork 

University Press, 2011), 369. 
197 Fintan Vallely, “Donegal; fiddle,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, The Companion to 

Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 212. 
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significance to Irish music. By identifying the lack of dedicated research and literature 

around this period and the performers therein, this study will contribute to closing the gap 

in knowledge around this topic.  

  

As has been established, Irish music features distinct stylistic elements such as 

ornamentation, common modes, and scales as well as a delineation of instrumental and 

sung pieces and an element of improvisation. Furthermore, it has been identified that the 

most significant contributor to these elements occurring in Irish music has been the 

instrumentation employed with primarily uilleann pipes, voice, and the fiddle. In exploring 

these fundamental elements of Irish traditional and folk music, a framework has been 

established for analysing how these features occur and are modified or adapted within the 

performances of the selected ensembles in the coming chapters. By studying the 

performances and musical innovations of these ensembles, a more in-depth musicological 

insight into this period will be provided. This understanding will highlight the importance of 

Irish traditional and folk music to this process as well as confirming the thesis that the key 

innovation and changes of Irish music in the twentieth century occurred across the two 

decades. 

 

Chapter 2 provides a brief historical background to the IFMM, and a short biographical 

outline of the selected ensembles is discussed. This historical background identifies the 

social and cultural changes that occurred globally and within Ireland to highlight how the 

music of this period is key to the cultural shift in Ireland. The end of Chapter 2 outlines this 

dissertation’s focus on the two significant features of the change introduced by these 

performers: instrumentation and arrangement. Chapters 3 and 4 then discusses 
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instrumentation across the two decades of this study. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on 

arrangement and features of composition across the 1960s and 1970s. A final concluding 

chapter reflects on the common innovations identified through analysis and confirms how 

these two features, instrumentation, and arrangement, play the most significant role in 

shaping the characteristic music of this critical period.  
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Chapter 2– History and Ensembles 

2.1 Understanding the Irish Folk Music Movement 

For the purposes of this thesis, the two decades of the 1960s and 1970s collectively are 

being described as the Irish Folk Music Movement (IFMM) wherein ensembles such as The 

Dubliners, The Clancy Brothers, The Chieftains and Ceoltóirí Chualann, as well as other Irish 

ensembles, ushered in a new era of featuring both Irish traditional music and ballad 

performance.198 The reason to adopt this label is to encompass the different changes 

occurring across both fields of folk song and traditional dance music that became strongly 

intertwined in performances of this period. This thesis acknowledges the controversial 

nature of encapsulating the breadth of music and musicians during these decades under the 

title of folk music revival.199 Therefore, the title of Irish Folk Music Movement is chosen as it 

highlights a clear delineation of the beginning of this movement, with its musical and 

cultural similarities to the American and British ‘folk’ music revivals, yet also acknowledging 

the continual presence of tradition that was not necessarily needing ‘revival’ per se.200 The 

origins of ‘folk music’ as a term began in the late eighteenth century through Johann 

Gottfried Herder who described the music in relation to an idealised version of rural people 

 
198 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
199 As Bohlman discusses “[d]efining folk music has been a tempting and dangerous undertaking for 

scholars of the field” and that “the dynamic nature of folk music belies the stasis of definition.” With this in 
mind it is necessary to apply a broader collection of the terms ‘folk’ and ‘tradition’ than just a singular 
perspective or genre as discussed in a commercial setting and instead I opt to define the period as broadly as I 
can to encapsulate the nuances of difference between the ensembles whilst also retaining some boundary of 
time and place. For further reading: Philip V. Bohlman, The Study of Folk Music in the Modern World (Indiana: 
Indiana University press, 1988). 

200 As Pegg highlights, the origins of the term ‘folk music’ can be identified through Johann Gottfried 
Herder’s coining of the term Volkslied (folksong) in the latter eighteenth-century. Much like previous definition 
in Chapter 1 by Breathnach, Vallely and others, Herder believed this style centred around communal 
composition. However, his understanding was more philosophical and vaguer than a concrete set of stylistic 
characteristics. During the nineteenth century the term became more synonymous with ‘nationalism’ and 
‘rural’ identity. For further reading see Carole Pegg, "Folk music," Grove Music Online, 2001. https://www-
oxfordmusiconline-com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-
0000009933. 
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who were “wild and lacking organisation (unpolizirt), that is closer to nature…”201 Herder’s 

perspective was reinforced by Jacob Grimm, who felt the origins of a folk song were 

anonymous because of communal authorship.202 Whilst providing an ontological definition 

of the term ‘folk’, Herder and Grimm did not develop any concrete features for defining a 

folk music style as distinct from a classical piece. Gradually, this definition of folk music was 

codified in the early twentieth century by Sharp and Vaughan Williams who felt that songs 

(ballads, poems, vocal works) had communal ownership and continuity of practice, and that 

individuals created songs, or at the very least created their own variations of communal 

‘folk’ repertoire.203 Central to this twentieth-century perspective of folk music was the 

process of oral transmission, an unwritten handing down of music.204 Whilst the publishers 

of broadsheet music exploited this popular ‘folksong’ descriptor for selling manuscripts that 

varied greatly in style and instrumentation, the exploration of the mid twentieth-century 

archivists (discussed further below) of North America gradually expanded this definition to 

include ethnic and racial community music. As the North American folk revival progressed in 

earnest, the convergence of many different styles and crossovers in repertoire that were 

almost inevitable, blurred distinctions between the terms folk music and traditional music, 

with the terminology being used interchangeably.205 Bohlman highlights the duality of style 

in twentieth-century folk music stating: “the formation of ethnic boundaries in the American 

 
201 Phillip V. Bohlman, The Study of Folk Music (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1988), 6-7. 
202 Bohlman, The Study of Folk Music, 7. 
203 Bohlman, 8. The implications of this perspective are that newly composed material cannot, by their 

definition, folk music – but it recognises that at some point in the past there was an anonymous composer of 
the basic idea that was refined and varied over generations by performers in an oral tradition. 

204 Pegg, “Folk music.” It is important to note that even with Sharp’s definition, the International Folk 
Music Council (founded in 1947 and later changed to the International Council for Traditional Music in 1981) 
struggled with the concept of anonymous ownership and instead believed indeed there was an individual 
creator of a song or version of a common folk piece. The authenticity of a folk performance also extended to 
popular songs so long as they were re-shaped and altered to be performed within the folk community.  

205 This will be discussed in further detail in section 2.3 regarding the Western folk music revivals. 
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immigrant setting, therefore, accompanies a growing awareness of folk music styles other 

than those previously situated at the cultural core.”206 

 

In twentieth-century Ireland, this blend of styles and repertoire is clear even in early groups 

of the IFMM, such as The Dubliners, The Johnstons and Sweeney’s Men, who primarily 

focused on folk songs and singing yet still included some instrumental repertoire. In order to 

understand the scope of the IFMM, this chapter will briefly outline the American and British 

folk music revivals prior to this period, including a brief discussion about revival culture, and 

the socio-cultural climate in Ireland including its music. Following this, a biographical outline 

of the focal groups of this thesis will be provided to highlight not only their musical 

achievements but also their relationship to the movement. Within the parameters of this 

research, not all ensembles of this period will be analysed. The selected ensembles have 

been chosen due to the following factors: their large body of repertoire; their significant 

innovations in performance or their significant presence across both decades. 

 

2.2 Revival cultures 

In order to establish how the changes associated with the IFMM occurred, it is necessary to 

understand the common features of music revivals of the twentieth century. In some 

revivals folk/traditional practices and repertoire became more inclusive – while in other 

revivals a more exclusive stance was taken – this meant that what actually hit the 

commercial market might not be accepted by either folk or traditional camps As Bithell and 

Hill discuss:  

 
206  Bohlman, 58. 
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a music revival comprises an effort to perform and promote music that is valued as 

old or historical… transferring musical elements from the past to the present (or 

from one cultural group perceived as preserving lifeways that are in direct continuity 

with the past to a cultural group that perceives itself as being more modern) entails 

a de-contextualisation and a re-contextualisation or what Owe Ronstrom…refers to 

as shifts. Such re-contextualisation may be temporal, geographical, and/or social…In 

the process of recontextualization, various transformations may take place.207 

 

This statement highlights the complex elements that comprise music revivals, especially the 

duality of combining the past with the present. This is reinforced by Slobin, who states:  

 

To revive means to bring back to life...In the first place, I don’t think expressive 

culture really dies; you’d have to think of culture as a straight-line evolution to 

believe that and I don’t. I think of it more as a spiral, changing, but dipping back 

along the way.208 

 

By accepting that folk music movement is in its essence not replication but re-invigoration, 

the concept of authenticity then becomes less of an argument of black and white but 

instead a combination of common elements and their subsequent reception by 

communities. In this way, the concept of innovation can be considered a fundamental part 

of tradition as it finds ways of communicating by employing both old and new elements. As 

Kartomi highlights:  

 

 
207 Caroline Bithell and Juniper Hill (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Music Revival (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2014), 3. 
208 Mark Slobin, as cited in The Oxford Handbook of Music Revival, Caroline Bithell and Juniper Hill 

(eds.), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 4. 
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some possible outcomes of transculturation appear potentially favourable to the 

viability of one or even both the cultures in contact, such as nativistic revival, where 

a subordinate culture becomes aware of its own neglect of its music and makes an 

effort to revitalise it.209 

 

This nativistic approach is evident within the IFMM, whereby there was a clear reaction by 

Irish musicians of this period around how Irish music was being promoted and this in turn 

led to innovation and change. Furthermore, this nativistic perspective is reinforced through 

the selection, or at times rejection, of certain instruments or technology. Livingston 

highlights this with an association between historical continuity and the express use of 

certain instruments which have been “invested with these associations within revivalist 

contexts.”210 This approach also features a rejection of mainstream popular culture and 

modern technological innovations in order to distinguish the revival movement from 

popular or commercial trends.211 However, whilst these elements are evident across the 

two decades within Ireland, the unique changes and innovation during this period make it 

difficult to strictly define the two decades solely as a revival. As Livingston states:  

 

revivalist stylistic parameters and aesthetics are based on what is believed to be the 

stylistic common denominator…the balance between individual innovation and 

adherence to stylistic norms of the tradition are a basic point of tension within 

revivals.212 

 

 
209 Margaret Kartomi, as cited in Catherine Grant, Music Endangerment: How Language Maintenance 

Can Help (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 21.  
210 Tamara E. Livingston, “Music Revivals: Towards a General Theory,” Ethnomusicology, vol 43, no. 1 

(Winter, 1999), 69. 
211 Livingston, 69. 
212 Livingston, 71. 
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Firstly, the use of the term ‘revival’ for a musical phenomenon like the IFMM can be 

considered a contradiction as an authentic performance, using cultural history as a 

reference, is impossible to replicate in any period outside the documented time from which 

these events originate. Secondly, the use of new stylistic elements or instrumentation and 

song forms is a clear form of innovation and change, which runs directly against the notion 

of historically informed performances. Therefore, the development and application of the 

term Irish Folk Music Movement in this thesis acknowledges the duality inherent within the 

recordings of this period. It acknowledges the stylistic parameters and region from which 

these recordings originate without explicitly applying the term revival. The use of the word 

‘movement’ highlights the broader commercial and social shift associated with folk music 

during this time and recognises these performers’ application of stylistic elements from 

historical practice alongside contemporary innovations. 

 

2.3 The two revivals 

The American Folk Music Revival (AFMR) is considered by Mitchell spanned from the 1940s 

reaching an ‘apex’ in the mid 1960s.213 Others such as Cohen, consider this revival to feature 

across three decades, from 1940 to 1970. Cohen, however, identifies a clear separation of 

folk songs, traditional melodies, from other styles such as jazz, blues, and country.214 He 

believes that during this period, acoustic music with these elements becomes entirely 

encapsulated under the term ‘folk’. This was due in part to the influence of differing 

acoustic music such as country, bluegrass and rural blues that were increasingly popular in 
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the urban folk communities.215 The AFMR was initially associated with two social groups: 

the urban socialist movement, with performers such as the Almanac Singers including Pete 

Seeger and Woody Guthrie, and the rural archivist movement driven by the field recordings 

of John A. Lomax and his son Alan Lomax.216  Prior to this revival, an already growing 

awareness and antiquarian movement in the US-led to the establishment of the Archive of 

American Folk Song (AAFS) by Robert Winslow Gordon in 1928 at the Library of Congress, 

Washington DC.217 With the advent of portable recording technology, not only were these 

works being noted in field journals and articles but also as part of compilation albums 

published by the Library of Congress.218 As this music grew in popularity, driven by the 

commercialisation of the growing record industry, newer musicians during the mid-1950s 

and early 1960s developed a commercialised sound that began to blur the lines between 

authentic folk song and folk-influenced pop music.219 As with the change in the generations 

participating in the folk revival, so too did the perspectives and circumstances of the music 

change. Dunlap states: 

  

[the early folk revivalists] generally viewed folk music as a way to understand or 

promote the common beliefs and aspirations of entire social groups. Dylan, by 

contrast, often used songs to focus on the feelings of unique individuals.220  

 
215 Cohen, 168. 
216 It is important to note that during this period, there was an element of overlap with the Lomaxes, 

in particular, Alan and his sister Bess, also being involved in the growing Communist Party of the US. However, 
the work initiated by their father John Lomax was more focused on field work and archiving music than 
political interests.  
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This struggle between a structured, rigid political approach to folk music, and musical 

innovation in a folk setting, would also occur during the British and Irish movements. By the 

late 1950s, the North American revival hit peak popularity with the commercial success of 

The Kingston Trio.  As Cohen relates, this success was accompanied by “a cascade of 

promotional material products followed by the early 1960s, including magazines, sheet 

music, concert flyers, paperback books and posters.”221 This promotional material, whilst 

successful as a promotional tool, also reduced the authenticity and legitimacy of the organic 

roots from the works of the 1940s and 1950s. During this peak, the AFMR featured a large 

variety of music ranging from American blues, jazz, country, and bluegrass to international 

folk music from Ireland, England, and Scotland. Of particular importance to this thesis, The 

Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem popularised Irish music and culture with their 

appearance on the Ed Sullivan show in 1962, and their iconic image and group performance 

was paramount to their success. Analysis of their contribution will be discussed further in 

Chapter 3.  

 

Much like the AFMR, the British Folk Music Revival, also known as the Second Folk Revival in 

Britain, had its roots in the socialist/Marxist workers’ movements of the 1940s.222 This 

movement was initially driven by three key individuals: Alan Lomax, Ewan MacColl and 

 
popularity and commercialisation of ‘folk’ performers in America who blurred the lines of authenticity through 
inclusion of new instrumentation, ensemble formats and often lyrical and musical alterations to source 
material. Original compositions in this style further added to this confusion of terms as musicians would 
perform their own works in a similar way to the renditions of ‘folk’ repertoire and therefore creating a musical 
association between the two. 
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Albert Lloyd.223 Lomax, who had left the US in the early 1950s due to the growing anti-

communist investigations by the FBI, travelled to the UK as part of his fieldwork to capture 

other folk repertoire for Columbia records.224 His research led to engaging with key 

musicians of the Irish (Seamus Ennis), English (Peter Kennedy) and Scottish (Hamish 

Henderson) traditional/folk communities and he compiled an extensive collection of songs 

and instrumental music.225 In presenting these collected works for television and radio, 

Lomax is considered by Sweers to have been “a motivating force behind the early activities 

of MacColl, who with Lloyd was a central organizational figure of the revival.”226 Like Lomax 

and his American folk peers, MacColl and Lloyd were both involved with the 

socialist/Marxist groups in England and this drove their interest in collecting the repertoire 

sung by British workers in industrial workplaces of the early twentieth century.227 Whilst 

initially collaborating with Lomax, MacColl and Lloyd steered the English folk revival away 

from the popular American folk influences and instead tried to encourage the British youth 

to engage with their own musical heritage. Roud explains this as follows: 

 

 the Revival was at first primarily a youth culture, with strong anti-Establishment 

leanings and a left-of-centre agenda…but it rapidly blossomed and branched into 

different camps each with its own interests and networks…228 
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In 1953, MacColl established the ‘Ballads and Blues Club’, the precursor to the highly 

influential ‘Singers Club’, as a means of encouraging the growth of the local folk community 

and this coincided with the rise of skiffle music.229 Skiffle was a genre popular during the 

1940s and the late 1950s that combined a broad range of Afro-American styles of blues, 

boogie-woogie, gospel and country with unique instrumental pairings of acoustic guitar, 

banjo, washtub bass, harmonica, kazoo and drums.230 Often the harmonic instruments such 

as guitar and banjo would provide simple chordal accompaniment, generally revolving 

around the tonic, subdominant and dominant chords.231 This style became immensely 

popular in England by 1956, however as MacKinnon states “by early 1959, the craze 

associated with the specific musical form of skiffle, the bands with the tea-chest basses, 

washboards and so on, had burned itself out.”232 He notes, however, that “the national 

enthusiasm for self-made music on the part of British youth had not.”233 This spirit led to 

the national popularity of folk music and singing that MacColl and Lloyd had originally 

desired to revive. As the popularity of the movement grew, so too did the British efforts in 

distancing the movement from the sound of the now established American folk groups. 

MacColl, in particular, wanted to draw repertoire from British experiences and history to 

reflect the different socio-cultural circumstances of the union, rather than romanticism of 

the purely rural origins that Cecil Sharp had espoused during the first folk revival.234 By the 

middle 1960s, the folk club scene had expanded significantly outside its urban origins of 
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London.235 In an ironic twist, the folk revival’s progress by the mid-1960s was guided by 

MacColl and Peggy Seeger’s conservative, and sometimes restrictive, views on what was 

deemed acceptable performance. Roud’s analysis underscores the deliberate musical 

shaping of the revival: 

 

many of A. L. Lloyd’s editorial tinkerings and sleights of hand…were made simply to 

push the songs towards what he wished they had been…while Ewan MacColl’s need 

for songs to fit the narratives of programmes like the Radio Ballads prompted him to 

fill the many lacunae by writing his own.236  

 

These restrictions applied both to the repertoire and also to the way in which music was 

performed and sung, with MacColl pursuing an ethnocentric origin for performers. This 

meant if an English performer sang in an American accent, this was deemed inauthentic, if 

an American sang about British history from the perspective of a British person, this too was 

inauthentic.237 However, these restrictions did not impede the success of the folk club 

circuit across Britain, and the ability to perform consistently to new audiences drew 

performers from within Britain as well as North America and Ireland.238 Future contributors 

to the Irish Folk Music Movement such as Luke Kelly and Christy Moore initially refined their 

craft not within Ireland but in the English folk scenes.239 Whilst Ireland would follow a 

similar trajectory to the American and British folk revivals through commercial popularity of 

its folk and traditional repertoire, the catalysts for revival followed a unique path to that of 

its predecessors. 
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2.4 Ireland: pre-IFMM and its foundations 

2.4.1 The beginnings of the IFMM 

In Ireland, there are different perspectives regarding the length and breadth of the IFMM 

and the stylistic elements that were key to this period. Gerry Smyth argues that this was not 

a single revival, but instead, two clearly delineated streams across the decades: the Ballad 

Boom, primarily of the 1960s focusing on songs, and the Instrumental Dance movement, 

primarily the 1970s.240 The foundation of these two decades had been prepared by the 

developments of the 1950s. Socially, the most significant commercial and political 

foundations for the IFMM came from the formation of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (Society 

of the Musicians of Ireland, CCÉ) in 1951.241 CCÉ’s first Fleadh Cheoil (Festival of music) in 

1952 was similar in design to the feis ceoil (festival of music) and Oireachtas na Gaeilge 

(loosely translated to ‘assembly of Ireland’) of the Conradh na Gaeilge (The Gaelic League) in 

1897. This event attempted to cater to both urban and regional traditional musicians and 

“to restore to its rightful place, the traditional music of Ireland...”242 CCÉ also provided an 

outlet to teach Irish traditional musical techniques, language, and culture as both a means 

of preservation and promotion which, by the 1960s and 1970s, significantly improved the 

awareness and appreciation of Irish traditional music.243  
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In regards to the establishment of new, innovative ensembles, Scahill states “the 1950s 

were also the years most commonly depicted as the starting point for the various strands of 

revival in Irish traditional and folk music.”244 Dowling’s perspective differs to this, however, 

whereby he considers the period of 1960s and 1970s as a third cultural revival within 

Ireland.245 He states “the vigour of this revival appeared to be all the more dramatic 

because it followed nearly three decades of cultural and musical stagnation in Ireland.”246 

He posits four key ensembles as the basis for this movement: The Clancy Brothers, The 

Dubliners, Ceoltóirí Chualann and The Chieftains. These groups featured contrasting 

repertory and styles of folk and traditional music, much like both the American and British 

folk revivals. Whilst one of the key fundamentals of the Irish tradition, the solo performance 

medium, is generally absent from these ensembles’ performances and recordings, other 

aspects of their work highlight many similar elements to the Irish tradition that can be 

considered ‘authentic’.  

 

In contrast, Irish musicians such as Máire Brennan of Clannad and John Sheehan of The 

Dubliners consider the precursor to the IFMM was the McPeake family of Belfast.247 The 

McPeake family were, and still are, a musical family from Belfast founded by uilleann piper 

Francis I in the late nineteenth-century who had been taught piping by the blind harpist 
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John O’Reilly of Galway.248 The formation of the McPeake family trio in 1954, Francis I with 

his sons Francis II and James pre-empted the Irish folk ensemble format of the 1960s with 

the release of The McPeake Family of Belfast in 1959.249 This recording featured a unique 

combination of uilleann pipes and harp which emphasised the primacy of the uilleann pipes 

yet introduced elements of harmony and accompaniment through the harp.250 However, 

even with the humble success of this recording, the McPeake family was not considered the 

catalyst of the IFMM. Instead, the commercial success of the Ó Riada, his scoring of George 

Morrison’s Mise Éire (1959) and subsequent exploration of the ‘folk orchestra’ with Ceoltóirí 

Chualann spurred the movement of instrumental ensembles in earnest.251 The popularity of 

the ballad movement, parallel to Ó Riada’s ensemble work, was initially due to the 

international success of The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem.  Their appearance on the 

Ed Sullivan Show was a major breakthrough popularising the Irish folk style and established 

a commercially successful hybrid of Irish and non-Irish music.252 Their ensemble style was 

often heterophonic, and usually, there is basic segregation of melody and 

accompaniment.253  

 

2.4.2 The pub session 

To highlight the social and cultural contexts of ensemble performance and live music, it is 

necessary to briefly discuss the development and format of the pub session, and to outline 
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its contribution to the IFMM.254 Music performance prior to the IFMM in Ireland mainly 

occurred in two contrasting but key locations, the home and the recital hall. With one 

notable exception in Sliabh Luachra on the Cork and Kerry border, the performance of 

traditional music more often occurred in the homes of musicians, particularly in rural 

areas.255 Rural performances were often informal and spontaneous, usually a result of a 

visiting relative or dance master who was both a teacher and popular in the seventeenth, 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.256 However, this practice began to decline towards 

the end of the nineteenth-century and almost entirely disappeared by the 1920s.  

 

The performance of music in public houses during the 1930s became regulated through the 

Public Dance Halls Act of 1935, whereby only licensed individuals were entitled to host 

musical events for the public. Developed by Fianna Fáil and Taoiseach Éamon de Valera, the 

Public Dance Halls Act of 1935 was designed to regulate unlicensed dances across Ireland 

and remove the cultural threat of foreign musical influences such as jazz.257 This legislation 

resulted in regulation of music and dance and directly popularised the Céilí band; however, 

it slowly removed older traditions such as house dances and crossroad dances, a staple of 

rural Irish traditional music. By moving the music to formal settings and establishing the 

format of the Céilí band, the Public Dance Halls act was seen as a precursor to the 

 
254 For further reading on the pub session phenomenon, significant research has been conducted by 
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development of the Irish pub session; a central location or gathering place for musicians and 

non-musicians alike with entertainment provided by various musicians in ensemble form. 

However, the development of the IFMM ensemble performances and the pub session was 

not established in earnest until the 1960s. 

 

In contrast to the slow and monitored development of rural gatherings, the urban origins of 

the pub session are found amongst the Irish expatriates in England, where the pub session 

grew out of a communal desire for sharing music and songs from home.258 In England, Irish 

singers and musicians would perform for their fellow expatriates, and often these 

performances featured an element of spontaneity, much like the rural house dances of 

earlier centuries.259 When returning to Ireland, these individuals brought this practice and 

the atmosphere it provided into the Irish pubs. Having met with resistance initially, this 

change is said to have begun in the now renowned O’Donoghue’s pub where Ronnie Drew 

stated: “and one night Barney McKenna and myself asked Paddy O’Donoghue [the 

publican], it was around one Christmas,  ‘would you let us sing one song, just one song’ and 

it hasn’t stopped since.”260 Others such as Andy Irvine suggested that the catalyst for 

musical performance in Irish pubs began with Johnny Moynihan. In the song ‘O’Donoghue’s’ 

he states “Johnny Moynihan in his fusty coat was the first to play there in Merrion 

Row...”261.  By the mid-1960s the Dublin pub, O’Donoghue’s became a venue for frequent 

live performances, and this developed into a burgeoning underground scene in Dublin.262 
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Performers like Luke Kelly and Christy Moore ventured to England to gain experience in the 

British folk circuit and used this success and popularity to attract audiences from the Irish 

public.263 By the end of the 1960s, the pub scene and the sessions were not limited to 

Dublin; they had expanded across the urban centres of Dublin and Belfast and out to the 

rural counties across the country.264 Areas, such as County Clare, eventually (in years to 

come) became renowned for yearly music festivals and pub sessions whereby performers 

from all across the country would seek a chance to engage in performance and ‘the craic’.265 

In conjunction with the growing popularity of CCÉ’s annual Fleadh Cheoil (Music Festival), 

the performers and artists of the IFMM searched for new music and new experiences in 

pubs and gatherings across the country, in a twentieth-century musical pilgrimage.  

 

2.4.3 Ensemble performance 

Irish folklore and musicological sources such Michael Conran (1850), O’Sullivan (1958) and 

Ní Bhrolcháin (2009) cite groups of bards and poets in ancient Ireland as being core to the 

recital of songs through the combination of music and lyric.266 There is even reference to 

the common pairing of harpist, piper and timpán (most likely a zither or lyre) as well as 

group singing by the ancient warriors of the Fianna.267 Generally speaking, Irish scholars, 

such as Breathnach, believed that “Group playing is another modern fashion to be 
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avoided”,268 whilst others like Ó Canainn believed group performance was acceptable but 

not as rewarding as a solo performance.269 In Ó Canainn’s view: “the importance that Irish 

traditional musicians attach to ornamentation and variation means that the music can only 

be fully satisfying in the context of a solo performance.”270 Further to this point, Ó Canainn 

believed acceptable performances could be achieved in a group setting if solo performances 

complement through minimal and simple accompaniment. Certain instruments, such as the 

guitar or the piano, have been deemed dominant accompanying instruments that moved 

musical performances away from the tradition.271  

 

Irish folk ensembles of the 1960s initially featured an imitation of the Anglo-American 

ensembles, driven by the popularity of expatriates The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem. 

However, as the movement progressed, groups embraced a broader timbral range. This is 

highlighted by O’Shea whereby “Planxty, The Bothy Band and Dé Dannan were distinguished 

by fast, driving rhythms in tune arrangements that employed a new combination of 

instruments in bouzouki, mandolin, guitar, uilleann pipes, whistle and bodhrán.”272 With the 

growth of support and awareness of this traditional movement, one individual is often 

referenced as the catalyst for popularising its innovation and change, Sean Ó Riada.273 The 

ensemble experimentations were not limited only to popular folk song styles, with one of 

the earliest ensembles of this period coming from Ó Riada’s instrumental ensemble Ceoltóirí 

Chualann. As has been discussed previously, Ó Riada’s experimentation in Irish music 
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initially began with his orchestral interpretations of Irish airs and repertoire. His work on 

Morrison’s Mise Eire (1959) highlighted a duality of identities, the beauty of traditional 

repertoire in conjunction with the richness of many instruments. Through forming an 

ensemble of primarily traditional instruments, Ó Riada was able to merge both of his 

musical interests and created a genuinely unique new musical form.  

 

It is important to note that examples of ensemble performance had already emerged in the 

earlier twentieth century in Ireland through the establishment of the Céilí band, an 

ensemble designed to perform Irish traditional pieces in rural dances and gatherings. The 

term ‘céilí band’ was coined by Frank Lee at a St Patrick’s gathering in London 1918, and 

spread from the expatriate circles of the United Kingdom to Dublin.274 Their origins derive 

from the Irish word céile, meaning companion as well as a social gathering to pass the time, 

and is generally believed to have been modelled from the Scottish ceilidh which was a 

cultural event comprising of music, poetry and dance.275 Popular due to the Irish Gaelic 

Revival of the late nineteenth-century amongst expatriates in the United Kingdom, Irish 

céilís focused primarily on music for set dancing.276 Early ensembles performed with an 

element of written arrangement, often as a result of the musicians also being trained in 

Western art music, and generally featured straight rhythmic pulse with minimal traditional 

ornamentation.277 The later, and more popular, style of Céilí music from the 1940s and 

1950s featured unison melody played primarily on traditional instruments with 
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accompaniment from non-traditional additions of either drum kit and piano.278 Prior to the 

Céilí band, gatherings of musicians would occur in house dances and “the [individual] 

musician[s] playing for the dance took turns, rarely more than two [musicians] playing 

together and more often a single performer providing the music.”279 The Céilí band, 

however, featured a wide variety of instrumentation ranging from traditional instruments 

such as fiddle, flute, accordion, piano, bass and snare drums, banjo and sometimes other 

instruments such as double bass or saxophone. These ensembles provided louder forms of 

performance that were required for the larger gatherings at dance halls in the 1920s, but 

their inclusion of foreign instruments and approach to the interpretation of Irish tunes were 

sometimes questioned. Céilí performances would often feature all instruments performing 

in unison with a driving rhythm provided by the drum kit. With the inclusion of instruments 

such as saxophone, double bass, banjo, and piano, the céilí band could, at times, be 

mistaken for the American jazz ensemble format that was popular during the 1920s through 

to the 1940s. The large variety of instrumentation within the ensemble of the céilí band and 

complete unison performance would provide the impetus for a return of focus to the solo 

performance practice, both in individual and ensemble forms.  The focus on competition 

and institutional standardization associated with Céilí music and bands, promoted by CCÉ, 

met with disagreement by purists of the tradition.  It was feared to encourage a uniform 

style without individual or regional elements.   
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Whilst the inclusion of foreign elements and instrumentation may have been, and still is, 

controversial to traditional musicians, Lunny feels that the inclusion of certain instruments, 

such as the bouzouki, suited Irish music more so than guitar. He states, “the attraction of 

the bouzouki was its comparative simplicity and that it didn’t colour the music too much.”280 

He believed that the reduced number of strings, four courses of paired strings, and its 

subsequent open tuning allowed the avoidance of harmonically defining elements such as 

the minor and major third.281 This is an important harmonic feature as it allows an 

accompanying instrument to perform ‘open’ chords that would not clash with the modal 

shifts in Irish airs. In other instances, the instrumentation of the ensemble was the result of 

circumstance, with performers such as Barney McKenna only able to afford a tenor banjo 

and thus learning Irish repertoire on this medium.282  

 

2.5 The Irish Folk Music Movement and ensembles 

The musicians and ensembles that have been selected for this research investigation due to 

their significant output or contribution during the period of the Irish Folk Music Movement 

are as follows:  

 

• The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem (1957 – 1969, 1970-1975) 

• Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann (1960 - 1969) 

• The Chieftains (1962 to present) 

• The Dubliners (1964 – 2013) 

• The Johnstons (1965 – 1972) 

 
280 Dónal Lunny, interview by author, Dublin, November, 2016.  
281 Dónal Lunny, interview by author, Dublin, November, 2016. 
282 “Miriam meets- The Late Barney McKenna and his fellow Dubliner, John Sheahan,” hosted by 

Miriam O’Callaghan, Miriam Meets, on RTÉ radio one, November, 2009. 
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• Sweeney’s Men (1967 – 1969) 

• Planxty (1972 – 1975, 1979 to 1982, 2004) 

• The Bothy Band (1974 – 1979) 

• Dé Dannan (1975 – 2003, 2009 to present) 

These ensembles have been listed in key sources such as Vallely’s Companion to Irish 

Traditional Music and White and Boydell’s The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland as having 

been seminal performers of this musical period. These accounts also highlight the critical 

introductions of new and innovative instrumentation and techniques by these ensembles. Ó 

Riada’s significant innovations in song arrangement, ensemble development and revival of 

traditional repertoire have been unparalleled (as discussed previously in the literature 

review) and therefore his work is a necessary inclusion in this study. Groups like The 

Chieftains and The Dubliners are considered by White as pivotal in achieving international 

renown and a quintessential association with Ireland and Irish musical identity, with their 

popularity providing a foundation for the success of future ensembles, such as Planxty and 

The Bothy Band.283 All the groups chosen have been identified in the literature in this field 

as pioneering or at least popularising, a modern approach to the Irish tradition and for these 

reasons they have been included as focal points of this study. 

 

Whilst all the ensembles selected vary in style and instrumentation, these ensembles all 

feature the following fundamental elements:  

 

• performance of Irish traditional repertoire that features both songs and instrumental 

tunes across the two decades considered by this thesis 

• inclusion of traditional Irish instruments and non-Irish instruments 

 
283 Harry White, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016. 
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• inclusion of both Irish traditional stylistic performance elements and foreign 

performance elements 

• use of the ensemble format 

 

These ensembles have been identified for their significant popularity and legacy as 

represented in works such as the BBC documentary Folk Hibernia (2007) and in academic 

reference materials The Companion to Irish Traditional Music (2011) and The Encyclopaedia 

of Music in Ireland (2013).284 The brief biographies of the following ensembles that are 

presented in this thesis are mostly chronological in order of first performances and 

recordings. Whilst it is acknowledged that The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem 

contributed significantly to the impetus and success of Irish folk music abroad, their origins 

and initial recordings occurring in America, alongside members of the American Folk music 

revival., means they have been included in this research but are not of primary focus for the 

thesis. Due to the breadth of significant performers and ensembles that contributed to the 

IFMM, not all possible groups from this period have been selected for this research 

project.285  

 

The following list is an overview of these ensembles during the period of focus in this thesis 

rather than a detailed biography. These overviews include a brief discussion on the key 

 
284 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
285 Ensembles such as Clannad, The Fureys and Davey Arthur, Skara Brae and The Wolfe Tones have all 

pioneered and established a unique presence in Irish music, however due to the limitations of word count and 
the significant body of musical output from these groups this research discussion will be limited.285 While 
these groups have been included in the statistical analysis found in Chapters 3 and 5, this is specifically for the 
purposes of providing an overview of the soundscape in Ireland thus detailed analysis into all aspects of their 
style will not be included. This has also highlighted the discussion around gender and performance within this 
period, more specifically the limited female representation of musicians within these ensembles, especially 
regarding the pioneering efforts on the five-string banjo in Margaret Barry and it is an important topic worthy 
of study, however it is outside the central focus of this thesis and is best served in more specific future 
research.  
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aspects of each ensemble’s stylistic features. A further in-depth reflection on their 

contributions and specific examples will feature in subsequent chapters.  

 

2.5.1 The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem 

The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem were an Irish ballad group who achieved 

considerable success and international acclaim, popularising Irish repertoire in North 

America. Broadly, their style featured a focus on folk songs with simple harmonic 

accompaniment and close harmony singing. Their iconic periods are considered to have 

spanned from the early 1960s through to Makem’s departure from the group in 1969 and a 

second phase commencing from 1970 lasting until Liam’s departure in 1975.286   

 

The ensemble was initially formed in 1956 in New York’s Greenwich Village by brothers 

Paddy, Tom and Liam Clancy along with fellow expatriate Tommy Makem.287 Makem’s 

mother, Sarah Makem, was a renowned traditional singer from Armagh and had been a 

conduit of traditional repertoire for Tommy and the ensemble.288 Paddy and Tom Clancy 

had previously worked in New York as aspiring actors, and with Liam and Tommy Makem’s 

arrival, the group performed both in the theatres and folk clubs around New York.289 Their 

first recording, The Rising of the Moon (1956), was released by Tradition Records and 

featured only close-harmony singing with the occasional use of harmonica.290 Gradually the 

 
286 O’Connell, “Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem,” 127-128. 
287 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The, and Tommy Makem,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in 

Ireland, 201. 
288 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The, and Tommy Makem,” 201. Sarah Makem had been visited by 

Liam Clancy and song Collector Diane Hamilton, from the Guggenheim museum, to record her singing and 
traditional repertoire. It was through this meeting that Liam befriended Tommy Makem. 

289 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The, and Tommy Makem,” 201.  
290 The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, The Rising of the Moon, recorded 1956 Tradition Records 

D122120, 1998, CD. 
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ensemble would include other instrumentation, such as acoustic guitar and five-string 

banjo. However, their performance on these instruments was considered rudimentary.291 As 

Ní Fhuartháin states “together with tight and creative vocal harmonies [their 

instrumentation] bridged popular folk music ensemble and Irish soundscapes in a radically 

different way.”292 Such was their popularity in America that the ensemble was invited to 

perform for President John F. Kennedy in 1963 and by the time of Makem’s departure in 

1969, they had recorded 19 albums.293 As O’Connell states “peripheral as they might have 

been in their early years to the revival of traditional dance music, they became the entry 

point to that music for exploratory music minds…their style and presentation has been 

mimicked by hundreds of groups in the years since.”294  

 

2.5.2 Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann 

Seán Ó Riada is considered by many Irish traditional musicians to be the pioneer of the Irish 

Folk Music Movement and the single driving force in establishing the Irish folk ensemble 

format.295 Before establishing Ceoltóirí Chualann in 1960, Ó Riada achieved some success as 

both assistant director of music and composer for Radio Éireann, editor and producer with 

Gael Linn and as well as director of music and conductor for the Abbey Theatre in Dublin.  

However, his impatience and exploratory nature drove him to change his life dramatically, 

and his explorations led to immersing himself in Irish culture completely, especially Irish 

traditional music.296 

 
291 O’Connell, “Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem,” 128. 
292 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The, and Tommy Makem,” 201. 
293 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The, and Tommy Makem,” 201. 
294 O’Connell, “Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem,” 128. 
295 Kinsella, 9.  
296 Ó Canainn, Sean Ó Riada, 30-31. 
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Ó Riada was born John Reidy in County Limerick in 1931 and was educated at St Finbarr’s 

College, Farrenferris in County Cork. During his time at Farrenferris, Ó Riada received 

tutelage in both classical and traditional music styles and was proficient on the piano, violin 

and organ.297 Ó Canainn states that Ó Riada received training of both styles whereby “In his 

early years at [St Finbarr’s College] Farranferris, Seán practised the piano assiduously under 

the direction of Herr Fleischmann and attended Willie Brady’s violin lessons in Cork.”298 He 

also highlights the ability of Ó Riada to transition seamlessly between styles when 

performing violin at the Palace Theatre in MacCurtáin Street “he was playing classical music 

on the violin until he realised that his listeners were not really paying much attention, so he 

changed to céilí music and got huge applause.” 299 Ó Riada furthered his musical education 

at University College Cork and studied piano and composition under renowned German 

pianist and Irish musical archivist, Aloys Fleischmann.300 Whilst Fleischmann acknowledged 

Ó Riada was not an attentive student; he believed that “Seán was the cleverest and most 

musical student he ever had.”301 Graduating with his Bachelor of Music majoring in piano 

and composition, Ó Riada was originally focused on composition, in particular the style of 

twentieth-century composition.302  His musical interests changed to focus on Irish music, 

and this was coupled with study in other cultural practices such as the Irish language 

(Gaeilge) and Irish poetry (Filíocht).  

 

 
297 Ó Canainn, 7-8. 
298 Ó Canainn, 7-8 
299 Ó Canainn, 9. 
300 Ó Canainn, 12. 
301 Ó Canainn, 13.  
302 Seoirse Bodley, “The Original Compositions,” in Integrating Tradition: The Achievement of Seán Ó 

Riada, ed. Bernard Harris and Grattan Freyer (Ballina: Irish Humanities Centre, 1981), 30. 
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Having reignited his passion for the Irish tradition during his time in Kerry in 1953, Ó Riada 

returned to Dublin inspired by the unique voice of Irish music and reflected this in orchestral 

arrangements of Irish airs.303 Ó Riada’s major national success arrived when composing and 

arranging the score for George Morrison’s film Mise Eire (I am Ireland) in 1959. This 

soundtrack featured unique orchestral arrangements of traditional airs such as Roisín Dubh 

and Boolavogue.304 His arrangements of these pieces were so unique that many people 

were unaware that the tunes were of the Irish tradition.305 Spurred by this positive 

reception, Ó Riada pursued arranging these traditional pieces in a new setting with Irish 

instrumentation instead of orchestral instruments.306 Aside from the establishment of 

Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann in 1951, White believes a significant moment can be identified 

as contributing to the foundation of the Irish folk movement: Seán Ó Riada’s movement into 

Irish traditional music and formation of Ceoltóirí Chualann.307 He states:  

 

Ó Riada reinvented traditional music and even now I think that he is not given 

enough credit for this…[people] find it an irritant that you can actually point to this 

and say “it started here”, but you know with Ceoltóirí Chualann, which was Ó Riada’s 

ensemble and the immediate predecessor to the Chieftains, I would say an almost 

synonymous association between traditional music and playing in a group was 

established308 

 

 
303 Ó Canainn, 35. 
304 Louis Marcus, “The Ireland of the Sixties,” in Integrating Tradition: The Achievement of Seán Ó 

Riada, ed. Bernard Harris and Grattan Freyer (Ballina: Irish Humanities Centre, 1981), 21-23. 
305 Ó Canainn, 66.  
306 Ó Canainn, 42-43. 
307 Harry White, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016. 
308 Harry White, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016. 
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By forming Ceoltóirí Chualann in 1961, Ó Riada had set in motion the re-popularisation of 

Irish traditional and instrumental music amongst the Irish public.309 This was ground-

breaking, for it moved traditional performances from primarily being performed in country 

homes and rural gatherings to urban venues and theatres.310 Ceoltóirí Chualann’s line-up 

featured traditional instruments specifically chosen by Ó Riada with a focus on melody and 

rhythm. He combined uilleann pipes, tin whistle, flute, fiddle, bodhrán and bones into a 

single ensemble sound. Ó Riada himself transferred between bodhrán and the harpsichord 

as well as acting as a conductor for the group from these positions.311  

 

Overall, this ‘traditional ensemble’ format pioneered by Ó Riada may be seen as the catalyst 

of the IFMM and was a strong influence on future ensembles such as The Chieftains and 

Planxty.312 Furthermore, his revival of Ó Carolan’s repertoire fundamentally modified the 

musical landscape in such a way that many ensembles would include numerous pieces such 

as ‘Ó Carolan’s Concerto’, ‘Ó Carolan’s Farewell’, ‘Planxty Johnson’ and others on 

recordings.313 Unfortunately, Ó Riada’s constant desire for new ideas led him to disband the 

highly popular ensemble in 1968 and instead he pursued composing one of the first full 

settings of an Irish mass in the Irish language.314 Sadly his career was short-lived, and Ó 

Riada passed away from liver failure in 1971 at age 40. Ó Riada’s contribution and impact 

upon the landscape of Irish music is considerable as Tochigi states, “he has been credited 

 
309 Marcus, 17. 
310 Harry Bradshaw, “Ceoltóirí Chualann,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. 

Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 121.; Dorothea Hast and Stanley Scott, ‘‘Irish Music in the 
Global Marketplace,” in Music in Ireland (New York, NY and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 121. 

311 Adrian Scahill, “Ceoltóirí Chualann,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and 
Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 188.  

312 O’Shea, 1. 
313 Ó Canainn, 84. 
314 Ó Canainn, 69. 
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with changing the course of Irish traditional music rather than setting the standards for it. 

Either way, his legacy has provided a most significant impetus to Irish music until today.”315 

 

2.5.3 The Dubliners 

The Dubliners were an Irish folk ensemble founded in 1962 by Ronnie Drew, Luke Kelly, 

Ciaran Bourke and Barney McKenna.316 Considered to be contemporaries to The Clancy 

Brothers in ensemble format and popularisation of the ballad style, The Dubliners’ 

discography highlighted a diverse collection of repertoire ranging from vocal pieces of 

Ireland and the British Isles to instrumental reels and jigs.317 The ensemble first met in the 

now renowned O’Donoghue’s pub in Dublin and continued performing in various line-ups 

until 2013 with the passing of Barney McKenna.318 The Dubliners were initially a quartet 

featuring Ronnie Drew on nylon-string guitar and voice, Luke Kelly on five-string banjo and 

voice, Ciarán Bourke on steel-string acoustic guitar and Barney McKenna on tenor banjo. 

This line-up was further bolstered with the addition of John Sheahan on fiddle in 1963 when 

Kelly left briefly to perform in England.319 With Kelly’s return in 1964, the ensemble 

stabilised into the classic quintet and remained in this form until 1973.320  

 

Whilst the ensemble focused on reviving traditional songs; they reconstructed the sound of 

traditional Irish performance through their inclusion of uncommon instruments in the five-

 
315 Nobuaki Tochigi, “Seán Ó Riada and the Rejuvenation of Irish Music in the 1960s," Journal of Irish 

Studies 20, (2005): 19. http://www.jstor.org/stable/44646150. 
316 Méabh Ní Fhuartháin, “Dubliners, The,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White 

and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 332. 
317 Ní Fhuartháin, “Dubliners, The,” 332. Whilst acknowledged as primarily a ballad group due to the 

high proportion of their vocal works, the diversity of their style, both their vocal and instrumental repertoire, 
suggests a broader label of Irish folk ensemble as a more appropriate.  

318 Ronnie Drew in “Ronnie Drew: A Ryan Confidential Special,” aired January 1, 2009, on RTÉ One. 
319 John Sheahan: A Dubliner, directed by Maurice Sweeney, aired April 15, 2013 on RTÉ Arts.  
320 John Sheahan: A Dubliner, directed by Maurice Sweeney, aired April 15, 2013 on RTÉ Arts. 
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string and tenor banjos, mandolin, acoustic guitar, and mouth organ alongside the 

traditional instruments of tin whistle, fiddle and, later, the bodhrán. As Vallely identifies: 

 

with McKenna’s banjo they gained respect from a ‘traditional audience, while Drew’s 

uncompromising Dublin accent and ‘iron-on-gravel’ bass delivery, as well as the 

formidable power of Luke Kelly’s passionate vocals, strongly identified the group 

with the city. They helped to bring Dublin into the picture of traditional music 

revival…321  

 

Their first period spanned their initial recordings from 1964 to 1973 before Ronnie Drew 

temporarily left the ensemble in 1974.322 The recordings from the 1960s featured a 

common formula to both performance style and repertoire with most recordings featuring 

primarily ballads, interspersed with a few instrumental set tunes. By the 1970s however, 

their collaboration with producer and composer Phil Coulter led to a broader sound 

featuring not only Irish repertoire, but American folk tunes and original compositions by 

Coulter.323 By 1974 Ciarán Bourke was forced to retire due to a brain aneurysm, and in turn, 

the ensemble returned to their original primarily acoustic style.324 The Dubliners would 

continue with various line-ups for another thirty years, and their success inspired many 

contemporary Irish traditional and popular performers alike.325 As Geraghty explains: “The 

Dubliners in their anarchic way brought together the Dublin character of Brendan Behan, 

 
321 Fintan Vallely, “Dubliners, The,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan Vallely 

(Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 227. 
322 Ní Fhuartháin, “Dubliners, The,” 332. 
323 Joe Dermody, “A debut solo album at 80- John Sheahan of the Dubliners,” Irish Examiner, April 20, 

2020, https://www.irishexaminer.com/breakingnews/lifestyle/culture/a-debut-solo-album-at-80--john-
sheahan-of-the-dubliners-995096.html 

324 Geraghty, 123.  
325 Vallely, “Dubliners, The,” 227.  
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the genuine Irish musical tradition, the entertainment value of O’Casey, the inspiration of 

Jim Larkin…”326 

 

2.5.4 The Chieftains 

The Chieftains are a traditional Irish ensemble formed by uilleann piper Paddy Moloney that 

have “…defined and extended the sound of Irish traditional music through the world.”327 

The ensemble began as a side experiment from Moloney’s involvement in Ó Riada’s 

Ceoltóirí Chualann, and their works have become synonymous with the style of Irish 

traditional music internationally. Forming originally in 1962 for a one-off recording for the 

then newly established Claddagh Records, the ensemble was a part-time focus for Moloney 

due to his commitments with Ceoltóirí Chualann.328 This changed however when Ó Riada 

disbanded Ceoltóirí Chualann in 1970, and Ó Riada’s death left no possibility for the 

ensemble to re-unite.329 The first recording of The Chieftains, The Chieftains (1964), 

featured members of Ceoltóirí Chualann, including Seán Potts, Michael Tubridy and Martin 

Fay with an arrangement approach influenced by Ó Riada.330 Their second album was 

recorded in 1969 and, after Ó Riada’s death in 1971, the ensemble became the primary 

focus for Moloney.331 Along with the founder of Claddagh Records, Garech Browne, 

Moloney promoted Irish instrumental music internationally and achieved commercial 

success in the United States of America.332 Since their first recording in 1964, the Chieftains 

 
326 Geraghty, 96.  
327 Lawlor, “Chieftains, The,” 192.  
328 John Glatt, The Chieftains: The Authorized Biography (New York: Da Capo press, 2000), chap. 5, 8-

12, Kobo. 
329 Scahill, “Ceoltóirí Chualann,” 187-188. 
330 The Chieftains, The Chieftains, recorded 1964, Claddagh records, CC2, 2000, CD. 
331 Glatt, chap.7, 35-37, Kobo. 
332 Glatt, 43. 
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have recorded primarily instrumental music, with the first instance of vocal song appearing 

in Bonaparte’s Retreat in 1976 and their subsequent recordings featuring collaborations 

with other artists such as Van Morrison, The Rolling Stones and James Galway.333 In 1973 

the ensemble’s first expansion of instrumentation began through the inclusion of Derek Bell 

on the harp for their fourth album, The Chieftains 4 (1973).334 Bell’s recruitment into the 

ensemble was a significant factor in the revival of harp performance of the late twentieth 

century.335 

 

Overall, The Chieftains have helped to promote traditional Irish music with a unique blend 

of arranged traditional and original music and are considered by White to be “[Ireland’s] 

greatest and most important musical exponent.”336 The Chieftains’ core instrumental line-

up has consisted of uillean pipes and tin whistle, fiddle, bodhrán and flute since its first 

recordings. This success has seen the recording of over forty albums, eight Grammy awards 

and ignited the popularity of the pub session in the contemporary Irish music landscape.337 

As O’Shea discusses:  

 

The Chieftains’ title (referring to an ancient Irish nobility), their repertoire (which 

features eighteenth-century harp music) and their instruments (which include both 

the gentleman’s uilleann pipes and the genteel harp), reinforce their international 

reputation as ambassadors for a uniquely Irish culture.338 

 

 
333 Lawlor, 192.  
334 Meek, “Chieftains, The,” 123. 
335 Helen Lawlor, “Bell, Derek [George Derek Fleetwood],” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. 

Harry White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 83. 
336 Harry White, interview with author, Dublin, November, 2016. 
337 O’Shea, 48-49. 
338 O’Shea, 48-49. 
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2.5.5 The Johnstons 

The Johnstons were a popular folk ensemble founded in 1961 by Adrienne, Lucy, and 

Michael Johnston.339 The group featured a unique blend of Irish ballads, traditional songs 

and pop tunes and drew direct influence from American groups such as Peter, Paul and 

Mary and The Kingston Trio. In 1967 Michael left the ensemble, and the group brought in 

multi-instrumentalists Mick Moloney and Paul Brady forming their sound for three recorded 

albums: The Johnstons (1968), Give A Damn and The Barley Corn (1969). Lucy Johnston left 

the group in 1970, and the three-piece continued until 1972 with Moloney departing in 

1971. This transition resulted in a shift towards a folk-pop sound with Brady and Adrienne 

recording one more album The Johnstons (1972) before the group officially disbanded in 

1973. According to Ní Fhuartháin “the inclusion of a more contemporary repertoire from 

1969, much of it written by Brady, fractured the group...”340  

 

The unique sound of The Johnstons centred on close-vocal harmonisations with harmonic 

and melodic support from acoustic guitar and tenor banjo by Brady and Moloney. Their 

recordings featured primarily Irish ballads interspersed with the occasional instrumental 

dance tunes, much like The Dubliners. Moloney’s proficiency on the tenor banjo highlighted 

the growing popularity of the instrument in an Irish ensemble setting and Brady’s unique 

accompaniment style on guitar highlighted the shift of folk guitar from the simple harmonic 

and rhythmic support patterns of Anglo-American folk groups. Due to the parameters of this 

research project, a selected reflection on their first three recorded albums and single EP 

 
339 Méabh Ní Fhuartháin, “Johnstons, The,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White 

and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 545-546. 
340 Ní Fhuartháin, “Johnstons, The,” 546. 
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before Moloney’s departure will be employed due to the higher proportion of Irish 

repertoire and traditional music on these albums. 

 

2.5.6 Planxty 

Planxty was an Irish folk ensemble formed in 1972 by childhood friends Christy Moore and 

Donal Lunny alongside Andy Irvine and renowned uilleann piper Liam O’Flynn (1945-2018). 

The ensemble developed from a collaboration on Moore’s second album Prosperous and 

featured a unique instrumental mix featuring acoustic guitar, keyboards, bouzouki, 

mandolin and the traditional sounds of the bodhrán, uilleann pipes and tin whistle.341 The 

original four-piece recorded two albums before their first hiatus in 1975, Planxty (1972) and 

The Well Below The Valley (1973), while a third album, Cold Blow and the Rainy Night (1974) 

featured Johnny Moynihan on bouzouki and vocals as a replacement for Lunny. After their 

first hiatus, Lunny returned after disbanding The Bothy Band and brought with him Matt 

Molloy on the flute to record the ensemble’s fourth album, After the Break (1979).342 The 

group would continue to perform and record with this line-up until 1983 and would not 

reunite for a few select shows until 2003 with the success of Leagues O’Toole’s 

documentary No Disco.343  

 

Planxty’s mix of Irish folk songs, traditional instrumental melodies, European influenced 

rhythms, instruments and song forms introduced a fresh take on Irish folk music and 

created a cult following, both within Ireland and around the world, for Irish sounding 

 
341 Deborah Schaeffer, Irish Folk Music: A Selected Discography (Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1989), 

104. 
342 Planxty, After the Break, recorded 1979, Tara records 3001, 1994, CD. 
343 Pat Ahern, “Planxty,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: 

Cork University Press, 2011), 547. 
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ensembles.344 According to Scahill, the group’s success lay in their unique sound with their 

“’ rock music appearance, its folk basis of plucked-string instruments, its balanced 

repertoire of ballads, folksongs and instrumental sets and the detail and sophistication of its 

arrangements.”345 Lunny’s use of the bouzouki was fundamental to the successful inclusion 

of the instrument in Irish folk music, and his performance drew directly from traditional 

stylistic elements whilst providing innovation as well.346 

 

A key aspect to Planxty’s sound was their approach to discovering, collecting and arranging 

traditional repertoire from the Irish collections. The musicians’ pre-formative years were 

spent attending fleadhs (festivals, gatherings) around Ireland and obtaining various 

songbooks.347 Their recordings featured a diverse set of repertoire with the juxtaposition of 

vocal work, jigs and reels in sets and original compositions. As noted by O’Shea “most 

startling at the time was Andy Irvine’s introduction of Balkan rhythms to Planxty’s 

accompaniment.”348  Similar to Ó Riada’s arrangements for Ceoltóirí Chualann, the 

repertoire of Turlough O’Carolan was a significant feature of their performances whereby 

they are said to have derived their name from the piece Planxty Irwin.349 The ensemble 

included various O’Carolan works such as ‘Tabhair Dom do Lámh’, ‘Sí Bheag, Sí Mhór’ and 

‘Planxty Irwin’ on Planxty (1972) and ‘Hewlett’ on The Well Below The Valley (1973). While 

 
344 Schaeffer, 4. 
345 Adrian Scahill, “Planxty,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra 

Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 843. 
346 Dónal Lunny, interview with author, Dublin, November, 2016. 
347 O’Toole, 28, 50, 76, 153.  
348 O’Shea, 51. 
349 O’Toole, 118-119. 
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the ensemble has been considered an interesting blend of traditional styles with inclusions 

from varying cultures, they aimed to maintain an overall sense of ‘Irish-ness’.350  

 

2.5.7 Bothy Band  

The Bothy Band were an Irish folk ensemble considered one of the ‘supergroups’ of the 

1970s and had a brief but significant impact on the Irish folk music movement.351 Originally 

named ‘Seachtar’ (the Irish word for seven, in relation to the number of the musicians), the 

group emerged for a one-off event hosted by Gael Linn and featured traditional musicians 

Tony MacMahon (button accordion) Paddy Glackin (fiddle), Paddy Keenan (uilleann pipes) 

and Matt Molloy (flute) alongside folk/traditional innovators Dónal Lunny (bouzouki and 

bodhrán), Mícheál Ó Domhnaill (acoustic guitar and voice) and Tríona Ní Domhnaill 

(clavinet, keys and voice).352 With the early departure of MacMahon and Glackin, the 

ensemble enlisted Tommy Peoples on fiddle and renamed the ensemble to ‘The Bothy 

Band’ for their debut album 1975 (1975).353 The group featured a blended format of non-

traditional and traditional instruments, in the spirit of blended ensemble pioneers Planxty; 

however, their sound was unique due to the breadth of instruments and their ‘crisp, 

powerful arrangements.’354 Tommy Peoples left the ensemble in 1976 and was replaced by 

fiddler Kevin Burke, and with this line-up, they recorded two further albums, Old Hag You 

 
350 Dónal Lunny, interview with author, Dublin, November, 2016. 
351 Smyth, “Ireland unplugged: the roots of Irish folk/trad. (Con)Fusion,” 93. 
352 Adrian Scahill, “Bothy Band, The,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and 

Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 109. The clavinet is an amplified keyed 
instrument invented in 1968 by Ernst Zacharias and manufactured by the Hohner instrument company. It has a 
60 key range and features a hammer to strike the strings which is turned into current by an electro-magnetic 
pickup.  

353 Scahill, “Bothy Band, The,” 109.  
354 John O’Regan, “Bothy Band,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely 

(Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 79. 
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Have Killed Me (1976) and Out of the Wind-Into the Sun (1977) and one live album After 

Hours (Live in Paris) (1979) whereby they disbanded.355  

 

The Bothy Band was renowned primarily for a driving instrumental sound influenced by 

Lunny’s work in Planxty, Ó Domhnaill’s open guitar tuning in Skara Brae and the traditional 

sounds of fiddle, uilleann pipes and flute. Their vocal work was also unique, for it drew on 

Mícheál and Tríona’s harmonisation in the Irish language with Skara Brae and included 

elements of Scottish performance, such as mouth music, notably in ‘Fionnghuala’ on Old 

Hag You Have Killed Me (1976).356 Their repertoire featured a combination of Irish and 

Scottish tunes and songs, including in Scots Gaelic, and a proportion of their Irish repertoire 

came from Donegal song collector, Néillí Ní Domhnaill, aunt of both Mícheál and Tríona.357  

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.8 Dé Dannan 

Dé Dannan was a folk ensemble from County Galway founded in 1974 and renowned for a 

characteristic rhythmic drive and ‘vibrant performances of dance music.’358 The core 

ensemble featured Frankie Gavin on fiddle, Alec Finn on bouzouki, Johnny “Ringo” 

 
355 Scahill, “Bothy Band, The,” 109. 
356 The Bothy Band, ‘Fionnghuala’ track 2 in Old Hag You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan 

records LUN007, 2008, CD. 
357 Scahill, “Bothy Band, The,” 109. 
358 Lisa Morrissey, “Dé Dannan [Dé Dannan, Dé Dannan],” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. 

Harry White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 286. 
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McDonagh on bodhrán and bones and Charlie Piggott on bouzouki, banjo and button 

accordion.359 The ensemble also featured a rotation of various singers between albums with 

Galway singer Dolores Keane featuring on Dé Dannan (1975), Andy Irvine throughout 1976 

and then Johnny Moynihan from 1977 also featuring on Selected Jigs, Reels and Songs 

(1978).360 Overall the ensemble’s sound was the result of a focus on complex melodic 

material with strong rhythmic support.361 In contrast to the other blended ensembles of the 

1970s, Dé Dannan continued to feature the tenor banjo as a solo melodic voice like the 

ensembles of the 1960s and included a dedicated rhythm player in McDonagh like Ceoltóirí 

Chualann and The Chieftains. Finn’s use of the bouzouki also strongly contrasted with that 

of Irvine, Moynihan and Lunny by retaining the traditional Greek trichordo body and the 

tuning of DAD. Like Finn, McDonagh also developed a unique style that drew on the 

pioneering sounds of Mercier and Ó Riada whilst experimenting with timbre and pitch as 

well as syncopated rhythms. These stylistic aspects will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

 

 

 

2.5.9 Paul Brady  

Paul Brady was born in 1947 in County Tyrone and has had a long and diverse musical career 

spanning the 1960s to the present day.362 His work during the 1960s and 1970s has 

contributed a uniquely identifiable singing style and the popularisation of plucked-stringed 

 
359 John O’Regan, “Dé Dannan,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely 

(Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 204. 
360 O’Regan, “Dé Dannan,” 204.  
361 Schaeffer, 50. 
362 Síle Denvir, “Brady, Paul,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra 

Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin, 2013), 123. 
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instruments.363 As previously mentioned, his early work with The Johnstons featured a 

blend of folk-pop performances alongside traditional repertoire with Mick Moloney. After 

the disbanding of The Johnstons in 1973, Brady returned to Ireland and was invited to join 

Planxty in 1974 after Moore had exited the ensemble to return to his solo career. Brady 

performed with Planxty until 1975 whereby the group separated, and his collaboration with 

Irvine continued as a duo recording the highly successful album Andy Irvine/Paul Brady 

(1976).364 This album featured Irvine and Brady alongside Planxty alumni Lunny and Bothy 

Band fiddler Kevin Burke and comprised of traditional instrumental tunes, Irish ballads, and 

original compositions by Irvine. According to Schaeffer, the recording was renowned for its 

“flawless vocals and striking instrumentation”. Brady released his only solo traditional 

album Welcome Here Kind Stranger in 1978 which Denvir describes as “the culmination of 

his interest in the traditional idiom.”365 This album featured performances from Irvine and 

Lunny as well as from renowned traditional performers Paddy Glackin, Liam O’Flynn, Matt 

Molloy and Noel Hill. Notably, the recording features highly arranged material with strong 

use of layering as part of the recording process to incorporate an elaborate mix of 

instruments. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

The impetus for the IFMM came from two key twentieth-century influences: the Anglo-

American folk music revivals and the ensemble experimentations of Seán Ó Riada. The 

popularity and commercial success of the American folk music revival established a clear 

 
363 Schaeffer, 24. 
364 Denvir, 123.  
365 Denvir, 123. 
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musical niche for folk and traditional music in contemporary society. The concurrent 

development of the British folk music revival reinforced this popularity and also evidenced a 

clear distinction of cultural difference in folk music styles in this global market. Through 

minimal acoustic instrumentation, group singing and the promotion of specific repertoire, 

these movements established an identifiable format for retaining and modifying cultural 

music. As with the success and awareness of traditional/folk repertoire grew internationally, 

the Irish folk song and instrumental traditions provided performers of the 1960s and 1970s 

with a trove of ideas and elements for establishing a similar movement in Ireland. Even 

though the ensemble was not a new concept for Irish music, especially with the 

consideration of the Céilí band, the significant developments and key innovations for music 

in this format were established by the key groups discussed in this chapter. Their 

exploration, modification, and arrangement of Irish traditional/folk repertoire were 

fundamental to change of Irish music in the twentieth century, and the vast repertoire of 

Ireland was central to the musical identities of these ensembles.  

 

The following chapters will focus on two key aspects of the IFMM and support the thesis 

that these elements were the significant features of change and innovation for Irish music 

during the twentieth century. Chapters 3 and 4 will focus on the instrumentation employed 

by these performers and is divided between the 1960s (Chapter 3) and the further 

inclusions and innovations of the 1970s (Chapter 4). These chapters will not only focus on 

the clear introductions of new and foreign instrumentation in an Irish setting but also the 

popularisation of new stylistic approaches and functions of Irish traditional/folk 

instruments. Chapters 5 and 6 will then focus on the key features of arrangement as it 

occurs in both the vocal and instrumental repertoire of these ensembles. Similarly, these 
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chapters will be divided between the 1960s (Chapter 5) and the 1970s (Chapter 6). By 

separating the thesis into these two key focal areas, the significant elements of innovation 

and change will be explored more fully, and the instances of progress will be identified 

through the introduction of new ideas in one chapter, to their successful adaptation or 

modification in the following chapter. By separating the focus of these key elements in this 

way, the conclusions of each chapter will identify the significant facets of these ensembles’ 

practices. The analysis and discussion conducted in these subsequent chapters will then 

provide an answer to the central questions of this thesis: who were the key performers to 

establish this change and what effect did these stylistic and instrumental changes have on 

Irish traditional and popular music?  
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Chapter 3- Instrumental change: Instrumentation during the 1960s 

3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the initial development of the IFMM was a direct result of the 

prior commercial and international success of the North American and British folk revivals. 

However, the success and musical innovation of the IFMM was due specifically to a core 

group of performers from 1960 to 1979. Chapter 3 addresses the common instruments 

amongst the selected ensembles of the 1960s, how these instruments were employed and 

addresses the question did the non-traditional instruments have an impact on the 

performance of Irish repertoire? 

 

This chapter will focus predominantly on the use of non-traditional instruments during the 

1960s and discuss their common performance requirements and performative implications 

in an Irish context. Due to the range of recorded repertoire of the ensembles selected, only 

key recordings and songs will be analysed to highlight the overall sound of each instrument 

during this time. Musical analysis of the roles and stylistic elements of these instruments 

throughout this decade highlight significant change instigated by these key performers and 

that this was fundamental to innovation within the context of Irish traditional music. This 

focus of the following chapter moves briefly into the realm of organology; however, the 

analysis and discussion contained are not strictly in the scope of this research area. It is 

important to note, that all instruments contain an individual identity, and this identity varies 

across cultures and the specific instruments featured in this research highlight an effort to 

impart an Irish musical identity in their use during this time. As there has already been 

significant research on the mechanics and idioms of specific instruments, the affective 
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resonances the instruments carry (associations, memories, etc.), the approach within these 

chapters is contextual to the overall phenomenological study of the period.366  

 
3.2 Instruments and developments during the 1960s  

To understand the significance of these instrumentation changes, it is necessary first to 

discuss the social landscape of Ireland, leading into the 1960s. The social landscape of this 

time in Ireland was unique for two reasons: The Republic of Ireland by 1960 had only existed 

officially for eleven years, and the first real efforts for economic reform since the beginning 

of the Free State in 1922 occurred during the late 1950s under Taoiseach Seán Lemass.367  

These two key historical events provided the opportunity for growth in both the 

performance of Irish traditional music and the commercialisation of homegrown music and 

performance. Before the 1960s, Irish traditional music primarily had remained a solo 

artform and change was strongly resisted, especially within communities such as CCÉ. A key 

point of division in the Irish traditional music community was the introduction of the 

ensemble; an element commonly referred to by Irish traditional musicians as group 

 
 366 Due to the large variety of instruments featured in these periods I have elected to focus on a select 

few significant instruments because of their greater frequency shown in the discussions of ensemble and 
innovation within this chapter. I have chosen to apply some elements of organological analysis such as 
identifying the primary functions of the instrument and how they identify themselves within a performance, 
the contrast between the cultural identity of traditional instruments and newer introductions as well as the 
perspectives of the performers (where possible) as to how they perceive the role of their chosen instrument. 
For further detailed research and analysis of instruments see Tresch and Dolan, “Toward a New Organology: 
Instruments of Music and Science,” Osiris 28, no. 1 (January 2013): 278-298. https://doi.org/ 10.1086/671381; 
Eliot Bates, “The Social Life of Musical Instruments,” Ethnomusicology 56, no. 3 (Fall 2012): 363-395, 
https://doi.org/ 10.5406/ethnomusicology.56.3.0363.  

367 Ireland had been declared a Free State in 1922 after the Anglo-Irish treaty in 1921 and a bitter civil 
war resulting in the death numerous Irish leaders. However, the official declaration of a Republic did not occur 
until 1949 through the Republic of Ireland Act 1948 and subsequent recognition of the British parliament’s Act 
of Ireland 1949. After this period, unlike many European countries during the 1950s, Ireland’s economy 
stagnated with a mere 1% growth per year. Lemass’ economic beginning in 1959 resulted in greater 
governmental spending on industry and infrastructure as well as the reduction of taxes and tariffs. This 
coupled with a reduction in emigration due to better opportunities within Ireland set the stage for growth of 
the 1960s.  
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playing.368 Whilst this was controversial, and at odds with the solo practice of the traditional 

communities, Michael Conran identified that groups of musicians in ancient Ireland had 

previously been core to the recital of songs in Irish society through the collaboration of 

harpists and bards.369 However, the instrumental constituents of these groups of the past 

would not be in the same format as the ensembles of the IFMM. Breathnach, as previously 

discussed in Chapter 1, believed “Group playing is another modern fashion to be 

avoided”370 whilst others, such as Tomás Ó Canainn, felt that group performance was 

acceptable but not as rewarding as a solo performance.371 According to Ó Canainn, “the 

importance that Irish traditional musicians attach to ornamentation and variation means 

that the music can only be fully satisfying in the context of a solo performance.”372 Whilst 

advocating strongly for the solo art form, he believed an acceptable performance level could 

still be achieved in a group setting where solo performances were complemented through 

minimal and simple accompaniment.373 However, Ó Canainn ultimately concludes “it seems 

that this goal may only be attained by traditional means, implying that the group use 

traditional instruments exclusively.”374  

 

The greater accessibility of radio and television increased the audience size, and the new 

aural and aesthetic appearance of different instruments breathed new life into Irish 

traditional performance. The Irish public, like other Western countries such as England and 

the United States, were beginning to afford luxuries of television and radio as a common 

 
368 Ó Canainn, 45. 
369 Conran, 24-25. 
370 Breathnach, 122. 
371 Ó Canainn, 45.  
372 Ó Canainn, 45.  
373 Ó Canainn, 45. 
374 Ó Canainn, 46. 
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feature of the home. Through RTÉ’s television programme The Ballad Session, Irish 

ensembles were given a national audience that they would have otherwise omitted through 

the economic and geographic limitations of touring in the early days of the revival.375 In this 

decade, ensembles such as The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, Ceoltóirí Chualann, 

The Dubliners, The Chieftains and Sweeney’s Men among others, contributed to the rise of 

the folk ensemble as well as the popularisation of new instrumentation. These changes 

were incremental between each ensemble, but by the end of the decade a clear set of 

stylistic elements could be identified as hallmarks of a new sonic approach and were directly 

as a result of the way instruments were employed. While the instrumentation of Ceoltóirí 

Chualann, and consequently The Chieftains, stayed for the most part within traditional 

confines, the 1960s introduced a group of new instruments that aesthetically and sonically 

changed Irish traditional music performance. 

 

3.2.1- Foreign instruments and their aesthetic in the 1960s  

The Irish folk ensembles of the 1960s focused initially on a folk style popularised in America: 

the instrumental accompaniment of song.376 By the end of the 1950s, American popular 

music included a diverse palette of jazz, blues, rock and roll and folk styles, the latter 

combining musical and social consciousness.377 This folk revival movement in America was 

pioneered by several key individuals: Pete Seeger (1919-2014), Alan Lomax (1915-2002) and 

 
375  Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
376 Susan Motherway, “Ballad groups,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and 

Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 52. 
377 Dave Laing, "Folk Music Revival," Grove Music Online, (2001) accessed 16 Mar. 2019. 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000046854. 
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Woody Guthrie (1912-1967).378 Seeger and Guthrie’s establishment of the Almanac Singers 

in the early 1940s resulted in combining musical performances with a large variety of 

American songs ranging from negro spirituals, bluegrass dances, country and western 

ballads and other ethnic music brought across from countries such as England, Scotland, 

Ireland and Wales.379 Smyth states, of the American and British folk revivals: “One thing that 

the American and British folk movements shared was an emphasis on authenticity…”380  

 

Authenticity, and historically informed performance in music, was buoyed by the success 

and popularity of the music and LP recordings, especially in the mid twentieth century.381 

However, the concept of authenticity has also divided opinion as to its accuracy and the 

very nature of its temporal distance from the source.382 In twentieth-century folk music, 

authenticity was attributed to the origins of the repertoire performed, with the music 

usually considered authentic because of oral transmission from individuals within a 

community. Authenticity within the community of the American folk music revival was 

divided between two streams: contemporary songs focusing on social issues, generally 

accompanied by acoustic guitar and secondly, traditional songs that were either 

unaccompanied or accompanied by instruments such as fiddles, melodeons, concertinas, tin 

 
378 Cohen, 9-12; Karen Linn, That Half-barbaric Twang: The Banjo in American Popular Culture (Illinois: 

University of Illinois press, 1994), 146. 
379 Cohen, 9-12. 
380 Smyth, “Ireland unplugged,” 89. 
381 John Butt, "Authenticity," Grove Music Online, 2001, Accessed 24 April, 2019. 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.utas.edu.au/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.00
1.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000046587. 

382 John Butt, "Authenticity," Grove Music Online, 2001, Accessed 24 April, 2019. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.utas.edu.au/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.00
1.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000046587. 
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whistles and pipes.383 Furthermore, certain expectations within their respective folk 

communities were also directed towards the vocal or instrumental stylistic elements such as 

ornamentation, language and timbre.384 The performances by ensembles within the 

American and British folk revivals were often minimalist, featuring acoustic instruments 

such as the steel-string guitar and five-string banjo to provided simple harmonic 

accompaniment to singing.385 By the end of the 1950s, ensembles such as The Weavers and 

The Kingston Trio had established mainstream popularity of folk songs and expatriate Irish 

musicians The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem also directly contributed to the rise of 

Irish repertoire.386 Chevron comments “[their success in America] sort-of legitimised it, [the 

folk movement in Ireland], in some odd way, that the great America had given them their 

nod of approval.”387 That these ensembles, especially The Clancy Brothers and Tommy 

Makem with their deliberate use of Aran sweaters as a uniform (see Figure 2), became more 

popular with the exposure of television was due in no small part to their live appearance on 

the Ed Sullivan show.388 This exposure popularised the notion of a commercially, if not 

necessarily authentic, identifiable Irish image and sound. The success of an expatriate group 

like The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem provided some impetus for the revival of Irish 

music within Ireland, and the popularity of the American folk sound created a desire for the 

same musical approach within Ireland. As Andy Irvine states of the early influences:  

 
383 Carole Pegg, "Folk music," Grove Music Online, 2001, Accessed 24 April, 2019. 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.utas.edu.au/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.00
1.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000009933. 

384  Benjamin Filene, Romancing the Folk: Public Memory & American Roots Music (North Carolina: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2000), 37. 

385 Cohen, 156. 
386 Dave Laing, "Folk Music Revival," Grove Music Online, (2001) accessed 16 Mar. 2019. 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000046854. 

387 Phillip Chevron in Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
388 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The and Tommy Makem,” 201. 
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The ‘Irish Folk Scene’ –as I say, influenced by The Clancy Brothers & Tommy Makem 

– was on a different level. Largely concerned with songs and guitars, it took a lot of 

its early influence from the rise in interest in the USA of so-called Coffee House 

music.389 

 

In contrast, the folk musicians developed from within the growing Dublin pub scene “were 

far wilder. We had grown up with the theatrical tradition, the lads [The Dubliners] they had 

grown up with the pub tradition.”390 Figure 2 shows a comparison of both groups’ 

contrasting presentation styles.  

 
 

Figure 2 The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem and The Dubliners presentation style391 

 

Groups such as The Dubliners provided an amalgamation of the repertory and aural 

aesthetic of traditional Irish authenticity with international sensibilities driven largely by the 

commercial popularity of the American and British folk revivals. As Smyth identifies of The 

Dubliners’ sound “the vocal styles of Drew and Kelly, as well as the key role played by 

 
389 Andy Irvine, email message to author, January 15, 2017. 
390 Liam Clancy in Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
391 “The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem” accessed at 

https://farm3.static.flickr.com/2767/4160400972_41d4f6be60.jpg; “The Dubliners O’Donoghue’s 1960s” 
accessed https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/173599760614092889/ 
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Drew’s rhythm guitar, meant that it always maintained at least some contact with the 

international movement…”392 The traditional musical environment had been strongly 

supported by Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann and their establishment of the Fleadh Cheoil 

(Festival of Music) in 1951.393 CCÉ’s Fleadh Cheoil provided a cultural event that promoted 

instrumental proficiency in traditional Irish music and by the 1960s, it had grown into a 

national institution.394 This support of Irish traditional music by a specific musical body in 

CCÉ provided a platform for both celebrating and recognising Irish traditional musicians and 

their virtuosity in this musical style. As the reach of CCÉ grew, coupled with the growing 

international revival movement, so too did the commercial popularity of Irish traditional 

music, with CCÉ recording both established traditional performers as well as the winners of 

the instrumental competitions in the Fleadh Cheoil.395  

 

3.2.2 - Overview of key ensembles from the 1960s in Ireland 

Reviewing the discography of the decade highlights the commercial popularity of the Irish 

folk movement. Between 1960 to 1969, a total of thirty-eight albums were recorded and 

released by the selected ensembles, shown in table 1 below.  

 

Table 4 Ensembles and recorded output between 1960 to 1969 

Ensemble (order of first recordings) Number albums released between 1960-
1969 

The Clancy Brothers and Tommy 
Makem/The Clancy Brothers (1956) 

15 

Ceoltóirí Chualann (1960) 4 
The Chieftains (1962) 2 

 
392 Smyth, “Ireland unplugged,” 89. 
393 Méabh Ní Fhuartháin, “Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCÉ),” in in The Encyclopaedia of Music in 

Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 223-224. 
394 Ní Fhuartháin, “Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCÉ),” 224. 
395 Ní Fhuartháin, “Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCÉ),” 224. 
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The Dubliners (1964)  9 
The Johnstons (1965) 2 
Eddie And Finbar Furey/Finbar Furey (1968) 3 
Sweeney’s Men (1968) 2 

 

Table 5 shows that, of these ensembles, only two groups were active throughout the entire 

decade: The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem and Ceoltóirí Chualann. The continuous 

presence of these two ensembles reinforces Smyth’s perspective of two different streams of 

folk song and traditional music inherent during the IFMM.  Only two of these ensembles, 

The Johnstons, 1965, and The Dubliners, 1967, achieved a number one single in the Irish 

Recorded Music Associations singles charts. However, as non-traditional instruments began 

to be adopted by Irish folk performers, the awareness of integrating and combining 

instruments also developed in the traditional community. 

 

3.2.3 Ó Riada’s direction for change 

Ó Riada’s previous attempts at transplanting Irish melodies into orchestral settings, whilst 

commercially successful for the score of Mise Éire, enlightened him to the timbral subtleties 

inherent within the vocabulary of traditional Irish music.396 White observed that “the more 

nearly [Ó Riada] encountered the ethnic tradition, the more difficult it became for him to 

integrate that tradition with the language of the European aesthetic.”397 Even with the 

difficulties of marrying foreign instruments and stylistic elements with Irish traditional music 

at the beginning of the decade, Ó Riada both refined and pioneered techniques to integrate 

non-traditional instruments in a new context. His ensemble Ceoltóirí Chualann fused 

 
396 Harry White, “The Preservation of Music and Irish Cultural History,” International Review of the 

Aesthetics and Sociology of Music 27, no. 2 (December, 1996): 136. 
397 White, 136.  
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elements of other musical genres whilst maintaining a clear focus on the sonic identity of 

Irish traditional instruments.398 Smyth commented on this complex duality of the 1960s:  

 

Although there were obvious affinities between traditional, folk and other acoustic 

musics, and although many groups were eclectic in their choice of sound, the 

discipline of the single tradition was strong, and was always pulling performers back 

towards the idea of being purveyors of one single identifiable style.399 

 

The self-awareness of this fusion was key to the new style and sound of Irish folk music in 

the 1960s and to understand the development of this innovation it is necessary to reflect on 

what is considered traditional and non-traditional instruments during this period.  

 

As discussed in Chapter 1, sources such as Breathnach and Ó Canainn considered the 

primary instruments of Irish traditional music to consist of uilleann pipes, voice, and fiddle. 

Ó Riada, although pioneering this new style in the 1960s, also believed that Irish traditional 

music was inherently a solo performance medium, and was “a matter of the individual 

player or singer given free rein, within the limits of the art, to his own musical 

personality”.400 He believed that instruments such as the fiddle, uilleann pipes, flute and tin 

whistle offered an immediacy in performance, for with the “player [being] in complete 

contact with his instrument; the notes do not exist until he makes them, and his tone is a 

completely individual thing…”401. This direct connection was critical, for, in Ó Riada’s 

opinion, instruments such as the accordion, while already well established in Irish music by 

 
398 O’Shea, 50-51. 
399 Smyth, 90. 
400 Ó Riada, 67-68. 
401 Ó Riada, 73. 
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the late nineteenth century, required greater mechanics mediating the action of 

performance, and thus he believed it was more difficult for players to achieve the same 

level of musical expression.402  

 

Similarly, specific sentiments regarding the appropriateness of particular instruments for 

the performance of Irish traditional music are evident in Breandán Breathnach’s Folk Music 

and Dances of Ireland. Breathnach’s perspective on the instruments associated with his own 

definition of Irish music, however, present some consistencies to Ó Riada’s outline. 

Breathnach’s list of Irish traditional/folk music instruments consists only of the harp, pipes 

(both a form of bagpipe and uilleann pipes), the fiddle, flute, whistle, concertina, melodeon, 

and accordion. Whilst it is acknowledged by Breathnach that his book is a short account of 

Irish music and it represents the state of play in the late 1960s, it is evident some key 

instruments already introduced to Irish folk music during this time were not included in his 

list: the five-string or tenor banjo, mandolin, bouzouki, acoustic guitar and, in contrast to Ó 

Riada, Irish rhythmic instruments such as the bodhrán or the bones. This omission clearly 

outlines Breathnach’s opinion on what is and what is not an appropriate instrument for the 

performance of Irish folk music.  

 

3.2.5- Reviewing the instruments of the decade 

In reviewing the popular ensembles of the period, the following data has been collected to 

identify the instruments employed on all recorded albums of the selected ensembles 

 
402 Ó Riada, 68-69. 
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between 1960 to 1969.403 A review of listed instruments from seminal ensembles of this 

period provides clear evidence of foreign influence on the tradition of Irish music. Table (X) 

below highlights some of the key ensembles of the period and their use of traditional versus 

non-traditional instruments.404 

 

Table 5 Irish ensembles (1956-1979) non-traditional instrumentation 

Ensemble (order based on 
first album) 

Non-traditional instruments Traditional instruments  

The Clancy Brothers and 
Tommy Makem (The Rising of 
the Moon, 1956)405 
 

Five-string banjo, Acoustic guitar, 
Harmonica  

Tin whistle 

Ceoltóirí Chualann 
(Reacaireacht an Riadaigh, 
1961) 

Harpsichord  Uilleann pipes, Tin 
whistle, Fiddle, Bodhrán, 
Bones 

The Chieftains (The 
Chieftains, 1964) 

None Uilleann pipes, Tin 
whistle, Fiddle, Bodhrán, 
Bones, Flute 

The Dubliners (The Dubliners, 
1964) 

Tenor banjo, Five-string banjo, 
Acoustic guitar x 2, Harmonica, 
Mandolin 

Tin whistle, Fiddle  

The Johnstons (The 
Johnstons, 1965) 

Acoustic guitar, Tenor banjo, 
Mandolin, Dulcimer, Harmonica 

 

Sweeney’s Men (Sweeney’s 
Men, 1968) 

Bouzouki, Mandolin, Acoustic 
guitar, Harmonica, Five-string 
banjo. 

Tin whistle 

Eddie and Finbar Furey 
(Finbar and Eddie Furey, 
1968) 

Acoustic guitar, Five-string banjo Uilleann pipes, Tin 
whistle, Flute, Bodhrán 

 

From Table 5 it is evident that experimentation had begun in the mid to late 1950s with The 

 
403 The ensembles selected have been chosen due to their popularity during this period and have been 

noted in O’Shea’s History of Music in Ireland and within Vallely’s The Companion to Irish traditional music in 
relation to the Irish folk music movement period. 

404 The classification of traditional instruments is based upon Breathnach’s list of traditional 
instruments from his Folk Music and Dances of Ireland. 

405 It is important to note, while the formation of The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem began in 
the mid-1950s, the incorporation of five-string banjo and acoustic guitar did not occur until their recordings of 
the 1960s. Tommy Makem and Liam Clancy did not begin to use their respective instruments in their 
performances until 1962. For this reason, the inclusion of non-traditional instruments is considered until the 
beginning of the 1960s however for the sake chronological accuracy their listed date of first recording has 
been employed. 
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Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem in the United States, and by the mid-1960s four 

plucked stringed instruments were regularly employed by these ensembles: acoustic guitar, 

tenor banjo, mandolin, and bouzouki. The breadth of this change introduced during the 

1960s can be further examined by isolating the non-traditional instruments within these 

ensembles. As shown in Table 6, four out of the eight popular groups listed featured mostly 

non-traditional instrumentation.406 The one unique exception to this is the instrumentation 

of The Chieftains, which does not feature any foreign instruments. This was a deliberate 

construction of the ensemble, as indicated by The Chieftains Paddy Moloney:  

 

[in relation to Seán Ó Riada’s instrumentation within Ceoltóirí Chualann] I would 

never have had a harpsichord. I wouldn’t be happy about it. For The Chieftains, I 

wanted a harp and a proper harper…[t]he accordions would have been thrown out 

too.407  

 

One ensemble, in particular, The Johnstons, did not feature any traditional instruments 

during this period and Sweeney’s Men and The Dubliners featured minimal use of 

traditional instruments. While this data implies that these ensembles were arguably less 

‘Irish’ in an instrumental sense, their performance style of Irish repertoire on non-traditional 

instruments disproves this and will be discussed further in this chapter.  

 

 
406 It is arguable that The Johnstons and The Clancy Brothers did not feature any Irish instrumentation 

at all save for one or two songs on each recorded album therefore making their inclusion more for commercial 
purposes rather than consistent elements of their performance. 

407 Grattan Freyer, “From ‘Ceoltóirí Chualann’ to ‘The Chieftains’ Two interviews with an appendix: ii) 
Paddy Moloney),” in Integrating Tradition: The Achievement of Seán Ó Riada, ed. Bernard Harris and Grattan 
Freyer (Ballina: The Irish Humanities Centre Ltd., 1981), 136. 
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By the end of the decade, a clear movement towards experimentation is evident in the 

variety of non-traditional stringed instruments, demonstrating a strong will for timbral 

exploration and this relative distribution is graphically represented in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3 Proportional representation of non-traditional stringed instruments 1960s 

 

Reflecting on this data, the most consistent and popular instrument of this period is the 

acoustic guitar, which appears in all but two of the ensembles listed, Ceoltóirí Chualann and 

The Chieftains. The popularity of the acoustic guitar represents a clear influence from the 

American and British folk movements.408 By rejecting electric/amplified instruments, these 

musicians were consciously avoiding full modernisation of their sound and remained within 

the acoustic nature of the Irish tradition. Initially, these non-traditional instruments could be 

considered to have displaced the traditional instruments, such as the tin whistle, fiddle or 

 
408 Christopher Smith, “Guitar: 3. Traditional Music,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. 

Harry White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 451-452. 

Acoustic guitar, 7

Five-string Banjo, 
5

Harmonica, 4

Mandolin, 4

Tenor 
banjo, 2

Bouzouki, 1

Dulcimer , 1 Harpsichord, 1
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uilleann pipes, from Irish performance. However, by comparing the distributions of non-

traditional instruments to the traditional instruments in these select ensembles, it is clear 

that the balance during the decade is relatively even.409  

 

 

Figure 4 Proportional representation non-traditional/traditional instrumentation 1960s 

 

Figure 4 shows that the frequency of the tin whistle in these groups is consistent with the 

acoustic guitar whilst the moderate frequency of the fiddle and uilleann pipes highlights the 

necessity of melodic instruments for these ensembles. The presence of these traditional 

instruments alongside the non-traditional introductions reflects deliberate retention of 

traditional Irish musical identity.410 It is also interesting to note that there is no inclusion of 

non-traditional rhythmic instruments and that the only rhythmic instruments present, 

bodhrán and bones, are traditional Irish instruments. This highlights too that, even though 

 
409 All conversation about instrumental usage (traditional or non-traditional) in this chapter will refer 

to how it was used by the select groups of this study, unless otherwise indicated. 
410 O’Shea, 51. 
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the aesthetic of the ensembles may appear foreign, there is still a strong presence of 

traditional instrumentation throughout the decade.  

 

To understand the successful assimilation of foreign instruments in this environment, it is 

necessary to discuss the key performers involved and their performance techniques. The 

earliest example of non-traditional instrumentation within Ireland during this period was 

the use of harpsichord by Seán Ó Riada with Ceoltóirí Chualann. Having begun his musical 

education on both pianoforte and violin Ó Riada developed interest during his time with RTÉ 

in the mid-1950s, in the traditional instruments of Ireland, such as the bodhrán and the 

wire-strung harp. With the publication of Dónal Ó Sullivan’s Carolan, The Life, Times and 

Music of an Irish Harper (1958), a growing focus on the repertoire of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century Irish harpers had begun.411 This discovery invigorated Ó Riada’s passion 

for arranging these works for his ensemble Ceoltóirí Chualann.412 Having previously 

experimented with Irish thematic material in an orchestral setting, Ó Riada was unable to 

achieve his artistic vision to satisfaction until the formation of what he termed ‘the folk 

orchestra’.413 Meek implies that Ó Riada’s practices and culture were a musical continuation 

of the revivalist practices, such as the céilís of the nineteenth-century through his gatherings 

at Galloping Green in Dublin: “[Ó Riada] and his wife began a salon-style céilí at their home 

… this bringing together all the strands of the composer’s interest – muintir na Gaeltachta, 

traditional and classical musicians, poets, diplomats, tradesmen and businessmen.”414 He 

stripped back the scale of his ensemble and restricted it to Irish instrumentation of fiddle, 

 
411 Dónal O’Sullivan, Carolan: The Life, Times and Music of an Irish Harper (London: Ossian, 2001). 
412 Gráinne Yeats, ”The Rediscovery of Carolan,” in Integrating Tradition: The Achievement of Seán Ó 

Riada, eds. Bernard Harris and Grattan Freyer (Ballina: Irish Humanities Centre, 1981), 84. 
413 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
414 Meek, 529. 
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tin whistle, accordion, bones, bodhrán, flute and its central character the uilleann pipes. 

While highly popular, even with the piano and the harpsichord being the only non-Irish 

instruments, some critics were not accepting of this change.415  

 

Originally Ó Riada had intended to perform on the traditional wire-strung Irish harp; 

however, due to the lack of harp makers in Ireland, he had to resort to the harpsichord 

instead as a compromise that embodied some elements of the original Irish harp.416 His 

justification for this was due to the similarities between the traditional Irish harp and the 

harpsichord, with both instruments employing metal strings and both instruments being 

plucked.417 However, the harpsichord featured a short sustain due to the dampening 

mechanism and the chromatic tuning allowed for far wider melodic and harmonic 

possibilities than the traditional harp. Whilst there was a possibility to emulate the Irish 

harp on the harpsichord; initially, Ó Riada’s performance style did not deviate far from 

renaissance and classical approaches. According to Yeats, Ó Riada “usually began a piece 

simply, and then gradually added more and more notes, so that the music built up to a 

climax. He was very fond of the quick, arpeggio-style bass…in fact, he used the harpsichord 

largely as he would have the piano, with full chords and plentiful use of modulations.”418 An 

example of this classically influenced style can be heard on Ó Riada’s performance of An 

Chéad Mhairt den Fhómhar/Na Gamhna Geala. In this piece, Ó Riada applies harmonic 

progressions and inversions of the tonic, subdominant and dominant chords similarly to solo 

harpsichord pieces to accompany the melody in the upper register. Furthermore, he 

 
415 Ó Canainn, Seán Ó Riada, 181 
416 Yeats, 84. 
417 Yeats, 84-85. 
418 Yeats, 85.  
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employs harmonisation of the melody in thirds and sixths and octaves, a contrary approach 

to the Irish melodic tradition.  

 

Towards the end of his life, Ó Riada’s style on the harpsichord changed and featured a more 

simplified approach with single bass line accompaniment, similar to the description of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth-century Irish harpers, and a smaller dynamic and melodic 

range.419 Yeats hypothesised that this simplification of style with the harpsichord was the 

result of acquiring a nineteenth-century harp in the late 1960s and Ó Riada understood the 

possibilities and limitations of the instrument.420  

 

3.3 The Acoustic guitar  

One of the more iconic, and often controversial, instrumental additions during the 1960s 

was the acoustic guitar and, with its adoption, its ability to provide both harmonic and 

rhythmic support. The earliest use of the acoustic guitar in the Irish folk music movement 

was by The Clancy Brothers, and Tommy Makem in the late 1950s and their recording Come 

Fill your Glass with us in 1959.421 Initially featuring Jack Keenan on guitar, with Liam Clancy 

only singing during the recording sessions, the ensemble’s live performance of ‘The Parting 

Glass’ featured Liam Clancy performing basic accompaniment on acoustic guitar in a similar 

style to the folk trends of American folk performers such as the Joan Baez and the Brothers 

 
419 Yeats, 86 
420 Yeats, 86.  
421 The Clancy Brothers, Come Fill Your Glass With Us, recorded 1959, Tradition records 1067, 1998, 

CD. Whilst there is evidence of acoustic guitar accompaniment of Irish repertoire by Lou Flanagan of The 
Flanagan Brothers, Jack McKenna, Michael ‘Whitey’ Andrews and Martin Christi, it is accepted by Irish 
musicological scholars that the guitar’s role did not really come in to focus within Irish folk music until the 
1960s and the success of the ballad boom. The Clancy Brothers and The Dubliners are noted by Christopher 
Smith as being the catalysts for popularising the instrument across Ireland and progressively introducing it to 
the rural music communities.  
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Four.422 Clancy’s performance mixed slow down-strokes with arpeggiated fingerpicking with 

harmonic movement focusing on V-I cadences and III-VI-II-V-I progressions.423 His 

performance uses a freer tempo due to his solo guitar and voice, and the accompaniment 

features strong use of rubato. This accompaniment style became a standard performance 

style for solo voice and guitar in many folk performances between the American, British and 

Irish folk revivals.424 In contrast to this slower form of harmonic accompaniment, Clancy 

employed a simple type of up and down strumming in his performances of ‘Brennan on the 

Moor’ and ‘The Wild Rover’ in 1960.425 In ‘Brennan on the Moor’  Clancy’s strumming is 

consistent, predominantly quavers with an accent on the downbeats. This is varied towards 

the end of the verse with an accent of the last three quavers and resting on the tonic chord. 

During ‘The Wild Rover’, Clancy uses arpeggiated plucking during the verse in a similar style 

to the five-string banjo accompaniment employed by Tommy Makem. As the piece 

progresses, Clancy’s accompaniment moves towards a regular waltz strumming rhythm with 

accents on beats 2 and 3 to support the chorus and provide a consistent rhythm. These 

examples are significant as they highlight the first recordings of Irish folk songs with 

harmonic and rhythmic elements drawn from popular music and identify the growing 

popularity of this accompaniment style for Irish repertoire. 

 

 
422 The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, “The Parting Glass,” track 24 on In Person at Carnegie 

Hall (Disc 2), recorded 1963, Columbia records CK8750, 1991, CD. It is important to note that the first three 
recorded albums by the Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem featured guest musicians to perform the 
instrumental roles with the Clancys and Makem only singing. This however changed as Liam Clancy and 
Tommy Makem learned and performed on acoustic guitar and five-string banjo respectively towards the 1960s 
and would play these instruments in live performances. 

423 Arpeggiated finger picking refers to chords that have the individual notes plucked rather than 
strummed so that instead of being heard at once harmonically, the sound is separated, usually from lowest to 
highest.  

424 Motherway, “Ballad groups,” 52. 
425 The Clancy Brothers, “The Wild Rover,” track 19 on In Person at Carnegie Hall (Disc 2), recorded 

1963, Columbia records CK8750, 1991, CD. 
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Much like Liam Clancy, Ronnie Drew of The Dubliners employed the acoustic guitar as either 

a rhythmic strumming accompaniment or for harmonic progression that used a freer rubato 

feeling. Rather than the steel-string guitar favoured by the American folk groups and Liam 

Clancy, Ronnie Drew was said to have picked up the nylon-stringed acoustic guitar during his 

time in Spain in the 1950s.426 This difference in timbre allowed the acoustic guitar to 

support the voices and melodic instruments, rather than dominate the performance and 

provided a softer dynamic in its rhythmic accompaniment. Drew’s guitar style incorporated 

a unique flamenco-influenced approach in his slower, self-accompanied solo performances 

and this, in turn, allowed him to perform songs in a freer time, a subtle reference to Irish 

music’s unmetered sean nós style.427 Much like Liam Clancy, Drew’s approach utilised 

simple “open” chord shapesand rarely deviated from the harmonic focus of I, IV/iv and V/V7 

chords. Although a commercially successful style, some Irish traditional musicians felt that 

this inhibited some performances of traditional singing and also did not accurately reflect 

the varying melodic content of instrumental performances. As stated by Ó Canainn 

“Keyboard instruments, for example, and strummed guitars, with their harmonic 

implications, will impede the free melodic line…”428 

 

Within the ensemble of The Dubliners, Ciarán Bourke used the steel-string guitar to provide 

an added rhythmic drive and act as a foil to Drew’s nylon string guitar. Often, both Bourke 

and Drew performed acoustic guitar duties in performances and Bourke’s mix of downward 

strumming and alternate picking contrasted with the softer dynamic and simple rhythmic 

 
426 Ní Fhuartháin, “Drew, Ronnie,” 332. 
427 Fintan Vallely, “Drew, Ronnie,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan 

Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 222. 
428 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 46. 
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repetition of Drew’s fingerpicking, as can be heard in The Dubliner’s live performance of 

‘Kelly, the Boy from Killane.’ In contrast, Drew’s performance features a basic thumb and 

rake style, much like the clawhammer approach of the five-string banjo. As the piece builds 

towards each chorus, Bourke strums with a thumb-plectrum. The clear difference in timbre 

the rhythm section of the ensemble makes to the rhythmic attack at this moment creates a 

clear delineation between the verse and chorus. By using the thumb-pick, Bourke’s timbre 

also aligns with the plucked sound of McKenna’s tenor banjo and reinforces the non-

traditional instrumental line-up of the ensemble. This initial use of plectrum and steel string 

guitar soon encouraged the introduction of further plucked stringed instruments, such as 

the bouzouki. 

 

Further development and experimentation with the possibilities of the acoustic guitar arose 

towards the end of the 1960s with Paul Brady and Mick Moloney frequently using the steel-

string acoustic guitar as a harmonic and rhythmic accompaniment of vocal lines within The 

Johnstons. Uniquely, in their performance of ‘O’Carolan’s Concerto’, Moloney performs the 

melody as a single melodic line on the acoustic guitar-heavy triplet and trebling 

ornamentation.429 This style is quite similar to Moloney’s tenor banjo style as it does not 

employ any chords or the dyadic pairings that sometimes occur in his tenor banjo 

performances. Accompanying Moloney is Brady’s vigorous mix of strummed chords and 

counterpoint including octave unisons. Brady’s strumming contrasts strongly with the 

previous styles of Liam Clancy and Ronnie Drew, as Brady varies his rhythmic patterns 

significantly. During the B section, Brady reverts to a combination of chordal strumming and 

 
429 The Johnstons, “O’Carolan’s Concerto,” track 4 in The Johnstons, recorded 1968, Castle Essential 

ESM CD 410, 1998, CD.  
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arpeggiated plucking to provide a sectional contrast to allow Moloney’s melodic lines to be 

the focus. When the piece returns to the A section, Brady returns initially to rhythmic 

strumming but then transitions to bassline counterpoint and octave unisons with Moloney, 

near the end of the final A section melody. This is significant for it highlights Brady’s 

awareness of the absence of harmonic performance in Irish traditional music and the 

necessity of varying both the texture and space within the piece.  

 

3.4 The banjos: Five-string and Tenor 

Another key American-influenced instrument popularised in the 1960s was the banjo, both 

in five-string and four-string form. Developed and refined in North America, the banjo took 

many forms, ranging from four strings to six strings and with equally as many performance 

styles.430 The earliest documented evidence of the modern banjo was in the mid-

nineteenth-century with Joel Walker Sweeney, a Virginian born musician associated with 

the popularisation of the instrument.431 Sweeney introduced the banjo to European 

audiences in 1843 and performed in style common to minstrelsy of the period. Whilst it was 

not until around the beginning of the twentieth century before Irish banjo players were 

noted, Sweeney’s impact on European, especially British and Irish, audiences has been well 

documented.432 Ironically Sweeney’s father was an Irish immigrant from County Mayo, a 

fact that links the banjo and its interaction with Ireland far earlier than first thought.433 Even 

though this early association with Irish musicians may link the origins of the banjo with both 

 
430 Christopher Smith, “Banjo,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra 

Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 56-57. 
431 Jay Bailey, "Historical Origin and Stylistic Developments of the Five-String Banjo," The Journal of 

American Folklore 85, no. 335 (March, 1972): 59. 
432 Linn, 2. 
433 Marion Casey and J.J. Lee, “Irish-American Popular Music,” Making the Irish American: History and 

Heritage of the Irish in the United States (New York: NYU Press, 2007), 383. 
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African-America and Ireland, the popularity of the banjo did not greatly increase in Ireland, 

and its use in traditional music performances did not occur until the mid twentieth century.  

 

During the Irish folk revival, two key types of banjo were popularised amongst the 

ensembles: the five-string banjo and the four-string tenor banjo. Commonly the five-string 

banjo is the favoured instrument in many American musical styles and features 

predominantly as a harmonic instrument in genres such as jazz, folk, bluegrass, and country. 

Melodically the American banjo style employs the common elements of western harmony 

as well as the modal approaches of jazz and blues such as blues scales, modes, and 

chromaticism. Although this melodic performance can occur in the previously mentioned 

genres, the harmonic and rhythmic opportunities of the five-string banjo are typically 

employed to support melodic instruments. Most commonly, performance on the five-string 

banjo features two main styles: fingerstyle, a form of individual plucking from the right hand 

akin to classical guitar, and Clawhammer (also known as Frailing). Clawhammer is a 

plucking/strumming hybrid developed during the nineteenth-century and gained popularity 

through performers like Sweeney (1810-1860), Clarence Ashley (1895-1967) and more 

recent folk performers such as Pete Seeger (1920-2014).434 This style was more common on 

the five-string banjo due to the top fifth string being used as a drone and accessible by the 

thumb of the fretting hand.435 Often these styles outline the chords either in strummed 

form or broken arpeggiated forms, as in fingerstyle.436  

 

 
434 Linn, 2, 145-146. 
435 Jay Scott Odell, "Banjo," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, accessed April 27, 2017, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2256043 
436 Thomas Goldsmith, The Bluegrass Reader (Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 2004), 81. 
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Within both fingerstyle and Clawhammer, there is a transition between harmonic 

references and melodic interplay, usually through brief melodic phrases or ‘licks’ in 

movement between chords. Such melodic elements usually employ a combination of 

sliding, chromatic tension and the use of blues scales with its predominance of flattened 

fifths, especially within later bluegrass music.437 These elements contrast with the chords 

being performed, which usually outline triads or seventh chords. Especially common in 

fingerstyle is the use of ‘pull-offs,’438 which often resolve to open strings, providing a 

pattering sound and are based around basic ‘shell voicing’439 chord shapes. This technique is 

often used to provide rhythmic variation to performance and to base these around chord 

shapes allows for quick modal movement based around the chords. The influence of this 

American banjo style, especially prominent with performers like Pete Seeger, is evident in 

the instrumentation and performances of the Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, 

especially the five-string banjo employed by Makem. 

 

The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem’s instrumentation featured a limited line-up, 

primarily of the five-string banjo and acoustic guitar (previously shown in Figure 2). In their 

early recordings, the five-string banjo was performed by session musicians, such as Frank 

Hamilton or the legendary Pete Seeger, and their style drew strongly from American five-

string claw hammer and jazz approaches. This style of five-string banjo had been influenced 

strongly by Seeger’s American folk style, and the use of the instrument with The Clancy 

 
437 Goldsmith, 81.  
438 Pull-offs usually involve left-hand fretting and subsequently un-fretting the neck of the banjo 

providing a legato-like sound. This usually results in the fretted note moving to a lower pitch that can be 
fretted or un-fretted depending on the performer and the piece. 

439 Shell-voicing is a Jazz term usually referring to the essential notes of a chord necessary to establish 
harmonic information i.e., the 1st, 3rd, and 7th tones of a Major 7th chord. These are not limited by chord type 
and merely represent small harmonic shapes to avoid dense harmonic movement. 
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Brothers popularised it in an Irish folk setting. Upon receiving tuition from Seeger, Makem 

learned to perform the banjo in live sessions and often his performance style featured 

alternating thumb and finger raking, to provide both rhythmic drive as well as harmonic 

movement. An example of Makem’s early accompaniment style can be heard in The Wild 

Rover whereby Makem provides an upper voice arpeggiation with an alternating bass note 

to reference the harmonic movement of Clancy’s guitar.440 Makem’s arpeggiation is a 

constant feature throughout the verses, and his shorter rhythmic subdivisions provide a 

clear contrast to the simple rhythmic strumming of the guitar. During the chorus Makem 

transitions to strum the same rhythms of the guitar, thus providing a clear contrast between 

verse and chorus.  Towards the early 1960s, Makem’s proficiency with the five-string banjo 

developed further whereby he was able to utilise the instrument to perform the melody, 

employing the open-strings for harmonic interplay. Again, this is evident when in the 

introduction to ‘Johnson’s Motorcar’ Makem performs a short phrase of the chorus 

motif.441 Another example occurs in their live performance of ‘The Wild Colonial Boy,’ with 

the melodic material performed by Makem, using the upper strings of the banjo, with 

alternate picking of the lower strings in a clawhammer style used to provide a harmonic 

reference.442  

 

The use of the five-string banjo as a harmonic and rhythmic accompaniment was further 

reinforced in the early 1960s by Luke Kelly of The Dubliners. Kelly’s introduction to folk 

 
440 The Clancy Brothers, “Brennan on the Moor,” track 1 on The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, 

recorded 1961, Tradition records TCD1022, 1996, CD. 
441 The Clancy Brothers, “Johnson’s Motorcar,’ track 18 on In Person at Carnegie Hall (Disc 1), recorded 

1963, Columbia records CK8750, 1991, CD. 
442 The Clancy Brothers, “The Wild Colonial Boy,” track 12 on In Person at Carnegie Hall (Disc 2), 

recorded 1963, Columbia records CK8750, 1991, CD. 
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music had begun with Ewan MacColl in England and the Northern England folk club 

circuit.443 Initially, Kelly focused on singing; however, he quickly adopted the five-string 

banjo to accompany his voice, and this allowed greater dynamic variety as well as providing 

rhythmic drive to his performances.444 Much like Makem, Kelly’s banjo style combined 

elements of Pete Seeger and Woody Guthrie’s American banjo style, through a combination 

of clawhammer techniques and vibrant strumming, as can be heard in The Dubliner’s 

performance of ‘The Rising of the Moon’.445 Directly after McKenna performs the 

introductory melody on the tenor banjo, Kelly’s clawhammer style takes command of the 

harmonic movement providing basic crotchet rhythm with a repeated strumming of D, A 

and C chords. Kelly uses a modified clawhammer style by arpeggiating notes between the 

bass note of the chord and uses the accent of the bass on beats one and two to deliver a 

consistent rhythm. Although this style is an exemplar of Kelly’s banjo style, he also 

developed a unique technique for self-accompanied singing during slower ballads through 

the use of a free picking style that can be heard in his performance of ‘I Wish I Were Back in 

Liverpool.’446 This technique involved Kelly outlining the chords on banjo plucking in a semi-

arpeggiated fashion. Rhythmically, however, this style did not provide a consistent pulse 

and instead performed with a free rhythm allowing for more traditional Irish elements of 

melodic and rhythmic variation and ornamentation within his singing.  

 

 
443 Gaul, 122. 
444 Gaul, 122.  
445 The Dubliners, “The Rising of the Moon,” track 8 on Another Drop of the Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, 

Major Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD. 
446 The Dubliners, “I Wish I Were Back in Liverpool,” track 12 on At It Again!, recorded 1968, Major 

Minor records 5099 4 64288 2 0, 2012, CD.  
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The popularity of the five-string banjo as a predominantly harmonic instrument in Irish folk 

ensembles contrasted the melodic focus of the tenor banjo, especially the style of The 

Dubliners’ Barney McKenna. Whilst the tenor banjo in America was performed as primarily a 

harmonic instrument, McKenna popularised, if not pioneered, the modern Irish style which 

had a melodic focus predominantly.447 His style most commonly featured single melodic 

lines and techniques that emulated many aspects of Irish melodic performance. By 

pioneering a change in the tuning of the tenor banjo from C-G-D-A to G-D-A-E, the 

relationship to the key centres of Irish folk instruments such as the uilleann pipes and fiddle 

were reinforced. An example of this close relationship between McKenna’s tenor banjo 

tuning and the fiddle can be seen in a live performance of “The Octopus Jig”.448 In this 

performance, McKenna and Sheahan link instruments whereby both performers’ left hands 

are swapped over in order to hold the instrument of the other. McKenna frets the fiddle, 

and Sheahan frets the banjo whilst they both articulate their respective instruments with 

their right hands normally. Due to McKenna’s lowered tuning of the tenor banjo, the 

fingering is the same between each instrument. An example of this cross-over is shown in 

Figure 5 below.   

 

 
447 Daithí Kearney, “McKenna, Barney [Bernard Noel],” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. 

Harry White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 653. 
448 Anthony Riddle, “The Dubliners Octopus Jig,” March 9, 2019, video, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_9X4hS-hWA.   
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Figure 5 Barney McKenna and John Sheahan ‘The Octopus Jig’ live Sweden 1972449 

McKenna’s proficiency on the tenor banjo allowed for its introduction to be considered an 

acceptable instrument for performing Irish traditional music. In discussing McKenna’s 

unique style, Des Geraghty states: 

  

He was certainly the first banjo player I heard who could play traditional music with 

a deep, consistent tone and perfect rhythm, combining the grace notes and 

inflections of older players with a modern interpretation.450  

 

 
449 Chema Retromaniac, “The Octopus Jig,” May 19, 2006, video, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Smy59KYa_4 
450 Geraghty, 84. 
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Due to the natural limitations of the banjo, however, McKenna’s style required 

approximation, or substitution, of established Irish stylistic elements. The limited capacity of 

the tenor banjo to sustain sound means that techniques such as drones, long notes, and 

legato rolls, easily performed by the uilleann pipes or fiddle, are more difficult to achieve. 

McKenna’s approach to evoking the sound of these traditional Irish instruments is apparent 

in the use of triplets and trebling, which provided a specific substitution for the rolls and 

cranns more easily performed by the uilleann pipes. His triplet/trebling ornamentation was 

mostly applied to one or two target pitches of the melody in a bar, usually where crotchets 

would occur or notes towards the end of a phrase. His performance of ‘Muirsheen Durkin’, 

shown in Figure 6, is a good example of his approach: here, McKenna uses triplets on 

pitches that are performed for more than one quaver.451 The rhythmic drive provided by 

McKenna’s constant quavers also maintains the momentum of the tune and highlights 

important pitches of the melody. In contrast to the original melody, shown in Figure 7, 

McKenna’s substitutions provide a feeling of frequent rhythmic variation without does not 

deviate far from the original melodic content.  

 

 
Figure 6 Barney McKenna ‘Muirsheen Durkin’ verse melody bars 17-22452 

 
451 The Dubliners, “Muirsheen Durkin,” track 1 on More of the Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, Major Minor 

records 50999 4 64295 2 0, 2012, CD. 
452 Transcription by Lamb (The Dubliners, “Muirsheen Durkin,” track 1 on More of the Hard Stuff, 

recorded 1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64295 2 0, 2012, CD). 
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Figure 7 ‘Muirsheen Durkin’ basic melody453 
 

Rhythmically this is similar to how an uilleann piper approaches use of cranning whereby 

the target pitch would feature grace notes between the target notes. Whilst the grace notes 

create a short melodic variation; the target tone is reinforced through its constancy.454 

McKenna’s triplet semi-quaver, therefore, provides a brief extension of the tone and the 

softer accent of his plucking approximates the brevity of the grace notes. 

 

As the tune progresses, McKenna increases the frequency of the triplet/trebling 

ornamentation, adding further articulation to the rhythmic drive and in turn, this increases 

the melodic variation. This is especially evident in the instrumental refrain, bars 86 to 89, 

and the second-last chorus, bars 90 to 101, shown in Figure 8. These bars feature extended 

use of triplets, as many as three sets per bar, and large amounts of rhythmic variation to 

build tension. 

 

 
453 Martin Dardis, “Muirsheen Durkin lyrics and chords,” Irish Folk Songs. Accessed May 20, 2018. 

https://www.irish-folk-songs.com/mursheen-durkin-lyrics-and-chords.html 
454 Ó Riada, 43. 
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Figure 8 McKenna ‘Muirsheen Durkin’ instrumental refrain and chorus bars 83-101455 

Another example of McKenna’s ability to maintain the momentum of melody and evoke an 

Irish dance tune style can be seen in The Dubliners’ performance of ‘Fermoy Lasses/Sporting 

Paddy’456. In the first tune of the set, ‘Fermoy Lasses’, McKenna rarely pauses his plucking 

and instead performs consistent quavers. Again, his performance features strong use of 

triplets and trebling ornamentation on target melody notes within a phrase [see Figure 8 

below].  For the tenor banjo, the driving rhythmic nature of McKenna’s performance style 

shows the contrasting effect the instrument has on the interpretation of the basic melody. 

Figure 9 is a transcription of McKenna’s performance of ‘Fermoy Lasses’ (see Figure 10 for 

the original melody).  As can be seen, it features only melodic content and consistent 

rhythmic drive with no gaps in phrasing. His rhythmic subdivision highlights a greater 

frequency of quaver and triplet rhythms, and he does not perform the crotchet rhythm on 

the target note E, that generally occurs on beats two and four as shown in bars 2 and 3, 

from the original melody. On the fourth beat of the bar, he plays two quaver notes again, 

but instead of repeated Es, he performs an E-F melodic line, introducing a passing tone. This 

 
455 Transcription by Lamb (The Dubliners, “Muirsheen Durkin,” track 1 on More of the Hard Stuff, 

recorded 1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64295 2 0, 2012, CD). 
456 The Dubliners, “Fermoy Lasses/Sporting Paddy,” track 12 on A Drop of the Hard Stuff, recorded 

1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD.  
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simultaneously embellishes the original melody whilst sustaining sonic flow onto the next 

bar’s first beat, G. The accenting of beats one and three emphasise the rhythmic pulse of 

the piece, whilst the traditional legato ornamentation is substituted with staccato-like 

triplets and trebling.  

 

 
Figure 9 ‘Fermoy Lasses’- Barney McKenna banjo performance bars 1-15457 

 

 

Figure 10 Fermoy Lasses’ original melody (equivalent length to McKenna example)458 

 
 

Once the performance moves into the set of ‘Sporting Paddy’ McKenna employs a greater 

frequency of triplets and trebling to increase the tempo and dynamic. Where Sheahan 

 
457 Transcription by Lamb (The Dubliners, “Fermoy Lasses/Sporting Paddy,” track 12 on A Drop of the 

Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD). 
458 “Fermoy Lasses,” Folk Tune Finder. Accessed May 18, 2017. 

http://www.folktunefinder.com/tunes/157571 
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performs dotted quavers and grace-note ornaments on the fiddle McKenna substitutes 

triplets and trebling in his performance. This highlights a clear difference in articulation 

between instruments, with McKenna’s alternating picking providing a louder articulation of 

each quaver than can be heard in Sheahan’s legato bowing. By performing consistent 

quavers and triplets, McKenna’s style creates a driving rhythm that evokes the separated 

shorter phrase lengths uilleann pipes or whistle would perform.459 This obvious contrast is 

addressed by McKenna’s employment of subtle accents on the downbeats and using triplets 

or trebling to emphasise the important pitches of the original melody. While the essence of 

the piece is still there, especially with the fundamental pitches on key beats, it is clear that 

the use of the tenor banjo in a piece such as ‘Fermoy Lasses’ introduces more rhythmic 

activity than created by the natural flow of longer note durations such as the crotchet and 

dotted crotchet. 

 

 

Figure 11 Barney McKenna ‘Sporting Paddy’ first verse bars 66-75460 

Due to the speed of this performance, McKenna is also able to perform a few examples of 

grace note articulation, evident in bars 66, 67 and 71. These examples of traditional, legato 

 
459 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 83-87; Cowdery, 21-22. 
460 Transcription by Lamb (The Dubliners, “Fermoy Lasses/Sporting Paddy,” track 12 on A Drop of the 

Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD). 
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ornamentation are most likely as a result of the rising tempo of the piece combined with the 

strength of articulation required to maintain this tempo.  

 

Similarly, in his performance of the reel ‘Within a Mile of Dublin’461, McKenna’s articulation 

is consistent as a means of maintaining a driving rhythm and his use of triplets and trebling 

occurs on specific beats.462 The placement of these ornaments usually occurs on beats two 

or three during a round of the melody, as shown in bars 25, 27 and 29 in Figure 12 below.  

 

 

Figure 12 Barney McKenna 'Within a mile of Dublin' B section melody bars 25-35463 

An example of McKenna’s use of paired triplets occurs during the final bar of a round, 

shown in bar 31 in Figure 12, and this occurs due to the natural descending cadential 

movement of the melody. These triplets also create an approximation of legato due to the 

tempo of the piece. This, combined with the descending melodic movement, provides a 

clear link to the legato present in ornamentation performed by an uilleann piper. In 

comparison to a performance of ‘Within a Mile of Dublin’ by uilleann piper Felix Doran, 

McKenna’s interpretation of the melody features less ornamentation, and a clear point of 

 
461 The Dubliners, “Within a Mile of Dublin,” track 11 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle 

records CMRCD 787, 2008, CD. 
462 The Dubliners, “Within a Mile of Dublin,” track 11 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle 

records CMRCD 787, 2008, CD. 
463 Transcription by Lamb (The Dubliners, “Within a Mile of Dublin,” track 11 on Finnegan Wakes, 

recorded 1966, Castle records CMRCD 787, 2008, CD). 
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difference is the consistent rhythmic drive provided by the articulation of the plectrum.464 

Doran’s use of variation is directed towards melodic variation, especially employing the use 

of brief runs in higher octaves and ‘popping’ on selected notes.465 In contrast, McKenna’s 

variation is subtler and focuses on slowly increasing the use of triplets and trebling. At the 

second round of the melody, Doran’s performance features a greater frequency of cuts, 

taps and rolls in his ornamentation. In contrast, McKenna is unable to perform these 

elements due to the limitations of the banjo to sustain notes. In this instance, McKenna 

performs a pair of triplets, much like in bar 31 of Figure 12, to provide a similar duration of 

pitch. 

 

By limiting the use of the tenor banjo primarily to melodic material, McKenna helped initiate 

a successful popularisation of the tenor banjo into Irish traditional performance. His 

adaptation of fiddle techniques, such as triplets and trebling, highlighted a strong intention 

to reference the established practices of the Irish tradition. McKenna’s use of variation also 

aligned with the expectation of an Irish traditional musician: the essence of the tune must 

be preserved, and any variation should add an individual sound but not deviate too far from 

the essence of the melody.466 By limiting the rhythmic variations of triplets or trebling to 

select notes within a bar or phrase, McKenna retained the essence of the melody. 

Furthermore, this practice also reduced the impact of his driving rhythm on the aural 

 
464 Handed Down, “Felix Doran- Within a Mile of Dublin,” April 4, 2014, video, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHnSxJwuHDA&t=44s 
465 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 86-88; Ó Riada, 42. Ó Riada defines popping as a technique 

employed by uilleann pipers whereby a small leather pad, known as a piper’s apron, is strapped to the piper’s 
right knee and the chanter is placed on it. The piper will then raise the pad to produce the upper octave and a 
softer tone in the lower octave. This ‘popping’ effect is a combined staccato and heavy accent. Whilst in theory 
limited to the mechanics of the uilleann pipes, the desired effect of an octave leap can provide a similar 
popped sound as is the case with tenor banjo accents. 

466 See Chapter 1 on style in Traditional Irish performance. 
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aesthetic of the melody by providing brief moments of identifiable ornamentation. Overall, 

McKenna’s success was evident in his ability to introduce the tenor banjo into Irish 

traditional performance without rebuke, and his legacy is reinforced with a rise in popularity 

of the instrument in later ensembles such as Dé Dannan, The Pogues, The Fureys and Davey 

Arthur. 

 

Another key performer of the tenor banjo during this decade was Mick Moloney and his 

work in the late 1960s with The Johnstons. Moloney’s tenor banjo performances on the 

albums The Johnstons and The Barley Corn feature a similar plectrum style to McKenna’s. 

However, Moloney’s performance style from this period featured greater complexity than 

McKenna’s and his use of both triplets and trebling identify a greater degree of legato. The 

Johnstons’ recording of the set of reels ‘Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow’ provides a good 

example of Moloney’s virtuosic style.467 In this performance, where the banjo is the primary 

melodic instrument, Moloney employs a large variety of triplets, trebling, to provide clear 

variation for each round of the melody. This is shown in Figures 13 with beat two of bars 1, 

3, 5, 7 and beat 1 of bars 4 and 8 featuring descending triplets with beat 1 of bars 2 and 6 

featuring trebles over G and A.  

 

 
467 The Johnstons, “Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow,” track 4 on The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, 

Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD. 
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Figure 13 Moloney ‘Joseph's Fancy’ A section melody bars 1 to 8468 
 

As the piece progresses to the B section’s melody, commencing at bar 17 in Figure 14, 

Moloney reduces the frequency of his triplets and trebling. Instead, he employs a triplet at 

the end of the phrase to emphasise the beginning of the repeat:  

 

 
Figure 14 Moloney ‘Joseph's Fancy’ B section melody bars 17 to 24469 
 

 

In the second round of the melody (see Figure 15 below) Moloney increases the frequency 

of his use of triplets and trebling. In contrast to McKenna’s style; however, Moloney 

explores a larger melodic range but does not increase the frequency of his triplets and 

trebling as the piece progresses. Instead, he incorporates greater use of an open string to 

reinforce the tonal centre of the second reel ‘A Trip to Durrow’. This has a similar effect to 

the use of the regulator keys on the uilleann pipes, where brief dyadic chords, usually a fifth 

apart, are used to add rhythmic emphasis to the downbeat.470 Furthermore, Moloney varies 

 
468 Transcription by Lamb (The Johnstons, “Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow,” track 4 on The Barley 

Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD). 
469 Transcription by Lamb (The Johnstons, “Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow,” track 4 on The Barley 

Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD). 
470 Ó Riada, 45.  
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both the rhythm and melody of the opening phrase of the A melody between rounds to 

provide a sectional contrast rhythmically. This minor form of melodic and rhythmic variation 

aligns with performance requirements of the Irish solo tradition by establishing Moloney’s 

own identifiable ‘take’ on the melody. This is seen in bars 65 to 66 and bars 97 to 98 in 

Figure 15 below.471 

 

This form of minor melodic and rhythmic variation also occurs in the second round of the B 

melody, bar 121 in Figure 16, where Moloney sustains the opening note, allowing for a brief 

pause in the phrasing of the A and B sections. A comparison between the first two rounds of 

the B melody is shown in Figure 16 below.472  

 

 
471 Transcription by Lamb (The Johnstons, “Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow,” track 4 on The Barley 

Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD). 
472 Transcription by Lamb (The Johnstons, “Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow,” track 4 on The Barley 

Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD). 

 

 
Figure 15 Mick Moloney ‘A Trip to Durrow’ A section melody bars 65 to 72, 97 to 104 

 
 

 

Figure 16 Moloney 'A Trip to Durrow' B Section melody bars 81-83, 121-123 
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The first round of the B melody (bars 81 to 83 in Figure 16) Moloney performs entirely with 

quavers, with a key triplet ornament occurring in the second bar on beat 3. The second 

round of the B melody (bars 121 to 123) show Moloney varying the rhythmic duration of the 

first bar into longer durations. However, he retains the triplet occurring on beat 3 of the 

second bar of the melody, highlighting its importance as an SAT.  

 

Due to the increasing tempo of the performance, the difficulty of achieving clean 

articulation means Moloney’s use of triplets and trebling are reduced and only occur on 

either beat two or beat four, usually on the target notes of G or A. This sparser 

ornamentation at higher tempos is similar to the style of McKenna, and the complexity of 

the B section melody means frequent ornamentation would lose the essence of the melody. 

To preserve the melody, Moloney frequently uses a triplet to open the phrase and end with 

a triplet to reinforce the resolving target note. An example of this shown in bars 98, 100, 

101, 103 and 104 in Figure 17.  

 

 

Figure 17 Moloney 'A Trip to Durrow' triplet variations bars 99 and 103473 

 
473 Transcription by Lamb (The Johnstons, “Joseph’s Fancy/A Trip to Durrow,” track 4 on The Barley 

Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD). 
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As has been shown, the popularisation of the tenor banjo by The Dubliners, followed by The 

Johnstons, is a sign of the clear change of instrumentation that occurred during the 1960s. 

This instrument not only featured as the solo melodic instrument in instrumental 

performances within these ensembles, a role traditionally reserved for wind instruments 

such as the uilleann pipes or whistle, but they also introduced signature performance 

techniques and ornaments. The use of the triplet and the treble shows not only an 

identifiable style of Irish tenor banjo performance, but it also reveals a conscious effort by 

McKenna and Moloney to provide traditional ornaments, as they would appear on the pipes 

or fiddle, and their function in variations throughout a piece. 

 

3.5 Bouzouki and Mandolin 

Much like the acoustic guitar, the incorporation of the bouzouki and the mandolin in an 

ensemble setting provided textural contrast to the traditional wind instruments of Irish 

music that they initially replaced. The bouzouki is said to have been introduced by Johnny 

Moynihan in 1966.474 Moynihan immediately adopted the instrument and used it to develop 

a unique style of melodic and harmonic interplay, whereby fragments of melodic phrases 

were combined with chordal and open string riffs.475 For Moynihan, “it has a readiness to 

play what I would call ‘starved chords’, chords with only two notes in them.”476 Having 

adapted the bouzouki’s original tuning, from CFAD down to GDAD, in line with the tuning 

changes established by McKenna for the tenor banjo, Moynihan’s style featured hybridity of 

 
474 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four; While its origins are 

clearly identifiable in the mid 1960s, the bouzouki’s greatest developments occurred during the 1970s and will 
be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

475 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
476 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four.; Moynihan’s term of 

‘starved chords’ refers to dyadic harmony and the limited harmonic imposition of these notes whilst allowing 
an element of harmonic colour. 
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chord playing, melodic lines and counterpoint.477 Moynihan’s bouzouki style can be heard 

on the Sweeney’s Men recording of ‘Rattlin’ Roarin’ Willy’.478 In this performance, 

Moynihan employs the doubled pairing of strings on the bouzouki to provide body to the 

introductory melody.   

 

Moynihan also employed the bouzouki to perform simple harmonic accompaniment and 

provide a different texture alongside the harmonic/rhythmic performance of the acoustic 

guitar by Joe Dolan. An example of this can be heard in the Sweeney’s Men performance of 

‘Waxies Dargle’ where Moynihan strums three-note and two-note chords whilst singing the 

melody.479 Once the chorus is completed and instrumental refrain occurs, Moynihan 

performs a unison of the melody with Irvine’s mandolin.  

 

As with the bouzouki, the popularisation of the mandolin in Irish folk music had its origins in 

the mid-1960s. As defined by Daithí Kearney in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland “the 

mandolin is a secondary instrument in Irish traditional music, being closely related to the 

Irish tenor banjo, bouzouki and mandola…”480 This definition, albeit brief, does provide an 

insight into the status this instrument has acquired in the Irish tradition, and it should be 

noted that the mandolin has been included in the Fleadh Ceoil competitions since 1990.481 

The instrument, introduced into greater Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

 
477 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
478 Sweeney’s Men, “Rattlin’ Roarin’ Willy,” track 1 on Sweeney’s Men, recorded 1968, Transatlantic 

records TRA 170, LP. 
479 Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 

17459, 7” single.  
480 Daithí Kearney, “Mandolin,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra 

Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 621.  
481 Kearney, “Mandolin,” 621.  
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centuries, has no definitive date for its first use in Ireland and instead is most commonly 

associated with twentieth-century pioneers such as Barney McKenna, Andy Irvine, Johnny 

Moynihan and Paul Brady.482 The mandolin was commonly used in America during the early 

twentieth century, and by the 1950s, it had a strong association with bluegrass and country 

music.483 In particular, the performance style of American mandolinist Bill Monroe heavily 

influenced the modern style of mandolin performance with virtuosic renditions of folk 

melodies and improvised solos that featured strong rhythmic drive.484 During the folk music 

revival in Ireland, Barney McKenna occasionally employed the mandolin, performing in style 

similar to his tenor banjo and using it primarily as a melodic instrument for either solo 

melody or in unison with voice. This can be heard in The Dubliner’s rendition of ‘Chief 

O’Neill’s Favourite’ with McKenna and Sheahan providing a heterophonic rendition of the 

melodic line.485 In this performance, the focus of both performers is on the melodic content 

with no harmonic or drone support. McKenna’s delivery highlights the same techniques he 

employs with the tenor banjo, focusing on alternation between triplets and trebling to 

equate to the grace-notes of the Irish tradition.486  

 

 
482 Fintan Vallely, “Mandolin,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely 

(Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 426; Kearney, 621; much like the bouzouki, the mandolin’s popularity in 
Irish traditional music rose during the late 1960s however there is no clear indication that any one musician 
was responsible for its introduction.   

483 Paul Ruppa, "Mandolin," Grove Music Online, 2013. Accessed March 16, 2019. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-1002250132. 

484 Neil V. Rosenberg and Joti Rockwell, “Monroe, Bill," Grove Music Online, 2012. Accessed March 16, 
2019. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-1002224763. 

485 The Dubliners, “Chief O’Neill’s Favourite,” track 7 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle 
records CRMCD 787, 2003, CD. 

486 Another key performer of the mandolin in the late 1960s was Finbar Furey. Furey’s use of the 
mandolin, unlike Irvine’s development of melodic and harmonic features, focused on providing extended 
trebling as melodic support for singing. 
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In contrast, Johnny Moynihan and Andy Irvine employed the mandolin heavily in Sweeney’s 

Men and this, as a pre-cursor to Irvine’s style in Planxty, provided another melodic addition 

to Irish folk music.487 In the performance of ‘Waxies Dargle’ by Sweeney’s Men, Irvine’s 

performance features a basic rendition of the melody in the first verse with some minor 

rhythmic variation from the original melody. For example, Irvine alters the rhythm of the 

original melody, shown in Figure 18, by employing diminution during bar 2, leading towards 

the crotchet A shown in Figure 19 below. 

 

 
Figure 18 ‘Waxies Dargle’ original melody example488 

 

Figure 19 Irvine ‘Waxies Dargle’ first verse bars 1-8489 
 

Significantly, this performance by Irvine contains only minimal rhythmic variation from the 

original melody, and there is no example of ornamentation, neither the traditional 

ornaments of Irish performance nor the triplets and trebling popularised by McKenna. 

Largely, any variation that Irvine devises in the previous figure 18 is a rhythmic diminution 

 
487 O’Toole, 47.  
488 Martin Dardis, “Waxies Dargle,” Irish Folk Songs. Accessed June 6, 2018. https://www.irish-folk-

songs.com/the-waxies-dargle-lyrics-and-chords.html 
489 Transcription by Lamb (Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), 

recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 17459, 7” single).  
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of quavers to a smaller subdivision such as semi-quavers. In contrast to McKenna’s style, 

however, Irvine performs crotchets for their full duration rather than varying them to 

quavers or pairs of semi-quaver triplets. Irvine also attempts to reference Irish 

ornamentation in bar 4 and bar 8 with the use of two semi-quavers leading to a quaver 

before resolving on the crotchet D. Whilst this is not a form of grace note, the use of two 

smaller rhythmic subdivisions is similar to the Pat ornament, whereby the target note is 

reinforced by two smaller rhythms that provide urgency. Larger phrases of melodic variation 

occur in bars 2, 4, 5 and 8 as Irvine climbs to the target melody note through a series of 

semiquavers. In bar 5, Irvine provides the largest quantity of melodic and rhythmic variation 

as a counterpoint to Moynihan’s vocal performance. He differentiates the voice of the 

mandolin through the use of dyads in bar 6. Whilst brief, this shift towards a form of 

harmonic accompaniment signals Irvine’s intention of transition to chords during the 

chorus. 

 

When the performance reaches the chorus, Irvine strums chords to accompany the lyrics 

and then proceeds to perform an instrumental refrain of the melodic material. These chords 

are basic triads of D major, G minor and A major and include the root of the chord an octave 

below. It is also important to note the brief shift in the time signature from duple to 

compound time, in bar 12 (see Figure 20 below), to accompany Moynihan’s extended 

embellishment of the melody.  
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Figure 20 Irvine ‘Waxies Dargle’ mandolin performance bars 9-14490 
 

Irvine’s instrumental refrain maintains the shape of the original melody but with added 

rhythmic variations and smaller rhythmic subdivisions. Irvine reinforces the rhythmic pairing 

of two semiquavers and a quaver, which occurs within the original melody of the piece, and 

uses this to provide momentum to his variations. With the mandolin being the sole voice 

during the instrumental refrain, Irvine acknowledges the Irish traditional style by providing 

florid variation similar to the fiddle or tin whistle. Much like his performance in the first 

verse, Irvine maintains the same linear melodic and rhythmic palette for the second 

verse.491  

 

This approach by Irvine during the verse and chorus performances highlights a clear division 

between melodic and harmonic performance within a piece and, generally focuses on a 

single melodic line with a minimal melodic or rhythmic variation. In contrast, his use of florid 

melodic and rhythmic variation during the instrumental refrain evidences the transition 

towards employing the mandolin in emulation of ornamented Irish traditional style. Later, 

as Irvine collaborated with Dónal Lunny to form Planxty, his mandolin style developed into a 

signature sound that blended melodic and harmonic content throughout his performances. 

 
490 Transcription by Lamb (Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), 

recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 17459, 7” single). 
491 Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 

17459, 7” single). 
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Irvine also began to perform with variants of the mandolin, such as the mandola and octave 

mandolin, to add greater depth to his interpretations of Irish melodies. This will be 

discussed further in Chapter 4, in the context of the refining of the mandolin and bouzouki 

styles during the 1970s.  

 

3.6 Conclusion 

The 1960s both re-invigorated and re-popularized Irish music whilst at the same time 

contributed to a large aesthetic and aural change to the Irish tradition. By introducing new 

instrumentation and developing new techniques for the integration of these instruments, 

the musicians of this period challenged the boundaries of the Irish music tradition.492 The 

established Irish stylistic elements of traditional music, as discussed in Chapter 1, were 

predominantly due to the sonic capabilities of wind instruments, with the clear exception of 

the fiddle and its ability to produce smooth legato. In contrast, the instruments introduced 

during the 1960s came with their own technical and cultural contextual baggage, and it 

required knowledge of both local and international styles to incorporate them effectively 

into an Irish setting. By developing and refining these techniques in an Irish setting, the 

musicians from ensembles in this period permanently changed the soundscape of the Irish 

tradition.493 Furthermore, whilst initially divisive within certain musical circles in Ireland, the 

popularity of the Irish folk music movement highlighted the delicate balance between 

tradition and innovation. These Irish performers employed key elements of the Irish 

traditional music style ranging from repertoire and instrumentation to techniques and 

composition within traditional parameters. One of the most significant elements of this 

 
492 Smyth, 90. 
493 O’Shea, 51. 
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change was their introduction of specific non-traditional instruments which had a lasting 

impact on the performance of Irish music. Through adopting the Anglo-American 

instruments popular during the 1940s and 1950s in conjunction with the unique timbre and 

identity of Irish traditional instruments, these ensembles created a new sound to suit the 

growth and change of the mid twentieth century. The introduction of harmonic 

instruments, directly as a result of the American and British folk revivals, arguably added to 

the limitations imposed upon the music. This commercial popularity of the folk ballad 

allowed simple harmonic accompaniment to be introduced as a direct result of performers 

like The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem as well as The Dubliners and The Johnstons. 

These ensembles did not experiment with tunings or chord voicings and, except for Paul 

Brady within The Johnstons, relied on simple chord voicings and chord progressions. As has 

been shown, though, Brady’s experimentation with tunings, chordal voicings and rhythmic 

variations highlighted a movement towards smoother incorporation of the acoustic guitar to 

complement Irish traditional repertoire. 

 

At the same time, the popular use of plucked stringed instruments like the acoustic guitar 

paved the way for experimentations to include instruments such as the mandolin, tenor 

banjo and bouzouki. By refining the role of the tenor banjo and mandolin within the 

ensemble to focus primarily on melodic performance, the performers of the 1960s not only 

acknowledged the melodic legacy of the Irish tradition but also pioneered a new style, using 

techniques associated with these instruments. Whilst the success of the tenor banjo with 

McKenna and Moloney did identify a popular and essential change to Irish traditional 

performance, the approach to mandolin and bouzouki by the end of the 1960s was still in its 

infancy, and further experimentation would occur during the 1970s. These 
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experimentations would be tweaked and refined with the performers’ focus on 

instrumental performance rather than vocal accompaniment leading to a definitive shift in 

Irish folk performance during the 1970s. This shift and the role of these instruments is to be 

discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4– Instrumentation and refinement in the 1970s 

4.1 Developments during the 1970s 
 
The IFMM during the decade of the 1970s expanded further upon the innovations of new 

instrumentation commenced in the 1960s and standardised a new aural and cultural 

identity in Irish music. The concepts of the ensemble, new instrumentation as well as song 

arrangement would be modified further in the 1970s by groups such as The Chieftains, 

Planxty, The Bothy Band and Dé Dannan.494 The 1970s saw greater integration of the non-

traditional instruments and these ensembles slowly removed the divisions of genre and 

style between the ballad groups like The Dubliners and The Clancy Brothers, and 

instrumental dance groups such as The Chieftains and Ceoltóirí Chualann.495 Whilst 

instruments such as the bouzouki and mandolin had been employed in the late 1960s, the 

key recordings that successfully integrated them in an Irish setting are identifiable in the 

1970s. Throughout the decade, performers such as Andy Irvine, Paul Brady, Dónal Lunny 

and Alec Finn refined performance techniques and stylistic elements for the mandolin and 

bouzouki to complement the fundamental components of Irish traditional music. These 

performers also pioneered new tunings to integrate these new instruments more 

successfully with Irish traditional instruments.  This chapter will review the instruments 

employed within the selected ensembles of the 1970s and identify how their usage aligned 

with traditional Irish elements. Furthermore, this chapter will also highlight the key stylistic 

approaches of these performers and how they developed a specific ‘Irish’ style for these 

instruments.  

 
494 O’Shea, 51. 
495 Smyth, 87-90. 
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4.2 Overview 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the use of instruments in the 1960s maintained a clear distinction 

between melodic or harmonic instrumental roles. Often these instruments had a singular 

role in the ensemble, however by the 1970s the performance style of the Irish musicians 

expanded to incorporate movement between these roles. By collating the listed instruments 

of the ensembles active during the 1970s, including some groups active during the 1960s 

such as The Dubliners and The Chieftains, a clear picture of the instrumental landscape can 

be seen (see Table 6 below).  

 

Table 6 Irish folk ensemble instrumentation 1970s496 

Ensemble (period of 
activity during the 1970s) 

Non-traditional instruments Traditional instruments 

The Clancy Brothers 
(1970-1975, 1977-1979) 
 

Five-string banjo, Acoustic guitar, 
Harmonica  

Tin whistle, Uilleann pipes, 
Bodhrán, Concertina 

The Dubliners (1970-
1979) 

Tenor banjo, Five-string banjo, 
Acoustic guitar, Mandolin 

Tin whistle, Fiddle,  

The Chieftains (1970-
1979) 

Dulcimer497, Oboe Uilleann pipes, Tin Whistle, 
Fiddle, Bodhrán, Bones, 
Concertina 

Eddie and Finbar Furey 
(1970-1979, The Fureys 
and Davey Arthur (1976-
1979) 

Acoustic guitar, Tenor Banjo, 
Mandolin, Five-string banjo, Dulcimer 

Uilleann pipes, Tin whistle, 
Bodhrán, Flute, Harp, Fiddle 

Planxty (1972-1975, 
1978-1979) 

Bouzouki, Mandolin, Mandola, Hurdy-
gurdy, Acoustic guitar, Harmonica, 
Harmonium, Dulcimer 

Uilleann pipes, Tin whistle, 
Bodhrán, Fiddle, Flute 

Clannad (1973-1979) Acoustic guitar, Mandolin, Mandola, 
Double bass, Keyboard, Harpsichord 

Harp, Flute, Tin whistle, 
Bodhrán 

Dé Dannan (1975-1979) Bouzouki, Tenor banjo, Mandolin,  Fiddle, Tin whistle, Bodhrán, 
Bones, Flute, Melodeon 

 
496 This data is collated by identifying the core ensemble members, who employ the instrument 

regularly (more than once in an album) and it does not take into account the doubling-up of the instruments 
(i.e., two performers both performing on the same instrument within the group).  

497 Whilst Moloney and Bell define their dulcimer as a tiompán, its absence from traditional 
performance pre-twentieth century and minimal historic information has resulted in the instrument being 
included in the non-traditional list for the purposes of this research project. Its use by The Chieftains does not 
differ significantly from its use by other ensembles such as Planxty, The Fureys or in Andy Irvine and Paul 
Brady’s collaborations. 
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The Bothy Band (1975-
1979) 

Bouzouki, Acoustic guitar, 
Harpsichord, Clavinet, Harmonium 

Uilleann pipes, Tin whistle, 
Flute, Bodhrán, Fiddle 

Andy Irvine and Paul 
Brady (1976-1978)  

Bouzouki, Mandolin, Acoustic guitar, 
Hurdy-gurdy, Harmonica, Cittern, 
Harmonium, Mandola 

Fiddle, Tin whistle, Bodhrán, 
Uilleann pipes, Concertina 

 

Ensembles of the 1970s favoured four main instruments: acoustic guitar, mandolin, and 

bouzouki with a secondary focus of five-string and tenor banjo. Increased popularity and 

adoption of instruments such as the acoustic guitar, tenor banjo, mandolin, and bouzouki, is 

notable when compared with the frequency of these instruments during the 1960s:  

Proportional representation of Non-
traditional instruments 1960s 

Proportional representation of Non-traditional 
instruments 1970s 

  

Figure 21 Comparison of non-traditional instruments between decades  

Figure 21 shows the instances of non-traditional instruments amongst Irish folk ensembles 

between the 1960s and 1970s and shows the growing adoption of non-traditional 
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instruments in the selected ensembles. In this figure, there is clear popularity of plucked 

string instruments with the acoustic guitar and mandolin being the most frequent 

instruments employed. Whilst the instances of harmonica and five-string banjo use is less 

frequent than in the 1960s; arguably due to the decline in popularity the American-

influenced ballad movement, there is a significant increase in the use of mandolin, 

bouzouki, and dulcimer. This chapter explores and documents the refinement of these 

instruments by key Irish performers to adapt to the melodic focus of Irish traditional music, 

as well as the development of a more nuanced use of harmonic and rhythmic 

accompaniment. Furthermore, the growth of experimentation during the 1970s is evident 

with a greater variety of instruments that do not appear during the 1960s such as mandola, 

hurdy-gurdy and harmonium. These additional instruments highlight the explorations of the 

musicians of the 1970s with a large distribution of these instruments featuring strings. The 

one exception to this is the use of the oboe, which is discussed later in this chapter.  

 

Comparing the distribution between non-traditional and traditional instrumentation during 

the 1970s highlights a greater variety of instruments amongst both groups. Despite this shift 

in popularity, however, the 1970s instrumentation highlights a relatively even distribution 

between both ‘traditional’ and ‘non-traditional’ instrument groups.  
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Figure 22 Proportional distribution traditional and non-traditional instruments 1970s  

 
Importantly, Figure 22 notes that the mandolin is included as frequently as the uilleann 

pipes, while the bouzouki is the third most popular instrument and notably a more frequent 

inclusion than the traditional harp. This signifies the growth in popularity of these non-

traditional instruments and also their successful integration alongside established 

traditional instruments. The tin whistle is, much like the 1960s, the most used ‘traditional’ 

instrument amongst all ensembles of this decade, evidencing the importance of the melodic 

tradition. Of note as well is the significant use of the harp during the 1970s, which had not 

featured during the 1960s despite Seán Ó Riada’s intent with Ceoltóirí Chualann. Its late 

inclusion shows that experimentation was not only limited to non-traditional instruments; 
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however, the technical proficiency required of this instrument meant it still was only a 

minor feature of the 1970s.  

 

As can be determined from the growth in variety amongst traditional instruments, the 

ensembles of this decade were not only exploring other foreign influences but also 

searching within the Irish tradition for further inspiration. By reviving older, almost 

previously extinct, Irish rhythmic instruments such the bodhrán and bones the 1970s shows 

the growing importance of a strong rhythmic identity. Overall, by the end of the decade, 

most of the instruments that had been introduced during the 1960s had become staple 

elements within an Irish folk ensemble setting, and a newly identifiable Irish musical identity 

had become clear. Further evidence of this change can be seen in the revised edition of 

Tomás Ó Canainn’s book Traditional Music in Ireland (1993) with its front cover featuring an 

image of a group of instruments including both the traditional Irish staples as well as the 

newer introductions (see Figure 23). 
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Figure 23 Front cover of Traditional Music in Ireland (1993) 

 
This book primarily focuses on the performance elements of the uilleann pipes as well as 

discussing more generally the style of Irish traditional music. However, the inclusion of this 

image indicates an accepted expansion of the instrumental landscape of folk/traditional 

music in Ireland. To understand the growing hybridity of instrumental roles during the 

1970s, it is necessary to discuss the context of the ensembles and their developments, be it 

instrumental or stylistic, during this period. 

 

4.3 Ensembles 
 
Where ensembles of the 1960s experimented with texture by including harmonic 

instruments and plucked string instruments, the ensembles of the 1970s expanded further 

on the melodic and rhythmic possibilities of instruments as well as the ensemble format as a 
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whole. The extent and speed of this change, however, varied between ensembles. An 

example of slow and deliberate change is apparent in recordings of The Chieftains, whereby 

progress was restrained and considered due to Moloney’s specific vision of Irish music.498 By 

1973 the only new instrumental inclusion for The Chieftains was the harp, performed by 

virtuosic multi-instrumentalist Derek Bell.499  The use of the harp in this ensemble setting 

was a decade in the making as an original intention of Ó Riada to include the harp in his 

performances with Ceoltóirí Chualann.500 Although this never eventuated within Ceoltóirí 

Chualann, it was Moloney’s recruitment of Bell on the album Chieftains 4 in 1973 that 

allowed the harp to be incorporated into Irish ensemble performance. The featuring of Bell 

within The Chieftains greatly increased the popularity of the harp, and he became one of 

the “early exponents of the reconstructed wire-strung harp.”501 With this initial change, The 

Chieftains gradually included more instruments with Bell performing on the hammered 

dulcimer, named the tiompán by Bell, in The Chieftains 5 (1975).502 The tiompán was an 

ancient Irish instrument featuring a similar string setup to a lyre; however, the lack of 

technical description in early sources meant that there was confusion as to whether it had 

been a plucked or hammered instrument.503 The inclusion of the tiompán, especially given 

the ambiguous descriptions of the ancient version of the instrument, highlighted the desire 

of Moloney for greater instrumental exploration, while still working within the limitations he 

had set for the ensemble early in their development.504  

 
498 Freyer, “From ‘Ceoltóirí Chualann’ to ‘The Chieftains’ Two interviews with an appendix: ii) Paddy 

Moloney),”136. 
499 Lawlor, “Chieftains, The,” 192. 
500 Yeats, 85. 
501 Lawlor, “Bell, Derek,” 83. 
502 The Chieftains, The Chieftains 5, recorded 1975, Shanachie records 79025, 1990, CD. 
503 Darina McCarthy, “Timpán/Tiompán,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland eds. Harry White 

and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013, 987. 
504 Freyer, 136. 
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Exceptions to Moloney’s strict rule started to appear towards the middle of the 1970s, most 

notably with the use of the oboe, also performed by Bell, in 1976 on The Chieftains 6: 

Bonaparte’s Retreat (1976). This was a clear deviation from the exclusively ‘Irish’ 

instrumentation required by Moloney’s vision.505 The cautious experimentation employed 

by The Chieftains reflects a desire to explore new ideas, whilst still retaining a sonic palette 

that is both historically informed and communally accepted. Additionally, the inclusion of 

the first vocal performances for The Chieftains with renowned Galway singer, Dolores 

Keane, further blurred the lines between the previous decade’s segregation of folk ballads 

and instrumental music.506  

 

4.3.1 - Deliberate innovation, Planxty 

Whilst ensemble progress in The Chieftains was gradual throughout the 1970s, by 1972 a 

sweeping change was occurring elsewhere with musicians Andy Irvine, Dónal Lunny, Christy 

Moore and traditional piper Liam Ó Flynn forming Planxty, which featured a unique, and 

now iconic, ensemble format.507 With Lunny on bouzouki, acoustic guitar and bodhrán, 

Irvine interchanging between mandolin, bouzouki and mandola, Moore on acoustic guitar 

and bodhrán and Ó Flynn on Uilleann pipes and tin whistle, Planxty’s ensemble sound was a 

clear blend of old and new:  

 

 
505 Freyer, 136 
506 The Chieftains, Bonaparte’s Retreat, recorded 1976, Claddagh records CC20CD, 2006, CD. 
507 Smyth, 92.  
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Planxty referenced a variety of acoustic traditions—indigenous dance music, ballads, 

and contemporary folk music—to produce music that was clearly ‘Irish’, although 

not in any straightforward or received sense of that term.508  

 

Having inherited the stringed spirit of Sweeney’s Men, in this decade Lunny and Irvine 

refined the roles of bouzouki and mandolin in an Irish ensemble.509 Irvine’s linear approach 

to mandolin performance in Sweeney’s Men slowly developed into a complex hybrid of 

melody and harmony.510 These stringed instruments, in turn, complimented the virtuosic 

talent of piper Ó Flynn and were supported through Moore’s rhythmic style on either 

acoustic guitar or bodhrán. Further instrumental experimentations by Irvine also included 

hurdy-gurdy and harmonica which extended the timbral and textural possibilities within 

Planxty’s performance.511 Whilst a successful pairing between traditional and non-

traditional, Planxty’s ensemble format sparked controversy within the traditional music 

community.512 Traditional purists felt that Ó Flynn’s inclusion alongside non-traditional 

elements was a deviation from Irish practices.513  

 

Ultimately this controversy was overshadowed by the popularity of the new ensemble 

format and Planxty’s diverse blend of instrumentation and Irish stylistic elements, as well as 

repertoire, became highly successful.514 As Planxty progressed, so too did the form of their 

ensemble, with their third album Cold Blow and the Rainy Night (1974) featuring the 

inclusion of Johnny Moynihan on bouzouki, whistle, portative organ and voice and Irvine 

 
508 Smyth, 92. 
509 Scahill, “Planxty,” 843. 
510 This hybridity will be discussed further in the chapter.   
511 Planxty, “Planxty Irwin,” track 3 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
512 “No Disco,” directed by Leagues O’Toole, aired March 5, 2003, on RTÉ. 
513 “No Disco,” directed by Leagues O’Toole, aired March 5, 2003, on RTÉ. 
514 Scahill, “Planxty,” 843. 
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and Lunny expanding their instrumentation palette through the addition of a harmonium 

and dulcimer.515 Planxty’s final ensemble line-up for the 1970s on their album After the 

Break (1979) featured the return of the original line-up with one addition: Matt Molloy on 

flute due to his collaboration with Lunny in The Bothy Band.516 Overall, Planxty’s innovation 

provides evidence of the beginning of stronger integration between the Irish tradition and 

foreign elements and “the instrumentation and arrangements it displayed were exhilarating 

for the time and spawned many imitators”.517 

 

Much like Planxty, The Bothy Band adopted a blended line-up featuring Lunny on bouzouki, 

Paddy Keenan on pipes, Matt Molloy on flute and whistle, and Paddy Glackin on fiddle.518 

This line-up was solidified in 1975 with the inclusion of the Meath siblings, Mícheál Ó 

Domhnaill and Tríona Ní Domhnaill, on acoustic guitar and harpsichord/clavinet 

respectively.519 This ensemble format was influenced both by the experimentation of 

Planxty, with Ó Flynn’s uilleann pipes and non-traditional stringed instruments, as well as Ó 

Riada’s folk orchestra approach of supporting the melodic essence of Irish traditional 

performance with a strong rhythmic drive. The Bothy Band were renowned for their strong 

and unique song arrangements that often highlighted the textural balance between 

instruments.520 Whilst a highly successful and popular outfit, The Bothy Band spanned just 

five years and disbanded in 1979. 

 

 
515 Planxty, Cold Blow and the Rainy Night, recorded 1974, Shanachie SH79011, 1998, CD. 
516 Scahill, “Planxty,” 843. 
517 Pat Ahern, “Planxty,” 547. 
518 Scahill, “Bothy Band, The,” 109. 
519 Scahill, “Bothy Band, The,” 109. 
520 O’Regan, “Bothy Band,” 79. 
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4.3.2- Innovation in the West: Dé Dannan 

The combination of non-traditional and traditional instrumentalists also developed in 

Galway, with Dé Dannan featuring Frankie Gavin on fiddle, Alec Finn on guitar and trichord 

bouzouki, Johnny McDonagh on bodhrán and Charlie Piggott on banjo, piano accordion and 

tin whistle.521 Initially featuring Dolores Keane on vocals in 1975, the ensemble format 

varied throughout the 1970s with Johnny Moynihan appearing on the second album Select 

Jigs, Reels and Songs in 1977 performing on bouzouki, fiddle, tin whistle and singing.522  

 

Much like The Bothy Band, Dé Dannan focused on providing a driving rhythm to their 

performances, and they achieved this through McDonagh’s virtuosic accompaniment on 

bodhrán and bones. Having been influenced by Ó Riada’s use of a dedicated bodhrán and 

bones player, Dé Dannan expanded upon this element to include bodhrán solos by 

McDonagh. An example of this can be heard in the extended bodhrán solo of over two 

minutes in their 1977 recording of ‘Over the Bog Road.’523 This development was significant 

for it drew direct influence from the Irish tradition of solo performance and, at the same 

time, introduced a rhythmic instrument solo that had not previously occurred either in the 

tradition or the folk music revival itself. McDonagh also expanded upon the ‘straight’, 

repetitive playing style, previously favoured by Ó Riada and Peader Mercier in Ceoltóirí 

Chualann, to include tonal changes through hand techniques inside the skin of the 

bodhrán.524 McDonagh’s bodhrán style also featured syncopations and variations within 

 
521 O’Regan, “Dé Dannan,” 204. 
522 Dé Dannan, Selected Jigs, Reels and Songs, recorded 1977, Decca SKL-R 5287, LP. 
523 Dé Dannan, “Over the Bog Road,” track 10 in Selected Jigs, Reels and Songs, recorded 1977, Decca 

SKL-R 5287, LP. 
524 Erin Cody Delaney Robinson, “Bodhrán Makers since the 1960s: Their Influence on Modern 

Bodhrán Design within an Evolving Playing Culture,” (master’s thesis, University of Limerick, 2014), 56. 
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rhythmic patterns, in line with the rhythmic developments pioneered by Irvine and Lunny 

previously in Planxty, expanding further upon the rhythmic vocabulary in Irish music.525  

 

In contrast to McDonagh’s clear progress with new and innovative bodhrán techniques and 

style, Finn’s contribution for the use of the bouzouki was subtle and less pronounced than 

that of Irvine or Lunny and was instead considered to be ‘close to solo melody’.526 Finn 

retained the traditional Greek features of bouzouki performance, favouring the three 

paired-string trichordo body, and focused on a balanced melodic/harmonic playing style 

that was heterophonic in its melodic elements and equally foundational through its 

provision of drone strings and dyads.  

 

Dé Dannan’s instrumentation, aside from bouzouki and tenor banjo, was much in the style 

of Ó Riada’s ensemble, and the inclusion of instruments such as the button accordion and 

bones reflected this growing Irish folk ensemble. In live performances, their seated 

arrangement drew from the more common practice of traditional Irish music as well as the 

intimacy of Ó Riada’s staged folk orchestra approach, which contrasted strongly with 

Planxty’s rock-influenced standing performances. This provided a subtle representation of 

equal status between the non-traditional and traditional instruments with the uilleann pipes 

requiring the performer to be seated.  

 

4.3.3- Brady and Irvine combine  

 
525 Kyle Forsthoff and Andrew Kruspe, “The Irish Bodhrán in Context: Celebrating the Evolutions of a 

Modern Tradition,” Percussive notes (September 2013): 21.  
526 O’Regan, “Dé Dannan,” 204. 
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Another key contributor to the 1970s folk revival was Paul Brady. With the first hiatus of 

Planxty in 1975, Irvine and Lunny joined with their fellow Planxty alumnus, Brady, to record 

the album Andy Irvine/Paul Brady in 1976 and Brady’s solo album Welcome Here Kind 

Stranger.527 These albums document further progress in the incorporation of stringed 

instruments with only two traditional melodic instruments featured: the tin whistle and the 

fiddle. In this setting, the trio focused on a core sound of bouzouki, acoustic guitar, and 

mandolin with occasional melodic support from the tin whistle or fiddle. The three-stringed 

instruments handled both the outlines of the traditional melodies as well as additional 

harmonic material, providing a blend of melody and harmony.  

 

Unlike Irvine’s previous work with Sweeney’s Men, however, the Brady/Irvine group 

incorporated greater stylistic elements of Irish ornamentation during melodic passages and 

a more subtle transition between melody and harmony. A comparison of Irvine’s use of 

mandolin in these recordings with his previous work in Sweeney’s Men shows clear 

influence of Brady’s use of ornamentation as can be heard in ‘Fred Finn’s Reel/Sailing into 

Walpole’s Marsh’. In this performance, Brady performs the initial round of the melody on 

acoustic guitar employing frequent triplets and trebling as well as sliding. Upon the second 

round of the melody, Irvine joins on mandolin in unison and features the same triplets, 

trebling and sliding ornamentation. As if to confirm the authenticity of their melodic 

interpretation, Kevin Burke joins the beginning of ‘Sailing into Walpole’s Marsh’ on fiddle, 

performing in unison with Brady and Irvine. This awareness of the melodic requirements of 

the tradition identifies the performers’ understanding of the aural impact of these stringed 

 
527 Paul Brady, Welcome Here Kind Stringer, recorded 1978, Mulligan records LUN024, 2001, CD. 
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instruments upon Irish melodies. Furthermore, Irvine’s performance style also incorporated 

his trademark, rhythmic diversity. This primarily favoured odd time signatures influenced by 

Eastern European folk rhythms reinforcing this new and distinctive sound of the decade. 

This can be heard on ‘Plains of Kildare’ when Irvine and Lunny perform an instrumental 

refrain in 7/8 featuring a diverse range of accents, melodic variations and elongated phrase 

lengths influenced by Bulgarian rhythms.528 Brady’s acoustic guitar accompaniment further 

emphasises the unique rhythmic pulse through vigorous strumming in 7/8 with accents on 

the beats accented by Irvine and Lunny. An example of this 7/8 accompaniment rhythmic 

pattern is shown in Figure 24.  

 

 

Figure 24 Paul Brady guitar rhythm example in ‘Plains of Kildare’529 

 

Brady’s acoustic guitar performances also expanded upon the foundation of his unique 

rhythmic style within The Johnstons, and he adopted the open-tuning approach popularised 

by Ó Domhnaill and Sproule (discussed later). In particular, the recording of ‘Arthur 

McBride’ featured an Open G tuning, DGDGBD, which omits the third degree of the triad 

allowing for modal ambiguity and thus avoiding forcing modal melody into major/minor 

functional harmony.530 This open tuning also allowed for a unique hybrid of melodic, 

harmonic, and rhythmical styles in the one performance. 

 
528 “Andy Irvine & Paul Brady,” hosted by Phillip King, Spin with Phillip King, aired 2011, on TG4.  
529 Transcription by Lamb (Andy Irvine and Paul Brady, “Plains of Kildare,” track 1 on Andy Irvine and 

Paul Brady, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUN CD 3008, 2008, CD). 
530 This avoidance of the third degree and its effect on harmonic performance will be discussed further 

in the chapter in relation to the bouzouki. 
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4.4 New Instrumentation, refining style and establishing roles 
 
As discussed in Chapter 3, one of the greatest changes to Irish traditional music was the 

introduction of instruments such as the bouzouki, mandolin, acoustic guitar, and tenor 

banjo. Whilst these instruments had been implemented throughout the 1960s; it was not 

until the late 1960s and early 1970s that the mandolin, bouzouki, and acoustic guitar began 

to be established in Irish music performances.  Throughout the 1970s the performance style 

for these instruments was refined by various artists, such as Johnny Moynihan, Andy Irvine 

and Dónal Lunny. By the early 1970s, identifiable performance techniques were being 

established by the modern Irish folk performers.531 The non-traditional stringed instruments 

introduced by performers in the 1970s not only expanded the line-up of the relatively new 

Irish ensemble concept but also established new functional roles for all the instruments 

performing Irish folk music. These roles can be divided into three main functions within a 

performance: a single melodic-line role, a melodic/harmonic role, and a harmonic/rhythmic 

role. A chart of this transition can be seen in Figure 25:  

 

 
531 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 46. 
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Figure 25 Progress of instrumental ‘roles’ in Irish folk music pre-1960 and post 1970 

With most of the non-traditional stringed instruments, there is often also an overlap 

between roles, because the instruments have multiple strings and therefore can play both a 

melodic and harmonic function. 

 

 

1. Single melodic-line role 

The single melodic-line role is most commonly associated with performers such as Barney 

McKenna, Mick Moloney, Andy Irvine, and Charlie Piggott. By developing a unique playing 

style, primarily on the tenor banjo and mandolin, these musicians performed melody in the 

spirit of traditional instruments, such as the tin whistle and uilleann pipes. The clear point of 

difference, however, is that the short sustain of the strings when plucked, required the 

performers to develop a driving rhythm through consistent plucking to maintain the 

presence of the instrument’s sound in a performance. This consistent plucking was a 

notable feature of the 1970s as the non-traditional instruments became a staple of the Irish 

ensemble and contributed to the growing technical virtuosity of the single melodic-line role. 

The growth in this virtuosity was also due to the legacy of the fiddle and the uilleann pipes 
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as well as the sonically competitive nature of leading the melody in a large ensemble 

format. In particular, McKenna’s performances of the 1970s expanded on his work of the 

1960s and demonstrate greater virtuosity, adding an element of showmanship to the role.  

 

Charlie Piggott of Dé Dannan provides a clear example of the technical proficiency of the 

tenor banjo in the 1970s. Piggott’s performance, as with the plucked style of McKenna, 

acknowledges the variation and ornamentation from Gavin’s fiddle style and attempts to 

imitate these grace-notes closely through triplets and trebling. For example, in a live 

performance of ‘Tom Bill’s Jig,’ the melody is introduced by Frankie Gavin on the fiddle with 

gradual harmonic and rhythmic support from Alec Finn on the bouzouki.532 After the first 

round of the melody, Piggott joins in a heterophonic interplay with Gavin and then 

commences the solo melody during the third round of the piece. Piggott’s solo explores the 

same melodic range, spanning two octaves, and does not explore any greater 

ornamentation than triplets and trebling present during the heterophony (an example of 

Piggott’s style is shown in Figure 26 below). 

 
532 PashaDragutReis, “De Danna: Tom Billy’s & The Castle [Jigs]/The Sandmount & The Flowers of Red 

Hill [Reels],” July 8, 2011, video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuXMz5GOgjc. 
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Figure 26 Dé Dannan ‘Tom Billy’s Jig’ fiddle and tenor banjo heterophony bars 43-58533  

 

2. Melodic/Harmonic hybrid role 

The melodic/harmonic hybrid role, in comparison to the single melodic-line role, features a 

greater depth of variation that straddles the melodic line inheritance of Irish traditional 

instruments and the common use of plucked string instruments in other cultural contexts. 

Unlike the single melodic-line role of the tenor banjo in Irish ensembles, the 

melodic/harmonic hybrid role provides a combination of solo melody interspersed with 

chords, or dyads, to provide different textures and aural colour. This allows the instruments 

performing in this way to transition between the foreground and the background of 

performance within the ensemble.  Commonly this approach is key to the performance style 

 
533 Transcription by Lamb (PashaDragutReis, “Dé Dannan: Tom Billy’s & The Castle [Jigs]/The 

Sandmount & The Flowers of Red Hill [Reels],” July 8, 2011, video, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuXMz5GOgjc). 
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of the mandolin, especially with its pioneer Andy Irvine, but is also a significant component 

to the Irish bouzouki style.  

 

Traditionally, the function of the mandolin in a classical setting was primarily to convey the 

solo melody, as can be noted in the works of Vivaldi, Beethoven, and Mozart. In contrast, 

the melodic/harmonic role was a novel development during the late 1960s and early 1970s 

with Irvine wanting to differentiate the instrument’s function in an ensemble setting.534 As 

has been discussed in Chapter 3, Irvine’s style fluctuates between initially providing melodic 

tags and variations of the melody and then transitioning to harmonic support of the chorus 

melody through chords and strumming. During the 1970s his style was further refined for 

Irvine’s performances constantly fluctuate between melodic and harmonic support in a 

given performance. A notable example of this occurs in Planxty’s recording of ‘Arthur 

McBride’.535 

 

Much like the mandolin, the bouzouki also features strongly in a melodic/harmonic role in 

Irish music during the 1970s. Central to this style is Dónal Lunny, and his performances both 

with Planxty and The Bothy Band feature a similar approach to Irvine’s mandolin style, with 

melodic tags and variations and then gradual harmonic support. In performances of ‘Raggle 

Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’ and ‘The Blacksmith’ Lunny performs the introductory 

melodic motifs in harmony with Irvine on mandolin and, as the pieces progress, he 

transitions to harmonic support. A similar approach is also notable in Moynihan’s 

performances on the bouzouki with Dé Dannan.536 

 
534 Andy Irvine, email message to author, January 15, 2017. 
535 Planxty, “Arthur McBride,” track 2 on Planxty, recorded 1979, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
536 Dé Dannan, Selected Jigs, Reels and Songs, recorded 1977, Decca SKL-R 5287, LP. 
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3. Harmonic/Rhythmic role 

Of the three roles outlined, the harmonic/rhythmic role is the most recent addition to the 

performance of Irish folk and traditional music. Its development and refinement during the 

1970s, however, has established an undeniable Irish identity in contemporary Irish folk 

settings. Most commonly this role can be identified in the acoustic guitar accompaniments 

of Mícheál Ó Domhnaill and Christy Moore, the bouzouki accompaniments of Dónal Lunny 

and Johnny Moynihan and the harp performances of Derek Bell and Máire Ní Bhroanín 

(Moya Brennan). For the most part, the harmonic content provided by these instruments 

features extensive use of drone strings and minimal harmonic material stressing the tonic 

and either the fifth or fourth degree of the mode. The rhythmic pairing of instruments, such 

as the bouzouki and the acoustic guitar with the traditional bodhrán, provided a driving 

rhythm to many pieces. Even when the bodhrán was absent from performances, the 

rhythmic strumming of the guitar or bouzouki provided the same effect.  

 

An example of this can be seen in Mícheál Ó Domhnaill’s guitar performance with The Bothy 

Band in the set ‘Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig.’537 During the 

jig ‘Dinny Delaney’s,’ Ó Domhnaill performs a constant semi-quaver strumming pattern that 

accents the first, second and fourth beats shown in bars 1 and 2 of Figure 27 (bars 1 and 2). 

He then varies this rhythm during the change to the G chord in bar 3 with an additional 

accent on the up of the seventh semi-quaver, the tenth semi-quaver and no accentuation of 

the strumming of this chord in bar 4. This overall rhythmic grouping is maintained 

 
537 The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag 

You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUNCD007, 2008, CD. 
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throughout the performance of the jig with variations on the frequency of the third accent 

on beat 4.  

 

 

Figure 27 Ó Domhnaill acoustic guitar over ‘Dinny Delaney's’538 
 

Harmonically, Ó Domhnaill avoids any overpowering imposition of tonal centre. Instead, his 

chord voicings feature a doubling up of the tonic and the dominant of the melody with the 

upper voicing being a constant, akin to the drone of the uilleann pipes performed by Paddy 

Keenan in the piece. The lower notes of the chords provide a subtle bass movement that 

implies a simple harmonic movement of tonic, dominant and subdominant functions. 

 

Similarly, when listening to Lunny’s performances with Planxty, and also later with the Bothy 

Band, it is evident the strumming rhythms he employed share a similarity to the rhythmic 

style of the bodhrán as performed by Christy Moore. In Planxty’s performance of ‘Junior 

Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming’ the opening rendition of the phrases are performed 

on the tin whistle with harmonic and rhythmic support from Lunny on bouzouki.539 Lunny’s 

bouzouki rhythms here are consistent quavers with elements of legato to distinguish 

 
538 Transcription by Lamb (The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s 

Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUNCD007, 2008, CD). 
539 Planxty, “Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming,” track 5 on Planxty, recorded 1973, 

Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
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between the distinct downstrokes. Rhythmic diversity is provided by Lunny accenting 

selected upstrokes that provide a rhythmic skip similar to bodhrán. The rhythmic support 

provided by Moore’s bodhrán at the beginning of “Corney is Coming” (see Figure 29 below, 

bars 1 to 3) reinforces these rhythmic patterns, and also includes the Lunny’s four-note 

accent motif towards the end of the form (see Figure 30 below).   

 

4.5 The Bouzouki 
 
After having been introduced by Moynihan in the late 1960s, the popularity of the bouzouki 

increased greatly during the 1970s. Dónal Lunny, when discussing the success of the 

instrument in Irish traditional performance, states “the attraction of the bouzouki was its 

comparative simplicity and that it didn’t colour the music too much.”540 Whilst previously 

stringed harmonic accompaniment in ensembles such as The Clancy Brothers and The 

Dubliners featured a basic major or minor chord approach on guitar, the bouzouki’s reduced 

number of strings allowed performers to move between harmonic and melodic support.  

Lunny felt that the reduced strings, four sets of two string pairs, and its subsequent open 

tuning allowed for the avoidance of harmonically defining elements of such as the minor 

and major third.541 The formation of Planxty and their use of the instrument was a key 

stabilising point for the bouzouki in Irish music.  Irvine and Lunny refined their hybrid 

melodic counterpoint and chordal approach to accompany traditional works.542 In an 

interview conducted with Lunny in 2016 for this research project, he explained:  

 

 
540 Dónal Lunny, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016. 
541 Dónal Lunny, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016. 
542 Thérèse McIntyre, “Irvine, Andy [Andrew Kennedy]”, in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. 

Harry White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin, 2013), 538. 
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What you had was almost an open tuning but it was really easy to play chords which 

had no major or minor third, so they were all sort of open chords…that was a 

brilliant thing for the accompaniment of Irish music…there are a lot of tunes which 

don’t have either major or minor in them, they don’t state the third, they move 

around it and for those tunes the bouzouki would be ideal because it didn’t stamp 

them [the tunes] as being either major or minor...543 

 

Lunny felt that his musical relationship with Irvine pioneered the new style which many Irish 

bouzouki players would later follow: 

 

[Andy’s] whole approach was crucial because he would devise an arrangement that 

would go with the song he was singing. He’d play something that was fewer chords 

and more countermelody that he would put with his own play, his own singing and 

he would be playing beside the melody of the song…my challenge then was to find 

something to put with that, and then you’d get that three [differing instrumental 

voices] which made for a certain complexity…544 

 

Not only did the Greek bouzouki provide an influence on Irish traditional music, but the 

performance requirements of Irish music also impacted the design of the bouzouki. A 

comparison between the original Greek bouzouki and the contemporary Irish bouzouki 

designed by Dónal Lunny shows the influence of Irish performance and the folk movement 

on the instrument itself. The original body of the Greek bouzouki is more teardrop in shape 

and has a round back much like a gourd. The traditional headstock is similar in design to that 

of classical nylon string guitars with the tuning pegs facing towards the musician, with the 

strings fed through the hollowed peg box (as shown in Figure 28 below). In contrast, the 

 
543 Dónal Lunny, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016.  
544 Dónal Lunny, interview with author, Dublin, November 2016. 
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Irish bouzouki features a flat back which is more suited to standing performances, and the 

headstock is more like a steel-string acoustic guitar. Furthermore, the Irish bouzouki has 

been designed to allow for a strap, much like modern guitar designs, allowing for both 

seated and standing performances.  

 

 

 

Figure 28 Greek bouzouki and Lunny bouzouki545 

 

By having a flat back to the instrument, the performer could pick and strum in a variety of 

ways, as the flat back reduced the angle of the strumming arm. When listening to Lunny’s 

performances with Planxty, and also later with the Bothy Band, it is evident his strumming 

rhythms share a similarity to the rhythmic style of the bodhrán as performed by Christy 

Moore. In Lunny’s performance of ‘Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming’ with 

Planxty, the opening rendition of the phrases are performed on the tin whistle with 

 
545 The Real Walrus, “Trichordo Bouzouki”, photograph, 2006, Wikimedia Commons, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trichordobouzouki.jpg (accessed April 14, 2018); Lunny bouzouki 
image provided by Dónal Lunny, November 7, 2016. 
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harmonic and rhythmic support solely from the bouzouki.546 Due to the double pairing of 

strings on the bouzouki, the notes of Lunny’s chords are doubled, increasing volume, and 

also providing a drone effect. Lunny avoids imposing a dense harmonic structure to the 

piece by employing dyads and octaves. The use of the top note of the chord is used as a 

drone, in line with Ó Flynn’s uilleann pipes, and the bottom voice provides a rising bassline. 

 

Another notable performer of the bouzouki was the late Alec Finn of the ensemble Dé 

Dannan. Much in the same vein of Moynihan and Irvine, Finn’s exposure to the bouzouki 

was through the Greek-style body but, unlike Irvine and Lunny, he retained the three 

coursed trichordo throughout his career.547 Forming Dé Dannan in 1975, Finn was the main 

harmonic instrument performer within the ensemble, and his approach with the bouzouki 

primarily complemented the melodic instruments such as fiddle, banjo, or melodeon. By 

retaining the traditional Greek tuning of the three courses DAD, he was able to perform 

both a melodic/contrapuntal and harmonic/rhythmic role within the ensemble.548 Finn’s 

style featured ostinato arpeggiations primarily, drawing on the drone element of the open 

strings and counterpoint that emphasised the modal ambiguity of traditional works.549 This 

was a unique stylistic contribution as it provided gentle harmonic support in a similar style 

to the Irish harp. The reduced numbers of strings also allowed for more frequent plucking of 

the tonic within pieces, which provided a drone-like effect in the absence of the uilleann 

pipes within the ensemble.  

 
546 Planxty, “Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming,” track 4 in Planxty, recorded 1973, 

Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
547 Fintan Vallely, “Finn, Alec.,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: 

Cork University Press, 2011), 268.  
548 Christopher Smith, “Finn, Alec,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra 

Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 385.  
549 Smith, “Finn, Alec,” 385. 
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Lunny’s use of the bouzouki, to align with the rhythmic function of the bodhrán, is evident 

in Planxty’s recording of ‘Corney is Coming’ (see Figures 26 and 27). 

 

 

Figure 29 Lunny and Moore ‘Corney is Coming’ Bouzouki and Bodhrán bars 1-4550 

 

Figure 30 ‘Corney is Coming’ final bar of first round-Bouzouki and Bodhrán bar 15551 

 

In this performance, Lunny hits the same accent beats of 1 and 3 as is performed by Moore 

on the bodhrán (Figure 26) and at the end of the first round of the form Lunny also 

accentuates the four quaver hits that Moore performs (Figure 27).  Due to the double 

pairing of strings on the bouzouki, the notes of Lunny’s chords are also doubled providing a 

drone-like effect to align with the uilleann pipes, and Lunny, much like Ó Domhnaill in The 

 
550 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming,” track 4 in Planxty, 

recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD). 
551 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming,” track 4 in Planxty, 

recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD). 
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Bothy Band, avoids imposing a harmonic structure to the piece. Again, the top note of the 

chord is used as a drone, in line with Ó Flynn’s uilleann pipes, while the lowest voice 

provides a rising bassline. 

 

Further evidence of this hybridity of style can be heard in The Bothy Band’s performance of 

‘Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig.’552 In this performance, Lunny 

introduces the bouzouki halfway through the second round of the form, with his strumming 

of the outlined chords to match the bass movement of the clavinet. Then, in the final phrase 

of the form, Lunny performs an approximation of the melody with alternating strumming of 

the drone strings to emphasise the tonic. Lunny’s performance here shifts between 

harmony and counterpoint within the scale of the piece. When the fiddle commences the 

second piece in the set ‘Dinny Delaney’s’ (see Figure 31), Lunny performs a harmonic and 

rhythmic supporting role interlocking with Ó Domhnaill’s guitar.  

 

 
552 The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag 

You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUNCD007, 2008, CD. 
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Figure 31 Bothy Band ‘Dinny Delaney's’ Fiddle, Bouzouki, Guitar bars 17-20553 

As this piece progresses, Lunny transitions towards melody with the fiddle and then returns 

his chord playing alongside the guitar (shown below, in Figure 32).  

 
553 Transcription by Lamb (The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s 

Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUNCD007, 2008, CD). 
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Figure 32 ‘Dinny Delaney's’ fiddle, bouzouki, guitar bars 37-42554 

 

Once the final piece, ‘Morrison’s Jig’, commences, Lunny returns to a melodic/counterpoint 

focus while still maintaining the consistent quaver rhythms. As the piece progresses towards 

the final iterations of the form, Lunny creates an eclectic mix of all three elements. In this 

one set-piece, Lunny’s bouzouki moves between melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic support, 

often combining two or more elements, thus highlighting the hybridity of his style. Table 7 

outlines Lunny’s stylistic progression on the bouzouki during this piece.555  

 

 

 

 

 
554 Transcription by Lamb (The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s 

Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUNCD007, 2008, CD). 
555 A detailed breakdown of Lunny’s performance is available in Appendix 2. 
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Table 7 Lunny’s bouzouki roles during 'Old Hag You Have Killed Me'  

Tune/form Instrument Role 

 Single-Melodic line Melodic/Harmonic Harmonic/Rhythmic 

Old Hag You Have 
Killed Me, A2  

   

Old Hag You Have 
Killed Me, B2 

   

Dinny Delaney’s, A1    

Dinny Delaney’s, A1’    

Dinny Delaney’s AB    

Dinny Delaney’s B2    

Dinny Delaney’s B3    

Morrison’s Jig, A1    

Morrison’s Jig, B1    

Morrison’s Jig, A2    

Morrison’s Jig, B2    

Morrison’s Jig A3     

Morrison’s Jig B 3    

 

Finally, a clear link between this harmonic and rhythmic combination is evident when 

analysing the performers’ instruments employed in selected pieces. Commonly within 

Planxty, both Christy Moore and Dónal Lunny switched between their harmonic instrument, 

be it the acoustic guitar or bouzouki, and the bodhrán. A significant feature of this ability to 

transition between instruments was their use of the strumming hand as the striking hand 

for the bodhrán, especially with the rhythms and accents employed being common to both. 

On the album The Well Below the Valley, Christy Moore performs pieces such as ‘Jenny’s 

Wedding’ and ‘The Well Below the Valley’ on the bodhrán whilst Lunny employs the 
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bodhrán in ‘An Phis Fhliuch’ and ‘Bean Phaidin’.556 Lunny also performs with the bodhrán on 

the album Cold Blow and the Rainy Night for the reels ‘The Old Torn Petticoat’, ‘The Dublin 

Reel’ and ‘The Wind that Shakes the Barley.’557 The rhythmic relationships between the 

bouzouki and bodhrán are reinforced by Lunny in his performances, with his switching 

instruments halfway through ‘Bean Phaidin’. He also does this in The Bothy Band live 

recordings of ‘Music in the Glen/The Humours of Scariff’ and ‘Michael Gorman’s’.558 In 

‘Bean Phaidin’, Lunny accompanies himself singing with the bodhrán and then as the piece 

transitions to the lively reel of ‘Rakish Paddy’, he moves to the bouzouki to provide 

harmonic support for the uilleann pipes’ melody. In contrast, the live performance of ‘Music 

in the Glen/The Humours of Scariff’ features Lunny initially performing on bouzouki and 

then transitioning to bodhrán during the second reel as the intensity builds with all 

instruments performing together. All of these transitions are possible as Lunny’s technique 

on bodhrán employs his strumming hand that is applied on the bouzouki, and therefore 

innate technique transference applies to his bodhrán style. 

 

4.6 The Mandolin  
 
During the 1970s, Irvine’s mandolin performance style developed into a signature sound 

that became characteristic of his performances. With a linear approach of basic melodic or 

harmonic focus in the 1960s, Irvine’s style in the 1970s evolved to include the basic melodic 

 
556 Planxty, “Reels: The Dogs Among the Bushes/Jenny’s Wedding,” track 5 on The Well Below the 

Valley, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79010, 1990, CD; Planxty, “Slip Jigs: The Kid on the Mountain/Phis 
Fhliuch,” track 3 on The Well Below the Valley, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79010, 1990, CD; Planxty, “Bean 
Phaidin,” track 8 on The Well Below the Valley, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79010, 1990, CD. 

557 Planxty, “Reels: The Old Torn Petticoat, The Dublin Reel, The Wind that Shakes the Barley,” track 5 
on Cold Blow and the Rainy Night, recorded 1974, Shanachie SH79011, 2002, CD. 

558 Mick Connell, “Music in the Glen/The Humours of Scariff,” April 2, 2007, video, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jhdr8murPXc. 
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material at the beginning of a piece and then progressively develop a form of counterpoint 

between select vocal phrases. Furthermore, Irvine’s mandolin performance style highlighted 

elements of harmonic support in dyads and drones and developed a secondary melody that 

would provide interplay with the bouzouki. As Irvine recalled:  

 

I sang to my mandolin accompaniment and attempted to accompany myself by 

playing melody with harmonic second notes, like two-note chords. Gradually more 

and more harmony crept into my playing. Eventually, I developed a style of playing 

(on bouzouki, mandola, etc.) that was unique and really couldn’t be said to show any 

obvious influence from others.559 

 

Within all of this complexity, Irvine’s performance was still strongly focused on the vocal 

melody, and his accompaniment provided a sympathetic platform to the melodic intricacies 

of Irish ornamentation and modality. 

 

Inherent in Irvine’s reflection is his minimalist approach to harmony and his subsequent use 

of dyads avoided, as Lunny previously referred, imposing a harmonic platform. The 

alternation between dyad chords and single melodic fragments by Irvine resulted in a drone 

string, or string pairing, between which melodic fragments were passed. This technique, 

importantly, allowed the mandolin to imitate the role of the drone in the Uilleann pipes 

while removing a clear indication of harmonic movement. By performing melodic fragments 

in this way, Irvine also maintained a level of rhythmic drive that allowed more subtle 

techniques of legato such as cuts and taps to occur (See Figure 30 below).  

 

 
559 Andy Irvine, email message to author, January 15, 2017. 
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The gradual inclusion of harmonic material in this manner resulted in a hybrid performance 

style on the mandolin combining melodic material, interspersed with melodic variation and 

pedal notes, and clustered chords. The resulting composite harmonic framework also varied 

in scope to include dyadic harmonisation or octaves to triads and tetrachords, often 

featuring suspended pitches such as fourths, sixths, or ninths. 

 

An example of this hybrid style can be seen in Planxty’s performance of ‘Arthur McBride’.560 

 

Figure 33 Irvine mandolin and voice in ‘Arthur McBride’ bars 1-23561 

 
560 Planxty, “Arthur McBride,” track 2 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, CD, 1990. 
561 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “Arthur McBride,” track 2 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
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In Figure 33, Irvine performs the initial phrases of the melody on the mandolin as an 

introduction, interspersed with some open drones on B (bars 1 to 7), and then moves 

towards the first verse with chordal strums over B major (bars 8 and 9). The first verse, 

beginning in bar 10, shows Irvine then strumming the tonic E with a B drone and plucking 

elements of the melody in between the dyadic strumming. This is followed by two bars of 

chordal strumming in dyads and a triad (bars 13 and 14), after which he performs a 

counterpoint to the open drone B. By the second half of the verse in bar 18, he plays a 

melodic counterpoint of E, B and C# and uses strumming of the dyads to maintain the 

drone. This is interrupted with reference to the downward motion of the melodic 

movement (bars 22 and 23) before ending with two bars of dyadic chords. As is shown, 

within 23 bars, Irvine has moved from solo melody, dyadic chords, melodic counterpoint, 

and partial reference to the original melody. In his melodic phrases, Irvine alternates his 

picking to include some of the drones of B and C# with the open strings providing support to 

the tonal centre being promoted by the drone of the uilleann pipes later in the piece. 

 

In contrast to the mandolin style of the 1960s, Irvine’s style clearly shows the progressive 

use of the mandolin and its role within the Irish folk ensemble. Irvine’s ability to provide 

constant variation, whether it be melodic, harmonic or rhythmic, whilst at the same time 

maintaining the essence of the melodic and ornamented focus of Irish music points to a key 

meeting point between tradition and experimentation. This experimentation, combined 

with the reflection of the essential stylistic elements from within the tradition, is further 

evidenced in the use of the acoustic guitar during the 1970s. 
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4.7 The Acoustic guitar 
 
The acoustic guitar’s function in the ensembles during the 1960s did not deviate from the 

norms of the American and British folk movements, as an instrument to provide basic 

western harmony and simple rhythmic accompaniment. Much like the bouzouki and the 

mandolin, however, this began to change during the 1970s as performers such as Paul 

Brady, Mícheál Ó Domhnaill and Dáithí Sproule pioneered a new style of Irish acoustic guitar 

performance. One key difference in the use of acoustic guitar in the 1970s was the 

experimentation around tuning, especially the concept of ‘open tuning’.562 The 

development of DADGAD tuning was credited to Davey Graham who had been inspired by 

the tuning of the Middle Eastern stringed instrument, the oud.563 Ó Domhnaill and Sproule 

quickly adopted this due to the influence of the recordings of Bert Jansch.564 In Ó Domhnaill 

and Sproule’s performances, the use of a DADGAD tuning became a key pivoting point in 

Irish folk music as this tuning permitted flexibility previously unattainable with standard 

tuning.565 As stated by Sproule: “it just seemed to instantly gel with Irish music. The nature 

of the tuning meant that you didn't really produce anything that was terribly, drastically, 

offensively wrong to people.”566 This tuning affected the guitar performance of Irish music 

in two main ways: the harmonic accompaniment could be played with suspended chords 

 
562 Open tuning is a style of guitar tuning that results in the open strings sounding a chord when 

played without being fretted. Usually guitars are tuned in what is termed ‘standard tuning’ which is usually a 
distance of fourths between all strings except between the second and third strings. Open tuning is popular in 
folk music for it allows unique chord pairings and the ability for open strings or ‘drones’ to be performed more 
easily. 

563 Tom Sherlock, “Ó Domhnaill, Mícheál,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. 
Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 508. 

564 Paul de Grae, “Guitar,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork 
University Press, 2011), 318. 

565 Dáithí Sproule, “Guitar”, in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork 
University Press, 2011), 318. 

566 Will Hodgkinson, “Bert Jansch: A lesson with the master,” The Independent UK, May 5, 2008, 
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/features/bert-jansch-a-lesson-with-the-master-
6101797.html 
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(chords featuring ninths, elevenths and thirteenths) as these did not outline major or minor 

tonality explicitly, and the doubling of the D and A tones allowed for a pedal tone that 

referenced the drone employed by the uilleann pipes. Sproule believed that the tuning 

synchronized with the uilleann pipes due to the drones of D and A, which were the two 

most common drones employed by the pipes.567 By adopting this tuning, performers such as 

Ó Domhnaill and Sproule were able to perform complex guitar rhythms and counter-melody 

fragments without losing the tonal centre provided by the open strings. This approach 

meant too that the guitar no longer restricted the melodic possibilities of instruments, such 

as the Uilleann pipes, fiddle, or voice, to perform florid melodies with micro-tonal 

inflections essential to Irish traditional performance. Furthermore, the open tuning allowed 

performers to play dyadic chords similar to the bouzouki or mandolin and maintain single or 

multiple drones, therefore blending with the ensemble by reducing the chord voicings with 

easier fingerings.  

 

An example of the effect of DADGAD tuning can be seen in Mícheál Ó Domhnaill’s guitar 

performance with The Bothy Band in the set ‘Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny 

Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig’.568 During the jig ‘Dinny Delaney’s’, Ó Domhnaill performs a 

constant semi-quaver strumming pattern that contains accents on the first, second and 

fourth beats (as shown in bars 1 and 2 of Figure 34 below). He then varies this rhythm 

during the change to the G chord in bar 3 which contains an additional accent on the up of 

the seventh and tenth semi-quavers and then moving to bar 4 where he does not 

 
567 Acoustic Guitar Magazine, “Acoustic Guitar Session presents Dáithí Sproule,” June 16, 2015, video, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KKbUqfFaCY 
568 The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag 

You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records, LUNCD007, 2008, CD. 
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accentuate any of the semiquavers. This overall rhythmic patterning remains throughout 

the performance of the jig with a varying frequency of the third accent on beat 4.  

 

 

Figure 34 The Bothy Band- ‘Dinny Delaney's’ fiddle, bouzouki, and guitar bars 27-30569 

Harmonically, Ó Domhnaill avoids any overpowering imposition of tonal centre and instead 

his chord voicings contain a doubling up of the tonic and the dominant of the melody. The 

upper voicing features a variation between two pitches, F and A, and, through repetition, 

weaves in and out. The constant of the upper note D in the chord reinforces the supporting 

drone of D provided by Keenan’s uilleann pipes in the piece. The lower notes of the chords 

provide a subtle bass movement that implies a simple harmonic movement of tonic, 

dominant and subdominant functions. 

 

 
569 Transcription by Lamb (The Bothy Band, “Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s 

Jig,” track 8 on Old Hag You Have Killed Me, recorded 1976, Mulligan records, LUNCD007, 2008, CD). 
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Paul Brady explored open tunings further, employing Open G tuning DGDGBD, on his 

recording of ‘Arthur McBride’.570 This tuning, similar to DADGAD, tuned the strings DGDGBD 

resonating a G major chord and as Brady states: “…the open tuning allows you to play it 

almost like a keyboard as opposed to just strumming it”.571 This can be seen in Brady’s 

performance, where he moves between strummed chords, fingerpicking and single-line 

phrases.  

 

 

Figure 35 Brady Arthur McBride guitar arrangement bars 1-34572 

 
570 Paul Brady, “Arthur McBride,” track 5 on Andy Irvine and Paul Brady, recorded 1976, Mulligan 

records LUNCD3008, 2008, CD. 
571 “Andy Irvine & Paul Brady,” hosted by Phillip King, Spin with Phillip King, aired 2011, on TG4. 
572 Transcription by Andrew DuBrock for Homespun Music Instruction, accessed 

https://paulbrady.com/disco-1/tablature/arthur-mcbride/ (Paul Brady, “Arthur McBride,” track 5 on Andy 
Irvine and Paul Brady, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUNCD3008, 2008, CD). 
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As is shown in Figure 35, Brady utilises a hybrid approach to the guitar performance with an 

interplay between solo melodic moments and brief chordal movements. He initiates the 

performance with a pedal bass alternating between the I, IV and V7 chords and by bar 11 

begins arpeggiating the chords, with melodic phrases between the bass notes. Bars 14 to 17 

feature a solo melodic break with a variation on the original melody and here Brady 

employs variation in the form of grace-note ornaments with the semi-quaver and quaver 

rhythms. This instrumental break is repeated once before the melody is sung by Brady and is 

used as an interlude between the first and second verses. This refrain focuses on the key 

target notes of C, D and the tonic G, with each bar containing at least one of these notes. 

Between bars, 1 to 37 Brady employs a total of 90 Ds, Cs and Gs, with G as the tonic 

predominant. This is important for it does not feature any chromatic passing tones or 

extended use of modal improvisation, highlighting the importance of melody in this 

performance. Overall, this hybrid approach by Brady shows a clear focus on minimal 

harmonic voicing and avoidance of overly repetitive chordal rhythms. By referencing 

elements of the melody in between selected chords, Brady also creates an improvisatory 

effect on his performance.  

 

4.8 Conclusion 

The performers and instruments featured during the 1970s provide evidence of a clear 

change in the landscape of Irish music from the beginning of the IFMM. Whilst the flux of 

new instruments and popularity of harmonic instruments such as the acoustic guitar and 

five-string banjo dominated the overall aesthetic of the groups from the 1960s, the 

refinement and consideration of both innovation and tradition during the 1970s resulted in 

a more balanced approach. As has been shown, the key innovations that contributed to the 
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sound of the 1970s were centred around three key instruments: the mandolin, the 

bouzouki, and the acoustic guitar. Their prominence in the ensembles of the 1970s 

alongside traditional Irish instruments like the uilleann pipes, tin whistle and fiddle 

highlighted their success in an Irish setting. Such was their impact that even a performer like 

Paddy Moloney of The Chieftains explored an expansion of the instrumentation within his 

ensemble.  

 

Performers such as Irvine, Lunny, Finn, Ó Domhnaill and Brady were central to this shift in 

experimenting with these new instruments, and their performance styles contributed to 

new roles within ensemble performances of Irish music. These roles acknowledged the 

innate melodic and rhythmic sensibilities of the tradition whilst also innovating new sounds 

and techniques that allowed for the music to evolve both aurally and visually. Much like 

McKenna’s pioneering and popularisation of the Irish tenor banjo tuning, G-D-A-E, these 

performers also pioneered their own respective tunings on the bouzouki and acoustic guitar 

to align with the modal shifts inherent in Irish music. Lunny’s experiments resulted in the 

introduction of new body design for the bouzouki to meet the demands of live performance 

and touring. This change, much like the ‘Irish tenor banjo’ resulted in the suffix of ‘Irish’ 

being added to this bouzouki type. Furthermore, there is a clear cross-over of traditional 

instrumental techniques, in particular, the rhythmic patterning of the bodhrán and its 

application on strummed instruments such as the bouzouki, mandolin and acoustic guitar. 

 

Overall, these changes significantly altered the form of Irish music that preceded it through 

attention to detail, exploratory inquisitiveness, and a considered understanding of the Irish 

musical tradition. The end of the 1970s reflected a stable and identifiable collection of 
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instruments and sounds within Irish ensembles and significantly changed the Irish musical 

landscape from this period onwards. 
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Chapter 5- Song Arrangement Pt.1: 1960s 

As highlighted in Chapter 3 and 4, the incorporation of non-traditional instruments was a 

prominent example of visual and aural change during the IFMM. However, performers such 

as Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, The Chieftains, Planxty and others during these two 

decades also instigated change towards the arrangement of traditional music. In a 

traditional vein, the key performers of the IFMM proceeded both to enhance the timbral 

aesthetic of Irish folk performance through instrumentation and to provide a new 

foundation for interpreting traditional repertoire through arrangement. By maintaining the 

presence of the solo instrument before using layering for the inclusion of new instrumental 

voices, the ensembles of the 1960s reinforced the two key aspects, melody, and rhythm, 

essential to the tradition. Through combining two styles, instrumentation from the western 

classical tradition and the ensemble format influenced by the popular and folk music of 

America and Britain, these groups created a new approach to the arrangement of Irish 

traditional repertoire.  

 

This chapter argues that these ensembles between 1960 and 1979 significantly 

reinterpreted traditional melodies and songs to suit the traditional and non-traditional 

instrumental pairings of the ensemble. Through identifying the significant techniques and 

stylistic devices employed, this chapter will explore and document how the ensembles 

championed traditional style as the foundation for exploring new textural and timbral 

arrangements. This chapter will also highlight how these ensembles used the tradition as an 

inspiration for new musical creations, including both instrumental tunes and vocal songs, 

and the setting of Irish lyrical texts and poetry to new music. 
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5.1 Background to arrangement of Irish repertoire 
 
To understand the significance of the contribution by the performers and ensembles of the 

1960s, it is necessary to discuss how Irish traditional songs, airs and dances had been 

arranged in the preceding centuries. Before the Irish folk music revival, the notions of 

arrangement and composition were considered, for the most part, a feature of Western art 

music.573 The oral tradition of transmission in Irish music meant that musical notation and 

transcription were limited and the practice was considered a foreign element.574 The 

arrangement of folk tunes (of many nationalities) gained in popularity throughout Europe 

from the late eighteenth-century, in particular through Haydn and Beethoven’s 

arrangements,575 and were driven by Enlightenment and antiquarian interests.576 With print 

music publishing being a prominent driver in the nineteenth-century, the arrangement of 

traditional or ‘folk’ songs with piano accompaniment was well suited to the domestic 

market.  

 

 
573 Breathnach, 103-113. 
574 Niall Keegan, “The Art of Juncture-Transformations of Irish Traditional Music,” (PhD. diss., 

University of Limerick, Limerick, 2012), 83-86. 
575 Seminal examples of Haydn’s use of folk songs include works Haydn sold to publisher George 

Thomson. These include A select A Select Collection of Original Scottish Airs, compiled G. Thomson, i–iv 
(London and Edinburgh, 1802–5),] A Select Collection of Original Welsh Airs, compiled G. Thomson, i–iii (London 
and Edinburgh, 1809–17), A Select Collection of Original Irish Airs, compiled G. Thomson (London and 
Edinburgh, 1814) [TI]. Beethoven’s later period evidenced significant usage of folk song idioms in An die ferne 
Geliebte op.98 and encouragement from George Thomson resulted in a number of piano accompaniments to 
Scottish, Welsh, and Irish melodies such as Twenty Irish Songs (London and Edinburgh, 1814 [nos.1–4], 1816 
[nos.5–10]); GA xxiv/262), Twenty-six Welsh songs (London and Edinburgh, 1817): GA xxiv/263 and Twenty-five 
Scottish songs (London and Edinburgh, 1818; Berlin, 1822 GA xxiv/257). 

576 Joseph Kerman, Alan Tyson, Scott G. Burnham, Douglas Johnson, and William Drabkin, "Beethoven, 
Ludwig van," Grove Music Online, 2001. Accessed 24 May, 2018 https://www-oxfordmusiconline-
com.ezproxy.utas.edu.au/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-
0000040026.; Georg Feder and James Webster, "Haydn, (Franz) Joseph," Grove Music Online, 2001. Accessed 
24 May, 2020. https://www-oxfordmusiconline-
com.ezproxy.utas.edu.au/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-
0000044593. 
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The use of traditional melodies as the basis for printed piano arrangements was also 

adopted by the collectors and antiquarians of Irish folk repertoire and rarely were the 

origins of these traditional melodies associated with a single composer.577 In contrast, 

within traditional musical communities, aside from a communal understanding of the basic 

melodic structure of tunes and songs, there was not the same practice of arranging works 

beyond the cyclical AB form. Traditional musicians performed their own interpretation of 

tunes through the use of variation, and the length of any such ‘arrangements’ varied with 

each performance.578 The oral tradition of the sean nós singing in conjunction with the solo 

instrumental practice within traditional dances meant that arrangement of Irish tunes was 

not notated and instead were determined by the interpretations of the individual 

performer.  An arrangement of tunes in this environment was often limited to two key 

elements: the basic rendition of a communally known melody and the variation of this 

material consisting of ornamentation and improvised variations by the individual 

performer.579 Due to the interpretation of an arrangement being up to the performer, each 

performance of a melody could vary significantly, with commentary from the seventeenth 

century about Ó Carolan’s harp performances noting the virtuosic mastery of individual 

variations through each performance with his ability to introduce new elements between 

each rendition of the melody.580 Outside of the tradition, however, most notated 

arrangements of this time were intended for the pianoforte and were styled in a way similar 

 
577 In rare instances composers, predominantly harpers such as Turlough Ó Carolan, would be 

identified as the author of the works. The Irish collections did acknowledge however the communal ownership 
of works and often attributed to regions or towns where they were found or transcribed. 

578 As highlighted in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3, the limitations of solo performance did not allow the 
depth of arrangement that the future ensemble formats could provide.  

579 See Chapter 1 on Traditional Style and variation. 
580 Conran, 232-234. 
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to that which composers like Haydn and Beethoven outlined folk tunes as the basis of their 

piano arrangements.581   

 

5.1.1- The early collections, arrangements, and transcriptions in Ireland 

Early Irish music collectors such as Edward Bunting (1773-1843) had first-hand interactions 

with the Irish traditional music communities of the late eighteenth-century by transcribing 

performances of Irish harpers at the inaugural Belfast Harpers festival in 1792.582  Even 

though these transcriptions were the earliest recorded notation of Irish musical 

performance, Bunting’s methods and subsequent arrangements of the harpers’ music 

featured many stylistic additions that were alien to the Irish tradition.583 The tuning of the 

Irish harp limited the melodic possibilities of Irish traditional repertoire, and the modal 

nature of these original melodies was often edited to conform with Western classical 

norms.584 Furthermore, pieces that were sung in the sean nós style often featured elements 

of micro-tonality and inflections impossible to reproduce accurately on instruments such as 

the pianoforte and thus these elements were necessarily omitted from transcriptions.585  

These ‘Folk’ elements, such as microtonal inflections, grace-note ornaments and non-

diatonic variations, did not align with Western art song expectations. Instead, practices 

common to Classical composition were imposed upon the music, with Bunting’s chromatic 

 
581 Martin Dowling, “arrangement,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan Vallely 

(Cork: Cork University Press, 2013), 22. It is important to note that whilst Beethoven employed folk melodies 
as the basis of his arrangements, his output was quite technically demanding and therefore provided not to be 
a financial success for the publisher. 

582 Breathnach, 104. 
583 Generally, educated musicians and collectors such as Bunting would adjust elements of the 

transcription to suit the Western art song style. 
584 Breathnach, 106-107. 
585 These elements were difficult to notate in standard Western notation and it was Percy Grainger 

who was the first to attempt and detail this system. See Balough’s A Musical Genius from Australia: Selected 
Writings by and about Percy Grainger (Nedlands: University of Western Australia, 1982). 
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passages and modal modulations evidencing features that could never have occurred in 

traditional Irish harp performance. An example of Bunting’s harmonic revision is shown in 

Figure 36, where an art song approach is evident in bars 6, 7 and 8, with left-hand figuration 

filling out the triad under the simple melody rhythms and the use of chromatic bass 

movement in bar 5 of G sharp (implying a secondary dominant chord) to A and G natural 

leading to F sharp in bar 6. Furthermore, the florid left-hand lines in bars 3 and 5 introduce a 

foreign counterpoint element that is not mentioned in traditional Irish performance. The 

arrangement itself also includes brief moments of transition to a solely harmonic focus as 

shown in bars 7 and 8 and again in bars 10 and 11. 

 

 

Figure 36 ‘The Fair Woman’ Bunting General Collection of Ancient Irish Music (1796).586 

 
Later collectors such as George Petrie (1790-1866), even to authentically preserve the airs, 

in contrast to his peer Bunting, modified and adapted traditional works to be accompanied 

by piano.587 In The Petrie Collection of the Ancient Music of Ireland, which contains 

 
586 Edward Bunting, General Collection of Ancient Irish Music, (Dublin: W. Power and Co, 1796), 12. 
587 Breathnach, 109; George Petrie, The Petrie Collection of Ancient Music of Ireland, ed. George Petrie 

(Dublin: M.H. Gill, 1855), viii. Petrie’s intended audience, in contrast to what he implies as Bunting’s collection 
for antiquarians, was the general public of Ireland and Irish people themselves to retain their cultural arts. This 
may explain as to why, if not entirely in practice, certainly in intent that Petrie was attempting to provide airs 
unadulterated by Western classical practices or adjustments to the original source material. 
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arrangements of vocal melodies for the piano, Petrie provided an introductory commentary 

that outlined his intention to respect the original elements of the transcribed 

performances:588  

 

I have availed myself of every opportunity in my power to obtain the purest settings 

of the airs, by noting them from the native singers, and more particularly from such 

of them as resided, or had been reared, in the most purely Irish districts; and I have 

sedulously endeavoured to test their accuracy, and free them from the corruption 

incidental to local and individual recollections…589 

 

Petrie, unlike Bunting, acknowledged in his introductory index the origins of the tune and 

often attributed specific performers or a performer from whom he had acquired the 

pieces.590 Again, these pieces feature strong use of western classical harmony and often 

incorporate elements such as three and four-part harmony, chords and bass 

accompaniment, and so elements not from the Irish performance tradition (see bars 1 to 8 

in Figure 37 below).  

 
588 Petrie, xvi. 
589 Petrie, xviii.  
590 Petrie, xvi. 
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Figure 37 Petrie ‘The Girl of the Great House’ The Petrie Collection of Ancient Music of 
Ireland (1855).591 
 

As can be seen in Figure 37, Petrie’s opening A section melody, bars 1 to 8, highlights his 

efforts at including grace-note ornaments in the upper voice however this is almost entirely 

abandoned in the B section, bars 9 to 16, with only bar sixteen featuring a single grace-note. 

Like Bunting, Petrie’s left-hand accompaniment in the bass also highlights strong harmonic 

and rhythmic imposition upon the melody, and by bar 12 both the lower and upper voices 

are moving harmonically rather than segregated between melody in the upper voice and 

accompaniment in the lower voice.  This is less disruptive to the original tune than Bunting 

(Figure 33) as harmony is more static, through the pedal note D, and its arrangement overall 

more aligned to the melody. Other examples of Petrie’s additions include the use of 

dedicated rhythmic support such as the inclusion of a left-hand waltz accompaniment in 

 
591 Petrie, 50.  
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‘Oro Thou Fair Loved One’, shown in bars 1 to 4 in Figure 38. 

 

 

Figure 38 George Petrie 'Oro Thou Fair Loved One'592 

A unique example from the early nineteenth-century is Patrick O’Farrell’s Collection of 

National Irish Music for the Union Pipes published around the beginning of the nineteenth-

century.593 This collection was the first of its kind to be notated by a traditional Irish 

musician, the first to be specifically collated for the uilleann pipes and the first published 

collection of dance music by an Irishman.594 O’Farrell’s works also featured commentary on 

the performative aspects of traditional piping including ornamentations, inflections and 

decorations practised on the chanter.595 These collected works highlighted the beginnings of 

providing minimalist transcriptions and settings, a feature later adopted for arrangement, 

with primarily melodic content in AB form.  

 

In O’Farrell’s arrangements, occasionally there are examples of dyadic harmony due to the 

nature of the regulators on the uilleann pipes. Other nineteenth-century collectors, such as 

 
592 Petrie, 124. The 6/8 is felt as two in a bar and the left-hand is essentially an E flat pedal drone for 

the most part. The clear harmonic issue in this example is bar 4: V6- V6/4/V- V7 which highlights a clear 
harmonic addition to the original melodic content. 

593 Patrick Sky, “O’Farrell, Patrick,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan Vallely 
(Cork: Cork University Press, 2011) 511-512. 

594 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 18. 
595 Ó Canainn, 15. 
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James Goodman (1828-1896)596 and P.W. Joyce (1827-1914),597 began transcribing 

traditional tunes and songs in a similar way to O’Farrell. Both Goodman and Joyce were 

renowned for being the first collectors who came from within the oral tradition, both native 

Irish speakers who able to transcribe the music as well as lyrical content in its native 

language.598 Goodman, a Protestant of English heritage was a proficient uilleann piper, and 

his manuscripts, whilst not published during his lifetime, were notable for being an 

unparalleled capturing of piping melodies in County Kerry in the nineteenth-century.599 The 

Goodman collections, unpublished until 1998, feature only the transcribed melody, 

allegedly unaltered from the transmission, and with no accompaniment.600 An example of 

his minimalist transcription style is shown in Figure 39. 

 

 
596 James Goodman (1828-1896) was raised in County Kerry in the Gaeltacht and he was Professor of 

Irish at Trinity College Dublin from 1879 to his death. 
597 Patrick Weston Joyce (1827-1914) was born in Limerick and was raised in an Irish music family. He 

was proficient in Irish and was a member of the Society of for the Preservation of Irish Language and President 
of Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.  

598 Hugh Shields, “Goodman, Rev. James,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan 
Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 308-309; Irish Traditional Music Archive, ‘PW Joyce & Irish 
Traditional Music’, accessed at https://www.itma.ie/joyce/about-joyce/pw-joyce-and-irish-traditional-music. 

599 Hugh Shields, “Goodman, Rev. James,” 308. 
600 James Goodman, Tunes of the Master Pipers Volume 1 1861, ed. Hugh Shields and Lisa Shields 

(Dublin: Irish Traditional Music Archive, 1998) 8.  
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Figure 39 James Goodman’s 'An Clár Bog Déil.’601 

Again, this setting highlighted the traditional perspective of allowing the performer to 

repeat and vary the material at their own behest, rather than imposing harmony with an 

accompaniment or specifying variations of the theme. However, even with collectors from 

within the traditional community, such as Joyce, there is evidence of modifying not only the 

melodic or harmonic material but also the lyrical content of traditional songs.602 This was a 

common practice of collectors from the eighteenth and nineteenth-century; however, 

Joyce’s intimate knowledge and experience as part of the local music communities in 

Limerick and across rural Ireland can be seen as lending credibility to his modifications.603 

 
601 James Goodman’s “An Clár Bog Déil,” Tunes of the Master Pipers Volume 1 1861, ed. Hugh Shields 

and Lisa Shields (Dublin: Irish Traditional Music Archive, 1998. Interestingly, many of Goodman’s transcriptions 
show an approach to metre and rhythm identified as one of the earliest examples of arranging tunes to include 
the fluctuation of traditional performance.   

602 Breathnach, 112-113. Joyce would adjust certain lyrical content if he deemed the topic or 
insinuations inappropriate for polite consumption, often altering the intended meaning and translations to suit 
the upper echelons of Irish society. His intended audience was not the Irish traditional music community but 
instead both the antiquarian members of society and publishers.  

603 Irish Traditional Music Archive, ‘PW Joyce & Irish Traditional Music’, accessed March 19, 2019, 
https://www.itma.ie/joyce/about-joyce/pw-joyce-and-irish-traditional-music. 
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These collections provided an insight into how the performers of the period within the 

tradition were arranging their own performances and would provide influence for later 

interpretation and settings (discussed further in 5.2). With growing attention directed 

towards the melodic nature of the Irish tradition, collectors such as Joyce provided 

transcriptions more so than arrangements, as they consist only of the melodic line of a tune 

and omission of any markings of dynamic or style. However, rhythms and phrasing were still 

adjusted to suit the regularities of metre, for example, in his arrangement of ‘The Lady in 

the Sun’ (Figure 40).  

 

 

Figure 40 'The Lady in the Sun' P.W. Joyce's Old Irish Folk Music and Songs (1909) 

 

5.1.2- Twentieth-century collections and shift towards simplicity  
 
Like Joyce and Goodman, twentieth-century collectors such as Francis O’Neill (1848-1936) 

provided transcriptions predominantly featuring the basic melodic outline rather than a 
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complex arrangement of tunes common to Bunting and Petrie. O’Neill’s works 

predominantly featured one line for each section of the form and sometimes a bar or two 

for variations at the end of a section. Unlike Joyce, O’Neill’s collections included specified 

ornamental markings such as grace-notes and turn symbols (Figure 41).604 In Figure 38, the 

use of a ‘turn’ symbol in bars 2, 6, 11 and 15 can be seen as O’Neill’s suggestion for the 

performer to apply variations and increases the significance of these notes as ‘target notes’ 

of the melody. The addition of specific grace-notes in bars 20, 24, 29, 30 and 33 all occur on 

the first beat, much like the ‘turn’ symbols; however, O’Neill only features single grace-

notes instead of elaborate ornaments common to the piping style. This suggests O’Neill 

intends the performer to provide some variation without detracting too far from the 

melodic outline through over-elaboration or improvisation. O’Neill does not specify whether 

these are suggestions or requisites of the melody however their increased use by the third 

theme, bars 27 to 35, evidences a tendency for greater frequency as the piece progresses to 

a climax.605  

 

 
604 Nicholas Carolan, “O’Neill, [Daniel] Francis,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry 

White and Barra Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2013), 784. 
605 It is of interest to note the inclusion of pickup bars with a single quaver occurring as transition 

between each section of the melody following the repeat bar lines. Arguably this could be an interpretation by 
O’Neill of how each section should commence as a means of practice rather than a specified arrangement of 
the tune. 
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Figure 41 'An Doctuir Ua Neill' O'Neill's The Dance Music of Ireland (1907) 

 

O’Neill’s songbooks became highly popular with his second publication, The Dance Music of 

Ireland-1001 Gems, “up to the 1970s, referred to by [Irish] musicians simply as ‘the 

book’.”606 O’Neill’s intention of maintaining the simplicity of the Irish airs is evident in his 

introduction to The Dance Music of Ireland where he states:  

 

During the eighteenth-century, a taste for elaboration and florid settings was 

developed both by the Scotch and the Irish. A spirit of emulation and rivalry among 

the more skilful musicians resulted in many embellishments and variations being 

added to most of the popular tunes….and to such an extent was this fancy carried 

that one long dance noted down by Dr. Petrie contained no less than twenty-four 

parts.607 

 

While the works O’Neill collected provided a large compendium on Irish repertoire, scrutiny 

of his approach highlighted inherent problems with the compilation of this material. 

Doherty identifies six key issues with the collections:  

 
606 Doherty, 525; Francis O’Neill, The Dance Music of Ireland 1001 Gems (Chicago: Lyon and Healy, 

1907). 
607 Francis O’Neill, The Dance Music of Ireland 1001 Gems (Chicago: Lyon and Healy, 1907), 5. 
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1. The tunes within these collections are primarily sourced from O’Neill and his colleagues 

within Chicago, and a few are stated as being provided from Irish visitors to Chicago. 

2. Titles of the pieces were commonly inventions by O’Neill himself and not the original 

titles. 

3. Numerous works had differing titles but similar melodic material. This meant that they 

were possibly variants of tunes rather than new, independent material. 

4. The transcription methods employed highlighted potential for error and notably key 

signatures, rhythms and ornamentation contain errors 

5. For each melody, only one example of the basic melody is provided, and no account of 

variation or style is mentioned. 

6. O’Neill himself admitted to creating melodies where memory failed to recall the original 

material accurately.608  

 

Much like the traditional dance tunes being collected and annotated, numerous collections 

of songs were published during the early twentieth century, including Martin Freeman’s 

publications of folk songs in the Journal of the Folk Song Society in 1921.609 This collection 

was significant for the scholarly attention to detail Freeman paid to the annotation and 

notation of the nuances of traditional singing style for these songs.610 Freeman’s 

arrangements also only featured one instance of each section, generally just the A and B 

sections, however, provided minor additions of suggested points of variation. An example of 

this is shown in his arrangement of ‘Habit Shirt’ (Figure 42) where Freeman provides the 

melody with syllabic lyrics beneath it and four bars of differing variations in the regional 

 
608 Doherty, 525-526. 
609 Martin Freeman, Journal of the Folk Song Society 6, no. 23 (January, 1920); Journal of the Folk Song 

Society 6, no. 24 (August, 1920); Journal of the Folk Song Society 6, no. 25 (September, 1921). 
610 Ó Canainn, Traditional Music in Ireland, 22. 
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style (noted by Freeman earlier in the collection) relating to the letters above their 

suggested placement:  

 

 

Figure 42 'Habit Shirt' Martin Freeman Journal of the Folk Song Society 1920611 

 

In 1963 Breandán Breathnach published Ceol Rince na hÉireann (Dance Music of Ireland) 

and provided new insight into not only the airs themselves but also their required stylistic 

elements.612 Breathnach’s transcriptions, unlike the works of Bunting and Petrie or Joyce, 

provided minimal alteration to the transcriptions of the traditional musicians he 

 
611 Martin Freeman, “Habit Shirt,” Journal of the Folk Song Society 6, no.23 (January, 1920): 95. 
612 Harry Bradley, “Ceol Rince na hÉireann,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan 

Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2013), 120. 
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observed.613 He also highlighted that any subsequent version of a tune was a specific 

arrangement by the performer and that notation served as primarily a guide.   

 

Breathnach’s melodies, both in his songs and instrumental tunes, also provided a greater 

frequency of grace-note ornamentation as well as triplets and trebling. These transcriptions 

are unique for they strongly reinforce the stylistic requirements of ornamentation that 

Breathnach feels are fundamental to the essence of traditional performance. For example, 

Breathnach’s transcription of ‘Within a Mile of Dublin’ includes many aspects of the 

ornamentation and inflections that would occur in piping, such as cranns and rolls in bars 2, 

3, 4, 6, 7, 8 of Figure 43. The A section melody, bars 1 to 9, features strong use of cranns, 

over the target note of D, and cuts primarily on strong beats of 1 and 3.  In contrast, the B 

section melody, bars 10 to 18, features only a handful of differing ornaments, in particular, 

bars 16 to 18, with a grace note (bar 16), a triplet (bar 17) and a triple grace-note leading to 

the final note of G (bar 18). 

 

 
613 Breathnach, Ceol Rince na hÉireann, 1. Like Freeman’s collections, Breathnach’s arrangements of 

songs featured the basic melody with syllabic lyrics underneath. 
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Figure 43 'Within a Mile of Dublin' Breathnach transcription614 

 

Unlike O’Neill’s settings, the depth of ornamentation included in Breathnach’s melody 

provides evidence of the ornaments that he felt were stylistically appropriate. Significantly 

different from prior transcriptions and arrangements by Bunting, Joyce, or O’Neill, 

Breathnach’s versions include more frequent use of ornamentations that create a denser 

melodic interpretation. However, this greater frequency of specified ornaments and 

placement suggests, if not directs, the performer to perform under instruction rather than 

by independent choice or through their own variations. This focus on the stylistic nuances of 

the Irish tradition was one of the earliest examples of providing not only the melodic 

essence of the tune but also the stylistic expectations within an arrangement. Breathnach 

not only included symbols for ornamentation and grace notes but also identified how 

selected ornaments were to be performed. These transcriptions, in conjunction with his 

discussion around the performance of Irish traditional music in Ceol Rince na hÉireann (and 

its subsequent English translation Folk Music and Dances of Ireland) underscored the modal 

nature of Irish traditional music.615  

 
614 Breathnach, Ceol Rince na hÉireann, 134. 
615 Breathnach, Ceol Rince na hÉireann, 1. 
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A significant contribution to the arrangement of Irish music in the twentieth century, 

drawing on the repertory of Irish traditional dance music, was made by Céilí bands, 

assembled for musical accompaniment for dancing.616 While the origins of the Céilí band 

precede the ensemble experimentations of Ó Riada by some forty years, the Céilí musicians’ 

approach to the arrangement of traditional tunes was not significantly different to previous 

practices within the traditional Irish music community.617 Ó Riada felt the Céilí band did not 

provide a suitable format for arranging Irish traditional repertoire stating: “I have given a 

fair amount of thought to the idea of playing Irish music as a group activity…It must not, 

therefore, flog away all the time with all the instruments going at once, like present-day 

Céilí Bands.”618 The attention to arrangements of traditional works was minimal however as 

the band format enabled Céilí bands to capitalise on the commercially popular dance music 

movement of the 1930s and 1940s.619 As the popularity of the Céilí format waned during 

the mid twentieth century, Céilí bands began to explore different musical approaches such 

as expanding their repertoire to include vocal works and ballads.620 The repudiation of the 

set dancing in the 1920s by traditional purists and organisations such as Conradh na Gaeilge 

resulted in a rapid decline in exploring combinations of works in sets by Céilí groups.621 It 

would be the coincident popularity of the ballad boom and Ó Riada’s formation of Ceoltóirí 

Chualann622 that truly triggered new arrangements of traditional repertoire in ensemble 

settings. 

 
616 As discussed earlier in Chapter 2 about ‘Group playing’ 
617 Brian Lawler and Adrian Scahill, “Céilí [ceilidh, ceilidhe],” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, 

182. 
618 Ó Riada, Our Musical Heritage, 74. 
619 Lawler and Scahill, 182. 
620 Lawler and Scahill, 183. 
621 Lawler and Scahill, 183. 
622 See Chapter 2 about the formation of this ensemble. 
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5.2 Arrangements during the 1960s 

5.2.1- Ó Riada’s arrangements as a catalyst for change 
 
The most significant change to Irish song arrangement in the twentieth century was due to 

one musician, in particular, Seán Ó Riada. His early efforts in folk music, whilst exhibiting 

clear classical influences from Mozart, Beethoven and Brahms in orchestration, were 

spiritually more in line with Smetana, Dvorak, Grieg, Bartok or Vaughan Williams with their 

combined elements of nationalism and romanticism.623 As Marcus states “Ó Riada’s feat, 

dress-rehearsed in his Cork radio music of a few years before, was to write a film score in 

the idiom of an Irish symphonic period that had never happened."624 In the late 1950s, has 

become increasingly interested in other forms of music outside of serial composition, Ó 

Riada’s daily exposure to Irish culture in Gael Linn inspired him to explore Irish melodies and 

airs further.625 This culminated most significantly in his being chosen to compose the score 

for Mise Éire (I am Ireland), a nationalist documentary film about the founding of the Irish 

republic.626 Ó Riada’s growing interest in traditional Irish culture, combined with a desire for 

an individual and nationally inflected voice, motivated his transition to exploring and 

experimenting with Irish melodies beyond the basic repetition of the AB form. His resultant 

film score featured four traditional Irish melodies as the foundation for his arrangements: 

‘Roisín Dubh’, ‘Boolavogue’, ‘Druim Fhionn Donn Dílis’ and ‘Sliabh na mBan’.627 The 

treatment of each melody resulted in gradual instrumental layering which slowly 

 
623 Marcus, 23, 25. 
624 Marcus, 23, 25. 
625 Ó Canainn, Seán Ó Riada, 33-35. 
626 Marcus, 23. 
627 Seán Ó Riada, Mise Éire, recorded 1959, Gael Linn CEFCD 080, 1995, CD. 
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transitioned from a single melodic voice to a heterophonic pairing, then into a rich, 

orchestral harmony.  

 

A clear example of this occurs in the opening theme with the melodic line of ‘Róisín Dubh’ 

performed on French horn with a low drone from the strings supporting the horn.628 The 

horn performs the melody with examples of melodic ornamentation such as a roll and 

triplets, a clear attempt by Ó Riada to reinforce the stylistic origins of Irish performance. 

Whilst a stark contrast to traditional style and instrumentation, the use of specific 

ornamentation and drones evidenced Ó Riada’s intent to maintain the stylistic elements and 

Irish sonic identity of the melodic material. As the theme progresses towards the final 

phrase, Ó Riada’s arrangement transitions to a harmonic focus with the trumpets 

performing the melodic line moving gradually towards harmonisation in thirds and sixths. 

This shift highlights the influence of stylistic change within the solo Irish tradition towards 

the orchestral elements of harmony. In this way, Ó Riada expanded the sonic expectations 

to include some orchestral harmonic elements. Through exploring the limitations of 

adapting Irish melodies in an orchestral setting, Ó Riada grasped the implications of the 

harmonic arrangement of Irish repertoire and foreshadowed the acceptance of such 

expansion.  

 

In these initial orchestral arrangements, Ó Riada delved deeper into the traditional 

repertoire and style to expand the landscape of Irish music, most notably through his 

establishment of the ‘folk orchestra’ in his ensemble Ceoltóirí Chualann.629 This folk 

 
628 Seán Ó Riada, “Roisín Dubh,” track 1 on Mise Éire, recorded 1959, Gael Linn CEFCD 080, 1995, CD. 
629 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
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orchestra experiment was not a completely new phenomenon in Irish music, especially with 

the rural popularity of the Céilí band format. However, Ó Riada’s approach to focusing on 

both traditional instruments and detailed arrangement within an ensemble setting was 

unique.630 As White states of Ó Riada’s pioneering movement:  

 

[in] forging this synthesis of traditional instruments playing in an ensemble, he was 

radically reinventing what in fact had been traditional solo instruments…. I would say 

an almost synonymous association between traditional music and playing in a group 

was established.631 

 

Ó Riada deliberately chose performers such as Sonnie Brogan632 and John Kelly,633 who have 

already accomplished performers in the traditional style, to provide him with a gauge for his 

experimentation. According to Éamon de Buitléar:  

 

They [traditional musicians] didn't welcome at all some of the things Seán was doing. 

At the time they thought he was gone completely crazy, playing this kind of musical 

arrangement to some of the traditional tunes they had been playing for years and 

years. They were very much against it, but later they were very much in agreement 

with what Seán did. Although Sonnie and John would say to Seán on occasion: 'Look, 

you just can't do that, that's wrong.' Sonnie and John would very soon tell Seán if the 

 
630 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
631 Harry White, interview with Lamb, Dublin, November, 2016.  
632 Sonny (Patrick) Brogan (1907-1965) a renowned performer of the accordion, played the Piper’s 

Club Dublin and was considered an authority on traditional repertoire, settings, and style. Collaborated with 
Breathnach’s Ceol Rince Éireann. Máire O’Keefe, “Brogan, Sonny (Patrick),” in The Companion to Irish 
Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 89. 

633 John Kelly (1912-1987) renowned fiddle performer who joined Ó Riada’s Ceoltóirí Chualann in 1960 
through Éamon de Buitléar’s introductions, was part of the founding of CCÉ and was also an original member 
of The Chieftains. Fintan Vallely, “Kelly, John,” in The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, 2nd ed., ed. Fintan 
Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011), 381. 
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playing or the construction of a particular tune was so way out that it wasn't 

acceptable to them.634 

 

In this way, Ó Riada legitimised his authenticity by consulting more directly with the 

musicians of the traditional style, and he understood the limitations in his own experience. 

Furthermore, the cultural re-engagement within Ireland during the 1950s, such as the 

founding of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann in 1951, had a profound influence upon Irish 

traditional music and on Ó Riada. In 1958, Donal  O’Sullivan published a two-volume 

collection featuring transcriptions of Ó Carolan’s harp melodies as well as a historical 

biography of the harpist.635 Ó Carolan’s melodies were a clear example of eighteenth-

century blending of styles, Irish and European art music, and the harpist had drawn equal 

inspiration from both the Irish tradition and from Italian composers of his era such as 

Corelli.636 Through O’Sullivan’s rediscovery of Ó Carolan, Ó Riada found inspiration to bridge 

the gap between his art song pedigree and his growing passion for Irish traditional music. 

Through the influence of Ó Carolan’s ability to appropriate key elements of both Irish and 

European styles and combining this with traditional instruments in an ensemble setting, Ó 

Riada created a new and distinctive voice in Irish music. He outlined the necessary elements 

for arranging Irish works in this new way:  

 

ideally, it would begin by stating the basic skeleton of the tune to be played; this 

would be ornamented and varied by solo instruments, or by small groups of solo 

instruments. The more variation the better, so long as it has its roots in the tradition, 

and serves to extend that tradition…to provide variety with the bodhrán (since 

 
634 Freyer, “From ‘Ceoltóirí Chualann’ to ‘The Chieftains’ Two interviews with an appendix: i) Éamon de 

Buitléar),” 120. 
635 O’Sullivan, Carolan, 1958. 
636 Conran, 233-234. 
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variation is the keynote) the bones are available… I think also that a harp played in 

the traditional fashion would lend an edge and occasional touches of harmony…637 

 

When working with traditional performers, Ó Riada approached his arrangements by 

providing general guidelines of style and direction rather than specific notation.638  This 

drew Ó Riada closer towards the tradition as an oral medium with the transmission of works 

through collaboration and conveyed his outlines orally rather than as notated examples. In 

performances of Ó Carolan pieces such as ‘Planxty Johnston’, Ó Riada provides three key 

examples of his arrangement style: attention to solo passages, distribution of rounds 

between instrumental pairings and group playing or tutti-like sections.639  

 

The introduction of ‘Planxty Johnston’ is first performed by Ó Riada on harpsichord, 

performing the initial melody with moderate harmonic accompaniment evidencing a clear 

art-song style.640 The following second round of the A melody then features the entire 

ensemble performing the same refrain in unison with highly ornamented flourishes from 

the melodic instruments and rhythmic support from the bodhrán. Once this is completed, a 

the B melody is performed solo on the harpsichord then followed again by the ensemble, 

however this time the bodhrán’s entrance is staggered to provide a rhythmic variation 

between the sections. The second round of the A melody is then performed twice by the 

uilleann pipes, tin whistle and flute featuring heterophonic interplay with jaunty harmonic 

 
637 Seán Ó Riada, as quoted in Ó Canainn, Seán Ó Riada: His Life and Work, 83. 
638 Ó Canainn, Seán Ó Riada, 84.  
639 Ó Riada’s sympathetic traditional arrangement is outlined in Our Musical Heritage, however his 

brief discussions of harmony are contrasted with his heavy use of harpsichord in his work with Ceoltóirí 
Chualann. 

640 Ceoltóirí Chualann, “Planxty Johnston,” track 3 on Ó Riada sa Gaiety, recorded 1969, Gael-Linn 
ORIADACD01, 2008, CD.  
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support from the harpsichord. Once the third round B melody begins, it is performed by the 

fiddles, with harpsichord maintaining busy harmonic support. The entire ensemble performs 

a full round of the A and B section melodies to finish the piece. This is a representation of 

this progression shown in Table 8 below.  

 

Table 8 ‘Planxty Johnson’ Ceoltóirí Chualann 

 A1 A1’ B1  A2 A2’ B2 A3 
and 
A3’ 

B3  A4, 
A4’, 
and 
B4 

Harpsichord          

Tin whistle          

Uilleann 
pipes 

         

Fiddles          

Flute          

Accordion          

Bodhrán          

 

As can be seen in the melodic example from O’Sullivan (Figure 44 below) the melody 

features an AA’BB’ form, with a variation of the melody only occurring on the repeat of the 

A section. Ó Riada only performs a single B melody without repeat, due to its unusual length 

of 16 bars, across the ensemble with only the final B section (shown in Table 8) featuring a 

full ensemble performance. The original melody by Ó Carolan with form indications is shown 

in Figure 44 below.  
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Figure 44 ‘Planxty Johnston’ melody (as presented in O’Sullivan’s Carolan (1958)641 

 

Musically, Ó Riada allows the instruments to perform the melodic material as they would in 

a solo context and only provides clear arrangement during the full ensemble sections. This 

specific arrangement of the full ensemble section, limited to only the final instance of the B 

melody where three strong accents, E in bar 5 and A in bar 6, as well as deliberate rests 

after G, bar 4, and A, bar 6, provide a clear sectional contrast to the instances of the full 

ensemble during the A sections (Figure 45):  

 

 

Figure 45 'Planxty Johnston' Ó Riada arrangement - B section melodic example642 

A similar approach to the solo-full ensemble-solo arrangement style of Ó Riada can be heard 

on Ceoltóirí Chualann’s performance of ‘Máirseáil Rí Laoise’ (March of the King of Laois).643 

Table 9 (below) shows Ó Riada’s layering progression to move from solo introduction to a 

full ensemble performance at the end of the piece. Again, the presence of the bodhrán 

 
641 O’Sullivan, 134-135. 
642 Transcription by Lamb (Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, “Máirseáil Rí Laoise,” track 10 on Ó 

Riada sa Gaiety, recorded 1969, Gael-Linn ORIADACD01, 2008, CD). 
643 Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, “Máirseáil Rí Laoise,” track 10 on Ó Riada sa Gaiety, recorded 

1969, Gael-Linn ORIADACD01, 2008, CD. 
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evidences Ó Riada’s concept of Irish traditional music’s innate qualities of melody and 

rhythm. Table 9 also shows Ó Riada’s use of the harpsichord solo as a textural and timbral 

musical break before returning to a more traditional sound with the full ensemble.  

Table 9 ‘Máirseáil Rí Laoise’ Ceoltóirí Chualann 

 A1 and B1 A2 and B2 A3 and B3 A4 and B4 
Uilleann pipes     

Bodhrán     

Harpsichord     

Fiddles     
Accordion     

Tin whistle     
Flute     

 

Another example of Ó Riada’s arrangement style that exploits the solo nature of Irish music 

can be seen in his arrangement of ‘Marbhna Luimnigh’ (Limerick’s Lament).644 In this 

performance, the opening two bars of the piece are initially introduced by solo tin whistle, 

and then harmonic support is provided by the harpsichord. The second round of the melody 

is then performed solo by the harpsichord with melody and left-hand harmonic support. The 

third round of the form then features uilleann pipes playing the melody with strong 

harmonic accompaniment by the harpsichord, and the final round of the form features the 

full ensemble (minus the bodhrán) playing in heterophony. This layering progression is 

outlined in Table 10 below. 

 

 

 

 
644 Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, “Marbha Luimnigh,” track 7 on Ó Riada sa Gaiety, recorded 

1969, Gael-Linn ORIADACD01, 2008, CD. 
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Table 10 ‘Marbhna Luimnigh’ Ceoltóirí Chualann layering progression  

 A1 and B1 A2 and B2 A3 and B3 A4 and B4 

Tin whistle     

Harpsichord     

Uilleann 
pipes 

    

Fiddles     

Accordion     

 

Another example of this occurs in ‘Port an Deoraí’ (Port of Derry) (Table 11), whereby each 

round of the melody features another inclusion until the full ensemble is performing. This 

analysis also highlights the continuous presence of rhythm through the bones and further 

inclusion of Ó Riada’s rhythmic champion in the bodhrán through the second half of the 

tune. Of note in this arrangement, however, is Ó Riada’s evident experimentation with 

retrograde layering. He does this in round 6 of the form, the first full ensemble 

performance, by gradually removing each instrument until the tenth round A melody is 

performed by the tin whistle solo again.  
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Table 11 ‘Port an Deoraí’ instrumental progression 

 A1 
and 
B1 

A2 
and 
B2 

A3 
and 
B3 

A4 
and 
B4 

A5 
and 
B5 

A6 
and 
B6 

A7 
and 
B7 

A8 
and 
B8 

A8 
and 
B8 

A9 
and 
B9 

A10 B10 

Bones             

Tin 
whistle 

            

Flute             

Fiddle              

Accordion             

Uilleann 
pipes  

            

Bodhrán             

 

Ó Riada’s sensitivity towards the solo nature of Irish music is also evident when assessing his 

approach to heterophonic arrangements. In the recording of ‘Planxty Maguire,’ the melody 

is introduced by Ó Riada with a harpsichord solo.645 Upon the commencement of 

subsequent rounds of the form, a new instrument takes over the melody in heterophony 

until the final round, which is performed by the full ensemble. Table 12 shows the 

instrumental progression used in this piece evidencing Ó Riada’s gradual instrumental 

layering style. 

 

 

 

  

 

 
645 Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, “Planxty Maguire,” track 4 on Ceol Na Nuasal, recorded 1967, 

Gael-Linn CEF 015, LP. 
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Table 12 ‘Planxty Maguire’ instrumental progression  

 A1, A1’ B1 A2, A2’ B2 A3, A3’ B3 

Harpsichord 
Melody 

      

Harpsichord 
harmony 

      

Uilleann 
pipes 

      

Fiddles       

Tin whistles       

 

In performances such as ‘Cnocáin Aitinn Liatroma’ (The Whinny Hills of Leitrim), the melody 

is introduced by a single instrument, in this instance the tin whistle, and gradually more 

instruments are added through each iteration of the melody.646 This is a significant feature 

for it reflects the cyclical nature of Irish traditional music whilst reinforcing Ó Riada’s 

exploration of new sounds and the ensemble format. 

 

Significantly, Ó Riada’s arrangements single-handedly revived the concept of a traditionally 

focussed rhythmic accompaniment in Irish music and the innate pairing of solo melody with 

a rhythmic instrument like bones or bodhrán.647 Before its use in Ceoltóirí Chualann, the 

bodhrán had been limited to performances in street parades only, in particular the Wren 

boy tradition.648  Within the ensemble format, the bodhrán had reclaimed its place in Irish 

music and provided the rhythmic pulse that was a common staple for other twentieth-

 
646 Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, ‘Cnocáin Aitinn Liatroma,’ track 5 on Ó Riada sa Gaiety, 

recorded 1969, Gael-Linn ORIADACD01, 2008, CD. 
647 Svend Kjeldsen, “Bodhrán,” in The Encyclopaedia of Music in Ireland, ed. Harry White and Barra 

Boydell (Dublin: University College Dublin press, 2013), 104. 
648 Svend Kjeldsen, 103. The wrenboy tradition was a rural calendar event that occurred on St. 

Stephen’s Day (December 26) whereby the chasing of the wren with the men of an area dressing up in straw 
costumes and playing the bodhrán was considered to bring good luck.  
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century genres. In pieces such as ‘Marschlua Uí Néill’ (O’Neill’s Cavalry March), the first two 

instruments featured in the arrangement are the flute and the bodhrán.649 In ‘Marschlua Uí 

Néill’, the bodhrán provides a driving rhythm, and this highlights a clear contrast between 

melodic and rhythmic focus. As the piece progresses through instrumental layering amongst 

the melodic instruments, the bodhrán slowly increases the tempo of its supporting rhythm, 

and this drive creates an almost frenetic climax for the final statement of the melody. As 

previously shown, pieces such as ‘Port an Deoraí’, ‘Cnocáin Aitinn Liatroma’ and ‘Máirseáil 

Rí Laoise’ either begin with a rhythmic presence of either bodhrán or bones or are 

introduced almost immediately after the first couple of bars of a melody. Through analysing 

each of Ó Riada’s recordings with Ceoltóirí Chualann, a consistent presence of rhythm is also 

evident, as shown in Table 13 below. 

 

Table 13 Breakdown of albums w/bodhrán or bones, Ó Riada & Ceoltóirí Chualann 

Album No. of pieces 
on the 
recording 

No. of pieces featuring 
bodhrán or bones 

Reachaireacht an Riadaigh 
(1961) 

15 6 

Playboy of the Western World 
(1962) 

15 10 

Ding Dong (1967) 10 2 

Ceol Na Nuasal (1967) 8 0* 

Ó Riada Sa Gaiety (1970) 12 6 

Ó Riada (1971) 12 4* 

 

 
649 Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann, “Marschlua Uí Néill,” track 1 on Ó Riada sa Gaiety, recorded 

1969, Gael-Linn ORIADACD01, 2008, CD. 
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5.3 The Chieftains and continuing Ó Riada’s vision 

The exploration of arrangement was developed further by Ó Riada’s protégé Paddy 

Moloney and his ensemble The Chieftains. Initially, Moloney’s arrangement of traditional 

works featured a similar approach to that of Ó Riada: progressive introduction of 

instruments, the layering of melodic material and heterophonic interplay. However, 

Moloney wanted “to dig deeper into the music, bring out the colours of the tunes, not so 

many tunes at the one time maybe just a combination of one or two that would blend.”650 

This application of arrangement across a set was key to Moloney’s style, as Ó Riada’s 

experimentation with Ceoltóirí Chualann had focused on the arrangement of a single 

melody or tune instead of combining pieces in sets. Moloney focused his exploration by 

broadening the arrangement across a set, combining a few similar instrumental pieces, 

either by key or metre and developing transitions between them.  

 

With their first recording, The Chieftains (1963), Moloney’s ensemble combined tunes 

progressively, between two and four tunes in a set, and focused on combining differing tune 

types, as can be heard in ‘Sé Fath Mo Bhuartha/The Lark on the Strand/An Fhallaingín 

Mhuimhneach/Trim the Velvet.’651 This set piece features a diverse combination of tunes – 

a slow air, a jig, an air, and a reel – all of which differ in metre, tempo, and key centres. This 

diversity highlights Moloney’s early difficulties in unifying differing tunes into a single, 

identifiable set. Moloney begins with a solo tin whistle rendition of the melody and second 

round of the melodic phrase, a second tin whistle, Seán Potts, is introduced to harmonise 

 
650 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
651 The Chieftains, “Sé Fath Mo Bhuartha/The Lark on the Strand/An Fhallaingín/Trim the Velvet,” 

track 1 on The Chieftains, recorded 1964, Claddagh records CC2CD, 2000, CD. 
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the melodic material. The second tune, ‘The Lark on the Strand’, is suddenly introduced with 

the flute, played by Michael Tubridy, taking over the melodic material for one iteration of 

the A section. After this, the bodhrán (David Fallon) then accompanies with a rhythmic jig 

for the repeat of the A section and continues for the end of the round through the B section. 

This is followed by the full ensemble performing the melody on the second round for one 

full round. The transition to the third tune, ‘An Fhallaingín Mhuimhneach’, is also sudden 

with the full ensemble dropping out and the concertina (Tubridy), performing the melody 

solo. The repeat of A is then performed on the fiddle (Martin Fay), with accompaniment by 

the concertina. Finally, the fiddle performs the tune alternating leady melody and 

accompaniment roles. The final tune ‘Trim the Velvet’ transitions abruptly again to the 

uilleann pipes (Moloney) and bodhrán, with the full ensemble performing on the final two 

rounds of the melody. A table of this progression is shown below. 

 

Table 14 The Chieftains- 'Sé Fath Mo Bhuartha/The Lark on the Strand/An Fhallaingín 
Mhuimhneach/Trim the Velvet' arrangement652  

Time Features Tune and Section(s)/Round 
0:00 Tin whistle solo (Moloney) ‘Sé Fath Mo Bhuartha’, AA’BB’, Round 1 
1:31 Tin whistle duet with 

counterpoint melody 
(Moloney and Potts)  

‘Sé Fath Mo Bhuartha’, AA’BB’, Round 2  

3:13 Flute solo (Tubridy) ‘The Lark on the Strand’, A, Round 1 
3:20 Flute and bodhrán (Tubridy 

and David Fallon) 
‘The Lark on the Strand’ A’BB’, Round 1 

3:45 Full ensemble  ‘The Lark on the Strand’ AA’BB’, Round 2 and 3 
4:46 Stop  
4:48 Concertina solo (Tubridy) ‘An Fhallaingín Mhuimhneach’ A, Round 1 
4:59 Concertina and fiddle (Tubridy 

and Fay) alternating lead 
melody 

An Fhallaingín Mhuimhneach’ A’BB’, Round 1 

5:32 Tin whistle, concertina, fiddle 
and bodhrán (Moloney, 
Tubridy, Fay and Fallon) 

An Fhallaingín Mhuimhneach’ AA’BB’, Round 2 

 
652 The Chieftains, “Sé Fath Mo Bhuartha/The Lark on the Strand/An Fhallaingín/Trim the Velvet,” 

track 1 on The Chieftains, recorded 1964, Claddagh records CC2CD, 2000, CD. 
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6:17 Uilleann pipes solo melody 
(Moloney) 

‘Trim the Velvet’ AA’BB’, Round 1 and 2 

6:55 Bodhrán joins ‘Trim the Velvet’ A, Round 2 
 

As is shown in this recording, Moloney retained the fundamentals of Ó Riada’s arrangement 

style amongst the ensemble; however, the expansion of the repertoire to include a set of 

four tunes evidences the further influence of the traditional recordings of early twentieth-

century performers.653 Moloney deviated from Ó Riada’s method by allowing each 

instrumental voice to be identified in the ownership of the melody and transitioning 

between the aural textures that each instrument provided. With Chieftains 1, Moloney was 

evidently beginning his experimentation with the concept of arrangement with sudden 

transitions between tunes in a set and more gradual layering. However, the arrangements 

of the subsequent recording of The Chieftains 2 evidenced a greater proficiency and 

refinement to this approach.654 The seamless transition between tunes is clear in ‘Banish 

Misfortune/Gillian’s Apples’ and ‘Pigtown/Tie the Ribbons/The Bag of Potatoes’ with both 

pieces featuring the constant rhythm of the bodhrán as a foundation for the melodic 

instruments to move between tunes.  

 

Another significant contribution by Moloney was his approach to the musical identity of 

pieces, achieved through identifying specific voices within the arrangement. Unlike Ó 

Riada’s mostly unison approach to melody with heterophonic variations, Moloney added 

melodic and harmonic variations to the layering of instrumentation: “some of my ideas of 

blending tin whistle harmonies had been with me since childhood.”655 Ó Riada’s art song 

 
653 Colin Hamilton, “set-recording dictated,” In The Companion to Irish Traditional Music, ed. Fintan 

Vallely (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011) 612. 
654 The Chieftains, The Chieftains 2, recorded 1969, Claddagh records CC7CD, 2000, CD.  
655 Glatt, The Chieftains: The Authorised Biography, 54.  
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influence of layering and progressive timbral exploration is clear in Moloney’s arrangement 

of The Foxhunt, a traditional slip-jig, which Moloney defines as a ‘tone-poem’, featuring 

musical motifs and sounds effects to recreate the scenes of a traditional hunt.656 An 

example of the original transcription by O’Neill is shown in Figures 43 below.  

 
656 The Chieftains, “The Foxhunt,” track 6 on The Chieftains 2, recorded 1969, Claddagh records 

CC7CD, 2000, CD. 
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Figure 46 ‘The Fox Chase’ in O’Neill’s Music of Ireland 1907.657  

 

Whilst the use of the term tone-poem has specific origins relating to single-movement 

works from composers such as Liszt, Smetana and Richard Strauss Moloney evidences clear 

influence from Ó Riada’s orchestral background and experimentation. The cyclical nature of 

 
657 Francis O’Neill, O’Neill’s Music of Ireland (Chicago: Lyon and Healy, 1906), 849. 
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Irish melodies is key to Moloney’s arrangement as a tone-poem for the themes develop 

progressively whilst providing recurring ‘glimpses’ of the original theme throughout the 

performance. As is common in a tone-poem, Moloney evokes the sounds of “galloping 

horses and the barking of dogs” through bodhrán, tin whistle and flute and addresses four 

key themes in this single-movement work, interspersing solo lines with tutti refrains and a 

full ensemble finale.658 The progression of the piece follows a thematic progression of six 

sections, and Tables 15 and 16 show the instrumental layering progression throughout the 

themes:  

 

1. Air: ‘Fiach an Mhadra Rua’- Fiddle performing rubato melody with heterophonic tags by 

pipes, tin whistle, and flute at the second half of each round. 

2. Vamp section: Sound effects featuring galloping horses by the pipes, dogs barking by the 

tin whistle and hunting horn calls by the flute and fiddle. 

3. Slip Jig: ‘The Foxhunter’s’- Fiddle performs first A melody solo with a drone by pipes. First 

B melody features tin whistle and flute with the fiddle in heterophony. Second A and B 

melodies feature full ensemble in heterophony. 

4. Vamp section 2: Galloping horses by the bodhrán and hunting horn calls through the pipes 

and fiddle 

5. Mazurka-like piece: Flute performing melody with other instruments playing sound 

effects. Gradually each melodic instrument transitions to heterophony with flute melody. 

6. Reel: ‘The Foxhunter’s’- Full ensemble in heterophony to end. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
658 Glatt, 74.  
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Table 15 ‘The Foxhunt’ Moloney layering progression sections 1-3 

 Air Air Vamp- 
‘sound 
effects’ 

Slip Jig- The 
Foxhunter’s 
A1 

Slip Jig- The 
Foxhunter’s 
B1 

Slip Jig- The 
Foxhunter’s 
A2 

Slip Jig- The 
Foxhunter’s 
B2 

Fiddle          

Uilleann 
pipes 

         

Uilleann 
pipes 
drone 

         

Tin 
Whistle 

         

Flute          

Bodhrán          

 

Table 16  ‘The Foxhunt’ Moloney layering progression sections 4-6 

 Vamp- 
‘Galloping 
Horses’ 

Fast 
Mazurka 

Fast 
Mazurka  

Fast 
Mazurka 

Reel  Reel   Reel   

Fiddle          

Uilleann 
pipes 

         

Uilleann 
pipes drone 

         

Tin Whistle          

Flute          

Bodhrán          

 

Towards the end of the 1960s, Moloney’s arrangements feature strong use of the drone, 

provided either by the uilleann pipes or the fiddles, as a means of setting both the mood 

and key of the arrangement. In ‘The March of the King of Laois’ Moloney begins with a low 

drone of D, which he uses to establish the key for his solo melody. This drone establishes 
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the presence of the traditional instrumental sound with the uilleann pipes at the forefront 

of the performance. After two rounds of the melody, Martin Fay and Seán Keane perform 

long drones alongside the uilleann pipes establishing an innovative timbral pairing to the 

uilleann pipes and providing a new form of continuity in an ensemble setting. This 

application of the drone to the fiddles creates a wall of sound and also allows Moloney an 

opportunity to explore different sonic ideas with the pipes and still maintain the overall 

feeling provided by the drone. 

 

5.4 The Ballad Boom  

As with instrumental music, the approach to arranging ballads and songs also developed 

during the 1960s and 1970s. Whilst instrumental music had taken influence from Western 

art music mediated by Ó Riada and then culturally embedded by Moloney, the ballad 

movement of the 1960s drew direct influence from the American and British folk revivals. 

Two key ensembles, The Clancy Brothers and The Dubliners adapted Irish ballads, rebel 

songs and urban street tunes to suit the new format of popular recordings. These groups 

focused on two specific aspects of arrangement: the verse-chorus format and the 

arrangement of instrumental tags. 

 

5.4.1- The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem 

The pioneering of this commercial song style, and consequently the ballad boom in Ireland, 

is attributed to The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem with their a capella arrangements 

of Irish ballads. These performances featured mostly unison harmony with a verse-chorus 

approach to each song and alternated between solo vocals during verses and group singing 
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during the chorus.659 Their first album, The Rising of the Moon (1958) focused on a 

collection of rebel songs already well established in Ireland and through selecting these 

rebel songs, the Clancy Brothers and Makem deliberately tapped into nationalist 

sentiment.660 The number of verses was reduced to suit the pop music format of the time – 

between one and a half minutes to three minutes – and, in general, reduced the songs to 

two or three verses. However, in some instances, The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem 

modified tunes to include a chorus line as can be seen in the song after which the album 

was named, ‘The Rising of the Moon’. First written and published in 1866 by John Keegan 

Casey, ‘The Rising of the Moon’ featured five verses with no chorus and instead featured a 

variation of the title as a tag line at the end of each verse.661 In their recording of the piece, 

the number of verses is reduced to four, with each verse followed by a brief chorus that 

repeats the final two lines of the previous verse.662 A comparison of the lyrics and the 

original can be seen in Table 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
659 Ní Fhuartháin, “Clancy Brothers, The, and Tommy Makem,” 201-202. 
660 The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, The Rising of the Moon (Irish Songs of Rebellion), 

recorded 1956, Tradition records TCD 1066, 1998, CD. 
661 John Keegan Casey, A Wreath of Shamrocks: Ballads, songs and Legends (Dublin: Robert S. McGee, 

1867), 31-33. 
662 The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, “The Rising of the Moon,” track 3 on The Rising of the 

Moon (Irish Songs of Rebellion), recorded 1956, Tradition records TCD 1066, 1998, CD. 
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Table 17 ‘The Rising of the Moon’ lyrical comparison- Casey and The Clancy Brothers and 
Tommy Makem 

Original Lyrics The Clancy Brothers and Tommy 
Makem lyrics 

The Clancy Brothers 
and Tommy Makem 
Chorus 

Oh! Then tell me, Shawn O’Ferrall,  
Tell me why you hurry so? 
Hush, ma bouchal[sic], hush and listen, 
And his cheeks were all a-glow 
I bear ordhers[sic] from the captain, 
Get you ready quick and soon, 
For the pikes must be together 
At the risin’ of the moon. 
 
Oh! Then tell me, Shawn O’Ferrall 
Where the gatherin’ is to be? 
In the ould[sic] spot by the river, 
Right well known to you and me. 
One more word- for signal token 
Whistle up the marchin’ tune, 
With your pike upon your shoulder, 
By the risin’ of the moon. 
 
Out from many a mudwall cabin 
Eyes were watching thro’ that night, 
Many a manly chest was throbbing 
For the blessed warning light. 
Murders passed along the valleys  
Like the banshee’s lonely croon, 
And a thousand blades were flashing 
At the risin’ of the moon. 
 
There beside the singing river 
That dark mass of men was seen, 
Far above the shining weapons 
Hung their own beloved green. 
Death to ev’ry foe and traitor! 
Forward! Strike the marchin’ tune, 
And hurrah, my boys, for freedom! 
‘T is the risin’ of the moon. 
 
Well they fought for poor old Ireland, 
And full bitter was their fate 
(Oh! What glorious pride and sorrow 
Fill the name of Ninety-Eight). 
Yet, thank God, e’en still are beating 
Hearts in manhood’s burning noon, 
Who would follow in their footsteps 
At the risin’ of the moon! 

Oh, then tell me Sean O'Farrell 
Tell me why you hurry so 
Hush me Buchaill hush and listen 
And his cheeks were all a-glow 
I bear orders from the captain 
Get you ready quick and soon 
For the pikes must be together 
By the Rising of the Moon 
 
Oh, then tell me Sean O'Farrell 
Where the gathering is to be 
In the old spot by the river 
Right well known to you and me 
One more word for signal token 
Whistle up the marching tune 
With your pike upon your shoulder 
By the Rising of the Moon 
 
Out of many a mud wall cabin 
Eyes were watching thru' the night 
Many a manly heart was throbbing 
For the coming morning light 
Murmurs ran along the valley 
Like the banshee's lonely croon 
And a thousand pikes were flashing 
By the Rising of the Moon 
 
There beside the singing river 
That dark mass of men were seen 
Far above their shining weapons hung 
Their own beloved green 
Death to every foe and traitor 
Forward strike the marching tune 
And hurrah me boys for freedom 
Tis the Rising of the Moon 

Chorus 1: 
By the Rising of the Moon 
By the Rising of the Moon 
For the pikes must be 
together 
By the Rising of the Moon 
 
 
 
Chorus 2: 
By the Rising of the Moon 
By the Rising of the Moon 
With your pike upon your 
shoulder 
By the Rising of the Moon 
 
 
 
Chorus 3: 
By the Rising of the Moon 
By the Rising of the Moon 
And a thousand pikes 
were flashing 
By the Rising of the Moon 
 
 
Chorus 4: 
Tis the Rising of the Moon 
Tis the Rising of the Moon 
And hurrah me boys for 
freedom 
Tis the Rising of the Moon 
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As the ensemble’s success in America grew, their introduction of instruments had a 

significant impact on their arrangement of works, especially the inclusion of rhythmic motifs 

and metre changes. In their recording of ‘Brennan on the Moor’, Liam Clancy states “folk 

music as it was sung by the old-timers could not be popular. I remember the old character I 

heard singing ‘Brennan on the Moor’…there were about fifty-eight verses, we whittled it 

down to four.”663 Clancy also deliberately adjusted the tempo of the piece to create a 

galloping feel to it, and this was reflected in the driving harmonic accompaniment of guitar 

and five-string banjo.664  

 

5.4.2- The Dubliners  

Like The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, The Dubliners’ arrangements of songs were 

directly influenced by the popular music movement of the late 1950s. The ensemble 

employed the same method of inserting a chorus into songs if they did not already contain 

one. They were considered to have bridged the gap between folk and traditional song as 

noted by Smyth: 

 

…the occasional tune from Barney McKenna’s banjo or John Sheehan’s fiddle kept 

the band in touch with the country-wide ‘traditional’ revival, for example, the vocal 

styles of Drew and Kelly, as well as the key role played by Drew’s rhythm guitar, 

meant that it always maintained at least some contact with international movement 

that had reached its purest form in Dylan’s self-penned ‘folk’ music.665 

 

 
663 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC. 
664 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC; The Clancy Brothers and 

Tommy Makem, “Brennan on the Moor,” track 1 on The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem, recorded 1961, 
Tradition records CD1022, 1996, CD. 

665 Gerry Smyth, Noisy Island (Cork: Cork University Press, 2005), 22. 
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An important aspect of Smyth’s observation of the Dubliners’ style is how the Dubliners 

“specialised in interpreting ballads.”666 Whilst linked in Smyth’s article to the influence of 

the American ballad boom, the Dubliner’s performance also featured an undeniable Irish 

identity through interpretation, recitation of a story from the song, applying their natural 

accent and aspects of Irish, both Gaeilge and in English, language. This cultural identity in 

musical performance is a continuation of the fundamental recitative oral tradition of Ireland 

as Heaney states “singing a song is like telling a story…What they say at home: abair 

amhrán, inis scéal. Say a song, tell a story…without the story, the song is lost…”667 As stated 

by Vallely, “they helped to bring Dublin into the picture of traditional music revival, and 

forced consideration of street song as a valid part of Irish culture.”668 

 

Expanding upon this popular style, the ensemble also focused on group arrangement, 

reinforcing this relatively new feature of group performance in Irish music. The influence of 

popular music meant that songs that usually were performed in through-composed or 

binary forms and rounds now contained a defined structure to include at least some form of 

introduction and generally a repeated chorus to conclude. Generally, most of their 

arrangements for songs featured three types of introduction:  

 

1. a single statement of the chorus melody performed instrumentally by McKenna, Sheahan or 

Bourke, or  

2. a chordal ‘vamp’ by either Drew, Bourke or Kelly followed directly by a vocal pickup by Drew 

or Kelly.  

3. A brief, layered introduction of each instrument before the commencement of the verse to 

establish the diverse instrumental sound of the group. 

 

 
666 Smyth, “Ireland unplugged: the roots of Irish folk/trad. (Con)Fusion,” 91. 
667 Cowdery, 40.  
668 Vallely, “Dubliners, The,” 227. 
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In pieces such as ‘Rocky Road to Dublin’669, ‘Hot Asphalt’670 and ‘The Rising of the Moon’671 

a single round of instrumental melody introduces the songs, generally, McKenna or 

Sheahan, leading into the first verse. This shows a brief acknowledgement to the melodic 

and solo legacy of Irish repertoire whilst also establishing the overall feel of the 

performance for both the listener and the ensemble. Certain songs, such as ‘The Wild 

Rover’672 or ‘The Rocky Road to Dublin’, featured a repeated chorus at the end to reinforce 

the song’s identity or ‘hook’. In other songs, a key example of The Dubliners’ instrumental 

layering during the introduction can be found in The Dubliner’s recording of ‘The Galway 

Races’.673 

 
669 The Dubliners, “Rocky Road to Dublin,” track 8 on The Dubliners, recorded 1964, Castle records 

06076-81328-2, 2003, CD.  
670 The Dubliners, “Hot Asphalt,” track 8 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle records CMRCD 

787, 2003, CD. 
671 The Dubliners, “The Rising of the Moon,” track 5 on A Drop of the Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, Major 

Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD. 
672 The Dubliners, “The Wild Rover,” track 1 on The Dubliners, recorded 1964, Castle records 06076-

81328-2, 2003, CD. . 
673 The Dubliners, ‘The Galway Races,’ track 2 n A Drop of the Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, Major Minor 

records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD. 
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Figure 47 The Dubliners 'Galway Races' introduction bars 1-18674 

 
In their recording of the ‘The Galway Races’ the first four bars of the melody are begun by 

McKenna followed directly by a heterophonic accompaniment by Sheahan on fiddle for two 

bars. The next four bars then feature another heterophonic addition of Bourke on tin 

 
674 Transcription by Lamb (The Dubliners, “The Galway Races,” track 2 on A Drop of the Hard Stuff, 

recorded 1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD). 
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whistle and then this is followed by the final instrumental addition of Drew’s guitar with 

simple strummed chords for four bars (see Figure 47). The gradual introduction of each 

voice provides a call and response effect, and the final inclusion of guitar establishes both 

the harmonic and rhythmic influence of popular song. Before the commencement of the 

first verse, there are two bars of the chorus vocal tag “With your whack-fa-the-da-for-the-

diddle-ee-iddle-day” sung by Kelly, Drew, and Bourke as a means of establishing the chorus 

tag of the piece. Whilst brief, this introduction evidences both the influences of 

instrumental layering pioneered by Ó Riada in Ceoltóirí Chualann and of popular song 

accompaniment style of The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem. These two elements 

evidence the group’s awareness of the textural effects their instrumentation on the 

performance of the melody as well as reinforcing the spirit of Ó Riada’s gradual inclusion of 

each instrument. Furthermore, the culmination of the full ensemble sound by bar 10 creates 

a depth to the body of the performance and shows the unique effect group arrangement 

has on the identity of the Irish songs. Similar arrangements of arranged introductions can 

also be found in The Dubliners’ recordings of ‘Hot Asphalt’675, ‘Will You Come to the 

Bower’676 and ‘Muirsheen Durkin’.677 

 

It is important to note that most recordings by The Dubliners generally feature only two 

instrumental tunes per album, most often a combination sets of two to three reels or jigs.678 

Generally, The Dubliners’ approach to arranging instrumental tunes featured three key 

 
675 The Dubliners, “Hot Asphalt,” track 8 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle records CMRCD 

787, 2003, CD. 
676 The Dubliners, “Will You Come to the Bower,” track 11 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle 

records CMRCD 787, 2003, CD. 
677 The Dubliners, “Muirsheen Durkin,” track 1 on More of the Hard Stuff, recorded 1967, Major Minor 

records 50999 4 64295 2 0, 2012, CD. 
678 Interestingly the 1967 album More of the Hard Stuff did not feature any instrumental sets or solo 

highlights by McKenna or Sheahan and instead focused on ballads and songs. 
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features:  

 

1. Solo melody followed by the harmonic accompaniment and the set performed for two 

to three rounds of each tune. 

2. All the melodic instruments begin simultaneously with the harmonic accompaniment 

3. A sharp one bar rhythmic pick-up by the harmonic instrument/s before the melodic 

instruments begin in heterophony and then the set performed for two to three rounds 

of each tune 

4. A gradual weave with each solo instrument taking the lead of the melody followed by 

heterophonic as the transition for the new instrument to assume the lead solo. The 

length of the form for each tune would vary for these arrangements.  

 

Of their instrumental works, these performances were performed in a more traditional 

dance format with the soloist or soloists performing one or two bars of the melody as an 

introduction followed by harmonic accompaniment shortly after. The form of each tune 

generally features two rounds of the melody with a transitional bar pick-up and the 

harmonic/rhythmic accompaniment remaining consistent throughout. This style occurs in 

recordings of ‘Within a Mile of Dublin’,679 ‘The High Reel’680 and ‘Swallow’s Tail Reel’681 with 

McKenna playing the primary melodic instrument with Drew and Bourke’s guitars 

accompanying. Insets such as ‘Fermoy Lasses/Sporting Paddy’682 and ‘Paddy’s Gone to 

France/Skylark’683 the piece is introduced by two sharp chordal strums from the acoustic 

guitar before McKenna and Sheahan commencing the melody without a pick-up bar. In 

 
679 The Dubliners, “Within a Mile of Dublin,” track 11 on Finnegan Wakes, recorded 1966, Castle 

records CMRCD 787, 2003, CD. 
680 The Dubliners, “The High Reel,” track 4 on The Dubliners, recorded 1964, Castle records 06076-

81328-2, 2003, CD. 
681 The Dubliners, “Swallow’s Tail Reel,” track 11 on The Dubliners, recorded 1964, Castle records 

06076-81328-2, 2003, CD. 
682 The Dubliners, “Fermoy Lasses/Sporting Paddy,” track 3 on A Drop of the Hard Stuff, recorded 

1967, Major Minor records 50999 4 64300 2 1, 2012, CD. 
683 The Dubliners, “Paddy’s Gone to France/Skylark,” track 5 on At It Again! recorded 1967, Major 

minor 5099 4 64288 2 01, 2012, CD. 
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contrast to the style of Moloney’s early arrangements with The Chieftains that featured 

abrupt transitions between sets, The Dubliners provided a seamless transition, with 

McKenna and Sheahan using the final bars of the first tune as a pickup into the second tune. 

Like The Chieftains though, a harmonic or rhythmic constant is also present in Drew’s 

acoustic guitar or Kelly’s five-string banjo through strumming of chords to provide a 

consistent harmonic and rhythmic foundation. This consistency is a direct result of The 

Dubliner’s choice of repertoire which either featured the same metre or similar phrase 

rhythms in its melody.  

 

5.4.3- The Johnstons 

As the decade progressed, the intricacy of arranging ballads also grew, with a focus towards 

vocal harmonisation and close harmony. Like The Dubliners, The Johnstons focused 

primarily on ballads interspersed with instrumental sets within their first two albums The 

Johnstons684 (1968) and The Barley Corn (1969).685 Their arrangements of songs primarily 

featured four main features: 

 

1. One voice singing during verses and close harmony during the chorus. A variation of this 

would feature each singer would perform one verse each with close harmony during the 

chorus 

2. A capella four-part harmony for the entire song 

3. Progressive layering of harmonisation from one voice to four upon the commencement of 

each verse 

4. One singer throughout the piece until the final chorus which features close harmony to 

finish. 

 

 
684 The Johnstons, The Johnstons, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD.  
685 The Johnstons, The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD. 
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Key to their performing style was the use of vocal harmony, generally in three or four parts. 

Their recording of ‘The Apprentice’s Song’686 features entirely a capella performance of the 

melody arranged in four-part harmony. In their recording of the traditional song ‘Caillerch 

an Airgid’687 the verses are sung solo by Brady with constant rhythmic support from 

bodhrán and during the chorus the entire group sings in unison.688 A similar approach is also 

heard in ‘The Tunnel Tigers.’689 In pieces such as ‘They’ll Never Get Their Man’690 and  ‘The 

Frog’s Wedding‘691 feature a rotation of each verse being sung solo by one member of the 

ensemble with the close-harmony by all members during the chorus or refrain. The 

instrumental tunes on these recordings were similar to the standard approach used by The 

Dubliners where the melodic instrument began the piece simultaneously with harmonic 

accompaniment.  

 

5.4.4- Sweeney’s Men 

One of the last significant ensembles of the late 1960s was Sweeney’s Men. The core of the 

ensemble’s sound was through their unique instrumentation, primarily mandolin, bouzouki 

and acoustic guitar, and the ensemble’s arrangements, which were experimentations with 

tunes gathered from direct interactions across Ireland. As Moynihan recalled “in 67 we went 

on a road trip to the country to experience this great culture which, growing up as a middle-

 
686 The Johnstons, “Apprentice Song,” track 12 on The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM 

CD 410, 1996, CD. 
687 The Johnstons, “Caillerch an Airgid,” track 10 on The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records 

ESM CD 410, 1996, CD. 
688 This piece is significant for it is the earliest example of a song in Irish sung close-harmony and this 

would influence later groups to perform works this style through Irish such as Planxty, Skara Brae and Clannad.   
689 The Johnstons, “The Tunnel Tigers,” track 2 on The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records ESM 

CD 410, 1996, CD. 
690 The Johnstons, “They’ll Never Get Their Man,” track 1 on The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, Castle 

records ESM CD 410, 1996, CD. 
691 The Johnstons, “The Frog’s Wedding,” track 14 on The Barley Corn, recorded 1969, Castle records 

ESM CD 410, 1996, CD. 
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class snob in Dublin, I had not been exposed to. We collected songs and melodies from all 

over the countryside.”692 The ensemble was primarily a ballad group and their performances 

of songs, such as the sea shanty ‘Sally Brown’, highlighted the established practices of the 

1960s folk ensembles. 693  Broadly, Sweeney’s Men arrangements contain four key features: 

 

1. The gradual instrumental layering of melodic instruments, usually in heterophony 

2. Instrumental introductions through variation of the melody 

3. Harmonic and rhythmic accompaniment 

4. The distinction between the solo voice in verses and group singing during the chorus. 

 

As with The Clancy Brothers and The Dubliners, Sweeney’s Men arrangement practices were 

similar to the ballad groups of the period. However, their use of vocal harmonisation and 

specific layering of voices is a unique feature of their style. An example of this can be heard 

in ‘Sally Brown’694, where Irvine sings the first verse line followed by the ensemble singing in 

three-part harmony to the response ‘way, hey, roll and go’.695 The next verse line features 

Moynihan harmonising with Irvine and the final tag ‘to spend my money along with Sally 

Brown’ being sung in three-part harmony. This arrangement style shows both the growing 

 
692 Johnny Moynihan in Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
693 Sweeney’s Men, “Sally Brown,” track 3 on Sweeney’s Men, recorded 1968, Transatlantic records 

TRA 170, LP. 
694 Sweeney’s Men, “Sally Brown,” track 3 on Sweeney’s Men, recorded 1968, Transatlantic records 

TRA 170, LP. 
695 Sweeney’s Men, “Sally Brown,” track 3 on Sweeney’s Men, recorded 1968, Transatlantic records 

TRA 170, LP. 
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intricacy towards arranging the instrumental performances as well as the vocal 

arrangements. 

Another example of this can be heard in the recording of ‘Waxies Dargle’696 wherein the 

chorus refrain features a call-and-response between Moynihan and Irvine for the first three 

lines followed by a three-part harmony for the final line ‘, and if one of you doesn’t order 

soon, we’ll be thrown out of the boozer’.697 This piece also contains an uncommon 

arrangement feature for a song; each chorus is followed by a brief two-bar instrumental 

refrain of the melody leading into the next verse (see Figure 48). This is unique for it is 

reinforcing the importance of the melody whilst at the same time also exhibiting the unique 

timbre the mandolin provides in this context. By placing the mandolin in this solo context, 

Irvine champions the instrument’s unique sound on the same level as the singing voice 

without it assuming the lead role within a song. 

 

 

Figure 48 Andy Irvine mandolin on ‘The Waxies Dargle’ bars 9-14.698 

The few instrumental tunes the group did record featured a simple arrangement based on 

heterophonic interplay, primarily between Irvine and Moynihan. Their first album, 

 
696 Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 

17459, 7” single). 
697 Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 

17459, 7” single. 
698 Transcription by Lamb (Sweeney’s Men, “Waxies Dargle,” track 1 on Waxies Dargle (single), 

recorded 1968, Pye records 7N 17459, 7” single). 
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Sweeney’s Men699, featured only one instrumental tune ‘The Exile’s Jig’ and this featured a 

duet between Moynihan on tin whistle and Irvine on mandolin.700 The piece is performed 

heterophonically with the second round featuring a variation of the melody through long, 

sustained notes as Irvine perform of continuous quavers the melody. This brief example 

highlights an awareness of the different tonalities between the tin whistle and mandolin, 

and it identifies the ensembles’ arrangement to allow for a contrast between each round of 

the form. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

As has been shown through the transcriptions and analysis undertaken in this chapter, the 

1960s saw a significant change to the arrangement of Irish repertoire, due in no small part 

to the development of the folk ensemble. These ensembles not only expanded the 

instrumentation featured in these works, particularly the arrangements of Ó Riada and 

Paddy Moloney but also modified the lyrical content and structures to suit the commercial 

style of popular recordings. The discussion of earliest examples of arrangement of Irish 

melodies has shown that archivists such as Bunting and Petrie approached the arrangement 

of traditional melodies from the perspective of the European classical style and modified 

the melodic material away from its original form. As arrangers from within the Irish tradition 

such as Joyce, O’Neill and Breathnach, began to publish their own arrangements and 

transcriptions, the fundamentals of solo melody and rhythm were championed, and the 

unique style of Irish traditional ornamentation was strongly reinforced. In the same spirit as 

 
699 Sweeney’s Men, Sweeney’s Men, recorded 1968, Transatlantic records TRA 170, LP. 
700 Sweeney’s Men, “The Exile’s Jig,” track 5 on Sweeney’s Men, recorded 1968, Transatlantic records 

TRA 170, LP. 
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these collectors, Ó Riada established a new practice of highlighting the voices of Irish 

traditional instruments and then blending them within an ensemble setting. As has been 

shown through analysing the instrumental progression and layering of Ó Riada’s 

arrangements, Ó Riada wanted to highlight the unique solo voices of each instrument as 

well as the larger dynamic and textures of the full ensemble. This practice recognised the 

inherent challenges of introducing the ensemble format into the Irish tradition for both 

songs and instrumental tunes. The analyses of later ensembles such as The Dubliners, The 

Johnstons and The Chieftains showed that this arrangement method had become well 

established, with a variety of groups applying this in performance. The influence of the 

American folk revival is also clear in the arrangement of songs, and the popularisation of the 

chorus refrain was clear amongst the ballad groups. These ballad groups also pioneered the 

use of vocal harmonisation, primarily through the use of the chorus format, and the 

development of arranged vocal harmony for Irish tunes evidenced the growing 

development of the Irish tradition. Through the inclusion of both melodic and harmonic 

accompaniment, these groups also provided new textural and timbral interpretations of 

traditional songs and The Dubliners, in particular, popularised the approach of the 

instrumental introduction for songs. 
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Chapter 6- Song Arrangement Pt.2: 1970s  

The performances and recordings of Irish folk music of the 1960s highlighted a dramatic 

shift from a primarily solo art form to ensemble performance and along with this a greater 

attention to nuances of arrangement. As identified in Chapter 5, Ó Riada’s success in 

pioneering this approach of arrangement and performance encouraged numerous groups 

and performers exploring the new possibilities presented by the ensemble format. While 

the arrangements of the 1960s represented the formative years of this new style, it was the 

recordings of the 1970s that drove innovation further as well as refining arrangement 

techniques amongst these folk ensembles. Most notably, the division between the ballad 

groups and the instrumental groups disappeared, as new ensembles of the 1970s began to 

arrange and perform repertoire drawn from both streams. This chapter will focus on how 

the ensembles of the 1970s approached arrangement, the changes that were introduced 

and how these expanded upon the ideas of the 1960s. This will also confirm the presence of 

an identifiably Irish sound by the end of the decade. 

 

To answer these questions, this chapter will provide the results of analyses of 

representative recordings of selected ensembles from this decade and identify unique 

practices and common features in their arrangements. These original contributions will 

feature a blend of harmonic, melodic and rhythmic analysis as well as structural analysis of 

musical forms. The results will then be synthesised with a reflection on the progress of 

ensembles from the 1960s, such as The Dubliners and The Chieftains, to compare and 

contrast the innovations from newer ensembles such as Planxty, The Bothy Band, Paul 

Brady, and Andy Irvine and Dé Dannan. Due to the breadth of material during this period, 
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only a selection of key recordings from each group, that identify their individual 

arrangement styles during this decade, will be analysed. 

 

6.1 The landscape at the beginning of the 1970s 

Even though ensembles of the late sixties, such as The Johnstons and Sweeney’s Men, had 

experimented with new instrumentation and arranging both songs and instrumental tunes, 

there was still a clear distinction between ballad groups and instrumental dance in their 

arrangement styles. Groups such as The Dubliners and The Johnstons featured ballads and 

songs primarily with some instrumental works, the repertoire of Ceoltóirí Chualann was 

focussed on instrumental music with some ballads and The Chieftains performed solely 

instrumental works.701 In 1971, The Chieftains released their third album, The Chieftains 3, 

incidentally the same year of Ó Riada’s passing, ushering in a second phase in the 

development of the IFMM.702 Moloney’s arrangements during the first half of the 1970s still 

focused on instrumental tunes and the refinement of transitions between tunes, 

instrumental layering and his exploration of aural colours. The group’s early recordings of 

the 1960s relied heavily on the instrumental pairings of either bodhrán and solo melody, or 

duo and trio heterophonic melodic performances with periods of group performance and 

sharp cuts between tunes.  

 

 
701 The proportional distribution of this repertoire is as follows: The Dubliner’s first nine recorded 

albums (1964-1969) featured an average of two instrumental tunes and eleven songs and ballads. The 
Johnstons’ first four recordings (1968-1969) featured an average of three instrumental tunes and twelve 
ballads and Sweeney’s Men’s two recordings featuring only one instrumental tune per album and eleven 
ballads on each recording. 

702 Glatt, chap.7, 35-37, Kobo. 
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Moloney’s key practice during this period was providing smoother transitions during sets. 

The ensemble’s instrumentation at the beginning of the decade was the same as the 

previous two recordings, The Chieftains and The Chieftains 2, and featured the following 

instrumentation on the recordings between 1970 to 1972 (see Table 18): 

Table 18 The Chieftains personnel and instrumentation 

The Chieftains line-up (1970-1972) 
Paddy Moloney- Uilleann pipes, tin whistle  
Peadar Mercier- Bodhrán, bones 
Martin Fay- Fiddle 
Sean Keane- Fiddle 
Michael Tubridy- Flute, tin whistle, concertina 
Seán Potts- Tin whistle 

 

At the beginning of the new decade, Moloney’s arrangement style evolved towards a 

smoother, more mature approach evident in his experimentation with the sound of the 

drone. This continuity through the drone is one of the key features of The Chieftain’s sound 

from this time and in Chieftains 3 Moloney experiments with expanding the feature of the 

drone also to be performed on the fiddle. The fiddle performs a dyadic drone harmony 

which creates a richer foundation than the single drone from the pipes and at the same 

time avoids the imposition of full harmony. In the recordings of the 1960s, Moloney’s use of 

the drone was primarily through the uilleann pipes as modal support for piping solos. In 

contrast, during the 1970s Moloney’s expansion of the drone to other instruments can be 

heard on ‘The March of the King of Laois’. As is shown in Figure 49 (below), Moloney begins 

the introduction with a low drone of D for one bar. Immediately in the second bar, imitation 

of Moloney’s drone is performed by a low, constant bowing from the fiddle producing a 

double stop of a fourth (A to D).  
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Figure 49 'The March of the King of Laois' ‘A’ section uilleann pipes and fiddle bars 1-12703 

 
This technique draws clear influence from Ó Riada’s film score in Mise Éire (as discussed in 

Chapter 5); however, it explores its use solely through traditional instrumentation with the 

first fiddle progressing from the initial dyad drone to performing a sustained drone with 

simple descending countermelody against the drone. When the A section of the melody 

repeats the second fiddle performs heterophonically with the pipes, and there is continued 

dyadic support from the first fiddle and the pipe’s drone. The second fiddle plays a less 

ornamented version than the uilleann pipes yet doubles the crucial rolls over the B natural 

(See Figure 50, bar 19).  

 

 
703 Transcription by Lamb, (The Chieftains, “The March of the King of Laois,” track 5 on The Chieftains 

3, recorded 1971, Claddagh records CC10CD, 2000, CD. 
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Figure 50 ‘March of the King of Laois’ A section bars 17 to 22704 

 
While this is the only piece on the album that features the drone throughout the entirety of 

the performance, seven of the twelve songs on this album feature the drone as a key 

instrumental and harmonic colour. 

 

Instrumental layering again is a significant feature of Moloney’s style, and his explorations 

of the ensemble are evident in his output during the 1970s. As with the previous example, 

‘The March of the King of Laois’, this piece features an AA’BB’ structure and the full 

ensemble featuring pipes, tin whistle, two fiddles, and bodhrán. Moloney continues the 

feature of instrumental layering on this recording with gradual inclusion of the full ensemble 

(see Table 19 below). 

 

 

 

 

 
704 Transcription by Lamb, (The Chieftains, “The March of the King of Laois,” track 5 on The Chieftains 

3m recorded 1971, Claddagh records, CC10CD, 2000, CD). 
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Table 19 ‘The March of the King of Laois’ layering progression 

 Introduction 
(drone) 

A1 A1’ B1 B1’ A2 A2’ B2 B2’ A3 A3’ B3 B3’ 

Uilleann 
pipes 

             

Fiddle 1-
harmony 

             

Fiddle 2-
melody 

             

Tin 
whistle 

             

Flute              

Bodhrán              

 

This trend of introducing each instrumental element continues for each round of the 

melody with the final inclusion of tin whistle, flute and bodhrán on the commencement of 

the second A section. As the piece progresses into the A2 section, Moloney also moves into 

the next octave higher to provide new colour and contrast to herald the commencement of 

the use of the full ensemble. Upon the commencement of A3, the tin whistle begins 

performing an octave higher also, and by B3 the full ensemble performs at its loudest, 

underscoring the climax of the piece.  

 

In other tracks on The Chieftains 3, such as ‘Sonny’s Mazurka/Tommy Hunt’s Jig’ and ‘John 

Kelly’s Slide/Merrily Kissed the Quaker/Dennis Murphy’s’, Moloney focuses on one 

consistent musical element, either a drone from the uilleann pipes or the rhythmic drive of 

the bodhrán, to provide a more seamless transition between tunes. Towards the end of 

‘Sonny’s Mazurka,’ as the full ensemble is performing, Moloney’s drone commences at the 

beginning of the final round of the melody. Once the final melody is completed, the overlap 

of the drone D effects a seamless transition as the flute begins the melody of ‘Tommy 
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Hunt’s Jig’ with Mercier establishing the rhythm on the bodhrán. However, whilst there is 

evidence of greater coherence in transitions versus the abrupt transitions of The Chieftain’s 

earlier recordings, some abrupt transitions are still present in ‘Strike The Gay Harp/Lord 

Mayo/The Lady On The Island/The Sailor On The Rock’ and ‘Tom Billy’s/The Road to 

Lisdoonvarna/The Merry Sisters’.  

 

On Chieftains 3 Moloney evidences greater experimentation with his use of layering, which 

is particularly evident on the set of three slides ‘John Kelly’s Slide/Merrily Kissed the 

Quaker/Dennis Murphy’s’. The first tune, ‘John Kelly’s Slide’, features only fiddle and 

bodhráns with a driving rhythm introduction by the bodhrán followed by a heterophonic 

duet by the fiddles. The second round of the form features the first fiddle performing the 

first half of each round as a solo melody with the second fiddle returning in heterophony for 

the second half of each round. This provides a unique element of call and response and also 

re-iterates the solo nature of the Irish tradition (See Table 20 below).  

 

Table 20 The Chieftains ‘John Kelly’s Slide’ layering progression 

 Introduction A1 A1’ B1 B1’ A2 A2’ B2 B2’ 

Bodhrán          
Fiddle 1              
Fiddle 2              
Lilt 
(voice) 

         

Uilleann 
pipes 

         

Flute          
Tin 
whistle 
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As shown in Table 21, the second tune of the set, ‘Merrily Kissed the Quaker’, begins with 

another solo melody accompanied by the bodhrán except for this time it features a vocal 

lilt.705  

 

Table 21 The Chieftains ‘Merrily Kissed the Quaker’ layering progression 

 A1 A1
’ 

B1 B1’ C1 C1
’ 

A2 A2’ B2 B2
’ 

C2 C2
’ 

Bodhrán             
Fiddle 1             
Fiddle 2             
Lilt (voice)             

Uilleann 
pipes 

            

Uilleann 
pipe 
drone 

            

Flute             
Tin 
whistle 

            

 

With the beginning of the B section of the melody, the uilleann pipes take over the solo 

melodic feature and introduce the drone, which continues through the rest of the 

performance. The C section of the melody then features the introduction of the flute in 

heterophony with the pipes. The lilting voice repeats its solo performance in the second 

round of the A melody, this time with drone support from the pipes. At the commencement 

of the second round of the B melody, the pipes, flute and first fiddle perform in 

heterophony, with the full ensemble joining the second round of the C melody. 

 

 

 
705 Lilting is a similar practice to Scottish mouth music whereby the singer sings nonsense syllables to 

the pitch and rhythm of the melody. This imitates the sound of instruments and maintains the rhythmic 
patterns of the melody. 
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Table 22 The Chieftains ‘Denis Murphy’s’ layering progression 

  A1 A1’ B1 B1’ A2 A2’ B2 B2’ 

Bodhrán         
Fiddle 1         
Fiddle 2         
Lilt 
(voice) 

        

Uilleann 
pipes 

        

Uilleann 
pipe 
drone 

        

Flute         
Tin 
whistle 

        

 

The final tune in the set, ‘Denis Murphy’s’, commences with the full ensemble except for the 

lilt and continues this heterophonic performance through both rounds of the form. This 

performance highlights Moloney’s progression in arranging by highlighting the timbre of 

select instruments throughout the set. As with Ó Riada’s style, the individual pieces 

generally finish with a strong dynamic climax, and there is full ensemble heterophonic 

performance over the last tune. (See Table 22). 

 

Moloney’s complexity in an arrangement is further evident with the unique arrangement of 

‘Drowsy Maggie’ on The Chieftains 4, shown in Table 23.706 In this piece, the full ensemble 

performs the melody of the title track in heterophony for two full rounds, and then each 

instrument performs a different melody/piece in the solo form before returning to the 

original piece with a full ensemble.707  

 

 
706 The Chieftains, “Drowsy Maggie,” track 1 on The Chieftains 4, recorded 1973, Claddagh records 

CC14CD, 2000, CD. 
707 These individual tunes are not noted either on the track listing nor the liner notes.  
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Table 23 The Chieftains ‘Drowsy Maggie’ arrangement structure 

Tune (full form i.e. A + B) Instruments 
Drowsy Maggie x 2 Full ensemble w/ bodhrán 
The Fairy Dance x 2 Uillean pipes 
Drowsy Maggie x 1 Full ensemble w/ bodhrán 
The Whinny Hills of Leitrim x 1 Flute 
Drowsy Maggie x 1 Full ensemble w/ bodhrán 
Dever the Dancer x 1 Fiddle 1 
Drowsy Maggie x 1 Full ensemble w/ bones 
The Humours of Carrigaholt x 1 Tin whistle 
Drowsy Maggie x 1 Full ensemble w/ bones 
Whelan’s Jig x 1  Fiddle 2 
Drowsy Maggie x 2  Full ensemble w/ bodhrán 

 

By arranging the solo features in this way, Moloney avoids the association of the Céilí band’s 

perpetual heterophony and allows each instrument to share its own voice with individual 

solo breaks. Furthermore, the use of differing airs for the solo sections allows the refrain of 

‘Drowsy Maggie’ to become a form of the chorus or refrain with the ensemble exploring the 

timbre of different instruments without the risk of being overly repetitive.   

 

The Chieftains 4 album also featured the first instance of an original composition by 

Moloney with the track ‘The Morning Dew’.708 This performance, in contrast to previous 

arrangements, features an extensive level of instrumental layering and melodic progression 

with Moloney pairing instruments together in both a heterophonic sense and as a 

countermelody. The piece is introduced by two bodhráns performing a rhythmic pattern 

that alternates with triplet rolls followed by the melody performed by solo tin whistle (see 

Figure 51). 

 
708 The Chieftains, “The Morning Dew,” track 6 on The Chieftains 4, recorded 1973, Claddagh records 

CC14CD, 2000, CD. 
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Figure 51 ‘The Morning Dew’ introduction, bodhráns and tin whistle.709 

 

A second tin whistle is introduced after the first round of the melody and performs the first 

melodic motif in counterpoint to Moloney’s second melodic motif and both instruments 

gradually incorporate greater variation and ornamentation (see Figure 52 below).  

 

 

Figure 52 ‘The Morning Dew’ second tin whistle counter melody bars 17-19710 

 
709 Transcription by Lamb (The Chieftains, “The Morning Dew,” track 6 on The Chieftains 4, recorded 

1973, Claddagh records CC14CD, 2000, CD). 
710 Transcription by Lamb (The Chieftains, “The Morning Dew,” track 6 on The Chieftains 4, recorded 

1973, Claddagh records CC14CD, 2000, CD). 
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On the third round of the melody the flute is introduced performing the second melodic 

motif in heterophony with the first tin whistle (see Figure 53, bars 43-44). 

 

 

Figure 53 ‘The Morning Dew’ introduction of flute bars 41-44711 

 

After a few rounds with the three wind instruments performing their heterophonic 

interaction a sudden break in the music then changes direction with the first bodhrán being 

swapped with the bones as the second bodhrán continues its alternating rolls to lead into 

the uilleann pipe solo. This extensive instrumental layering is further developed when the 

fiddle is introduced, providing harmonic support imitating the rhythm of the bodhrán and 

the uilleann pipes then perform the melody of the first tin whistle. The second fiddle 

performing counterpoint reinforces Moloney’s attention to melodic progression with the 

pipes before transitioning to the full ensemble joining together in heterophony of the first 

melodic motif for three rounds. This is suddenly ended with the bodhrán and bones 

returning to their alternating rhythms before the uilleann pipes finish with the melody in 

 
711 Transcription by Lamb (The Chieftains, “The Morning Dew,” track 6 on The Chieftains 4, recorded 

1973, Claddagh records CC14CD, 2000, CD). 
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heterophony with the flute. The fiddle also finishes with the same harmonic stabs to imitate 

the rolls of the bodhrán.  

 

With the recordings of Chieftains 4 (1973) and Chieftains 5 (1975), Moloney reduced the use 

of long, multi-tune sets and instead moved towards richer arrangements of single tunes.712 

Chieftains 4 featured only one set ‘O Keefe’s Slide/An Suisin Bán/The Star Above The 

Gartner/The Weavers’ and Chieftains 5 only featuring two sets titled simply ‘Three Kerry 

Polkas’ and ‘Kerry slides’.713 This reduction of multi-tune sets evidences a clear musical 

transition by Moloney towards an arrangement style similar to that of Ó Riada. The 

relationship with Ó Riada is even made explicit through the inclusion of Ó Riada’s original 

composition ‘Mná na hÉireann’ (The women of Ireland) on Chieftains 4. This association is 

reinforced further with the inclusion of Bell on the harp; a belated completion of Ó Riada’s 

original vision for the instrument in an ensemble setting.  

 

By featuring the harp on The Chieftains 4, Moloney had access to the harmonic potential of 

the instrument as well as its differing timbral effects of plucked strings and extended 

harmonic possibilities. Of the twelve songs on the recording, four of these tunes feature the 

harp to introduce the piece, and the harp is featured on six songs in total. In the recording 

of ‘Mná na hÉireann’, Bell’s use of the harp is a significant feature of this piece with 

arpeggiated harmonic accompaniment. The first round of the melody is performed as a 

fiddle solo. Upon the second round of the melody, the tin whistle and harp are introduced. 

Initially, Bell’s accompaniment on the harp is sparse with arpeggiated figures that do not 

 
712 The Chieftains, The Chieftains 5, recorded 1975, Shanachie records 79025, 1990, CD. 
713 The Chieftains, The Chieftains 4, recorded 1973, Claddagh records CC14CD, 2000, CD; The 

Chieftains, The Chieftains 5, recorded 1975, Shanachie records 79025, 1990, CD. 
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follow a strict tempo or rhythm. As the uilleann pipes enter in heterophony with the fiddle 

and whistle, Bell’s arpeggiation becomes more florid and constant. As the piece finishes 

with a solo tin whistle melody, Bell’s instrument returns to the slower accompaniment style 

before allowing the tin whistle the final few bars of the melody. This use of the harp 

contrasts strongly with Moloney’s previous arrangements on the first three albums, where 

only a minimal harmonic role is given to any prior instrument.  

 

The popularity of singing amongst ensembles such as Planxty and The Bothy Band also had a 

brief effect on Moloney’s repertoire. Whilst vocals had been included on Chieftains 3; these 

took the form of lilting by Pat Kilduff and did not feature any lyrical content; instead, they 

were vocal renditions of instrumental airs. On the ensemble’s sixth album The Chieftains 6: 

Bonaparte’s Retreat (1976) Dolores Keane featured on vocals for the titular tune 

‘Bonaparte’s Retreat’. However, further exploration of sung repertoire would not occur until 

The Chieftains 9: Boil the Breakfast Early in 1979 featuring a solo air ‘When A Man's In Love’ 

sung by bodhrán player Kevin Conneff.714  

 

Overall, these arrangements evidence Moloney’s progression towards heterophonic 

intricacy with differing approaches to performing a song. Generally, Moloney’s arrangement 

style focuses on the introductory sounding of one or two instruments with an incremental 

progression to include the full ensemble by the end of the performance. By consistently 

providing moments of solo melody, and therefore minimal instrumentation, Moloney 

reinforces the expectations of the Irish tradition. However, by exploring the breadth of 

 
714 The Chieftains, “When a Man’s in Love,” track 4 on The Chieftains 9: Boil the Breakfast Early, 

recorded 1979, Claddagh records CK 86016, 2002, CD. Conneff had been recruited into the ensemble to 
perform on bodhrán after the retirement of Peader Mercier.  
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timbre from differing instrumental pairings and maintaining at least one instrument’s voice 

as a constant, these arrangements promote the identity of the set as a unified musical unit 

that explores different themes and textures rather than a medley or an ad hoc performance 

of individual tunes together.  

 

6.2 Progress of ballad groups during the 1970s 

As the 1960s ended, the ballad boom had begun to decline, and ensembles such as The 

Dubliners began to experiment with different song arrangements to explore new ideas. The 

Dubliners’ approach, in particular, explored textural differences between the melodic 

instruments and expanded the harmonic/rhythmic accompaniment through the addition of 

double bass and piano. These additions were made possible through collaboration with Phil 

Coulter and on albums such as Revolution and Double Dubliners; the ensemble evidenced a 

willingness to explore other styles such as American Country and Western music.715  

 

In line with the growing exploration of set music in an instrumental style, The Dubliners also 

explored the concept of the set, concerning songs. In their recording of ‘Rebellion: Wrap the 

Green Flag 'Round Me Boys/The West's Awake/A Nation Once Again’ on the album Plain 

and Simple (1973) the group combined two nationalist ballads and one poem.716 The first 

piece is sung by Kelly and features the first two verses and chorus followed by Drew reciting 

the final verse of ‘The West’s Awake’. Following an instrumental interlude by McKenna and 

 
715 The Dubliners, Revolution, recorded 1970, Chyme records CHCD1002, 1999, CD; The Dubliners, 

Double Dubliners, recorded 1972, Columbia records SCX 6513, LP.  
716 The Dubliners, “Rebellion: Wrap the Green Flag 'Round Me Boys/The West's Awake/A Nation Once 

Again,” track 11 on Plain and Simple, recorded 1973, Polydor records 2383 235, LP. 
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Bourke on tenor banjo and tin whistle, the first verse and chorus of ‘A Nation Once Again’ is 

sung by Kelly to finish the set.  

 

With the rising popularity of instrumental dance music performed by The Chieftains, The 

Dubliners began to explore greater intricacy in their arrangements of instrumental sets. The 

instances of sets and instrumental tunes did not increase in their recordings of the 1970s; 

however, their exploration of layering and heterophony became more nuanced. Sets such as 

‘The Musical Priest/Blackthorn Stick’717 and ‘Drops of Brandy/Lady Carberry’718 feature the 

inclusion of double bass performing minims alongside Drew and Bourke’s alternating 

strumming of crotchets, an influence derived from the early American Chicago Jazz and 

Country song styles.719 These pieces also feature progressive transitions and layering among 

the melodic instruments. In ‘Drops of Brandy/Lady Carberry’, the ensemble arranged the 

tune as a sequence of separate duets of whistles, mandolins and then fiddles. Furthermore, 

to differentiate the transition between each duet, the mandolin duet performs ‘Drops of 

Brandy’ but transposed to another key which assists in the transition to ‘Lady Carberry’.  

 

 

 

 

 
717 The Dubliners, ‘The Musical Priest/Blackthorn Stick,’ track 4 on Double Dubliners, recorded 1972, 

Columbia records SCX 6513, LP. 
718 The Dubliners, ‘Drops of Brandy/ Lady Carberry,’ track 10 on Double Dubliners recorded 1972,  

Columbia records SCX 6513, LP. 
719 In the early jazz style, in particular Chicago style, during the 1920s the favouring of duple metre 

provided a plodding rhythm and harmonic accompaniment, especially with the tuba and eventually the double 
bass providing this feeling. This contrasted with the development of the swing style in the 1930s which 
favoured a quadruple metre and driving rhythmic support. This element is also common amongst slower 
pieces in country music of the United States. 
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Table 24 The Dubliners 'The Musical Priest/Blackthorn Stick' layering progression 

 ‘The 
Musical 
Priest’ 
A1, B1 
and C1 

‘The 
Musical 
Priest’ 
A2, B2 
and C2 

‘The 
Musical 
Priest’ 
A3, B3, 
and C3, 

‘Blackthorn 
Stick’  
A1 and B1 

‘Blackthorn 
Stick’ A2 
and B2 

Guitar      
Bass      
Tin 
whistle 

        

Tenor 
banjo 

      

Fiddle      
Mandolin      

 

An overview of instrumental progression, as shown in Table 24 above, ‘The Musical Priest’ 

features an ABC form and the performance begins with the tin whistle as a solo melodic 

instrument for the first round of the melody. The second round begins with the tenor banjo 

performing in heterophony for the A and B section of the second round. The C section is 

then performed solo by tenor banjo with Sheahan’s fiddle joining heterophonically for the 

entirety of the third round of the form. The second tune then features a simple AB form, 

with the banjo and fiddle continuing to perform heterophonically for one round of this 

form. McKenna then transitions from tenor banjo to mandolin for the A2 of the melody. The 

commencement of the second and final B section sees a rich combination of tin whistle, 

fiddle, tenor banjo and mandolin all performing collectively to finish the set.  

 

Similar incremental layering is apparent in ‘The Wonder Hornpipe’ on Plain and Simple 

(1972), shown in Table 25 below. 
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Table 25 The Dubliners 'The Wonder Hornpipe' layering progression 

  A1 and B1 A2 and B2 A3 and B3 

Guitar (harmony)    

Fiddle    

Tenor banjo    

Tin whistle    

 

Whilst more simplified than ‘The Musical Priest/Blackthorn Stick’, The Dubliner’s 

arrangement of gradual layering shows direct influence from the practices of Ó Riada and 

The Chieftains in terracing to a full ensemble sound.  

 

While some instruments, like the double bass, did not transition into live performances or 

permanent instruments within The Dubliners, the experimentation with more complex 

arrangements of tunes maintained a constant in their 1970s style. Their live recording 

Hometown (1972) evidences greater virtuosity in their instrumental tunes, such as ‘Octopus 

Jig’ exploring virtuosic theatrics (as discussed in Chapter 3) and ‘Barney’s Mozart’ exploring 

baroque/classical influences with instrumental solos with accompaniment style.720 ‘Barney’s 

Mozart’ features an AB form with harmonic accompaniment from Sheahan on guitar in a 

pseudo-continuo style. However, in a notable deviation from the Irish tradition, McKenna’s 

performance of the melody features strong use of both rubato and accelerando. 

Furthermore, the third round of the form has McKenna performing chords instead of a solo 

melody, and the final round evidences harmonic arpeggiation on the banjo during breaks 

between phrases of the melody.  

 

 
720 The Dubliners, Hometown, recorded 1972, Plough records PL1010, LP. 
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6.3 Removing the divide: Planxty, The Bothy Band and Dé Dannan 

The end of the 1960s reflected a desire to differentiate the sound in the arrangements of 

songs and tunes. The 1970s implemented this with greater complexity and stylistic diversity 

in arrangements of folk and traditional repertoire. The ensembles that formed in the 1970s 

combined both streams of ballad and instrumental works present in the 1960s to create a 

unique blend of sets and progressive arrangements. The pioneer of this new style was the 

ensemble Planxty, with their iconic combination of Irish traditional music and other 

European folk elements.  

 

The ensemble’s first album Planxty (1973) featured four key examples of innovative 

arrangement: ‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’, ‘Arthur McBride’, ‘Junior 

Creehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming’ and ‘The Blacksmith’. Furthermore, this album 

features two examples of the blended song/dance pairings with ‘Raggle Taggle 

Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’ and ‘The Jolly Beggar/The Wise Maid Reel’ evidencing a 

removal of the distinction between solely vocal and instrumental pieces. Whilst not all the 

tracks on this album were of Irish origin721, Planxty’s unique approach to combining 

traditional and non-traditional instruments actively promoted an Irish sound in these pieces, 

in particular, the through Ó Flynn’s uilleann pipes and tin whistle styles.722 An outline of the 

 
721 A variety of Irish, Scots and English folk repertoire is performed by the ensemble with Planxty 

(1973) featuring ‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’, a Scottish border ballad (Roud 1, Child 200) and a favourite of Scottish 
poet Robbie Burns, ‘The Jolly Beggar’ an English ballad compiled by Frances James Child (Child 279) and ‘The 
Blacksmith’ an English folk ballad (Roud 816) collected by Ralph Vaughan Williams. Further inclusions such as 
‘As I Roved Out’ and ‘The Well Below The Valley’ on The Well Below The Valley (1973) are of English origin as 
well and Cold Blow and the Rainy Night (1975) features ‘The Lakes of Ponchartrain’ an American ballad. 

722 As has been previously discussed in Chapter 4, while Lunny and Irvine’s inclusions of the non-
traditional instruments like the bouzouki and mandolin was evidently outside of the tradition, their approach 
to performing in the Irish traditional style overall reinforced the Irish sound inherent through Ó Flynn’s 
uilleann pipes and tin whistle style. 
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instrumental progression for ‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’ is shown in Table 

26 below with a key features progression in Table 27. 

 

Table 26 Planxty- 'Raggle Taggle Gypsy' layering progression723 

 ‘Raggle 
Taggle 
Gypsy’ 
introduction 
motif 

‘Raggle 
Taggle 
Gypsy’ 
verse 
1-5 

‘Raggle 
Taggle 
Gypsy’ 
verse 
6-10 

‘Raggle 
Taggle 
Gypsy’ 
refrain 
(verse 
11) 

Chordal 
vamp 
between 
songs 

‘Tabhair 
Dom Do 
Lámh’ 
A1 and 
B1 

‘Tabhair 
Dom Do 
Lámh’ 
A2 and 
B2 

Mandolin        

Bouzouki        

Voice        
Acoustic 
Guitar 

     
 

  

Uilleann 
pipes 

       

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
723 Planxty, “Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh,” track 1 on Planxty, recorded 1973, 

Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
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Table 27 Planxty 'Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh' key moments724 

Time on recording Features Performers/instruments Piece/Section 
0:00 Introductory refrain Irvine-Mandolin, Lunny-

Bouzouki 
‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’-
introduction 

0:03 Singing commences 
with heterophonic 
accompaniment by 
Lunny and Irvine 

Moore-Voice, Irvine-
Mandolin, Lunny-
Bouzouki 

‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’- 
verses 1 to 5 

1:07 Uilleann pipes join 
on melody and 
harmonic support 
provided by 
acoustic guitar, 
improvised diatonic 
counterpoint by 
Lunny and Irvine 

Moore-Voice and 
Acoustic Guitar, Ó Flynn-
Uilleann pipes, Irvine-
Mandolin, Lunny-
Bouzouki 

‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’- 
verse 6 to 9 

2:09 The singing stops, 
Uilleann pipes 
perform melody 
solo with 
counterpoint 
provided by Lunny 
and Irvine 

Ó Flynn-Uilleann pipes, 
Lunny-Bouzouki, Irvine-
Mandolin 

‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’-
instrumental refrain 
(would be verse 10) 

2:28 Sustained melody 
note on pipes and 
chordal vamping by 
Moore, Lunny and 
Irvine to transition 
between pieces 

Ó Flynn-Uilleann pipes, 
Irvine-Mandolin, Lunny-
Bouzouki, Moore-
Acoustic guitar 

 

2:31 The heterophonic 
melody begins by 
Uilleann Pipes and 
Mandolin, harmonic 
accompaniment by 
guitar and bouzouki 

Ó Flynn-Uilleann pipes, 
Irvine-Mandolin, Lunny-
Bouzouki, Moore-
Acoustic guitar 

‘Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’- 
round 1 and 2 

4:21 Ritardando to finish 
last two bars of 
melody 

Ó Flynn-Uilleann pipes, 
Irvine-Mandolin, Lunny-
Bouzouki, Moore-
Acoustic guitar 

Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’- 
round 2 

 

Tables 26 and 27 show Planxty’s arrangement style in this performance draws attention to 

each individual voice within the ensemble and gradually introducing new elements. This 

layering technique shows a direct influence from Ó Riada’s practices within Ceoltóirí 

 
724 Planxty, “Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh,” track 1 on Planxty, recorded 1973, 

Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
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Chualann that is extended here.  Beyond highlighting solo melody only, the ensemble 

promotes the three distinct functions each instrument introduced through either melodic, 

melodic/harmonic hybridity or harmonic/rhythmic function. This performance commences 

with an instrumental introduction by Lunny and Irvine performing a prelude variation of the 

melody on bouzouki and mandolin. This instrumental introduction is similar in style to The 

Dubliner’s brief instrumental refrain arrangements when commencing a song or ballad. 

After the introduction, Moore sings the first five verses accompanied by a weaving 

counterpoint from Lunny and Irvine on bouzouki and mandolin. For the sixth verse, Ó Flynn 

introduces the uilleann pipes in unison with Moore’s vocal melody. Simultaneously Moore 

also introduces the first instance of dedicated harmonic accompaniment from the acoustic 

guitar. After the tenth verse is completed, an instrumental refrain is performed by Ó Flynn, 

Lunny and Irvine for the equivalent length of two rounds of the melody. Ó Flynn then 

sustains the final note of the A section melody of ‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy’ with Moore, Lunny 

and Irvine vamping chordal accompaniment that provides a smooth transition into ‘Tabhair 

Dom Do Lámh’. This latter tune is then performed by Ó Flynn with the uillean pipes as the 

lead melodic instrument, with a weaving heterophonic/counterpoint accompaniment by 

Irvine, and Moore and Lunny complementing with both strummed chords and melodic 

counterpoint. This approach continues for two rounds of the form with a ritardando starting 

before the final two bars to finish the piece.  

 

A similar mode of arrangement is also evident in the interpretation of ‘The Jolly Beggar/The 

Wise Maid reel’ as detailed in Table 28 below. 
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Table 28 Planxty 'The Jolly Beggar' instrument roles during the arrangement725 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ introduction (approx. length 
two rounds of the verse melody) 

Melody: Mandolin  
Counterpoint: Bouzouki 
Harmony: Acoustic guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ verses 1-2 Melody: Voice 
Counterpoint: Mandolin 
Harmony: Bouzouki, Acoustic guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ chorus refrain 1-2 Chorus: Voice x 3 
Harmony: Mandolin, Bouzouki, Acoustic 
guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ verse 3  Melody: Mandolin 
Counterpoint: Bouzouki 
Harmony: Acoustic guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ chorus refrain Chorus: Voice x 3 
Harmony: Mandolin, Bouzouki, Acoustic 
guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ instrumental refrain 
(mandolin solo) 

Melody: Mandolin 
Counterpoint: Bouzouki 
Harmony: Acoustic guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ verse 4 Melody: Voice, Mandolin 
Harmony: Bouzouki, Acoustic guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ chorus refrain Chorus: Voice x 3 
Harmony: Mandolin, Bouzouki, Acoustic 
guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ verse 5  Melody: Voice, Mandolin 
Harmony: Bouzouki, Acoustic guitar 

‘The Jolly Beggar’ chorus refrain Chorus: Voice x 3 
Harmony: Mandolin, Bouzouki, Acoustic 
guitar 

The Jolly Beggar’ instrumental refrain  Melody: Mandolin 
Counterpoint: Bouzouki 
Harmony: Acoustic guitar 

‘The Wise Maid reel’ AABB x 2 Melody: Mandolin, Uilleann pipes 
Counterpoint: Bouzouki 
Harmony: Acoustic guitar 

 

Again, the introduction of this piece features a melody and counterpoint refrain performed 

by the mandolin and bouzouki after which both instruments establish a cross-over role of 

melody and counterpoint/harmony throughout the sung verse and chorus. Also like their 

arrangement of ‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’, this piece does not introduce 

 
725 Planxty, “The Jolly Beggar,” track 7 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
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the uilleann pipes until near the end of the set, keeping this texture and timbre to build to a 

climax.  

 

Combining songs and tunes in a set form did not occur, to the same degree as featured in 

Planxty, on The Well Below the Valley (1973). However, the ensemble approached particular 

tunes such as ‘Cúnla’ to feature an instrumental break based on ‘The Frieze Britches’, and 

the pieces ‘Bean Pháidín’ and ‘Time Will Cure Me’ featuring an extended instrumental 

melody at the end of the sung parts.  

 

The direct combination of song and instrumental tunes returned on Cold Blow and the Rainy 

Night (1974) with ‘Johnny Cope’.726 This piece is both a performance of the folk song 

‘Johnny Cope’, also known as ‘Hey Johnnie Cope, Are Ye Waking Yet?’, as well as a four-part 

hornpipe also titled ‘Johnny Cope’727. In this performance, much like ‘Raggle Taggle 

Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’ the ensemble begins the performance with an instrumental 

melody that leads into the first verse. After the song’s final verse, the uilleann pipes take 

over through a drone and then Ó Flynn takes on the melody of the hornpipe solo for the 

rest of the piece. Table 29 shows this unique reversal of the layering progression for Planxty 

with their common layering relying on a solo introduction that gradually adds more layers of 

instruments until the final round/s of the form achieves a climax.  

 

 
726 Planxty, ‘Johnny Cope,’ track 1 on Cold Blow and the Rainy Night, recorded 1974, Shanachie 79011, 

2002, CD. 
727 The song ‘Johnny Cope’, also known as ‘Hey Johnny Cope’ is a Jacobite song about a battle between 

General John Cope and Bonnie Prince Charlie in 1745 with General Cope retreating from the battle. The 
hornpipe however is a version from Kerry attributed to fiddler Padric O’Keefe and thought to have originated 
from Scotland also. 
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Table 29 Planxty ‘Johnny Cope’ layering progression728 

 ‘Johnny 
Cope’ 
introduction 

‘Johnny 
Cope’-song 
refrain one 
and lines 1-4 

‘Johnny 
Cope’-
song 
refrain 2 

‘Johnny 
Cope’-
song lines 
5-8 and 
refrain 3 

‘Johnny 
Cope’ 
hornpipe 

Harmonium      
Bouzouki      
Acoustic 
guitar 

     

Voice      
Bodhrán      
Uilleann 
pipes 

     

 

Another unique arrangement on Cold Blow and the Rainy Night is the set of jigs ‘The Hare in 

the Corn/The Frost is All Over/The Gander in the Pratie Hole’ on Cold Blow and the Rainy 

Night. This set combines an instrumental jig, a sung jig, and another instrumental jig. The 

arrangement evidences Planxty’s exploration of melding material through bookending the 

song between two instrumental works, and it highlights their proficiency in blending the 

two styles seamlessly. Their final recording of the decade After the Break (1979) continued 

set combinations with three sets of three tunes, however, did not feature any combinations 

of songs and tunes.729 This recording did, however, continue the practice of ending songs 

with an instrumental refrain and heterophonic interplay with all songs on the album 

employing this form of ending. 

 

Similar to the practices by Ó Riada’s and Moloney, Planxty’s use of progressive instrumental 

layering is key to their performances of tunes, evident in ‘Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney 

is Coming’. A brief breakdown of the tune is provided in Table 30. 

 
728 Planxty, “Johnny Cope,” track 1 on Cold Blow and the Rainy Night, recorded 1974, Shanachie 

79011, 2002, CD. 
729 Planxty, After the Break, recorded 1979, Tara records 3001, 1994, CD. 
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Table 30 Planxty - 'Junior Crehan's Favourite/Corney is Coming' key details 

Planxty- Junior Crehan’s Favourite/Corney is Coming   
Instrumentation: 
Liam Ó Flynn- Tin whistle, Uilleann pipes (drone 
‘Junior Crehan’s Favourite’, melody drone and 
regulator ‘Corney is Coming’) 
Dónal Lunny- Bouzouki (both tunes) 
Andy Irvine- Mandolin (‘Corney is Coming’) 
Christy Moore- Bodhrán (‘Corney is Coming’) 

Form:  
‘Junior Crehan’s Favourite’- AA’BB’ x 2 
‘Corney is Coming’- AA’BB’ x 2 
 
A’ and B’= repeat of melody with final bar 
variation 

 

The first tune, ‘Junior Creehan’s Favourite’, is Ó Flynn performing the melody on the tin 

whistle supported by Lunny’s bouzouki harmonic/melodic accompaniment. After the first 

round of the melody, Ó Flynn brings in the uilleann pipes through the use of a drone on the 

regulator, and this is maintained for the second round of the melody. After the second 

round of the form (AA’BB’) the group transitions to the second tune ‘Corney is Coming’. This 

transition is developed through Lunny’s performance primarily on chords and Moore 

introducing a driving rhythmic impetus on the bodhrán in line with the accents of Lunny’s 

bouzouki. Irvine performs the melody on mandolin alongside Ó Flynn’s tin whistle and 

uilleann pipes. Throughout the second round of this melody, Ó Flynn interposes harmonic 

bursts from the uilleann pipes’ regulators and the ending of the piece signalled with a sharp 

stop by the bouzouki and bodhrán with the uilleann pipes and tin whistle sustaining the final 

note (See Table 31 below). 
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Table 31 Planxty 'Junior Crehan's Favourite/Corney is Coming' layering progression 

 ‘Junior 
Crehan’s 
Favourite’ 
Round 1 
(AA’BB’) 

‘Junior 
Crehan’s 
Favourite’ 
Round 2 
(AA’BB’) 

‘Corney is 
Coming’ 
Round 1 
(AA’BB’) 

‘Corney is 
Coming’ 
Round 2 
(AA’BB’) 

Bouzouki     
Tin whistle     
Uilleann pipes 
(drone) 

    

Uilleann pipes 
(melody) 

    

Uilleann pipes 
(regulator) 

    

Mandolin     
Bodhrán     

 

By arranging the piece in this way, Planxty instituted using the first tune in a set to establish 

the key and metre, with the subsequent tunes in a set used to explore the adding of 

subsequent instrumental textures from the ensemble. Characteristically, by the end of these 

arrangements, the full ensemble established the trifecta of melody, harmony, and rhythm in 

equal measure. Moore’s driving bodhrán rhythm is maintained throughout the performance 

and only minor patterning changes to include more frequent accents at the end of the form. 

This approach is modified on The Well Below the Valley (1973) with the sets ‘Slip Jigs: The 

Kid On The Mountain / An Phis Fhliuch’ and ‘Reels: The Dogs Among The Bushes / Jenny's 

Wedding’ in which the first tune is performed solo by Ó Flynn on the uilleann pipes and then 

the second tunes of each set introduce the bodhrán and bouzouki.730 Table 32 below shows 

the varied layering between the bouzouki performing harmonic accompaniment and 

 
730 Planxty, “Slip Jigs: The Kid On The Mountain/ An Phish Fhliuch,” track 4 on The Well Below the 

Valley, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79010, 1990, CD; Planxty, “Reels: The Dogs Among The Bushes/ Jenny’s 
Wedding,” track 5 on The Well Below the Valley, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79010, 1990, CD.  
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melodic interplay and the use of the uilleann pipes regulators in layering for ‘Reels: The 

Dogs Among The Bushes/Jenny’s Wedding’.  

 

Table 32 Planxty 'The Dog Among the Bushes/Jenny's Wedding' layering progression 

 The Dogs 
Among 
the 
Bushes 
A1 and 
B1 

The Dogs 
Among 
the 
Bushes 
A2 and 
B2 

Jenny's 
Wedding’ 
A1 and 
A1’ 

Jenny's 
Wedding’ 
B1 and 
B1’ 

Jenny's 
Wedding’ 
A2 and 
A2’ 

Jenny's 
Wedding’ 
B2 and 
B2’ 

Uilleann 
pipes 
(drone) 

      

Uilleann 
pipes 
(melody) 

      

Uilleann 
pipes 
(regulator) 

        

Bouzouki 
harmony 

      

Bouzouki 
melody 

      

Bodhrán       
 

In both arrangements, the second tune of the set features the bodhrán and bouzouki 

establishing the rhythm, after which the bouzouki gradually transitions from 

harmonic/rhythmic support to offering a heterophonic melody with uilleann pipes. By the 

final round of the melody of ‘Jenny’s Wedding,’ the bouzouki performs a floating blend of 

harmonic support for the A section melody and a heterophonic melody for the B section.  

 

Evidence of expanding the size of the set can also be found when reviewing Planxty’s 

recordings of the 1970s. Their first album contained primarily solo tunes, and only one 

example of two instrumental tunes in a set with ‘Junior Creehan’s Favourite/Corney is 

Coming’. Their second album The Well Below the Valley contained three sets of two tunes 
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and only one solo tune. By the release of their third album Cold Blow and the Rainy Night 

(1974), the ensemble exhibited clear influence from groups like The Chieftains with this 

recording containing three sets of three pieces. This album also featured a return of hybrid 

sets with two sets, ‘Johnny Cope (song and Hornpipe)’ and ‘The Hare in the Corn/The Frost 

is All Over/The Gander in the Pratie Hole’ featuring a mix of songs and instrumental tunes. A 

breakdown of the recorded repertoire is shown in Table 33 below highlighting the gradual 

increase in tunes featured on recordings and the increase of instrumental sets, with their 

first recording Planxty the only album to feature a single instrumental set.  

 

Table 33 Comparison of songs/tunes on Planxty’s recordings 1973-1978 

Album Songs Tunes Instrumental 
Sets 

Hybrid 
sets (songs 
and tunes) 

Planxty (1973) 9  6 total tunes 1 2  
The Well Below the 
Valley (1973) 

7 8 total tunes 3  0 

Cold Blow and the 
Rainy Night (1974) 

7 10 total tunes 3  2 

After the Break 
(1978) 

5  13 total tunes 4 0 

 

Like Planxty, The Bothy band and Dé Dannan included a collection of instrumental and vocal 

songs in their repertoire. However, only Dé Dannan’s second album Selected Jigs, Reels and 

Songs (1977) contains a blended set in ‘Love Will Ye Marry Me/Byrne’s Hornpipe.’731 The 

rest of the Dé Dannan’s repertoire features a distinct separation between vocal works and 

instrumental pieces evidenced on both recordings from the decade (see Table 34) 

 

 
731 Dé Dannan, “Love Will Ye Marry Me/Byrne’s Hornpipe,” track 2 on Selected Jigs, Reels and Songs, 

recorded 1977, Decca SKL-R 5287, LP. 
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Table 34 Dé Dannan recordings 1975-1979 

Album Songs Tunes Sets 

Dé Dannan (1975) 4 20 individual tunes 8 sets 

Selected Jigs, Reels 
and Songs (1977) 

3 19 individual tunes 10 sets  

 

Similarly, Table 35 shows The Bothy Band’s four recorded albums also contain a clear 

separation of instrumental sets and vocal works with a slightly greater focus on 

instrumental tunes. Furthermore, their development of instrumental sets on Out of the 

Wind Into the Sun (1977) represented a peak of complexity for both the ensemble and 

period with two sets, ‘The Morning Star’ and ‘Rip the Calico’ featuring four and five tunes 

respectively.732  

 

Table 35 The Bothy Band recordings 1975-1979 

Album Songs Tunes Instrumental Sets 
The Bothy Band 
(1975) 

3 27 tunes total 10 sets 

Old Hag You Have 
Killed Me (1976) 

5 19 tunes total 6 sets, 

Out of the Wind Into 
the Sun (1977) 

6 14 tunes total 4 sets 

Afterhours (1978) 4 16 tunes total 5 sets 
 

The effects of the ballad boom were also identifiable in the vocal harmonies of ensembles 

during the 1970s. In particular, Paul Brady’s collaboration with Irvine and Lunny evidenced 

brief but clear influences from prior groups such as The Johnstons. Brady and Irvine 

performed ballads and songs in a similar style to Sweeney’s Men, with one lead singer for a 

 
732 The Bothy Band, Out of the Wind Into the Sun, recorded 1977, Mulligan records LUNCD013, 2008 

CD. 
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tune and two members providing instrumental accompaniment throughout the piece. This 

is a direct influence from Brady’s vocal harmonies within The Johnstons during the 1960s.  

However, in ‘Plains of Kildare’ Brady provides harmonised vocals during the final round with 

a rising melodic line that provides a strong countermelody to Irvine’s melody on the 

mandolin. In ‘Martinmas Time/The Little Stack of Wheat’, Brady harmonises both the first 

and second chorus of the second piece together with Irvine and is followed by an additional 

voice of Lunny creating a three-part harmonisation during the final verse.  

 

6.4 New rhythms, new beat: Andy Irvine’s distinctive contribution 

A unique aspect of the 1970s, quite distinct from the arrangements of the 1960s, was the 

experimentation with foreign rhythmic styles and melding these with Irish tradition. The 

exploration of a rhythmic accompaniment in the 1960s could be seen as simultaneously 

reviving an ancient rhythmic tradition and exploring its new functions. However, groups 

such as Planxty, The Bothy Band and Dé Dannan took this new concept even further. Central 

to this change was Andy Irvine’s contribution, who pioneered the adaptation of Balkan 

dance rhythms and metric modulations that he had acquired on his journeys across Europe 

in the late 1960s.733  

 

Analysis of a few key examples of Irvine’s rhythmically diverse arrangements demonstrates 

how Irvine was able to combine elements of traditional Irish music with foreign stylistic 

elements to create a novel yet recognisably Irish sound. The beginning of his rhythmic 

experimentation can be heard on Planxty’s version of ‘The Blacksmith’.734 This piece was 

 
733 O’Shea, 51. 
734 Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
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greatly modified from its slower, narrative ballad into an up-tempo song featuring a unique 

rhythmic form of metric modulation. Irvine and Lunny begin the piece with a melodic 

introduction that varies the original melody across rapidly changing time signatures. Both 

performers also employ their melody-harmony hybrid style to create a contrast between 

elements of the melody and chord progression. Figure 54 below shows both the contrasting 

counter melodies and the presence of both melody and harmony within this introduction.  

 

 

Figure 54 Planxty- Irvine and Lunny 'The Blacksmith' introduction735 

During the verses, the time-signature primarily focuses on a 4+4+3 crotchet pattern. 

However, after three rounds of this, the ending of each verse changes again to a 4+4+3+4 

crotchet pattern leading to the beginning of the next verse. This feature of arrangement 

already evidences a breadth of experimental change that had not been previously explored 

in an Irish folk context. Furthermore, the complexity of Lunny and Irvine’s melodic 

counterpoint interweave between melodic variation and harmonic support for Irvine’s 

verse. At the end of the piece, Irvine and Lunny transition into an instrumental tag 

 
735 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
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composed by Irvine known as ‘Blacksmithereens’.736 This section moves away from the 

generally consistent 4/4 feeling of the piece into a 10/8 Balkan-influenced dance that has a 

unique rhythmic pairing of three quavers, a crotchet, four semi-quavers and a quaver to a 

final crotchet (see Figure 55 below). 

 

 

Figure 55 Planxty- 'Blacksmithereens' A section example737 

 

This rhythm is derived from Balkan dance with the equal pairing of common and compound 

rhythms Irvine had learned from his explorations in 1969.738 In this melodic theme, Irvine 

applies rhythmic retrograde to the common Balkan dance rhythm of the Paidushko (3+2) 

and then doubles this to form a 10/8 time signature featuring a 3+2+3+2 structure. The 

theme in itself is not related to any specific Balkan dance; instead, it becomes its own 

rhythmic dance. The melody loosely outlines movement between an A minor hexatonic 

scale and an E minor pentatonic scale, with modal ambiguity is heightened by the 

commencement of the initial note of G natural. 

 

The second half of this theme continues the 3+2+3+2 structure; however, Irvine simplifies 

the rhythms to use only quavers and crotchets. Here the intricacy derives from the florid 

 
736 Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie SH79009, 1990, CD. 
737 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
738 Folk Hibernia, directed by Mike Connolly, aired January 19, 2007, on BBC Four. 
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melody that moves up and down between the target crotchets of D, F# and B with an 

anchor around the D (see Figure 56 below). 

 

 

Figure 56 Planxty – ‘Blacksmithereens’ B section melody739 

 

By pairing the essential melodic elements of the original tune with the unique rhythms of 

Balkan music, plucked-string instruments and pentatonic/hexatonic modality, Irvine’s 

arrangement creates a unique sound that, before Planxty, had not existed in Irish music. 

Also, this piece evidences an even greater contribution to the body of Irish musical 

arrangement when analysing Ó Flynn’s contribution on uilleann pipes.  

 

For the majority of the recording, Irvine and Lunny are the only performers, but this changes 

with the beginning of the ‘Blacksmithereens’ tag. After the melodic tag is played through 

twice, Ó Flynn’s use of the pipes finally presents itself (3:01 on the recording), and he 

performs the melody in unison for two repeats with Lunny and Irvine. He then sustains a 

long drone to reinforce the unique character of the pipes before joining the second round of 

the second melody in unison, as shown in Figure 57 below.  

 

 
739 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
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Figure 57 'Blacksmithereens' B section melody with uilleann pipes740 

 

Once Irvine performs a descending melodic line to return to the first melodic theme (bar 8-9 

in Figure 57), Ó Flynn applies a melodic cadenza descending over an E minor scale (Figure 

58, bars 9-10) before the full ensemble, with bodhrán accompaniment, commence for the 

final A melody. This is significant, for Ó Flynn’s playing expands upon the minor variations of 

traditional piping to include a larger cadenza in an unfamiliar rhythmic setting.  

 

 

 

 
740 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
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Figure 58 ‘Blacksmithereens’ uilleann pipes cadenza line (bars 9-10)741 

 

The dominant character of the unique time signature is also applied to the bodhrán 

performance by Moore. He plays a consistent semiquaver pulse with accents on similar 

strong beats of the melody, reinforcing the transition away from the traditional rhythmic 

associations with the instrument (see Figure 59).  

 

 

Figure 59 'Blacksmithereens' Moore bodhrán rhythm bars 11-14742 

 
741 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
742 Transcription by Lamb (Planxty, “The Blacksmith,” track 10 on Planxty, recorded 1973, Shanachie 

SH79009, 1990, CD). 
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‘Blacksmithereens’ highlights Planxty’s unique sound in that it not only modifies the stylistic 

settings in which these instruments are performing, but it also introduces a multitude of 

new compositional devices. By absorbing influences from Balkan rhythms, retaining the 

modal identity of Irish traditional music, and weaving between melody, harmony and 

rhythm, the ensemble expanded the possibilities for interpreting ‘folk’ repertoire in Ireland. 

Through Ó Flynn’s virtuosic performance of the uilleann pipes, the group also achieved a 

unique balance of both Irish traditional performance and new experimentation.  

 

Similar experimentations by Irvine and the ensemble continued in pieces such a ‘Banasea’s 

Green Glade/Mominsko Horo’ on Cold Blow And The Rainy Night (1974) and ‘Smecono 

Horo’ on After the Break (1979).743 These works, in contrast to ‘The Blacksmith’, were 

original compositions by Irvine and he uses a more traditional approach to arrangement in 

an ensemble setting with a clear focus on Balkan dance rhythms observed by Irvine in his 

journeys.  

 

Irvine’s rhythmic experimentation with folk repertoire continued outside of Planxty with his 

duo album Andy Irvine/Paul Brady (1976). The opening piece in particular, ‘Plains of Kildare’ 

evidences Irvine’s unique arrangement style with a melodic introduction that shifts between 

five different time-signatures and interestingly shifts between compound and 3/4 time.  

See Figure 60.  

 
743 Planxty, “Banasea’s Green Glade/Mominsko Horo,” track 8 on Cold Blow and the Rainy Night, 

recorded 1974, Shanachie 79011, 2002, CD; Planxty, “Smecono Horo,” track 10 on After the Break, recorded 
1979, Tara records 3001, 1994, CD. The use of the word ‘horo’, the Slavic/Balkan word for dance, in the latter 
two pieces is evidence of the deliberate Eastern European references. 
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Figure 60 Irvine/Brady 'Plains of Kildare’ introduction744 

 

After this complex introduction is completed, Irvine sings the verse and this performance 

remains true to the original melody. However, it does employ an identifiable melodic tag at 

the end of each verse with a bar of 4/4 time followed by two bars 3/4 to reinstate the pulse 

of the next verse. See Figure 61. 

 

 

Figure 61 'Plains of Kildare' first verse with melodic tag in bars 43-44745 

 
744 Transcription by Lamb (Andy Irvine and Paul Brady, “Plains of Kildare,” track 1 on Andy Irvine and 

Paul Brady, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUN CD 3008, 2008, CD). 
745 Transcription by Lamb (Andy Irvine and Paul Brady, “Plains of Kildare,” track 1 on Andy Irvine and 

Paul Brady, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUN CD 3008, 2008, CD). 
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Like Irvine’s work with Planxty, once the first five verses are sung, the plucked stringed trio 

of Irvine, Lunny and Brady signals a 7/8 instrumental section that introduces another Balkan 

influenced rhythm similar to the Bulgarian dance Chetvorno Horo (Figure 62). 

 

 

Figure 62 Chetvorno horo dance rhythm  

Irvine’s arrangement for this instrumental section contains improvisation primarily around 

the rhythmic coupling of three quavers followed by two crotchets and uses these rhythms 

to explore the E Dorian mode, shown in Figure 63 below.746 

 

 

The piece then returns to 3/4 time to perform the final verse with Irvine and Brady singing 

in harmony, and it ends with a return to the introductory refrain performed by the 

instruments. The arrangement of the final chorus shows a direct influence from Brady’s 

earlier ballad style of close harmony singing from The Johnstons and evidences the 

culmination of two distinct styles merging of the 1960s ballad groups and the 1970s dance 

focus. 

 
746 Transcription by Lamb (Andy Irvine and Paul Brady, “Plains of Kildare,” track 1 on Andy Irvine and 

Paul Brady, recorded 1976, Mulligan records LUN CD 3008, 2008, CD). 

Figure 63 'Plains of 
Kildare' 7/8 
instrumental refrain 
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6.5 Conclusion 

Broadly, the arrangements of the 1970s evidenced a bridging of the song and instrumental 

tune divide, the introduction of original compositions that promoted the melodic tradition 

of Ireland with new complex rhythms and forms, and the expansion of techniques such as 

the layering of voices and heterophony that had been pioneered by Ó Riada and the groups 

of the 1960s. With Ó Riada’s passing in 1971, arguably the first chapter of this Irish folk 

music movement had closed, yet the success and popularity of Moloney’s ensemble, The 

Chieftains, continued this exploration into new territory.747 The transcriptions and analyses 

of Moloney’s arrangements confirm the original influence of Ó Riada; however, they also 

identify a progression of new ideas and growth in individual style by Moloney. His use of 

shorter set tune pairings has been shown to result in greater intricacy of arrangement and 

instrumental progression. Furthermore, Moloney’s expansion of the ensemble through 

Bell’s recruitment also evidences a clear development of his arrangement style to include a 

greater presence of harmony. 

 

Ensembles such as Planxty, The Bothy Band, Clannad and Dé Dannan continued the 

ensemble format, however their considered instrumentation, as highlighted in Chapter 4 

and the tune analyses of this chapter, influenced their interpretation and performance of 

both traditional and original repertoire. This resulted in new textures, longer song forms as 

well as combining instrumental works with songs into mixed sets. As the form and 

instrumental analyses of Planxty’s arrangements demonstrate, both songs and tunes were 

 
747 Glatt, The Chieftains, chap.7, 35-37, Kobo 
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featured in almost equal measure, and the unique pairing of vocal works resulted in truly 

innovative arrangements such as ‘Raggle Taggle Gypsy/Tabhair Dom Do Lámh’ and ‘Johnny 

Cope’. Furthermore, the transcriptions of Planxty have identified Irvine’s unique rhythmic 

and melodic innovations through the incorporation of Balkan folk rhythms. This also 

resulted in a direct influence on Ó Flynn’s performance through imitation of ‘non-

traditional’ melodic choices, especially evident in ‘Blacksmithereens’. These singular 

arrangements would be furthered through the recordings of The Bothy Band, and Dé 

Dannan and their recordings show a continuation of Planxty’s and The Chieftains’ 

developments. These ensembles, however, expanded the rhythmic aspects of the bodhrán, 

acoustic guitar and bouzouki and evidence a greater tendency towards long, instrumental 

tunes and sets. As has been shown, however, the length of sets by the end of the decade 

did not progress further than six tunes and sets of two and four tunes were the most 

common feature of these groups, much like The Chieftains. 

 

Finally, original compositions became a key feature of the 1970s with many contributions 

from this decade, combining both old and new sounds as a form of progress specific to the 

Irish folk/traditional medium.  Whilst these works were primarily limited to Andy Irvine and 

The Dubliners, in collaboration with Phil Coulter, their inclusion in the recordings and 

repertoire of this period evidences a conscious contribution to the greater body of Irish 

repertoire.   
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Chapter 7– Reflection and Conclusion 

7.1 Discussion 

As the last four chapters of this dissertation have highlighted, clear evidence of change in 

the Irish musical landscape occurred during the mid twentieth century. The hypothesis upon 

which this thesis was grounded has been proven with the research identifying and making 

clear two principal elements that make it possible to chart the progress and influence of this 

change: instrumentation and arrangement of repertoire. First and foremost, the initiator of 

this change within Ireland was Seán Ó Riada and his vision of re-shaping Irish traditional and 

folk performance from a solo medium to a group-based art form.  

 

Whilst the presence of the Céilí band format in the early decades of the century was the first 

true instance of ensemble performance with Irish repertoire, its style and approach were 

not refined or considered beyond a strict melodic and rhythmic focus (as discussed 

previously in Chapter 2). In many ways, the Céilí band was more a collective of soloists, 

performing tunes with a focus primarily on solo melody and consistent rhythmic drive as 

Irish musicians had centuries prior. Ó Riada’s innovation came in applying specific 

limitations on the instrumentation that formed the ensemble and using his experiences in 

art music and the orchestra with fundamentals of the Irish tradition to develop a unique 

voice. Alongside the success and reception to Ó Riada’s new approach, an international 

phenomenon of folk revivalism created the commercial appeal of group performance not 

only in the instrumental repertoire but also in folk singing and ballad music. In particular, 

the popularity of cultural identity in folk performances meant that ensembles within Ireland 
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could perform and disseminate Irish repertoire and reflect their own cultural identity in a 

popular medium to international audiences. This international awareness was due in no 

small part to the international success of The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem. 

 

This research has evidenced that this period of change was not due solely to one group or 

decade in particular, but rather to a process of gradual refinement that began in 1960 and 

peaked towards the end of the 1970s. During this time, a large variety of performers 

adapted and modified both traditional and foreign stylistic elements to create a singular 

musical phenomenon that had a lasting impact on the Irish musical landscape. Through 

combining the virtuosity and identity of instrumental performance with the vast and diverse 

local vocal repertoire, by focusing on primarily acoustic performance and exploring the 

regional styles inherent within Ireland, these groups and performers transformed what was 

initially an urban movement into a national practice.  

 

Much like the North American folk revival, these performers incorporated differing 

instrumentation into already established musical practices. However, such is the strength of 

Irish traditional/folk performance that the performance practices of these instruments were 

modified to suit the style of the music. As a result, instruments like the bouzouki, mandolin 

and banjo became part of the broader Irish musical identity, to the degree that presently 

not only do these instruments have the prefix ‘Irish’ when referring to their use in Irish 

performance but they are also assessed nationally in the curriculum of traditional musical 

performance.748  

 
748 “SCT Exam,” Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann, n.d. https://comhaltas.ie/education/sct_exam/ 
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By the end of the 1970s, a clear shift in common instrumentation of ensembles is seen with 

the rise of numerous ‘non-Irish’ instruments. Of particular note, however, this influx of new 

instrumentation did not reduce or remove the significance of ‘traditional’ Irish instruments; 

instead, almost an even distribution was evident by the end of the decade. One explanation 

for this is the merging of both streams of instrumental and vocal performance during the 

1970s. In particular, the musical awareness of performers such as Barney McKenna, Mick 

Moloney, Andy Irvine, Dónal Lunny and Paul Brady meant that the performance styles of 

instruments such as the tenor banjo, the mandolin and the bouzouki drew on the melodic 

and rhythmic fundamentals of the Irish tradition. By introducing these instruments into an 

ensemble setting and developing playing techniques to suit the inherent style of Irish 

traditional/folk music, these performers showed a clear understanding of the aural identity 

of Irish music and pioneered innovative performance styles. Furthermore, the modal 

implications of Irish repertoire meant that instruments such as the acoustic guitar, and the 

bouzouki to a lesser extent, had their common tunings modified to lessen their harmonic 

implications. The lessening of tonal harmonic opportunity strengthened these instruments 

ability to support the melodic performances of traditional instruments, and their blend of 

sound became more sympathetic to modal inflections. The melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic 

functions of these newer instruments would also have implications on song arrangement, 

most notably in the works of Planxty and The Bothy Band. 

 

The growth of song arrangement from this period is a significant contribution to the Irish 

musical landscape. As has been shown, an initial and inevitable impact on arrangement was 

due to the development of the ensemble, and larger instrumentation immediately 
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differentiated solo arrangements from group arrangements in terms of timbre, texture, and 

heterophony. A common practice of the period, as a direct result of Ó Riada’s work, was 

layering or scaffolding instruments progressively throughout the arrangement of a tune or 

set. This practice was initially more apparent in the instrumental groups of the 1960s such 

as Ceoltóirí Chualann and The Chieftains, with the instrumental performers in ballad groups 

primarily performing collectively without layering over vocal repertoire. However, this 

practice was refined further by The Chieftains during the 1970s and other blended groups 

such as Planxty, The Bothy Band and Dé Dannan.  

 

Through the merging of the vocal and instrumental streams, Planxty combined the practices 

of both streams into their arrangements and even pioneered the pairing of songs and tunes 

in sets. The inclusion of traditional instruments such as uilleann pipes, tin whistle, fiddle, 

and flute, meant that the ensemble could also apply layering and solo features throughout 

their arrangements of vocal works. In particular, Planxty pioneered the feature of ending 

vocal works with an instrumental refrain led by the uilleann pipes and mandolin. This 

practice was also adopted by later ensembles, The Bothy Band and Dé Dannan.  

 

The effects of this significant period are further evident when briefly reflecting on the 

contemporary landscape of Irish music.  

 

7.2 Legacy and reflection 

Irrespective of debates regarding definitions of traditional music and folk music, and 

associated issues of authenticity, one element is most evident when reflecting on 

contemporary Irish traditional music: the legacy of the Irish folk music movement. As has 
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been established, the key ensembles, The Dubliners, Planxty and The Bothy Band, 

introduced and refined the function of non-traditional string instruments within an Irish folk 

setting. Of this legacy, Andy Irvine states:  

 

It’s often said that the band I was in in 1972 and onwards, Planxty, brought elements 

together that changed the direction of traditional music. For what it’s worth, my 

view on this is that it popularised Irish music in a far better way than had The Clancys 

ten years before, but the performances and recordings of the band did not seriously 

change the way traditional fiddle, flute and Uillean pipers played. Having said that, a 

lot of the younger players of such instruments were big fans of Planxty and often put 

the band down as an influence.749 

 

Irvine’s observation highlights that the new instruments being employed during this period 

did not influence the already established styles of traditional instruments such as a fiddle or 

uilleann pipes, but instead the performers of instruments new to the ensemble made efforts 

to apply the innate characteristics of Irish music in their own way. Taking a brief look at a 

selection of contemporary ensembles within Ireland that either defined themselves as Irish 

traditional or folk music performers, the collection of instrumentation in each group shows 

a clear link between the pioneers of the movement. Contemporary ensembles such as 

Danú, Beoga, Gráda, Téada, The Bonny Men and The Gloaming feature a variety of 

instrumentation whose inclusions show clear inheritance from the developments of the 

1960s and 1970s.750 A comparison of these ensembles and their instrumentation is shown in 

Table 36 below. 

 
749 Andy Irvine, email message to author, January 15, 2017. 
750 These ensembles have been selected due to having released multiple albums and also containing 

award winning Irish instrumentalists who have won awards at the Fleadh Cheoil music competitions run by 
Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (Society of Musicians in Ireland).  
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Table 36 Contemporary Irish folk ensembles and instrumentation 

Ensemble  Traditional Instruments Non-traditional instruments 

Danú (1997-present) Uilleann Pipes, Fiddle, 
Bodhrán, Flute, Melodeon 

Bouzouki, Acoustic guitar, Double 
Bass, Cello 

Lúnasa (1998-present) Fiddle, Tin Whistle, Flute, 
Uilleann Pipes 

Acoustic Guitar, Double Bass, 
Bouzouki, Mandolin 

Téada (2003-present) Fiddle, Flute, Bodhrán, 
Accordion, Concertina 

Tenor Banjo, Bouzouki, Acoustic 
Guitar, Piano 

Beoga (2004-present) 
Fiddle, Bodhrán, 
Concertina, Tin Whistle, 
Accordion 

Acoustic Guitar, Keyboard, 
Mandolin, Tenor Banjo 

Gráda (2001-2011) 
Fiddle, Flute, Tin Whistle, 
Bodhrán, Concertina, 
Uilleann Pipes 

Bouzouki, Double Bass, Viola, 
Acoustic Guitar 

The Bonnymen (2011-present) Tin Whistle, Bodhrán, 
Flute, Fiddle, Uilleann Pipes 

Bouzouki, Acoustic Guitar, 
Keyboard 

The Gloaming (2011-present) Fiddle Acoustic Guitar, Piano, Keyboard, 
Hardanger fiddle 

We Banjo 3 (2012-present Fiddle, Bodhrán Tenor banjo, Mandolin, Acoustic 
guitar 

 

As is evident by this table, there is a predominant focus on plucked string instruments 

interspersed with the fundamental wind-based melodic instruments of the Irish tradition.  

One ensemble, in particular, We Banjo 3, evidences a clear relationship to the Northern 

American folk instrumentation introduced during the Irish folk music revival. This concept is 

reflected by Gerry Smyth, who observed:  

 

One strand of Irish acoustic music during the 1960s and 1970s was deeply influenced 

by this American folk revival. This is ironic, of course, in so far as the American folk 

revival was itself at least partially influenced by older Irish and British traditions…751 

 

 
751 Smyth, “Ireland unplugged: the roots of Irish folk/trad. (Con)Fusion,” 87. 
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By representing the instances of each instrument from Table 36, we can see the distribution 

of traditional instruments (highlighted green in Figure 64) and non-traditional instruments 

in the contemporary ensembles. 

 

 

Figure 64 Proportional representation of traditional and non-traditional instrumentation -
contemporary Irish folk ensembles 

 

Whilst this data shows that the distribution of instruments in contemporary Irish ensembles 

favours the traditional instruments, a significant point of interest is the strong inclusion of 

both the acoustic guitar and the bouzouki. This is an evident legacy from the Irish folk music 

movement, which is made clear through comparing the ensembles of this time and the 

selected contemporary ensembles shown in Figure 65.  
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Figure 65 Comparison of Irish folk revival and contemporary Irish ensembles 
instrumentation  

 

As Figure 65 shows, between both periods of ensembles, all groups featured acoustic guitar 

with the bouzouki being the second most common plucked string instrument. Overall, there 

is a clear preference for acoustic guitar, tenor banjo, bouzouki and mandolin, and a rise in 

keyboard/piano and double bass notable in the contemporary ensembles. This data 

demonstrates the influence of pioneers such as Liam Clancy, Mícheál Ó Domhnaill, Christy 

Moore and Paul Brady and the employment of the acoustic guitar for harmonic and 

rhythmic support. In contrast, the prevalence of the bouzouki is the result of two factors: its 

introduction in 1967 by Johnny Moynihan and the subsequent innovations of Andy Irvine, 
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Dónal Lunny and Alec Finn in developing its Irish style. Figure 65 highlights a greater 

frequency of the bouzouki amongst contemporary ensembles than the 1970s and a higher 

instance of use than the mandolin, a slightly more common instrument during the 1970s. 

Furthermore, an interesting point to note is the consistency of the tenor banjo across the 

two periods. This can be attributed to the successful approach of Barney McKenna using it 

as a solely melodic instrument and pioneering a style that embodied the sound of Irish 

melodic ornamentation. 

 

7.3 Conclusion 

The Irish folk music movement of the twentieth century not only revitalised the cultural 

repertoire of Irish folk music but also imbued its performance with a new appearance and 

sound. This paper has identified that this significant progress of Irish music was due to the 

incorporation of non-traditional stringed instruments from both America and Europe, in 

particular the acoustic guitar, tenor banjo, bouzouki and mandolin. As has been shown, 

even though some instruments discussed had featured in recordings of Irish music before 

this movement, this study has identified that the popularisation of their sound and style in 

an Irish setting is due to the ensembles and performers of this time. Whilst this inevitably 

modified the sound of Irish music, this paper has highlighted that the performance style of 

these instruments was refined to reinforce the critical characteristics of Irish folk music and 

complemented the already established practices and sounds of traditional instruments.  

 

Through the experimentation of new instrumentation, performers such as Irvine, Lunny, 

Moynihan and Brady expanded upon the solo nature of performance within Irish music. 

These developments highlighted the textural presence and performance styles of these 
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instruments. Simultaneously these performers also applied their instruments within the 

fundamentals of Irish music, which established three musical roles that allowed for an 

integration of old and new styles.  By featuring an equal distribution of these new 

instruments among more traditional Irish instruments within an ensemble setting, the 

performers of this period contributed a seminal expansion to the soundscape of Irish music 

and enrichment of the performance continuum through the establishment of new musical 

roles. This legacy also contributed to the aesthetics of the instruments themselves with the 

acoustic guitar, tenor banjo and bouzouki all being modified to suit the stylistic 

requirements of the Irish tradition. The continuity of these foreign instruments in 

contemporary Irish ensembles reinforces the critical impact of the ensembles of the 1960s 

and 1970s in broadening the sonic palette in Irish music.  

 

The transcriptions and analyses featured within this thesis have provided a vital original 

contribution to the research and have provided a foundation in closing the gap in research 

around the IFMM. The unique and varying stylistic features of these groups have inspired 

the development of different forms of analysis, outside of notational analysis, and this has 

aligned with the non-notational practices within Irish traditional music. By applying a variety 

of analytical methods, this research has revealed insights into the formal structure of 

created in musical arrangements performed by these groups. These analyses have helped to 

confirm the significance of change and development during the IFMM, which forms the 

central focus of this thesis. It has also helped to confirm the simultaneous presence of 

innovation and tradition, thereby confirming the IFMM as the seminal musical phenomenon 

in Irish music of the twentieth century, while at the same time featuring as a stage in the 

development of Irish traditional performance.  Further research documenting both the 
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individual performers and the stylistic elements of performance practice of these 

instruments in context would provide additional valuable insights into the innovative and 

identifiable contribution of these instruments to Irish music. It is clear from this research 

that an expansion of the catalogue of traditional performance elements is required as these 

stringed instruments have contributed stylistic elements and techniques that have now 

become norms in contemporary performance of Irish folk music. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1- ‘Planxty Johnston’ in Ó Riada Sa Gaiety, Ceoltóirí Chualann (1969) 

Time (of recording) Instruments featured 

0:00 Harpsichord 

0:15 Full ensemble 

0:28 Harpsichord 

0:48 Full ensemble (bodhrán enters after two 

bars.) 

1:00 Full ensemble 

1:11 Full ensemble (bodhrán enters after two 

bars) 

1:28-1:54 Tin whistle, Flute, Uilleann pipes- Melody, 

Harpsichord- Harmony 

1:55-2:12 Fiddles- Melody, Harpsichord- Harmony  

2:13-2:53 Full ensemble 
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Appendix 2- Planxty personnel and instrumentation 

Planxty line-up (1972-
1974) 

(1973-1974) (1974-1975) (live 
touring only) 

(1978-1980) 

Dónal Lunny- bouzouki, 
acoustic guitar, mandolin, 
bodhrán 
Andy Irvine- mandolin, 
bouzouki, mandola, 
singing 
Christy Moore- singing, 
acoustic guitar, keys, 
bodhrán 
Liam Ó Flynn- uilleann 
pipes, tin whistle 

Johnny Moynihan- 
bouzouki, mandolin, 
fiddle, tin whistle, 
singing 
Andy Irvine- mandolin, 
bouzouki, mandola, 
singing 
Christy Moore- singing, 
acoustic guitar, keys, 
bodhrán 
Liam Ó Flynn- uilleann 
pipes, tin whistle 
Dónal Lunny- 
bouzouki, acoustic 
guitar, mandolin, 
bodhrán (album only) 
 

Johnny Moynihan- 
bouzouki, mandolin, 
fiddle, tin whistle, 
singing 
Andy Irvine- 
mandolin, bouzouki, 
mandola, singing 
Paul Brady- acoustic 
guitar, mandolin, 
bouzouki, singing 
Liam Ó Flynn- 
uilleann pipes, tin 
whistle 
 

Dónal Lunny- 
bouzouki, acoustic 
guitar, mandolin, 
bodhrán 
Andy Irvine- 
mandolin, 
bouzouki, 
mandola, singing 
Christy Moore- 
singing, acoustic 
guitar, keys, 
bodhrán 
Liam Ó Flynn- 
uilleann pipes, tin 
whistle 
Matt Molloy-flute 
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Appendix 3- Dónal Lunny bouzouki performance ‘Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny 

Delaney's/Morrison's Jig’ timeline and structure 

Time of 
recording 

Events  Role Piece and Form 

0:58 Strumming of chords Harmonic/Rhythmic Old Hag You Have 
Killed Me, A1’ 

1:13 Melodic counterpoint Melodic/Harmonic Old Hag You Have 
Killed Me, B1’ 

1:27 Stop for the second reel 
(fiddle melody, uilleann pipe 
drone) 

N/A Dinny Delaney’s, A1 

1:53 Strumming of chords Harmonic/Rhythmic Dinny Delaney’s A1’ 
2:19 Melody and transition to 

alternate picking of drone 
strings 

Single melodic-line, 
Melodic/Harmonic 

Dinny Delaney’s B2’ 

2:34 Transition between melody 
and chords 

Melodic/Harmonic, 
Harmonic/Rhythmic 

Dinny Delaney’s B3 

2:45 Strumming of melody and 
counterpoint 

Melodic/Harmonic Morrison’s Jig, A1 

3:01 Melody unison with fiddle Single melodic line Morrison’s Jig, B1 
3:11 Strumming of chords Harmonic/Rhythmic Morrison’s Jig, A2 
3:25 Melody unison with fiddle, 

interspersed elements of 
drone strumming 

Melodic/Harmonic Morrison’s Jig, B2 

3:40 Strumming of chords, tags to 
the descending melodic line 

Harmonic/Rhythmic, 
Melodic/Harmonic 

Morrison’s Jig A3 

3:55 Final melody unison with 
fiddle, increased strumming 
towards end 

Melodic/Harmonic Morrison’s Jig B3 
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Appendix 4- Andy Irvine Mandolin transcription ‘Arthur McBride’ 
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Appendix 5- Andy Irvine and Liam Ó Flynn transcription ‘Blacksmithereens’ 
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Appendix 6- The Dubliners ‘Galway Races’ transcription  
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Appendix 7- Mick Moloney Banjo transcription ‘Joseph's Fancy/Trip to Durrow’ pages 1-3
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Appendix 8- Barney McKenna banjo transcription ‘Muirsheen Durkin’ pages 1-2
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Appendix 9- The Bothy Band ‘Old Hag You Have Killed Me/Dinny Delaney’s/Morrison’s Jig’ 

transcription pages 1-3
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Appendix 10- Andy Irvine/Paul Brady ‘Plains of Kildare’ melodic transcription
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Appendix 11- Seán Ó Riada and Ceoltóirí Chualann ‘Planxty Johnson’ melody transcription
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Appendix 12- The Chieftains ‘March of the King of Laois’ melodic transcription pages 1 and 2
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Appendix 13- Planxty ‘The Blacksmith’ Mandolin and Bouzouki introduction transcription
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Appendix 14- The Chieftains ‘The Morning Dew’ melodic transcription pages 1-4
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Appendix 15- Sweeney’s Men ‘Waxies Dargle’ Mandolin transcription
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Appendix 16- Dé Dannan ‘Tom Billy’s Jig- live’ melodic transcription fiddle and banjo
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Appendix 16- Andy Irvine questionnaire and responses  
 

1. What is your earliest memory of Irish traditional/folk music? 
 
I started listening to the BBC Radio programme – “As I Roved Out” in the 1950s. It was 
presented by Séamus Ennis and featured performances by singers and musicians he had 
recorded in the field.  
 
 

2. Name the instruments you consider to have been central to this sound? 
 
Uillean Pipes, Fiddle, and flute. And of course, voice 
 
 

3. When you were developing your craft, what musicians/instruments/sounds influenced you?  
I had been influenced, initially, by Woody Guthrie and came to Irish music by this back door.  
My epiphany into playing Irish music was largely at the instigation of friendships formed in 
Dublin. I was most impressed by Johnny Moynihan who had a similar history in discovering 
Irish music to my own. Other musicians who influenced me are multitude and quite hard to 
pin down.  I was playing mandolin and guitar at this point and again Johnny Moynihan’s 
mandolin accompaniments must have been an influence. I listened to a lot of singers, in 
person and on record. Geordie Hanna, Paddy Tunny and his mother Brigid, Tom Moran from 
Mohill in County Leitrim. 
 
 

4. Do you consider music a fundamental part of Irish culture? 
 
Absolutely! 
 
 

5. What aspects of Irish music do you feel reflect an Irish identity?  
 
Not really able to answer that one! 
 
 

6. What influences do you feel led to the Irish folk movement?  
 
A lot of the influence was from The Clancy Brothers. In my circle we did not care for their 
performances which we considered to be ‘strokey’ but they had a great repertoire of songs, 
a lot of them coming from Tommy Makem who came from Co. Armagh in Northern Ireland. 
It has to be remembered that traditional music in Ireland in the early sixties was alive and 
well in many parts of the country. In Dublin there were certain clubs like ‘The Pipers Club’, 
‘Brú na nGael’ etc. where musicians, usually from the country but living in Dublin, gathered 
to play.  
The ‘Irish Folk Scene’ –as I say, influenced by The Clancy Brothers & Tommy Makem – was 
on a different level. Largely concerned with songs and guitars, it took a lot of its early 
influence from the rise in interest in USA of so-called Coffee House music. The likes of The 
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Kingston Trio etc. We idealists would have nothing to do with that! So we found ourselves 
slightly outcast! My first band, Sweeney’s Men (with Johnny Moynihan), was influenced by 
whatever we heard and liked. We would sing an Old Time American song followed by a 
Scots ballad as likely as not but we were totally outside the ‘semi popular’ music that was 
perpetrated as ‘The Ballads’ in Dublin in that period (c1965-1968) 
 
 

7. Did these influences inspire your involvement or influence the way you performed? 
 
Yes, as I said, we determined not to be ‘strokey’. We were idealists and as often as not, sang 
and played for the pleasure and not for the money. 
 
 

8. When you were learning (your instrument) what aspects did you focus on?  
 
In the beginning I sang to my mandolin accompaniment and attempted to accompany 
myself by playing melody with harmonic second notes. Like two note chords. Gradually 
more and more harmony crept into my playing. Eventually I developed a style of playing (on 
bouzouki, mandola etc.) that was unique and really couldn’t be said to show any obvious 
influence from others. 
 
 

9. Lyrically do you feel Irish music has specific musical elements that reflect the ideas or idioms 
in the lyrics? Any typical musical phrases that you would associate with a specific theme or 
lyric? 
 
 

10. What do you think of the incorporation of non-Irish traditional instruments into Irish 
performance? Do you feel the music gave way to the instrument or did the musicians adapt 
the instrument to the Irish style? 

 
As somebody who only plays non-Irish instruments I would be biased in my comments to 
this. I do not compare myself to, for instance, traditional fiddle players. When I sing a 
traditional song with a bouzouki or mandola accompaniment, I step immediately outside 
the tradition as it was. However, traditions have to keep moving. It may seem paradoxical to 
say that as ‘traditional’ means ‘handed down’ but for all that, the tradition has never stayed 
exactly the same. 
 
 

11. Do you feel the music revival of the 1960s and 1970s created a change to the history of Irish 
traditional performance? In what ways?  

 
It’s often said that the band I was in in 1972 and onwards – Planxty – brought elements 
together that changed the direction of traditional music. For what it’s worth, my view on 
this is that it popularised Irish music in a far better way than had The Clancys ten years 
before but the performances and recordings of the band did not seriously change the way 
traditional fiddle, flute and Uillean pipers played. Having said that, a lot of the younger 
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players of such instruments were big fans of Planxty and often put the band down as an 
influence. 
 

12. During the 1960s and 1970s were there any clear social/cultural trends or events that 
influenced this movement and/or the composition/arrangement of tunes performed by your 
ensembles or others? 

 
Of course the ‘Troubles’ in the North led a lot of singers to express themselves about these 
events. Christy Moore to name but one. As a songwriter I have always attempted to steer 
clear of current events as they seem ‘unfulfilled’ or ‘ongoing’. I have concentrated more on 
historical aspects of labour – expressing my admiration and allegiance to people such as 
Michael Davitt, James Connolly, and Michael Dwyer. 

 
 

13. What, if any, clear impacts come to mind from the 1960s and 1970s folk revival in Ireland on 
music since then? 

 
Younger musicians have pushed out the parameters of Irish traditional music. It may not be 
quite answering the question but eastern time signatures have been added to the 6/8, 9/8 
2/4 and 4/4 signatures that were current heretofore. 
Without wishing to blow my own trumpet, I would reckon myself to have had a large hand 
in this from my sojourns in Bulgaria and Macedonia in the late 60s and the music I 
incorporated from those cultures. In my latest band – Usher’s Island – the Manchester flute 
player, Mike McGoldrick has written a tune called “The Five drunken Landladies” which is 
the traditional reel, “The Drunken Landlady” in 5/4 time. (not that that, in itself, is 
necessarily an Eastern time signature!) 
 
 

14. Please list a one or two words you associate with the following musicians and ensembles 
(where possible): The Dubliners, Sean O’Riada, Ceoltóirí Chualann, The Chieftains, Planxty, 
De Danann, The Bothy Band.  

 
I loved The Dubliners at first. I was good friends with the original members of the band as 
we all used O’Donoghue’s pub in Dublin for our social outlets. I still hold them dear to my 
heart though the music became a bit stagnant. I would put Luke Kelly down as an influence. 
Sean O’Riada changed the basic concept of traditional music back in 60s by putting 
traditional musicians into an ensemble. This led onto Ceoltóirí Chualann and the Chieftains 
and certainly made good Irish Traditional Music a worldwide art form. 
Planxty – probably the most important musical aspect of my life. The first eighteen months 
were pure joy! De Danann: I had a short spell with them in 1976. I always liked their music, 
the fiddle, bouzouki interaction between Frankie Gavin and Alec Finn was a unique and 
lovely sound. My only dislike would be their choice of vocalists and songs in the latter stages 
of their career. The Bothy Band was a tremendously exciting band and I was always sorry 
not to have been a part of that band! 
 

15. Sean O’Riada had a simile to describe Irish music that “Irish music is like a river, lots of 
different inlets and streams flow into it, however they do not stop the river from its course”, 
what do you feel about this description of Irish music? Do you think there has been a 
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continuous Irish sound that has permeated throughout the Irish folk period of the 1960s and 
1970s? 

 
Yes, that sums it up very well. Lots of musicians have tried to influence the flow of the river 
by attempting to join it through a stream. Time alone tells whether different ways of playing 
and singing are acceptable to the river! 
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